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ABSTRACT 

 
“Theorizing and Performing Socio-political Representation: Harriet Wilson, Harriet 

Jacobs, and Pauline Hopkins” focuses on the performance of gender and sexuality in works by 

three African American women writers who were also public figures.  In this study, I examine 

what I have named the “politics of representation” in these texts, whereby their authors articulate 

the benefits and drawbacks of capitalizing on the dual socio-political positions of subject and 

object in American culture.  I argue that Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins critique and theorize the 

public demonstration or performance of gendered and sexually categorized African American 

bodies to achieve political ends.  In particular, they challenge the conflation by whites and by 

black male leaders of masculinity and political recognition.  Contrary to what many scholars have 

argued, these writers envision a political authority for black women not circumscribed by 

normative concepts of femininity, masculinity, and sexuality popularized by the dominant culture.   
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INTRODUCTION  

 
How does one bring dignity to the abject or the unthinkable?  How does one alter   

perceptions of a group or concept to effect political change?  I have grappled with these 

questions for years as an African American woman – a minority – and an activist.  The 

abject, in the words of Julia Kristeva, “has only one quality of the object – that of being 

opposed to I” (1).  Minority groups, blacks, women, lesbians, gays, bisexuals, the poor 

and others, and grassroots organizers are consistently placed within the position of 

attempting to make their experiences, aspirations, ideas and very existence palatable and 

unthreatening to a dominant ruling class, an I which is typically white, heterosexual, 

male, and middle class in the United States.  One strategy for achieving this goal is to 

delineate the similarities and differences between these Others and the mainstream.  One 

need only look to the civil rights and women’s movements and the campaign of the first 

elected African American president to see the operation of discourses of sameness and 

diversity at play.  Therefore, it is no surprise that such an inquiry would also surface in 

my scholarly work.   

In this project, the marginalized group’s struggle that has drawn my fascination is 

that of African American women.  African American women were seen as abject due to 

their history as objects or chattels and the illicit sex that was a part of it.  How did they 

negotiate this reality as well as the masculine, patriarchal discourse of the nation to 

contribute to the black community’s efforts to secure recognition?  How did they move 

from objects of service, study, and then socio-political anxiety to political subjects?  My 
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project answers these questions through the study of three mid nineteenth- and early 

twentieth-century African American women who were authors as well as public figures: 

Harriet Wilson (1859), Harriet Jacobs (1861), and Pauline Hopkins (1900).  In addition to 

the style and content of their writings, I have chosen to focus on Wilson, Jacobs, and 

Hopkins because of their activism, occupations, residences, and position within the public 

eye.  Although Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins were influenced by Euro American values, 

they were also concerned about the political exigencies and issues of their own race.1   

As public figures, activists, and artists, these three women were given numerous 

opportunities to be conscious of their objectification by African American and Euro 

American eyes and to contribute to thinking about the realities of such a status and 

identity as subjects and cultural producers.  Although Frances Harper was also a prolific 

nineteenth-century African American female writer and public figure, she does not 

appear in this study because her writings do not seem to address the performance of 

gender and sexuality in the same ways as those of Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins.  

However, the time span of my project and Harper’s prominence as an activist-poet 

suggest that the relevance of her work to my argument warrants further study.  Harriet 

Jacobs briefly achieved national recognition within the abolitionist movement.  Wilson 

and Hopkins entered the public sphere for different reasons.  They had the potential to be 

race representatives and signifiers as some of the few black inhabitants of New England.  

Wilson grew up in the reform community of Massachusetts, and as an adult she 

developed an activist following for herself as a medium and Spiritualist lecturer.  

Hopkins first furthered the aims of racial uplift as a vocalist and playwright, known as 

                                                 
1 I use the term Euro American rather than white to reflect that America’s culture, including its 
understandings of democracy and  race, originate in the diverse backgrounds of the European colonials who 
founded it.           
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“Boston’s Favorite Colored Soprano.”  The visibility of Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins 

made them especially aware of the challenges, limitations, and advantages associated 

with the public demonstration of political agency.  All of them, in their texts, are 

preoccupied with the personas and actions of public figures of popular nineteenth-century 

movements that sought to improve African Americans’ quality of life.  In particular, they 

offer analyses of the racial uplift, black and white reform, and abolitionist movements.   

Their writings attest to the importance of public portrayals of African Americans 

as political subjects to developing and evaluating the abolitionist, reform, and racial uplift 

agendas.  Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins appear to highlight the intricacies and dangers of 

African American image-making, especially as expressed through gender identity and 

sexual choices.  They articulate, what I call, a politics of representation, principles that 

question and theorize the public demonstration or performance of gendered and sexually 

categorized African American bodies to achieve political ends.  Judith Butler and Henry 

Louis Gates, Jr. will help me map performances of racialized gender and sexuality within 

their texts which “repeat and displace through hyperbole, dissonance, internal confusion, 

and proliferation the very constructs by which they are mobilized” (Gender Trouble 31).  

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins seem to confront the sexual politics of Euro Americans and 

their own community, especially male African American leaders, by envisioning a 

political agency that is not gender or sexual-orientation specific.  By imagining racial 

identities for black women through ideologies and histories of femininity, masculinity, 

heterosexuality, homosexuality, and even bisexuality, Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins 

critique equating socio-political recognition and blackness with manhood or womanhood.  

In so doing, they challenge concepts of normative and non-normative sexuality, gender, 
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and race.  Their writings are radical because they begin to articulate and resolve questions 

of definition, inclusion, and exclusion within the American women’s, black power, and 

civil rights movements well in advance of their mid twentieth-century sisters of color.     

In addition to the common themes in their texts, several other considerations 

influenced my decision to study this group of writers.  Together they make it possible for 

me to create a case study of the philosophical debates on gender and desire among 

prominent African American men and women.  Most scholars study masculinity, 

femininity, and sexual orientation within African American texts by placing them into a 

one-to-one dialogue with values, norms, culture practices, and prominent figures of Euro 

Americans.  However, I believe that the marginalized position and insider/outsider status 

of African American women within the African American and Euro American 

communities pushed them to meditate upon and narrate realities that go beyond such 

conventional dichotomies.  I add to the body of criticism on early African American 

women writers the African American community’s own discourses about gender and 

sexuality.    

In addition, the publications of Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins allow me to track the 

evolution of beliefs related to gender and sexuality during some of the most critical 

periods of African American history: slavery, the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the Jim 

Crow era.  Moreover, Hopkins’s affinity for abolitionists, which many critics have 

discussed, philosophically aligns her with the authors of Our Nig and Incidents in the Life 

even though they were writing decades before her works appeared in print.  Her career as 

a playwright and performance artist also offers a rare opportunity to study the 
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relationship between various modes and theories of performance, formal and informal,   

and how political systems influence their development.        

One could argue that until the mid twentieth century African-American women’s 

voices, lives, and experiences occupied the political periphery of both black and 

dominant cultures.  Although African American women writers have dotted American 

history since the eighteenth century, black self-determination has been couched in very 

masculine terms by an informal and formal leadership dominated by men as far back as 

the earliest black literary productions of slaves turned abolitionists.  This almost 

exclusively patriarchal discourse continued from the eighteenth century until well after 

emancipation as the speeches, writings, and legislation of statesmen, clergymen, and 

other African American male authority figures became predominant.  Indeed, even in the 

twenty-first century journalists and others have commented on the civil rights 

movement’s lack of focus due to the dearth of charismatic figures such as Martin Luther 

King Jr. and Malcolm X.  As a case in point, the editors of The Oxford Companion to 

African American Literature (1997) tellingly include an overview of lesbians and lesbian 

literature, but in opposition to the entry entitled “Manhood” readers find a heading and 

section of “Gender” rather than womanhood.  This volume appears to suggest that 

African American Studies like the black male leadership of the racial uplift movement 

“silence[s] difference and gender[s] blackness as male” (Peterson 17).  Accordingly, 

much of the scholarship on the representation and discussion of black socio-political 

recognition in literature has focused on the perspectives of men of the race.  For the 

purposes of my study, recognition is an umbrella term meant to capture African 

Americans’ wish for the dominant culture to be aware of their humanity, culture, human 
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rights, and socio-political aspirations, including self-determination, and equitably account 

for them in the systems, laws, and institutions of America.             

Several explanations exist for the small number of visible African American 

women leaders driving the political efforts of African Americans in the nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries.  One possible reason for African American women’s limited 

access to positions of power and authority within nineteenth and early twentieth-century 

black politics might have been the African American community’s unwillingness to see 

African American women’s experiences and struggles as equally important and 

inextricably linked to those of the men of their race.  In other words, African American 

women might have asserted their particular concerns and perspectives, but the African 

American community believed that they should be subordinate to aims or goals that more 

explicitly affected the recognition of the race as a whole.  They might have done so due 

to reservations about causing dissent when solidarity seemed essential to their race’s 

advancement or harming the already fragile image of African American men.  For 

example, today some African American men and women believe that black feminists are 

disloyal to their race when they analyze the sexism of African American men.  

Furthermore, contemporary studies of the black power and civil rights movements have 

only begun to unearth tensions between African American male and female activists.  In 

other words, African Americans and scholars of their history, culture, and experience 

might find it difficult or inexpedient to acknowledge and address intraracial conflict or 

diversity.         

The status of mid nineteenth- and early twentieth-century African American 

women in black politics was also a reflection of the gender inequity within America.  
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Although to what degree is uncertain, conventions of the dominant culture undoubtedly 

influenced the politics of enslaved and free Africans.  The nineteenth-century was an 

androcentric period when men represented and determined the fate of all humanity – 

including women – in language, knowledge, and matters local, domestic, and 

international.  Therefore, women were largely seen as not only the opposite sex but as 

fundamentally different and, for the most part, inferior.  Their identity and value was 

largely associated with and defined through biological characteristics, such as the ability 

to have children.  Men dominated the public spheres, of the marketplace and governance, 

and women belonged in the private sphere of home and family where they could excel.  

Women who pushed the boundaries and entangled themselves with public matters were 

whispered about and sometimes even ostracized.  The negative response of many in the 

African American community to activists such as Maria Stewart and Ida B. Bells and 

itinerant preachers such as Jarena Lee in contrast to the respect given to David Walker, 

Reverend Bishop Richard Allen, and other male counterparts suggests that African 

Americans and Euro Americans shared similar views regarding women and politics.   

In addition, some African Americans might have seen black women as a liability 

to the cause of recognition because of the especially disturbing sexual character they 

were perceived to possess.  They believed African American women in particular 

symbolized and encouraged some of the most negative beliefs about the race due to their 

sexual past under slavery.  Transforming the dominant culture’s ideologies of race, which 

were increasingly given credibility through (pseudo-)science, was crucial to creating a 

public sentiment willing to devise laws and systems that would recognize and improve 

the quality of life for African Americans.  In essence, obstacles to African American 
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women’s political involvement were 1) the African American community’s desire to 

present a unified message and collective identity; 2) gender prejudice; and 3) racial 

prejudice within the dominant culture.            

 Former bondwomen and their children – mulatto and born out of wedlock – did 

little to challenge Euro Americans beliefs regarding black savagery, ignorance, and 

immorality – their biologically sanctioned subordination.  African American women, 

especially those who were biracial, became a sign of one of the many reasons slaves 

should not be freed and blacks could not be given political and civil rights.  In America 

and in Caribbean colonies, governments and the general public used theories about 

sexuality to argue that blacks and others of African descent were unsuitable for political 

rights.  Thomas Holt confirms that by the 1850’s Jamaica’s special magistrates 

documented references to “the stereotype of the ‘Quashee’ – lazy, morally degenerate, 

licentious, and heedless of the future” (54).  However, it is the black woman in Europe, 

European colonies, and the U.S. who comes to typify all that is abhorrent about African 

American sexuality, and Euro Americans and some conservative African Americans 

ultimately imagined her as undermining the advancement of the entire African American 

race.  African American women possessed all of the power figuratively and literally to 

reproduce the African Amerian race and culture; hence, they were ultimately responsbile 

for the race’s immorality and its potential to destroy (Euro) American values and the 

racial purity that buttressed White Supremacy.      

 Among the scholars who have documented manifestations of this history and its 

implications for the study of literature and other arts are Jean Fagan Yellin, Hazel Carby, 

Claudia Tate, and Sander Gilman.  Tate, in Domestic Allegories of Political Desire, 
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argues that perceptions of African American sexuality were a part of nineteenth-century 

American political rhetoric about racial inferiority.  She writes, 

 In short, white radical conservatives – Southern and Northern – contended that 
 the (alleged) sexual excesses of the recently emancipated were the result of their 
 unrestrained retrogression into savagery, and the social theory accounting for this 
 transition was termed ‘retrogressionism’ (also ‘regressionism’).   It formed the 
 basis of the racist ideology that ultimately disenfranchised black people and 
 segregated them in all aspects of social exchange as well as reaped on them the 
 terrorism of lynching and rape. (10) 
 
Tate posits that nineteenth-century African American women writers sought to intervene 

in this political landscape by writing fictional allegories of marriage that represent blacks 

as moral, responsible citizens. African American women’s dangerous sexuality, then, is 

contained and polticized within marriage.     

Yet, Hazel Carby suggests in “Policing the Black Woman’s Body” that African 

American writers continued to grapple with the politics of sexuality even in the twentieth 

century.   She finds evidence of this in literature about urban areas authored by Euro 

American and African American philanthropists and sociologists.  According to Carby,  

“... [The] migrating black woman could be variously situated as a threat to the progress of 

the race; as a threat to the establishment of a respectable urban black middle class; as a 

threat to congenial black and white middle class relations; and as a threat to the formation 

of black masculinity in an urban environment …” by these individuals (24).  Although 

Tate focuses on the issue of marriage and Carby analyzes texts outside the genre of 

fiction, they both explicate how the private or personal issue of sexuality became 

especially political for women of color. 

Carby and Tate are among the visionary cadre of African Americanists and 

Americanists who broke important ground in the revival of popular and critical interest in 
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an African American female literary canon.  Their research into the writing of nineteenth-

and early twentieth-century African American women sought to construct its history, 

identify the authorship of rediscovered texts, and establish its merit and value as a subject 

of study. They and other critics such as Gloria T. Hull, Barbara Christian, and Carla 

Peterson have made significant contributions to our understanding of novels, poetry and 

other creative fiction produced by African American women.  Yet there is still little 

within the fields of African American and American literary criticism that offers an 

extended analysis focused on women of the African Diaspora’s engagement with political 

movements and discourses within literature.   

Most of these critics study the life experiences and gender and racial 

consciousness of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century black women through the 

dominant culture’s lens of “womanhood.”  For example, texts such as Carby’s  

Reconstructing Womanhood (1987) and duCille’s  Coupling Convention (1993) touch 

upon African American women writers’  depiction of identity as it relates to defining 

femininity but tend to focus on explicating these authors’ efforts to assimilate to, co-opt, 

or reject Euro American beliefs.  To this end, African Americanists and Americanists 

have produced a critical body of work that enables scholars to understand the degree to 

which Euro American and African American women influenced one another yet led 

different lives.  However, few position their analyses of gender and sexuality within the 

context of the arts, concerns, mores, and politics of the African American community at-

large.                       

Moreover, although these studies provide invaluable comparisons of African 

American women writers’ and the dominant culture’s values, norms, and concepts of 
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gender they only gesture toward sexuality as another area of inquiry.  Evelyn Hammonds, 

in “Toward a Genealogy of Black Female Sexuality: The Problematic of Silence,” notes, 

“Black feminist theorists have almost universally described black women’s sexuality, 

when viewed from the vantage of the dominant discourses, as an absence …Black 

women’s sexuality is often described in metaphors of speechlessness, space, or vision; as 

a ‘void’ or empty space simultaneously” (171).  Literary scholars evidence these 

assumptions in their frequent utilization of the term “lacunae” to note but not necessarily 

unravel the meaning of textual passages when it is unclear whether a female writer or 

poet is referring to sex or sexuality.  Hence, modern scholars appear to conclude that 

early African American women writers agreed with some reformers in their community 

that the erotic world of black woman was a subject far too controversial to bring before 

the public.  Although the discussion of sexual matters by women in general was largely 

seen as taboo in the nineteenth century, Euro American women, unlike African American 

women, were able to write about some sexual matters.  For example, Euro American 

female authors could discuss, albeit usually figuratively, amorous affection between Euro 

American men and women, Euro American women’s romantic passion, and Euro 

American women’s sexual “undoing” by Euro American men.  However, any discussion 

of African American women’s sexuality, as agents or victims, by African American 

women could be interpreted as more evidence of their and the entire African American 

race’s carnal natures.   

Indeed, Hammonds speculates that the tenuous status occupied by many female 

African American scholars discourages them from delving too deeply into such a topic.  

She argues, “Already threatened with being sexualized and rendered inauthentic as 
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knowledge producers in the academy by students and colleagues alike, this avoidance of 

theorizing about sexuality can be read as one contemporary manifestation of structured 

silence” (178).  In other words, the socio-political significance of African American 

women’s sexuality constructed when Europeans and Africans first came into contact, still 

haunts the freedom of African American women today.  Therefore, African American 

women’s contributions to black politics in history and literature have been inadequately 

documented or overlooked by their community and those who study it due to gender and 

racial prejudice.  However, the centrality of sex and sexuality to the political and personal 

experiences of black women leads me to question the methodologies that have produced 

such a long-standing perception of African American female political engagement.   

In addition to the one Hammonds raises, another explanation exists for the limited 

body of work on African American women authors’ discussion of sex or sexuality.  Many 

scholars of African American women’s writing do not appear to investigate terms such as 

gender and sexuality that are essential to their studies.  Yet, the epistemology and 

methodology of such disciplines as Queer, Gender, and Gay and Lesbian studies suggest 

that scholars’ lack of awareness of the existence of diverse genders and sexualities can 

circumscribe their interpretations.  Relying upon a universal understanding of identity 

and experience constricts speculation on how gender and sexuality are historical, culture, 

and racialized or raced phenomena.   

Pepper Schwartz and Virginia Rutter’s definition of “gendered” helps elucidate 

my use of the term raced.  They explain, “When we say something is gendered we mean 

that social processes have determined what is appropriately masculine and feminine and 

that gender has thereby become integral to the definition of the phenomenon” (186).  
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Similarly, I suggest (1) that the races of white and black are socially and biologically 

constructed; (2) that American society, especially the dominant culture, has determined 

that certain behaviors and appearances, including those related to gender and sexuality, 

belong to whites or blacks; and (3) that ideologies of race shape such designations.  

However, I extend Schwartz and Rutter’s explication to argue also that race frequently 

does not stand alone as a category of experience and identity but is actually constructed 

through gender and sexuality.  It is a reluctance to critically interrogate the effect of 

gender and sexuality on racial ideologies, experience, and expression that appears to have 

most discouraged the exploration of the sexual politics of African American women in 

literature.                                 

Furthermore, drawing upon the diverse discourses regarding the experience and 

definitions of sex, gender, and sexuality of the mid nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, rather than contemporary perspectives, helps make more visible the 

intersections of discourses of race, gender, and desire within early political movements.  I 

define gender as socially, culturally and historically constructed actions and behaviors, 

including but not limited to names, choices in dress, body language, and surgical 

operations, that express gender difference.  Similarly, the term sexuality refers to 1) the 

range of socially, culturally, and historically shaped sexual practices in which individuals 

engage; 2) the names, including but not limited to as heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian, and 

straight-man attracted-to-other-men, used to define sexual choices; and 3) the acts used to 

communicate one’s sexual choices, as a form of identity, to others.  Literary criticism by 

Euro Americans and African Americans could delve much more into theories of gender 

and sexuality within the African American community that do not appear normative.  In 
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addition, the present research begs the question of whether a dialogue on gender and 

sexuality existed between male and female artists, intellectuals, and activists of African 

descent.    

Thus far, African Americanists and Americanists have offered little speculation 

about alternatives to Euro American sexual systems and subjectivities that African 

American women writers might have sought to engage or imagine.  Although scholars 

analyze and research gender, they often see heterosexuality as known or “normal,” not 

requiring inquiry.  Indeed, nineteenth- and early twentieth-century African American 

authors’ discussion and depiction of the intersections of race, sexuality, and gender are 

some of the most understudied but important aspects of the African American literary 

canon.  Scholars typically see heterosexuality as finite rather than existing on a 

continuum, and they analyze gender from the perspective of the discrete categories of 

heterosexuality and homosexuality.  How did African American women of the mid 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries contest the perceptions and (mis)representations 

of their gender and sexuality as abject that were in many respects treated as indisputable 

fact by those outside and within their race?  

Dwight A. McBride offers a useful conceptualization of the challenges 

confronting African American women seeking to clear a space for their interests and 

voices in the landscape of the mid nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  In his study 

of the slave narrative, Impossible Witness: Truth, Abolitionism, and Slave Testimony, he 

describes the constrained rhetorical and artistic conditions under which slaves attempted 

to bear witness to their experiences.  He names these conditions the “discursive terrain” 

of knowledge production articulated by the abolitionist movement (McBride 3).  “If the 
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situation of the discursive terrain is that there is a language about slavery that preexists 

the slave’s telling of his or her own experience of slavery, or an entire dialogue or series 

of debates that preexist the telling of the slave narrator’s particular experience, how does 

one negotiate the terms of slavery in order to be able to tell one’s own story,” asks 

McBride (3).  One can extend this concept of the “discursive terrain” to much of African 

American experience during antebellum period and well into the twentieth century.   

Although Euro Americans dominated the sciences, arts, and education, and, thus, 

exerted a great deal of influence over public perceptions of, and information about 

blacks, free African Americans, especially those who were men, did find and create 

opportunities to contribute their voices and ideas.  However, they had to balance their 

transformative ideas about their race with what was already known about them.  McBride 

explains,  

 The importance of this idea is that the discursive terrain does not simply function 
 to create a kind of overdetermined way of telling an experience; it creates the very 
 codes through which those who would be readers of the slave narrative 
 understand the experience of slavery.  If language enable [sic] articulations, 
 language also enables us to read, to decipher, and to interpret those articulations. 
 (3)                                                    

 
My study extends the work of McBride and others by foregrounding the 

discourses circulating among African American abolitionists, reformers, and racial uplift 

activists.  In addition, I attempt rigorously to situate my analysis of three African 

American women writers within the language and codes about gender, sex, and sexuality 

of the periods and the two racial communities they straddled.  I do so by studying them 

from the perspective of Queer Studies and mid nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

Euro American and African American activism, African American political movements, 
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African American and Euro American performance and literary arts, and popular 

discourses of African American and Euro American gender and sexuality.            

Hortense Spillers reveals why it is important for scholars to consider how the 

historical context of the works they study might inform their methodology.  She suggests 

that due to slavery African Americans’ consciousness of gender might be quite different 

from the prevailing binary genders of male and female.  In “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s 

Maybe: An American Grammar Book,” Spillers argues that the “un-gendering” of 

African American bodies during slavery has been the basis for Euro American paradigms 

of mischaracterization of African American female and male gender (Spillers 224).  It has 

also facilitated erroneous speculation about the causes behind African American males’ 

alienation from their familial and communal networks.  “Under these conditions [of 

violent theft, loss of will, and objectification], we lose at least gender difference in the 

outcome, and the female body and the male body become a territory of cultural and 

political maneuver, not at all gender-related, and gender-specific,” she explains.  

Interestingly, her reading of Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl does not 

seem to assert that African Americans were aware of such a “neutered” subjectivity 

(Spillers 222).   

Yet the complex narrations of gender and sexuality throughout African American 

fiction and non-fiction texts written by women suggest otherwise.  They imply that at leat 

some African American women actively sought to engage with modes of social and 

political criticism and activism which did not require or assume wholesale approval of 

any system associated with dominant mores.  In other words, Wilson, Jacobs, Hopkins 

and perhaps others’ experience of how the dominant culture manipulated masculinity and 
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femininity helped them understand gender, including the related identities of race and 

sexuality, as an open, socially constructed biological sign.  Such a perspective led them to 

analyze the dangers and benefits of Euro Americans and African Americans’ 

manipulation of assumptions or ideas about gender, race, and sexuality through the 

performance of them for self or collective interests.        

In my dissertation the term “performance” has many meanings, all of which draw 

upon the theories of Judith Butler and Henry Louis Gates.  Bodies That Matter: On the 

Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (1993), Gender Trouble: Feminism and The Subversion of 

Identity (1999), and other publications by Butler articulate and elaborate upon her 

hypothesis that gender is the performance of learned ideas about gender difference that 

are shaped by location and time and whose source is nearly impossible to detect.  While 

the physical body does affect one’s actions, Butler argues that feminist, poststructuralist, 

and other discourses rely too heavily upon questionable notions of natural differences and 

etymologies of gender distinctions to justify their claims.  Butler’s work is reminiscent of 

Candace West and Don Zimmerman’s article “Doing Gender” (1987), which critiques 

formulations of gender as genetic.  Butler focuses on the body’s possibilities as matter, a 

signifier, conditioned by a particular historical and cultural context to perform acts that 

affirm sanctioned notions about gender and race; matter – an object perceived to be 

without agency – is a signifier because it waits upon human beings to give it value and 

meaning.  A space to challenge gender and race exists because behavior and its meanings 

as learned become chosen rather than instinctual acts or performances.  Furthermore, 

gender ideologies are frequently problematized by unpremeditated quotidian occurrences 

that defy expectations regarding the expression of desire, masculinity, and femininity; 
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such happenings reveal that gender and sexuality might be constructions open to counter 

acting.  Gender and sexuality become performative in Butler’s interpretation because they 

are born through a process of socialization and individual choice rather than being static, 

knowable facts.                      

“Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and 

Feminist Theory” (1990) encapsulates many of Butler’s suppositions in a way that is 

most relevant for my dissertation.  In this article, Butler draws illuminating connections 

between the expression of gender and the profession of drama.  She writes: “In order to 

describe the gendered body, a phenomenological theory of constitution requires an 

expansion of the conventional view of acts to mean both that which constitutes meaning 

and that through which meaning is performed or enacted.  In other words, the acts by 

which gender is constituted bear similarities to performative acts within theatrical 

contexts” (272).  Thus, the exhibition of gender to others – in public – is not merely the 

signified corporeality of manhood and womanhood, but rather it is the manufacture of 

that flesh seen as a material object through the manner and at the second of its 

articulation.   

The process of identity articulation, for example through gestures, language, 

clothing, and hair style, unpredictably constitutes the body as a gender rather than only 

restating a static, predetermined entity.  “One does one’s body and, indeed, one does 

one’s body differently from one’s contemporaries and from one’s embodied predecessors 

and successors as well,” explains Butler (“Performative Acts” 272).  For her, the key to 

conceptualizing gender is a willingness to recognize that the note by note composition of 

it is a riff on behavioral signs that the subject has learned about masculinity and 
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femininity, in the past and present, filtered through his or her own consciousness, 

unconscious, and interests.  Elaborating upon the relationship between gender and drama, 

Butler states, “Actors are always already on the stage, within the terms of the 

performance.  Just as a script may be enacted in various ways, and just as the play 

requires both text and interpretation, so the gendered body acts its part in a culturally 

restricted corporeal space and enacts interpretations within the confines of already 

existing directives” (“Performative Acts” 277).  I use Butler to help me explicate how 

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins might understand and narrate in their texts the operation of 

gender and sexuality.  Whereas she makes it possible for us to analyze the ways in which 

gender as a social construct is produced and resisted in the body, Gates offers a model for 

studying the possibilities and limits for creating racial identities through the spoken and 

written word.              

Through the phrases raced gender and raced sexuality I attempt to synthesize 

Butler’s and Gates’s work to extend their hypotheses as well as those of the previously 

discussed African American feminists.  My intention is not to affirm the existence of 

gender and race as separate phenomenon but to consider how Butler and Gates might 

illuminate only partially developed elements in each other’s theory.  Butler and some 

African American feminists might appear to address only a single experience of gender – 

of performance in the case of the former and of the Euro American culture in the latter.  

However, they do reflect an awareness of the influence of culture, race, and history on 

gender even if their engagement and description of such factors and their effects is 

somewhat limited.  In fact, it is only Gates who does not seem to entertain the possibility 

that gender might affect race performance.  Nonetheless, he does possess a wealth of 
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knowledge about African American experiences and culture, in particular performance, 

which Butler and the aforementioned scholars suggest inform gender as a social 

construction.                                  

Drawing on the work of numerous scholars, Gates argues that African Americans 

originated a unique linguistic practice that he names signifyin(g).2  “Signifyin(g), of 

course, is a principle of language use and is not in any way the exclusive province of 

black people, although blacks named the term and invented its rituals,” Gates explains 

(90).  Signifyin(g) is an art whereby African Americans  simultaneously deploy, 

refashion, and critique the codes, meanings, and discourses of dominant languages.  

Gates asserts, “Signifyin(g) …  is the figurative difference between the literal and the 

metaphorical, between surface and latent meaning.… Signifyin(g) presupposes an 

‘encoded’ intention to say one thing but to mean quite another” (Gates 82).  In this way, 

African Americans are able, often covertly, to interject their distinctive perspectives, 

knowledge(s), and experiences.  The languages that signifyin(g) engages may be of 

movement or writing.  

Therefore, Gates and Butler argue that the physical form, its appearance and 

gestures, as well as words can act as signifiers.  It is race that signifyin(g) produces, 

affirms, and contests for the former and for the latter the sign or symbol is gender.  Gates 

uses jazz composition as an example to elaborate upon the performative elements of 

signifyin(g).  He notes that clarinetist and saxophonist Mezz Mezsrow expressed an 

                                                 
2 I am greatly indebted to the work of David Krasner, particularly in Resistance, Parody, and Double 
Consciousness in African American Theatre, 1865-1910, for reminding me that Gates offers a productive 
model for articulating the complexities of Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins’s language and characters.  He 
applies Gates’s research and Du Bois’s theory of double-consciousness to the movement and scripts of 
black drama. 
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awareness of signifying(g) as “the play of language – both spoken and body language – 

drawn upon to name something figuratively,” and Mezzrow “was one of the first 

commentators to recognize” it “as a structure of performance that could apply equally to 

verbal texts and musical texts” (69).  Hence, Gates and Butler make it possible to analyze 

the intersection of race and gender in literature and political movements’ (re)presentation 

of political subjects to the public.  Indeed, the various levels of meaning that are a part of 

the art of signifyin(g) assume the existence of an audience: a spectator or reader.  

This audience, as Gates explains, might include people who are familiar with 

signifyin(g) and others who are not, but these two groups are not necessarily divided 

along racial lines.  Gates concurs with Mitchell-Kernan that signifiyin(g) occurs when a 

person draws upon a signifier or symbol that has two familiar meanings to a particular 

cultural or social group and makes the performance visible (86).  The group recognizes 

the duality or multiplicity of a signifier that “directs hearers to some shared knowledge, 

attitudes, and values or signals” that it [produces] metaphorically” (86).  Yet to others 

unfamiliar with signifyin(g), only the symbol and one discrete understanding is apparent.  

Gates states, “Signifyin(g), in other words, depends on the success of the signifier at 

invoking an absent meaning ambiguously ‘present’ in a carfully wrought statement” (86).  

Many scholars trace the origins of signifyin(g) to the Signifying Monkey tales of slavery, 

and, hence, they often place the two meanings of the signifier into an oppositional binary 

of the African American culture versus the dominant culture.  However, Gates asserts 

that the three-party form of the Monkey tales, Lion, Monkey, and Elephant, suggests that 

the audience of hearers could be much more diverse (55).  He clarifies, “…To reduce 

such complex structures of meaning to simple two-term opposition (white versus black) 
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is to fail to account for the strength of the Elephant” (55).   Indeed, one must consider the 

myriad of positions, attitudes, and beliefs of any audience in a pluralistic society like 

America when studying signifyin(g).  Therefore, it is similar to but quite distinct from the 

linguistic phenomenon of two competing voices or meanings occupying a single text that 

is known as double-voice.        

In the vein of Gates and Butler, I use performance to describe the bodily and 

literary acts African Americans engage in to meet, defy, exploit, and negotiate ideologies 

about the gender and sexual behaviors of raced bodies and their worthiness of socio-

political recognition.  I also employ its more commonplace definition drawn from drama.  

In this sense, performance also refers to activities that are inspired by the study and 

practice of the performance arts, particularly theatre.  Both of the aforementioned uses 

imagine a subject aware of viewers or a jury.   

However, the history and evolution of African American culture challenges 

efforts to distinguish easily between the performance of identity and the performing arts.  

The tradition of incorporating the arts, including masking, into aspects of every day life 

that go beyond entertainment is one the diverse, distinct nations of Africa share.  Indeed, 

it is this cultural survival, in its multitude of forms, that many would argue helped slaves 

build a community and survive the brutality of bondage.  The concept of performance 

within the African Diaspora, then, has relevance to the creation of racial and gender 

identity, spirituality, celebration, activism, enjoyment of beauty, the arts, and rhetoric as 

formal disciplines.  The arts, therefore, do not necessarily serve the same purpose within 

the cultural traditions of African Americans and Euro Americans, as evidenced in the 

concept of the black aesthetic.  For these reasons, “acting” itself can have many 
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sometimes overlapping meanings within the African American community.  Nonetheless, 

I have attempted to make it clear in my analyses when I am referring to performances 

which are primarily socially and culturally produced and taught and those that have been 

shaped by formal training of some sort.  In essence, some mid nineteenth- and early 

twentieth-century African Americans developed and practiced an alternative perspective 

on gender and sexuality due to their awareness of their exclusion from norms of 

heterosexuality and femininity.   

Indeed, Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins’s unique conceptualizations of gender and 

sexuality are perhaps best described through the adjective “queer.”  Annamarie Jagose 

states, “Broadly speaking, queer describes those gestures or analytical models which 

dramatize incoherencies in the allegedly stable relations between chromosomal sex, 

gender, and sexual desire” (3).  Queer studies is a discipline which seeks to problematize 

sexual experiences, desires, and identities commonly assumed to be natural and concrete.  

In contrast, gay and lesbian studies has traditionally focused more on examining the 

significance of homosexuality as a definitive identity and culture, uncovering a canon of 

gay and lesbian literature, and constructing a history of homosexuality.  The authors I 

focus on in this project wrote during periods when the general public and scientists were 

just beginning to move toward today’s static, clearly defined conceptualizations of 

sexuality and gender.  Their perspectives are more in line with Queer Studies’ views on 

gender and sexuality.   

Many scholars use Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins’s seemingly ambiguous or 

contradictory representations of gender and sexuality to support claims that they were 

unable to reconcile the experiences of African American women with the popular literary 
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models that influenced them, namely the domestic novel and the slave narrative.  What 

scholars perceive to be failed attempts by these authors to apply popular Euro American 

genres, styles, and ideologies to their experiences, I contend are actually strategic choices 

to write against and outside the accepted but problematic symbolism ascribed to the black 

female body.  Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins seem to challenge Euro Americans and 

African American male leaders’ conflation of masculinity and political recognition.  

Instead, they envision a political agency for black women not circumscribed by gender 

and normative concepts of sexuality.  Black women’s authority, for them, stems not 

simply from affirming their womanhood, heterosexuality, or cultural assimilation; it 

exists in their ability to perform any human’s actions in pursuit of the God-given rights 

detailed in America’s founding documents and, thus, is indefinable by raced gender and 

sexuality.    

 Chapter 1 “Performing Moral Reform in Our Nig” analyzes the unstable, 

precarious status of gender identity for African Americans during the antebellum period.  

Although the setting of this autobiographical novel is Massachusetts, Wilson theorizes 

the interconnectedness of struggles for recognition of free blacks in the North and slaves 

in the South.  She reveals that gender was an element of recognition for which Africans 

Americans had to fight despite the fact that many reform movements sought to use it to 

win sympathy for their agendas.  The female characters of color in Our Nig attempt to 

make the transition from objects of philanthropy, service, and entertainment to 

productive, self-reliant agents welcomed by society; they do so by performing their 

subjectivity through an uneasy, awkward negotiation of raced gender and sexuality. 
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Chapter 2 “The Body of Emotions in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” surveys 

a similar landscape in its examination of how the black female body operates as a 

signifier in slavery and anti-slavery discourses.  Many nineteenth-century abolitionists 

believed that the minds of those who supported slavery could be changed by heart-

breaking, tear-inspiring images of slavery.  However, Harriet Jacobs uses signifyin(g) in 

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl to critique the use of sentimentalism by the 

abolitionist movement.  In particular, she suggests that emotion is an enigmatic, unwieldy 

indicator of political aptitude because it can be performed; it is a facet of gender 

performance and is interpreted through racial ideologies.  In essence, she complicates 

abolitionist epistemologies – theories of knowledge – about sympathy and activism to 

reveal their complicity in understandings of slave identity that prevent America from 

recognizing the full humanity of black women in bondage.              

The art of signifyin(g), of multiple layers of meaning, allows Jacobs to 

simultaneously resist abolitionism’s conventional uses and interpretation of the enslaved 

black body and advance counter (re)presentations.  In Chapter 3 “Harriet Jacobs’s Art(s) 

of Slave Resistance,”  I argue that Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl is an 

autoethnograhic text, as defined by Mary Louis Pratt, that is as much about the resilience 

of the human spirit and African American creative genius, even in the worst conditions, 

as about the bondage of African American men and women.  Jacobs highlights the 

subjectivity of male and female slaves by documenting the range of their experiences and 

emotions, humor, sadness, anger, joy, and others; such (in)sights are often only visible to 

insiders of the peculiar institution and of the African American culture like her who are 

able to read and interpret the performances and realities of the slave community.  Indeed, 
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Jacobs unmoors agency from its raced and gendered chains.  Unlike most abolitionists 

and slavery advocates, Jacobs theorizes the many ways in which slaves only appear to 

possess and demonstrate little if any humanity.  

 Chap. 4 “Pauline Hopkins’s Contending Forces: Performing Racial Uplift” 

provides a study of how the significance of African American visibility in the American 

public sphere changed during of the Jim Crow era.  African Americans witnessed the 

gradual whittling of rights and privileges won during Reconstruction at the turn-of-the-

century, heightening their awareness of the fickleness of popular sentiments regarding 

their recognition and character.  Although much had changed by the turn-of-the century, 

Hopkins reveals that African Americans still faced many of the same prejudices and 

exclusions that they did during slavery; emphasizing the continuities, she even begins her 

novel in the antebellum era.  The hopes of a people seemed to rest nervously in the 

appearances and actions of prominent blacks such as W.E.B Du Bois, Booker T. 

Washington, women’s clubs members, and entertainers such as Emma and Anna Hyers.  

In Contending Forces, Hopkins narrates African American anxieties about the ability of 

black public figures to speak for and symbolize their increasingly heterogeneous race.  

Unlike Jacobs, she explores the opportunities as well as pitfalls that come with raced 

gender performance.  

In Chapter 5 “Emancipating Gender and Sexuality in Contending Forces,” I 

analyze Hopkins’s use of her theatrical background to question the racial uplift 

movement’s belief that individuals of a particular raced gender, class, and sexual identity 

are best equipped to symbolize the race: male, middle class, and heterosexual.  Hopkins’s 

attempts to synthesize the conservative politics of America and the racial uplift 
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movement with the histories of African Americans produces decidedly queer characters 

in Contending Forces.  In particular, her female characters reveal that the symbolic 

pressure placed upon the meanings of black bodies, from within and without the black 

community, undermines the very premise of the struggle for recognition: inclusion.  She 

elucidates and problematizes how sexual desire operates as a signifier of political 

subjectivity.  Indeed, Hopkins admonishes the racial uplift movement not only to fight for 

recognition but to seek to change the terms upon which it is given.  In the Conclusion I 

explore how my study suggests additional areas of African American arts research and 

new perspectives on the culture of the African Diaspora.                                                 
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CHAPTER 1:  

PERFORMING MORAL REFORM IN OUR NIG 

 
Harriet Wilson wrote her first and only published novel for very personal and 

practical reasons.  She says, “Deserted by kindred, disabled by failing health, I am forced 

to some experiment which shall aid me in maintaining myself and child without 

extinguishing this feeble life” (3).  In many respects this explanation in the preface to her 

1859 autobiographical novel Our Nig; or Sketches from the Life of a Free Black seems 

especially appropriate for a nineteenth-century literary world becoming increasingly 

penetrated by sentimentalism and artistically inclined reformers.  Euro Americans, 

especially in the North, and African Americans joined forces to advocate for the abolition 

of slavery in fiction, autobiographies, courts, and lectures.   Northern free African 

Americans, in particular, sought to aid the abolitionist cause by exhibiting respectable 

behavior to protect and increase what few rights they possessed.  These efforts often 

intersected with calls for greater recognition of women, which attempted to define 

women’s place, and for temperance.   

In this context, Wilson introduces Frado, an illegitimate, free girl of racially 

mixed parentage who endures nothing less than torture in the North as an indentured 

servant for a Christian, Euro-American woman named Mrs. Bellmont.  Frado finds some 

refuge in the kindness of the brothers James and Jack Bellmont, their Aunt Abbey, and 

the father Mr. Bellmont.  James Bellmont is in the best position to rescue the child, but he 

becomes sick and dies.  When readers first meet Frado, they are uncertain of the degree 
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of control she and reformers have over her fate, but Wilson soon reveals the strengths and 

weaknesses of reform movements through Frado.  Wilson appeals to the sympathy of 

African American readers and educates those who are white by theorizing the ways in 

which actions are sites of interpretive conflict that serve as well as undermine the means 

and aspirations of reformers. Wilson, like Harriet Jacobs and Pauline Hopkins, parodies 

and inverts assumptions about gender and race and uses the African American cultural 

practice of the double-voice or signifyin(g) to challenge and complicate identity rather 

simply refashioning it. 

In particular, Our Nig appears to explore the potential and limits of free African 

Americans’ performing their humanity and sameness through exemplary behavior and 

shared ethics and cultural values, as a strategy intended to win recognition from Euro 

Americans, North, South, abolitionist, and other.  Wilson suggests that any and all acts, 

as signifiers of humanity and thus political agency, are interpreted through the lenses of 

race and gender – racial and gender qualities.  Hence, the strategy of moral uplift 

imagined and voiced by many prominent African Americans is a precarious one because 

it does not account for the effects of unethical systems – such as slavery and class 

hierarchy and their ideologies of black bodies – on the perspectives through which they 

are evaluated.1  Although Frederick Douglass and other prominent race men and women 

attempted to use the slave narrative and the cult of domesticity to make the case for black 

humanity in gendered terms, Wilson appears somewhat ambivalent regarding whether the 

performance of ideal humanness – as womanhood or manhood – has benefits as a mode 

of achieving greater freedom and equality for blacks.    

                                                 
1 For a similar view, see Thomas B. Lovell, “By the Dint of Labor and Economy: Harriet Jacobs, Harriet 
Wilson, and the Salutary View of Wage Labor” (2).        
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Depending upon their race or gender, characters in Our Nig behave in ways that 

might be applauded or even sanctioned by one reform movement or another, but the 

consequences of their choices prove disheartening if not inhumane on more than one 

occasion.  For example, Frado’s seemingly superlative expression of gender fails to win 

her respect from whites because her race or color frequently signifies her actions as in 

service to whites, as entertainer and laborer, and, thus, transforms her into a gender-

androgynous object.  Euro Americans’ discussion of Frado’s qualities in masculine and 

feminine terms and unwillingness to treat Frado in accordance with conventional gender 

ideologies ultimately erases her gender.  When discovered in the black, biologically 

female protagonist, qualities associated with masculinity and femininity, by Euro 

American and African American leaders, often justify exploitation, abandonment, and 

violence rather than becoming a path toward subjectivity and liberation.  For Wilson, 

gendered political activism seems to be a fraught mode of attaining social capital, agency, 

or power. 

 The provocative antebellum issues of miscegenation, black freedom in the North, 

and female sexuality are apparent in a brief description of Our Nig’s main plot.  Our Nig 

records the Bellmonts’ various attitudes toward Alfrado, or Frado, and her efforts to 

develop her own identity and to become self-sufficient, despite poor health which is the 

result of years of overwork, once she is released from indenture at the age of eighteen.  

Frado’s mother Mag and her lover Seth mislead the Euro American Bellmont family into 

believing that they will return to collect Frado after work, but instead the two abandon the 

child.  Mag has several romantic interests and sexual partners throughout the course of 

the chapters dedicated to her, but she marries only once; furthermore, the narrator hints 
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that these relationships may be perceived by onlookers as interracial.  Free and enslaved 

African Americans and Euro-Americans would have found the subject matter 

controversial but timely nonetheless. 

 In the “Preface,” Wilson articulates an awareness of the risk she takes in bringing 

her controversial subject matter into the literary marketplace and the Northern reform 

milieu.  Wilson begins, “In offering to the public in the following pages, the writer 

confesses her inability to minister to the refined and cultivated, the pleasure supplied by 

abler pens.  It is not for such these crude narrations appear” (3).  She uses the words 

“minister” and “refined and cultivated” to articulate her understanding of the publishing 

industry.  For her, the elite world of arts and letters, comprised of middle class to wealthy 

critics and readers, evaluates the aesthetic merit of a work based upon its ability to reflect 

conventional values.  Wilson implies that the popularity of some genres in the North can 

be attributed to their ability to mirror back to the reader his/her fundamental values and 

politics.  For example, the slave narrative and the domestic novel, which seem to 

influence Our Nig, delineated particular beliefs regarding improving the behavior and 

perceptions of middle-class Euro Americans while confirming simultaneously their 

privilege and estimable qualities.  However, it is also important to note that Wilson does 

not explicitly assign a racial identity to the “refined and cultivated” that she addresses in 

her disclaimer.  Such ambiguity suggests that Wilson recognized the class and ideological 

similarities between African Americans and Euro Americans, which I will discuss later in 

greater detail.  Wilson proclaims that the self-interest that motivates her autobiographical 

novel causes it to depart from concerns about its mass appeal.  “[C]rude narrations” is a 

comment upon her insecurity regarding the content as well as the quality of the work.   
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 Indeed, “The Preface” is an extended meditation upon the obstacles Wilson 

foresaw to a favorable reception of her work, given the ways in which literature was 

increasingly becoming a tool for disseminating antislavery and other reform messages.  

Her unfavorable treatment of not just the North but Northern reformers as well was 

certainly trailblazing.  Despite the dire circumstances in which she finds herself, Wilson 

is therefore careful to assert that she has vetted the manuscript to avoid appearing to 

minimize the horrors of slavery and undermine abolitionists by fictionalizing her 

experiences as an indentured servant.  “I would not from these motives even palliate 

slavery at the South, by disclosures of its appurtenances North.  My mistress was wholly 

imbued with southern principles,” she notes (Wilson 3).  The racism of the South has 

been carried like weeds across the Mason Dixon line and taken root in a home in the free 

North; she clarifies that the central conflict of the work is racism not regional culture.  

Wilson further explains, “I do not pretend to divulge every transaction in my own life, 

which the unprejudiced would declare unfavorable in comparison with the treatment of 

legal bondmen; I have purposely omitted what would most provoke shame in our good 

anti-slavery friends at home” (3).  Although some Euro Americans in the North are 

ostensibly “unprejudiced,” they might not necessarily be willing or able to acknowledge 

the ways in which racism infects their own or others’ treatment of free black workers like 

Frado.  Wilson uses a combination of sarcasm and irony to imply that the mere existence 

of such prejudice in the progressive North is of greater or equal danger to the integrity of 

abolitionism than her decision to record it.2  She communicates a shrewd awareness of 

                                                 
2 For a similar view, see Foreman and Pitts (82).  
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the discomfort her tale might cause for whites; therefore, she must rely upon another 

segment of the Northern population for sympathy.      

 The appeal to African Americans that closes the “Preface” reveals the diversity 

within the abolitionist movement and among African Americans which Wilson attempts 

to illustrate and negotiate throughout the novel.  She seems ultimately to conclude that 

African Americans are the most inclined to be moved by her story; however, Wilson also 

acknowledges that she is of a different socio-economic class than African Americans who 

are in a position to aid her by promoting and purchasing her book.  Therefore, she raises 

the question of whether African Americans of this status who were typically at the 

forefront of the African American abolitionist moral uplift movement and other 

recognition efforts were aware of the experiences of less privileged African Americans 

such as herself.  Similarly, the agendas of Euro American and African American 

abolitionists are also set apart.  “My humble position and frank confession of errors will, 

I hope, shield me from severe criticism. … I sincerely appeal to my colored brethren 

universally for patronage, hoping they will not condemn this attempt of their sister to be 

erudite, but rally around me a faithful band of supporters and defenders,” she states (3).  

After highlighting her modest background and education, Wilson seeks to the remove 

them as obstacles to solidarity by seeking “[universal] patronage.”  Moreover, this 

community appears to be defined in opposition to “the unprejudiced” and perhaps even 

“the good anti-slavery friends,” Euro Americans in other words, who might criticize the 

work and ignore its request for monetary aid and protection.  Wilson appears to hope and 

anticipate that due to their beliefs and racial heritage, enslaved African Americans and 
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free African American abolitionists might have quite a different attitude toward her novel 

than whites.  

 The body of criticism on Our Nig reflects the diverse political beliefs and 

audience of the preface; however, only a small body of research foregrounds the 

relevance of the African American abolitionist moral uplift movement’s discourse to the 

text’s politics and aesthetics.  Many critics suggest that literary genres primarily 

associated with the dominant culture such as domestic or sentimental fiction, and its 

subgenre the seduction novel, and the Gothic Novel significantly informed Wilson’s 

vision.  For example, Debra Walker King, Julia Stern, Elizabeth Fox-Genevese, and Beth 

Maclay Doriani all informatively compare and contrast Our Nig with such genres, 

arguing that these forms almost solely shape or were shaped by Euro American middle-

class culture and society.  They offer a comprehensive overview of Harriet Wilson’s 

success with revising genres traditionally understood as Euro-American and recognize at 

least one African American artistic muse – the slave narrative.   

Therefore, these critics primarily study the important ways in which Wilson 

sought to interrogate aspects of the dominant culture from her unique position outside of 

it, suggesting that she might have imagined that many members of her audience were 

Euro American.  King, Dorian, Fox-Genevese, and others argue that Wilson attempts to 

revise or counter the white bourgeois cult of domesticity or true womanhood, with its 

tenets of 1) piety, 2) purity, 3) domesticity, and 4) submissiveness which defined the 

ideal characteristics of women. 1   It defined particular qualities as feminine and argued 

                                                 
1 See Beth Maclay Doriani, “Black Womanhood in Nineteenth-Century America: Subversion and Self-
Construction in Two Women’s Autobiographies.” ; Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, “’To Weave It into the 
Fictions of the Country’: Epic and the Fictions of African American Women.”; Henry Louis Gates Jr., “ 
Introduction.” in  Our Nig,  xi-lv; and Angelyn  Mitchell, “Her Side of the Story: A Feminist Analysis of 
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that they were natural, innate qualities of the female sex, thus conflating biology with the 

expression of particular mannerisms and habits.  If a woman was not a deferential, 

spiritual, devout wife, gifted in the arts of homemaking, she was less than a “true” 

woman.  Hence, a woman’s strict adherence to Christian doctrine became a sign of her 

womanhood.  Fox-Genovese and Doriani note that this ideal woman informed the 

sentimental novel.2  Euro American middle-class women facilitated the establishment of 

discrete qualities for the male sex or masculinity as well.  I extend these important studies 

by shifting the focus to consider how Wilson represents the intersection of gender and 

race to speak to the exigencies and debates within the free African American community 

as well.  

 Julia Stern, Eric Gardner, and Debra King are among the scholars who argue that 

Wilson might have written for a diverse audience, and France Smith Foster gestures 

toward issues unique to free nineteenth-century African Americans by noting when 

Wilson revises conventions of abolitionist literature.3  I contend that Wilson takes up the 

conventions of the domestic novel and slave narrative and the sentimentalism of both 

genres by casting Frado as an oppressed free black child laborer in the North for whom 

the reader, especially if he or she is free and African American, should feel sympathy; 

Wilson expected Euro Americans and African Americans to read the work but had little 

hope that it would be accepted by the former.  The North is not merely the publication 

                                                                                                                                                 
Two Nineteenth Century Antebellum Novels: William Wells Brown’s Clotel and Harriet E. Wilson’s Our 
Nig.” 
2 Doriani and “Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, “To Weave It into the Fictions of the Country: Epic and the 
Fictions of African American Women” in Poetics of the Americas: Race, Founding and Textuality. eds. 
Bainard Cowan and Jefferson Humphries, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Sate University Press, 1997), 38-39. 
3 Frances Smith Foster. Written by Herself: Literary Production by African American Women, 1746-1892, 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993) (83, 86, 87, 88). 
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site of the book; it is the birthplace of late 1820’s and 1830’s black literary 

organizations.4  Frado and her mother Mag are case studies that Wilson uses to test the 

black abolitionist strategy of moral uplift, hence exploring the values of the dominant 

culture and African Americans – an interracial audience.  Therefore, Our Nig might be 

studied as a revision of the cult of domesticity, a critique of Northern Euro Americans, 

and an evaluation of one approach to black recognition.   

African American Abolitionistis: A “faithful band of supporters an d defenders” 

African American men and women who represented the public face of African 

American abolitionism argued that free African Americans could support their enslaved 

brothers and sisters by being model members of society through temperance, education, 

community service, fiscal responsibility, and Christian-living.5  Preacher and founder of 

Freedom’s Journal Samuel Cornish writes in an 1847 Colored American editorial,  

 On our conduct and exertions much, very much depend.  It is our part, by virtue, 
 prudence and industry, to uphold the hands of our devoted and sacrificing friends 
 – let us not be found wanting.  Should we prove unworthy [of] our few 
 privileges, we shall furnish our enemies the strongest arguments with which to 
 oppose the emancipation of the slave, and to hinder the elevation of the free. (1)   
 
Cornish asserts  that Euro Americans might witness the integrity of free blacks and find it 

difficult to challenge the humanity of their race and deny them freedom and full 

recognition; this was much the same argument as the post-reconstruction racial uplift 

movement that developed in response to the whittling of the legal rights of blacks and 

                                                 
4 Elizabeth McHenry, Forgotten Readers:Recovering the Lost History of African American Literary 
Societies. Durham: Duke University Press, 2002. 
5 I discovered that the writings of Samuel Cornish, Maria Stewart, and other prominent antebellum African 
Americans are a part of the discourse of moral uplift through Robert Levine’s edition of William Wells 
Brown’s Clotel, or The President’s Daughter.      
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federally-sanctioned segregation.  Kevin K. Gaines, in Uplifting the Race: Black 

Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century, notes, “Uplift’s origins were 

in antislavery efforts among enslaved blacks, as well as in the network of institutions for 

group elevation established within antebellum free black communities” (31).  Hence, 

some at the forefront of the movement, not raised in slavery, were quite different from 

the group they sought to help and inspire.  Slaves who became their allies in the cause 

and sought their aid often escaped bondage or were recently emancipated through 

purchase with little to their names other than the clothes on their backs.   

The task of uplift was undoubtedly daunting for former slaves, but it was not 

necessarily easy, as Wilson reveals, for free African American men and women. “An 

emphasis on black moral reform, or uplift, could at times seem to put an unfair burden on 

free blacks to demonstrate their ability to prosper in a racist culture that for the most part 

denied them education, economic opportunities, and other privileges,” observes Robert 

Levine (424).   The financial situation of Our Nig’s author, in addition to its publication 

date, might seem to exclude the autobiographical novel from the moral uplift dialogue.  If 

one believes that Harriet Wilson is Frado, she was primarily employed in low-wage 

service positions for much of her life, such as indentured servant, hairdresser, natural 

medicines distributor, and wicker craftswoman.  Only much later in life did she 

potentially gain authority and a middle class income as a well-known spiritualist lecturer 

(Foreman and Pitts xxxix-xliii).  However, the complex employment and economic 

history of African Americans challenges any argument that Wilson, as a service worker, 

could not or would not want to pursue the realization of uplift ideology at the time she 

wrote Our Nig.   
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Nineteenth-century African American domestics, porters, ministers, and clerks 

may have had respect and influence among other African Americans, but their options 

were still greatly limited (Gaines 15, 16).  Many African Americans, during this period 

and into the twentieth century, were excluded from professions which would allow them 

to achieve the level of wealth, political rights, and socio-economic power traditionally 

associated with American middle-class or bourgeois status, but this does not mean that 

they perceived themselves as outside of such a class or its hopes.  Furthermore, a 

minority of Africans Americans owned businesses which gave them a level of financial 

independence and security.  I disagree with Gaines’s assertion that “[calling] these 

service occupations middle class … ignores the extent to which the very notion of black 

middle class—indeed, of class itself—is built on shifting ideological sands” (14).  

However, I concede that for the purposes of my study it will be more productive to 

consider racial uplift as a movement and ideology rather than simply a discourse which is 

the exclusive domain of a single (for some difficult to define) class (Gaines 14).  Indeed, 

moral propriety was believed to be attainable and made legible by blacks of all 

backgrounds.   

The discourse regarding the demonstration of morality varied according to the 

gender of its performer much like the popular ideology of the cult of domesticity.  Race 

men and women such as Frederick Douglass, Frances Harper, and Maria Stewart reveal 

how these two perspectives overlap.  Stewart, an itinerant preacher, civil rights activist, 

and abolitionist, clearly places the development of black integrity at the center of her 

vision for advancement in her speech to an African American audience “Religion And 

The  Pure Principles Of Morality, The Sure Foundation on Which We Must Build” 
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(1831).6  Her call for reform takes shape in a Jeremiad which casts Africans American as 

a chosen people who will be restored to their former greatness as realized in the end of 

slavery and racism when they turn from sin.  Frugality and education are avenues toward 

their ascension as much as the fulfillment of responsibilities that appear to fall along 

gender lines.       

Throughout her remarks, Stewart outlines commonplace roles for men and 

women and the threats to their sanctity.  She investigates the whereabouts of black 

women of “virtue” but makes no such inquires into the sexual propriety of men: “Where 

is the maiden who will blush at vulgarity and where is the youth who has written upon his 

manly brow a thirst for knowledge; whose ambition soars above trifles, and longs for the 

time to come, when he shall redress the wrongs of his father, and plead the cause of his 

brethren” (Stewart 31).  Stewart measures the black male’s morality in terms of his 

ability to lead the race and establish himself in the public sphere – especially the political 

realm.  Conversely, much of her advice for women revolves around their parenting: 

“Could [she] but see mothers in Israel, chaste, keepers at home, not busy bodies, 

meddlers in other men’s matters, whose adorning is of the inward man, possessing a 

meek and quiet spirit” (33, 35, 36).  Much like Euro American women, Stewart 

constructs womanhood in terms of spirituality, duties related to the home and family, and 

sexual modesty.  The “fiery darts of the devil” and “assaults of wicked men” Stewart 

endured from other blacks as a woman speaking before “promiscuous” audiences, of men 

and women, indicate that many African Americans shared a similar view of how African 

Americans could prove their political rights through conventional gender roles (41).  

                                                 
6 This speech was first published as a pamphlet (Guy-Sheftall 25).  
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Revealingly, Stewart deflected such criticism by asserting that she had been assigned 

such a vocation by God and informing audiences that she was a widow.  

Even the more secular works of abolitionists such as Harper and Douglass 

adhered to these popular formulas.  Harper’s short story the “Two Offers,” published the 

same year as Our Nig, does appear to somewhat revise the ideas Stewart voices through 

its lesson on the pitfalls of women’s focusing solely on a romantic interest and marriage 

rather than choosing to cultivate gifts, such as serving others or writing, that might take 

them outside of the home.  Nonetheless, Harper suggests that this other path to the full 

realization of a woman’s capabilities is simply a better way to serve the Lord piously.  

She writes, “But woman – the true woman – if you would render her happy, it needs 

more than the mere development of her affectional nature.  Her conscience should be 

enlightened, her faith in the true and right established, and scope given to her Heaven-

endowed and God-given faculties” (426).  Moreover, Harper, too. appears to place most 

of the responsibility for child-rearing on women (427, 428), and one need only look to 

her novel Iola Leroy for a more conventional treatment of marriage.   

In concert with Stewart, Douglass includes marriage as among his first duties as a 

free man.  However, the cathartic moment which psychologically ends his bondage 

proves his humanity through a distinctly masculine act: violent, physical combat with a 

white slave-breaker.  He declares in his first autobiography Narrative of the Life of 

Frederick Douglass an American Slave, Written by Himself, “The battle with Mr. Covey 

was the turning-point in my career as a slave. It rekindled the few expiring embers of 

freedom, and revived within me a sense of my own manhood. …He can only understand 

the deep satisfaction which I experienced, who has himself repelled by force the bloody 
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arm of slavery” (81; ch. 10).  Prior to this fight, Douglass characterized himself as a 

“brute” and “slave,” reflecting the perception of many Euro-Americans that blacks were 

like other animals or inanimate property – objects (74, 75; ch. 10).  When he resists 

Covey, Douglass acts not as an irrational savage but instead as a patriot outraged by the 

injustice of his condition and Covey’s callousness, much in the vein of the Revolutionary 

War.  According to Gaines, “Black abolitionists affirmed enlightenment ideals of 

inalienable rights and human progress by insisting on freedom not merely as a reward for 

upright, cultured behavior, but instead in the spirit of the Declaration of Independence, as 

a moral right ordained by God” (31).  In this instance, Douglass’s manhood is conflated 

with humanness.  Nineteenth-century Euro American and African American progressives 

had a shared understanding of how masculinity and femininity could signify 

respectability and humanity that undoubtedly facilitated their enduring, meaningful 

alliances.  Nonetheless, the significance of domesticity and abolitionism for African 

Americans and Euro Americans differed in critical ways.   

African Americans also came to cherish the patriarchal home because slavery and 

its racism often led to the fragmentation of families, prevented home ownership and 

economic prosperity, regulated leisure, criminalized education, limited mobility, and left 

women open to sexual assault.  In contrast to the white middle class, the home for 

African Americans came to represent the realization of privileges, small and large, rights, 

protections, and authority in the market place – liberty on every level.7  Bondage and  

inequality more explicitly politicized the domestic sphere, family and familial roles. 

                                                 
7 Anne DuCille provides a comprehensive explication of the development of this allegory in literature in 
The Coupling Convention.  
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 African American faith leaders and reformers honored church-going, frugal, intact 

families that held mortgages because they were an extraordinary group who against all 

odds had achieved what appeared to be impossible, and, thus, they were in a unique 

position to win justice for the race.  African American home ownership in the nineteenth 

century probably was a signifier of middle-class status, given the obstacles to it during 

slavery and even after the War.  Although certain privileges came with the fulfillment of 

the cult of domesticity and moral uplift for whites and blacks respectively, the practice of 

such ideologies had much higher stakes for the latter: shifting from the position of object 

to (human) subject and citizenship.  Moreover, when one considers the prejudice that was 

prevalent in the free North (and that some would argue still endures today across 

America) ample evidence exists that not all white abolitionists sought the full recognition 

of blacks as the final goal of abolishing slavery.8  John Sekora explains, “Even the most 

ardent of the Garrisonians was careful to distinguish between emancipation and social 

equality” (505).  Many anti-slavery Euro Americans, like Garrison, John Brown, Charles 

Sumner, and Lydia Maria Child risked their lives, reputations, and careers fighting for 

black recognition, but it would be naive to assume that all of them were able to transcend 

the limited understanding of race of the period.   

 Wilson’s consideration in “The Preface” of the ways in which the ethics of 

progressive whites and blacks intersect and diverge parallels the discourse of moral uplift 

in the decades before and after the publication of Our Nig.  As much as one identifies the 

author’s trust in her peers, one cannot overlook the somewhat anxious tone that emerges 

in the last paragraph, the most emotive section, in the words “sincerely” and “rally.”  

                                                 
8 It is not my intention to suggest that most abolitionists were racist; however, it is possible that many of 
them grappled with conscious and unconscious prejudices regarding African Americans.    
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Bearing out Wilson’s fears, France Harper laments in the concluding essay of her 1854 

Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects, “The Colored People in American,” that she “[has] 

noticed” “in [her] people a disposition to censure and upbraid each other” despite 

evidence of the “mental and moral aspect which [they] present” (99, 100).  Would free 

African Americans advocating for ethical reform see Frado, her father Jim, and Mag’s 

history as a scandal for the race – destructive evidence that blacks, especially those 

formally enslaved, are incapable of progress and unworthy of recognition?  Might 

African American abolitionists side with their Euro American allies against Wilson’s 

exposé of white Northern prejudice?    

 Some African American and Euro American abolitionists developed strong 

friendships due to their shared political beliefs.  For example, preeminent anti-slavery 

lecturer, editor, and author Frederick Douglass was close friends with abolitionist 

relatives of Wilson’s abusive former employer.  In her captivating article “’Our Nig’ and 

the She-Devil: New Information about Harriet Wilson and the ‘Bellmont Family,’” 

Barbara White provides ample research to prove that Mrs. Bellmont is a fictionalized 

rendering of Rebecca S. Hutchinson Hayward, a distant relative of the anti-slavery, 

temperance, and peace vocalists the Hutchinson Family Singers: “She and their father 

were second cousins” (White 29).  Douglass was a colleague and possibly a friend of 

Mrs. Bellmont’s kin, writing the introduction to John Wallace Hutchinson’s Story of the 

Hutchinsons: Tribe of Jesse (1896).  The Hutchinsons apparently invited him to “their old 

family mansion, where thirteen of the family poured out their souls together in pious 

song…” (Introduction xviiii).  Was Rebecca among the group which entertained 

Douglass in a private setting?  Although White does not conclusively determine whether 
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Mrs. Bellmont/Rebecca Hutchinson feigned abolitionist values, she does conclude that 

her son Jonas aided the vocalists with housing and gigs because he sympathized with 

their social justice tendencies (35).  White states, “Jonas Hayward may thus have been 

one of the hypocritical abolitionists Wilson excoriates in Our Nig ….” (37).   If Wilson 

was disheartened by the behavior of Hutchinson relatives, she might have seen 

Douglass’s relationship with them as somewhat perplexing.    

 Douglass clearly held the entire Hutchinson clan, not only those that performed, 

in high esteem.  Much of his praise in the introduction to Story of the Hutchinsons (Tribe 

of Jesse) highlights the Hutchinsons’ souls: their “moral and intellectual qualities” made 

them “of the best New England mold;” they were “actuated and guided by high moral 

principle” (Introduction, xvi- xvii).  Douglass even testifies that “he never saw” one of 

them “falter or flinch before any duty, whether social or patriotic” (Introduction xviii).  

These compliments and others also seem to reflect the reform agenda of moral uplift.  

One even finds a passage in the introduction which verifies his interest in promoting 

racial commonality through a mutual faith captured in the Hutchinson’s blessing of song.  

He says of the balladeers, “No matter how high, no matter how low, this gift of music 

has, like the all-pervading love of God, power to reach, melt and fuse the souls of men 

into a sense of common kinship, common brotherhood and common destiny” (xvi). Yet, 

Rebecca Hutchinson’s former indentured servant Frado/Wilson possibly believed that his 

perceptions were somewhat naive, or at a minimum she may have worried that the 

abolitionist movement’s image was more important to Douglass and other anti-slavery 

activists than the truth.  I do not mean to intimate that Wilson read these words.  

However, it is plausible that she was aware of the bond between the Hutchinsons and 
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Douglass given the extensive, visible abolitionist activity in New England. Although 

Wilson appears dubious about the affinity of some Northern whites for free blacks, the 

rhetoric of the moral uplift movement clearly suggests that the two groups did have much 

in common.  

In fact, Wilson uses the commentary of the narrator and seemingly less bigoted 

members of the Bellmont family to hint to the reader that Our Nig is very much an 

exploration of the moral uplift agenda.  For example, James attempts to persuade Frado 

that “thousands upon thousands … [favor] the elevation of her race”  although Mrs. 

Bellmont is against sending Frado to school because “people of color” are “incapable of 

elevation” (Wilson 18; ch. 3, 42; ch.7).  In addition, Mr. Bellmont seems implicitly to 

concede the efficacy of such a movement when he counsels his wife to allow Frado to 

experience the social and personal benefits that come with attending church: “Let her do 

just as she has a mind to.  It if it is a comfort to her, let her enjoy the privilege of being 

good,” he states (Wilson 49; ch. 8).  His remarks reference the increase in self-esteem one 

might experience through the observance of Christianity; for a black audience, however, 

the second sentence is a double-voiced statement regarding the solicitude shown by 

neighbors, seemingly for the first time, for her well-being.  Moments before this 

exchange, the narrator reports that “neighbors dropped in to inquire after the sick 

[James], and also if Frado was ‘serious?’ They noticed that she seemed very thoughtful 

and tearful at meetings” (Wilson 48; ch. 8).  Although Frado appears in public poorly 

dressed and is often debilitated due to abuse, the community does not see or recognize 

her until she seems to reflect their practices.9        

                                                 
9 Pitt and Foreman also note the neighbors’ silence regarding the Bellmonts’ treatment of Frado (xxxvii).  
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 Much like the Preface, the original title page which reads “OUR NIG; or Sketches 

from the Life of a Free Black, In a Two-Story White House, North.  SHOWING THAT 

SLAVERY’S SHADOWS FALL EVEN THERE.  by ‘OUR NIG,’” invokes a universal 

readership.  Wilson’s repetition of the pronoun “our” invites anyone seeing the title to 

take ownership of this story and its author on the premises of some level of identification 

– sympathy.  She assumes the audience’s ownership and hence accountability for her 

book’s ending and content regardless of their gender or race.  Anticipating the one-

dimensional gaze often imposed on texts, the title page illustrates a borderless picture 

graced by individuals of unintelligible classes, races, and genders.  Her employment of 

the word “nig,” for example, might appear to be only an offensive racial epithet, until one 

recalls that it frequents the lexicon of blacks and whites.  However, ‘nig,’ as John Ernest 

notes, emphasizes Wilson’s conditional status within both groups of readers (429).  

Rather than her name, she refers to herself as “our Nig” in the by-line and title.  Nig can 

denote ownership for African Americans and Euro Americans but also has other 

connotations.   

 Therefore, in the primary title, Wilson simultaneously speaks in the voice of 

whites who employed her and takes a nickname that assumes the fellowship of blacks.  In 

addition, such anonymity allows her to allude to the intricacies of the struggle for African 

American men and women better than her male forerunners have; she implies that 

biological gender and its expression will be of little consequence to the plot and her 

protagonist’s socio-political ascent.  African American and Euro American reformers 

own the ears Wilson wants to bend.        
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Josiah Holland’s evangelical poem that also appears on the original title page 

pictures a country not distinguished by states, regions, or other attributes but instead by 

the flaws reformers seek to redress.  Holland, like Wilson, “[knows] that care has iron 

crowns for many brows;/That Calvaries are everywhere, whereon/Virtue is crucified, and 

nails and spears/Draw guiltless blood; that sorrows sits and drinks/At sweetest hearts, till 

all their life is dry” (qtd. in Wilson 1).  All of humanity is torn and troubled by the “care” 

or interest black and white activists show toward the problems in America -- its residents.  

The nineteenth century looked forward to the period of the Christian Millennium when 

Christ would return to earth and rule, raising the righteous and punishing the sinful.  All 

reformers did not necessarily subscribe to this belief, but its ethos of mass improvement 

on every scale of society shaped their thinking.  However, Wilson seems to imply that 

their efforts might be misguided if they in any way cause “sorrow” with “iron crowns;” 

she makes the case for the innocence and imperfection that is man.  Morality cannot 

distinguish an individual or group’s degree of humanity because in God’s eyes everyone 

is a sinner in need of the salvation offered by Christ.  Yet, activists often enlisted spiritual 

rhetoric to represent their truths and tap into emotions.      

  The short verse encapsulates the novel’s subtext of African American and Euro 

American efforts to mobilize the nation behind political agendas by manipulating 

religious doctrine.  Holland admonishes, “[Hell’s] temptations, clad in heavenly 

guise/And armed with might, lie evermore in wait/Along life’s path, giving assault to all” 

(Wilson 1).  Through him, Wilson asserts that powerful individuals with “might” conceal 

their corrupt motivations behind attractively familiar Christian language which gives 

them the appearance of acting on God’s behalf.  Characters in the novel explore the 
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inhumane and “immoral” consequences of the specious religiosity of abolitionists and 

other reformers.  For Wilson, sin is not to blame for the country’s failure to realize mass 

liberation; rather, the greatest obstacle to the achievement of this goal is the hermeneutics 

of morality.   

Reforming Raced Womanhood 

  The history of Frado’s mother Mag Smith draws upon the divergent perceptions 

of morality and, thus, sympathy sketched in the Preface.  The opening of the novel is 

devoid of racial and geographic clues but sketches disturbing intraracial prejudices.  The 

narrator explains that in the Northern landscape of reform, of women and slavery, Mag 

finds little compassion when she engages in illicit sex.  However, Wilson employs a 

double voice to suggest that black reformers should look upon her with compassion -- as 

someone  seeking to better her life with little aid and few resources.  Mag experiences 

heartache due to society’s beliefs about acceptable manifestations of womanhood; in the 

first chapter, “Mag Smith, My Mother” Wilson carefully represents gender as behavior 

which is taught rather than innate.  Mag “early deprived of parental guardianship, far 

removed from relatives …was left to guide her tiny boat over life’s surges alone and 

inexperienced” (Wilson 5; ch. 1).  Lacking the requisite tutelage, emotions or passions 

toss and turn the vessel for her soul, the physical body, without the alternative guidance 

of artificial socio-cultural conventions.  Mag, consequently, dares not place limitations on 

her freedom and aspirations.  

 Mag suffers because she incorrectly performs conduct deemed socially 

appropriate for women.  Wilson’s description of Mag as “[merging] into womanhood” is 
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of significance.  Mag tries to “merge” into such ideals but instead chooses self-definition 

because she does not know what a “true” woman is.  She has somehow gleaned one of 

the less praiseworthy elements of the femininity, and someone could argue whiteness, 

constructed in nineteenth-century literature of the dominant culture -- materialism.  In 

such texts, a community frequently judges a man’s value and manhood based upon his 

wealth and ability to provide for a woman as a husband.  Indeed, many contemporary 

scholars’ assumption that Mag is Euro American when Wilson does not provide her race 

further suggests that in nineteenth-century Euro American literature such understandings 

of gender and gender relations signified whiteness.  Wilson makes it clear that Mag 

thinks her first lover is attractive and sleeps with him because of the standard of living 

and social entitlements he can provide.  The “music of love” “whispered of an elevation 

before unaspired to; of ease and plenty her simple heart had never dreamed of as hers.  

She knew the voice of her charmer, so ravishing sounded far above her.  It seemed like an 

angel’s alluring her upward and onward. She thought she could ascend to him and 

become an equal” (Wilson 5; ch1).  This passage implies that money is also a sign of 

one’s morality, couching the achievement of such an echelon as a type of spiritual 

reward.  Mag’s decision exposes a disconnection between the women-targeted lessons of 

the seduction and domestic novels.  While the former cautions women against unchecked 

sexual passion, the latter encourages women to use marriage and female sexuality to win 

status and acceptance.  

 Mag is a figure that advances a strong critique of reform discourses’ implicit 

constitution of the sexuality of women and other expressions of femininity as a 

commodity.  Mag’s only misstep is that she attempts to trade the raw material of her 
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virginity for the suitor’s affections and financial security before marriage, “[surrendering] 

to him a priceless gem” (Wilson 5; ch.1).  Although women, according to the cult of 

domesticity, should not be concerned with politics and commerce, their role as supervisor 

of the house or plantation necessitates involvement in the commercial world – as buyers 

and products.  Indeed, Mag’s observation that the “world” is full of “hateful deceivers 

and crushing arrogance” expresses her belief that she feels betrayed by a sanctimonious 

community as well as by her lover, little distinguishing the character of the two (Wilson  

5).  The type of women idealized by such an ideology mingled directly or indirectly in 

the marketplace to acquire the residences, belongings, providers, and servants or slaves 

which would symbolize femininity and thus humanity.  Hence, Mag might seem self-

possessed by attempting to dodge sexual restrictions, but she is still ensnared in racialized 

gender paradigms.   

 Popular opinion stifles everyone who learns her past, discouraging the mercy and 

tolerance supposedly lauded by Christians -- whether black or white abolitionists or 

domestic novelists.  Wilson writes, “Conscious that the great bond of union to her former 

companions was severed, that the disdain of others would be insupportable, [Mag] 

determined to leave the few friends she possessed, and seek asylum among strangers” (6;  

ch. 1).  One transgression effectively steals from Mag the intimacy and respect of others 

despite living in a region known for its social justice activism and philanthropy.  In fact, 

her inability to find sanctuary in another town only underscores the pervasiveness of what 

appear to be two sides of reform at odds with one another.  “Her new home was soon 

contaminated by the publicity of her fall … some foul tongue would jest of her shame, 
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and averted looks and cold greetings disheartened her heart” (Wilson 6).   Mag’s well-

being becomes irrelevant once her past is circulated.   

 However, while Wilson leaves the races of the communities of reformers which 

first exile her ambiguous, she provides hints that it is predominantly Euro American.  

Later in the text, another suitor Jim, who is African American, reveals the race of the 

inhabitants of these locales when he attempts to persuade her to marry him.   He notes, 

“You’s had trial of white folks, any how. They run off and left ye, and now none of ‘em 

come near ye to see if you’s dead or alive” (Wilson 9; ch. 1).  Jim also possibly discloses 

the race of the nameless seducer when he asks:  “Which you rather have, a black heart in 

a white skin, or a white heart in a black one” (Wilson 9)?  However, the African 

American reader, Wilson implies, will or should be more forgiving.   

 Moments when Wilson switches to second-person narration offer a counter or 

alternative perspective on Mag’s shortcomings.  Wilson aligns herself with the reader, 

when she exclaims of the child from the affair who dies, “Blessed release! may we all 

respond.  How many pure, innocent children not only inherit a wicked heart of their own, 

claiming life-long scrutiny and restraint, but are heirs also of parental disgrace and 

calumny, from which only long years of patient endurance in paths of rectitude can 

disencumber them” (6).  The preface suggests that the pronoun “we” refers to the African 

American community to which Wilson asserts she belongs.  In this case, Wilson projects 

the sympathy she has for the deceased baby onto a reader who understands the challenges 

of attempting to overcome a disgraced genealogy – whether from sexual shame, the 

legacy of slavery, or simply race.   
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 Similarly, this double voice seeks to provoke sympathy in free blacks by subtly 

questioning whether they are different from the critical white reformers Mag encounters.  

Black moral reformers founded numerous institutions to assist members of the race in 

need of support on every issue from literacy to child-rearing.  However, Wilson wonders 

whether members of her race sometimes fail to initiate such one-on-one of mentorship to 

promote change and rely on the censure detailed in seduction novels and engaged in by 

their Euro American peers.  The narrator opines, “Alas, how fearful are we to be first in 

extending a helping hand to those who stagger in the mires of infamy; to speak the first 

words of hope and warning to those emerging into the sunlight of morality” (Wilson 6)!  

Her description of an individual striving toward personal betterment neatly fits the 

agenda of moral uplift and the task before its followers.  Wilson continues with a critique 

of the type of reform that betrays Mag: “Who can tell what numbers, advancing just far 

enough to hear a cold welcome and join in the reserved converse of professed reformers, 

disappointed, disheartened, have chosen to dwell in unclean places, rather than encounter 

these ‘holier-than-thou’ of the great brotherhood of man” (6).  Indeed, Mag continues to 

make a series of disreputable choices, such as living with a man out of wedlock, because 

the sentiment of social-improvement genres such as the domestic novel and slave 

narrative eludes her.  However, Wilson suggests that for some reformers Mag might seem 

to be a woman worthy of compassion not simply castigation, for, unlike in the seduction 

novel, in Our Nig reformers do not save Mag but rather join the arrogant rich, roguish 

men, and a judgmental public in motivating her waywardness.10  

                                                 
10 I am specificially thinking of the two short stories “Rosenglory” and “Elizabeth Wilson” from Lydia 
Maria Child’s 1845 Fact and Fiction.  Like Wilson, Child attempts to generate sympathy for the working 
girls in these stories by highligting their social exile, but she implies that compassion and support from 
Christians or reformers might have saved them.         
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Mag traverses nondescript areas; the elision of race and class in the portrait of 

these areas encourages the reader to evaluate with whom they identify and why.  

Invisible, amorphous ideologies determine her present and future.  Mag’s history and 

race, too, are left mysteries, hinting that other, less obvious reasons might also contribute 

to this anti-heroine’s rejection. Much of the criticism on Our Nig assumes that Mag is 

Euro American.  If she is read as Euro American, the details of Mag’s life are the 

traditional seduction tale of the working class Euro American woman who loses social 

acceptance when she succumbs to lust.  Yet, the text seems to resist such a hypothesis 

because, as Beth Maclay Doriani notes, a community of reformers and bystanders rather 

than Mag’s mistake bears the brunt of the narrator’s disapproval (215).  The scene with 

her children and last lover which most critics use to provide evidence of her race also 

challenges the scholarly consensus on this issue as do other sections of the text.        

Many believe Wilson reveals Mag’s racial identity in a scene in which she is 

accosted while walking with her last love interest Seth and her children.  After Frado’s 

father Jim dies, Mag begins a relationship with one of his business partners named Seth; 

the two live together but are unmarried. “’Hallo!’ screamed one, ‘Black, white, and 

yeller” (Wilson 13; ch.3)!  The hecklers speculate that Mag is white, her male partner is 

black, and her children are yellow.  However, the depiction of this moment is more 

complex than it appears as well.  According to the Bellmonts, Frado, not unlike the 

woman who is potentially Harriet Wilson, has an extremely fair complexion.  “[Frado] 

was not many shades darker than Mary [Bellmont] now; what a calamity it would be ever 

to hear the contrast spoken of” (Wilson 22; ch. 4).  In fact, it is somewhat vague which of 

the characters are perceived to be white or “yellow;” the colors could refer to Mag, 
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Frado, or her other child.  It is quite possible for African American children with one 

parent of biracial descent to be as light as the offspring of two Euro-American parents.     

 Due to the content and laconic style of the text and the details now known about 

Wilson and abolitionism, critics should apply a two-pronged analysis of race and gender 

to the segment dedicated to Mag that acknowledges the multicultural audience addressed 

in the Preface and title page.  Instead of as a destitute white woman seeking to change her 

status and prospects by coupling with someone of privilege, I contend that Mag might 

also be construed by Wilson’s African American readers as mulatto or at least similar to 

one.  Jim says Mag has “fair skin” and assesses her as a “treasure, - a white wife,” but 

Wilson hints through dialogue and African Americans’ collective memory that these 

remarks are only descriptions of her appearance and not of her racial identity (8, 10; ch.1, 

ch.2).11  Pitt and Forman’s archival research into the historical accuracy of the book, in 

fact, led them to newspaper accounts of the death of a woman believed to be Wilson’s 

mother or Mag named Margaret Ann Smith whose race is reported as black (xxviii).  

 My goal is not to foreclose the possibility that Mag might be read as Euro 

American by some readers, but rather I seek to analyze the text by intimating the different 

standpoints or socio-political orientations on the title page, in the preface, and from 

which Wilson, and hence her characters, were viewed in the North; Wilson recreates 

these vantage points through ellipses.  If it is assumed that she can only be read as Euro 

American, one should inquire, as do Pitts and Foreman, why she is the only stock 

character and departure from Wilson’s history in what is a subversive, autobiographical 

novel in every other way (xxix).  Others in the novel might see Mag as Euro American 

                                                 
11 White reaches the same conclusion (34). 
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and discuss her race, but she never refers to her own race or confirms or denies their 

perceptions of it.  

Mag’s racial identity is unfixed, functioning instead as the unstable form of her 

inner being, or quantity of self-respect.  After being taunted by children in the 

neighborhood, Mag muses, “[she] had passed into an insensibility no childish taunt could 

penetrate, else she would have reproached herself as she passed familiar scenes, for 

extending the separation once so easily annihilated by steadfast integrity” (Wilson 21).  

The final phrase implies that any humiliation she is able to muster at this time in her life 

would be self-imposed.  When without children and her black boyfriend, she could have 

dispelled any doubt of her racial parentage and social class with “steadfast integrity,” a 

sense of dignity which gave her the confidence to convincingly pretend to be white.  

Now, she concedes or “extends” such separation because the promiscuous reputation and 

illicit cohabitation legitimize her difference.  Indeed, the biographical information 

uncovered by Foreman and Pitts reveals that the area in which Mag, Wilson’s mother, 

resides was predominantly white (xxvii).       

 Furthermore, Mag has the same background as many slaves or former slaves.12  

Her lack of “parental guardianship” and distance “from relatives” was a common legacy 

shared by many African American and biracial Americans (Foremand and Pitts xxvii).  

Slave masters often separated families, as a method of establishing authority, to hide the 

evidence of their own sexual impropriety, and for other psychological and tactical 

reasons.  After emancipation, freed slaves placed scores of notices in African-American 

publications asking for information about the whereabouts of family members.  

                                                 
12 Elizabeth Fox-Genevese makes the same observation in “’To Weave It  into the Literature of the 
Country’: Epic and the Ficitons of African American Women” (41). 
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 Wilson leaves Mag’s race open to speculation to invite the reader to imagine her 

as an interracial woman who passes for white until she engages in an affair.  In doing so, 

Wilson generates sympathy for Mag from a black audience through such a comparison or 

interpretation as a representation of the obstacles toward moral uplift.  How can African 

Americans achieve all of the signs of integrity, family, education, employment, if it is 

difficult for a white woman (or a woman who at least appears to be white) to do so? 

Wilson illustrates that Euro American and African American women are born into 

situations, a particular race and/or class, whereby the elements of moral uplift and white 

respectability seem so far beyond reach that they feel compelled to behave 

inappropriately.   

 From this perspective, “Chap. I Mag Smith, My Mother” could also depict the 

familiar scenario of abolitionist fiction and nonfiction of a white man who promises a 

mulatto the type of freedom and status unique to privileged white women in exchange for 

love proven through sexual intimacy.  He convinces Mag she need merely choose to be 

with him, and Mag is easily seduced because she is flattered to be pursued by a man 

socially and culturally “far above her” (Wilson 5, ch. 1) and hopes adoration will produce 

racial equality.  Wilson writes that Mag could not “dream” of such “ease and plenty as 

hers,” to illustrate that race and gender are social capital that whites often take for granted 

(Wilson 5, ch. 1).  For an African American audience, Mag might elucidate the perils of 

insinuating that gender is proof of humanity and subjectivity, for gender is infused with 

racial significance.   

 When this enigmatic woman passes into whiteness she is also given the gift of 

femininity and the biological, human gender of woman.  Carby explains, “Through the 
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depiction of characters who pass, African-American writers have satirized the values of 

white supremacy, explored the protective effects of ‘white’ identity in an otherwise harsh 

or alienating world, expressed anxieties about social mobility predicated upon the 

‘denial’ of race, and voiced themes of pride or self-affirmation” (560).  Mag not only 

forfeits her femininity when she sleeps with a man out of wedlock; she also effectively 

loses her white race, evidence that she is human, and, therefore, the fellowship of 

(wo)man.  Consequently, readers witness her social and economic demise.   

 As a tragic mulatto, Mag embodies the author’s ambivalence and concerns 

regarding moral uplift’s message of reform as the path to social mobility and recognition 

– the promise of assimilation.  Reform recommends only certain habits and lifestyles.  

Thus, for Wilson, it appears to risk ignoring the diverse realities of black life and the 

bigotry of harsh judgments of black mistakes; Euro American society evaluates 

differently African Americans and Euro Americans who are guilty of the same errors.  

Euro-Americans who were once acquaintances or friends might never have openly 

questioned Mag’s race, but her seemingly lascivious behavior mark or race her as having 

black blood, and thus, as a socio-culturally degenerate person of color.        

 Indeed, the portrayal of Mag’s first two relationships, with the anonymous lover 

and then Jim, explore the legitimacy of any vision of uplift that does not address 

economic and social inequity due to gender as well as race.  Wilson argues that the 

avenues for personal advancement are not the same for African American men and 

women.  The narrator’s reference to the reader and her disdain for the “evils of 

amalgamation” in relation to the marriage of Mag and Jim, then, becomes more of a 

comment upon the political goals of Jim.  White observes that Wilson’s “world” is one 
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“where things are frequently not what they seem,” and the word amalgamation is another 

example of double-voice (39).  The term “amalgamationists” appeared as early as the 

1830s in reference to “those who supported the overthrow of slavery and the full 

enfranchisement of blacks” (Foreman and Pitts 85).  Hence, Wilson sarcastically implies 

that the relationship between Mag and Jim is not offensive simply because it might be 

seen as interracial; it also embodies the potential of an African American male to usurp a 

social and financial role seen as the preserve of Euro American men.  Disturbingly, Mag 

is forced into the arms of a man whose race becomes irrelevant because she has few 

prospects for employment, living much like a slave who is at the mercy of others’ 

generosity.   

 Jim, on the other hand, is able to be financially independent and to use Mag to 

buttress his social standing.  Tellingly, Jim’s courtship of Mag is similar to that between 

white characters in domestic novels, whereby a man’s ability to provide for a woman is 

as important as the assets a woman brings to the man’s self image and status.  Jim 

concludes that she is a “prize” after thinking about the “contrast” between their 

complexion, and after their marriage he is “proud of his treasure, -- a white wife” (Wilson 

8, 10; ch.1, ch. 2)   In this case, her skin color or whiteness gives Mag value as much as 

her sexuality does.  

  Nonetheless, Wilson does ultimately appear to portray the Mag and Jim 

relationship in a positive light.13  After the proposal in chapters I and II, Wilson depicts 

Mag and Jim as productive, “industrious” citizens (Wilson 10; ch. 2).  Jim “furnished her 

with a more comfortable dwelling, diet, and apparel.   It was comparatively a comfortable 

                                                 
13 For an alternative view see Foster (88). However, Foster notes that Herbert Ross Brown, who assigned 
authorship of the novel to a white male, argues that Wilson “[treats with sympathetic understanding the 
marriage of Jim, a black, to a white woman who had been seduced and deserted” (qtd. in Foster 87).       
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winter she passed after her marriage” (Wilson 10).   Wilson turns the fears of some 

Northern whites against them; the marriage of Mag and Jim is beneficial to society.  Jim 

saves Mag from the degradation of poverty and single motherhood, and Jim is able to 

indulge his desires and emulate whites without necessarily crossing the color line.  

Nevertheless, perhaps to the disappointment of black reformers, Mag’s affection and 

respect from Jim never grows despite his achievements. “She cared for him only as 

means to subserve her own comfort” (Wilson 10).  In addition, Wilson underscores 

Mag’s vulnerability, and perhaps that of all women, when Jim is unable to leave her any 

assets upon his death.    

As Mag and her third and final romantic interest, Seth Shipley, discuss finding a 

caretaker for their children, Wilson’s ambiguous portrayal of Mag’s race returns, as does 

that of her children, and reiterates that whiteness signifies humankind and agency and 

blackness is synonymous with objectification and abjection; while blackness is 

marginalized, whiteness is cherished.  

 “Who’ll take the black devils?” snarled Mag. 
 “They’re none of mine,” said Seth; “what you growling about?” 
 “Nobody will want anything of mine, yours either,” she replied 
 “We’ll make ‘em, p’ra’aps,” he said. 
 “There’s Frado’s six years old, and pretty, if she is yours, and  
 white folks’ll say so.  She’d be a prize somewhere . . .”  
 (Wilson 11; ch.2)   

The sentence structure of Mag’s response mirrors Seth’s question, implying that Mag 

identifies with Seth.  He is a partner of Jim’s whose race is revealed when Mag angrily 

thinks to herself that “a like epithet used in reference to the little ones” applies to him 

(Wilson 12; ch. 2).  Mag recognizes that she and Jim share a similar low status, 

represented through her use of the possessive pronouns “mine” and “yours.”  They are 
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outcasts – social “Others,” he a black and she a mulatto/white woman of ill repute.  Mag 

explains that no one will adopt the children if they are identified as black -- due to their 

guardians’ behavior or visible race.  Seth soon comprehends and counters that Frado 

might be able to pass for white and have some value since she has inherited a light 

complexion from Mag.   

 Mag and Seth both realize that ultimately the dominant culture will use Frado’s 

appearance to determine whether she is acceptable and eligible for opportunities; from 

their socially compromised positions, there is little they can do for her.  Seth makes the 

worth of Frado’s whiteness clear when he states that she will be a “prize,” whether he and 

Mag seek adoption or employment as a servant for the child.  The final test will be if 

“white folks’ll say so,” implying that whites wield the greatest power in the cultural 

realm and marketplace.  Wilson underscores Euro Americans’ sweeping control over the 

identity and worth of others.  Mag is dubious and thinks the best she can hope for Frado, 

a child of marred heritage, is for the Bellmont family to hire her as a servant (Wilson 12, 

13; ch. 2).  Blackness will define Frado as a commodity rather than a child in need of 

guardianship.  Mag’s abandonment of Frado is possibly another reason some critics 

interpret Mag as white.  However, although Mag is a mother, she is very capable of 

leaving Frado because she “had ceased to feel the gushing of penitence” and “crushed the 

sharp agonies of an awakened conscience” (Wilson 11, ch. 2).  Moreover, it is her very 

loss of hope and appreciation of her child that might drive the black reader to tears and 

compassion for Wilson/Frado.  

 Indeed, Mag also reflects the pitfalls of framing African American socio-political 

progress in terms of its ability to reflect the values and beliefs of Euro Americans.  Her 
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abandonment by white communities articulates the ways in which the world-view of the 

dominant culture might be flawed. Yet, she and the African American men she 

encounters seem to have internalized a negative perception of blacks and their potential.  

Hence, some of the rhetoric of moral uplift is problematic because it could be 

misconstrued to imply that blacks are in reality somehow inferior to whites.  In other 

words, some blacks might mistakenly conclude that they do not need to strive simply to 

be respectable but to be white in fact.  Understandably, the African American abolitionist 

leaders Samuel Cornish and Maria Stewart held Euro Americans as the yardstick by 

which African Americans might measure their moral advancement.  “We live in an age 

[of] reform, and if we lay not hold every means of reformation and improvement, we 

shall be left in the back ground, and [the] contrast between our condition and that of our 

white brethren will be widened – then let us as a whole avail ourselves every measure, 

calculated to cultivate mind and elevate morals” (1), explains Cornish.  Although he 

might have only sought to describe the power relations of the period, his statement places 

the two cultures within a hierarchy.   

 Stewart more explicitly advises free African Americans to emulate whites.  She 

asks, “The [white] American ladies have the honor conferred on them … The good 

women of Wethersfield, Conn. toiled in blazing sun … procured enough money to erect a 

house of worship; and shall we not imitate their examples as far as they are worthy of 

imitation” (37)?  Although she qualifies her statement, it might be very easy for the 

listener to hear simply that African Americans should pattern their lives after those of 

Euro Americans.  Jim and Mag appear to behold such a misguided view.  Jim is largely 

attracted to her because she is white; conversely Mag finds Jim undesirable because he is 
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African.  She exclaims during his proposal, “Nobody on earth cares for me –“ (Wilson 9; 

ch. 1).  Similarly, Jim and Pete’s use of the word nigger gives it a significance that places 

boundaries on African American choice and mobility rather than  appropriating it to 

create self-empowerment.  

 Their friendly signifying in Chapter I “Mag Smith, My Mother” illustrates how 

naming can both comfort and stifle.  Jim greets Pete with “you sly nigger,” when Pete 

suddenly interrupts his moment alone (Wilson 7; ch. 1).  Pete inquires whether an 

infatuation with a woman is the cause of Jim’s daydreaming.  Surprised, Jim replies, “Git 

out Pete! and when you come in dis shop again let a nigger know it.  Don't steal in like a 

thief” (Wilson 7; ch. 1).  In this exchange, “nigger” establishes mutual understanding.  

However, for Jim this comradeship and communal ownership bespeak a status with 

limited opportunities for self-determination and respect.  

 His contemplation of marrying Mag is largely motivated by his racial identity as a 

“nigger” or “Nig,” an identity which also grants him Pete’s friendship.  Jim perhaps is 

afraid that Pete will realize he has internalized the dominant culture’s estimation of 

blacks.  Jim and Pete are part of a marginalized class, and, by Euro American standards, 

Mag’s appearance gives her a higher standing and greater value than them.  Pete might 

disapprove of Jim’s valorizing and romanticizing Mag’s whiteness, his missing reverence 

for his own racial heritage.  After a moment of fantasizing about Mag’s “smooth straight 

hair,” Jim “[recollects] his former exposure and “[glances] around to see if Pete [is] in 

hearing again” (Wilson 8; ch. 1).  His behavior is that of a man who has something to 

hide, particularly the thoughts and desires other blacks might experience as disloyalty and 

shame.  Pete’s appearance and labeling drag Jim back into a pecking order and persona 
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he wishes to escape.  The naming here and on the title page illustrates how “Nig” and 

“nigger” and their association with enslavement, and simultaneously inferiority, connect 

yet restrict free and enslaved blacks.  Rather than simply love, Jim hungers to go beyond 

his own race and to satiate his appetite for the capital of whiteness.  

  Indeed, the identification of goodness, respect, and other laudable qualities with 

whiteness is an ongoing theme in the work.14  Mag focuses on Jim’s race rather than his 

character and calls her own children “black devils” (Wilson 11; ch. 2).  In addition, to the 

few Bellmonts who offer comfort Frado frequently laments her race as the source of her 

hardships.  James Bellmont reports Frado’s complaints to his aunt: “No one cares for me 

only to get my work.  And I feel sick; who cares for that? … it is, You lazy nigger, lazy 

nigger – all because I am black! Of, if I could die” (Wilson 42; ch. 7).  Mag, Jim, Peter, 

and Frado would be especially heart-breaking characters for an African American 

audience whose racial pride most likely buoyed their activism and community service.  

The Moral Dilemmas of Gender Performance  

 While Mag symbolizes the association of femininity with whiteness, Frado’s 

youth and adulthood allegorize the de-gendering (or objectification) which blackness 

signifies. Gender and race as social constructs may be manipulated by blacks and whites 

for their own self interest; some Euro Americans might interpret the expression of gender 

or genders in blacks not as evidence of humanity but of their ambiguous status as objects 

born to serve any number of roles.  Frado is a sentimental character, especially for black 

                                                 
14 Just as Frado can be called “black” although she is a fair mulatto, Mag could be defined as white when 
she is possibly mulatto.  Apparently in the North Wilson depicts, color and race are not necessarily 
equivalent.     
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readers, because despite her youth and later integrity as adult she seems to win only a 

modicum of recognition for her troubles and talents.   

 The Euro American Bellmonts quickly assume the power to mold the nebulous 

matter that Frado is as a mulatto with African blood.  When Frado’s beauty and age 

initially mark her as female and human, Mary and Jack discuss her as if she were an 

orphaned child worthy of charity or maybe another playmate “of no use … and under 

foot” (Wilson 16; ch.3).   Mary Bellmont says the family should “send her to the County 

House,” and Jack is smitten with the young Frado because she is “real handsome and 

bright, and not very black either” (Wilson 15, 16; ch. 3).  When Frado becomes “our nig” 

during this conversation, the focus turns to her race; she metamorphoses into a piece of 

dough that can be kneaded to suit the needs of the family (Wilson 16; ch. 3).  Mrs. 

Bellmont’s record of male and female servants deserting her and discrimination against 

her son Jack’s wife suggests that she might be classist (Wilson 12, 62; ch.2, ch.11).   

However, it is Frado’s race which permits Mrs. Bellmont to believe that she need not 

formally hire the child as an indentured servant but instead treat her as a slave over whom 

she can have total mental, emotional and physical control.15  She announces, “I don’t 

mind the nigger in the child, I should like a dozen better than one. … I have so much 

trouble with the girls I hire, I am almost persuaded if I have one to train up in my way 

from a child, I shall be able to keep them awhile” (Wilson 16; ch. 3).  Interestingly, 

Wilson chooses the gender-neutral name of Frado, emphasizing that Frado will not be 

seen or treated like the other girls because her race prohibits any discrete gender/human 

identity and the accompanying rights and protections.     

                                                 
15 Lovell shares the same view (21).  
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 Although the Bellmonts live in the North, the legacy of slavery has made 

blackness everywhere synonymous with commodification and subordination.  Frado’s 

black heritage makes her expendable, only valuable to the extent to which she is 

malleable by her “mistress … imbued with southern principles” (Wilson 3).  Whiteness is 

gender, but blackness is nothingness – it is a void to be filled by the needs of power.  

Mrs. Bellmont completely dismisses Frado’s female body when Jack argues that the 

motherless girl’s physical weakness will make it difficult for her to reach her attic room. 

“She’ll have to go there, it’s good enough for a nigger,” states Mrs. Bellmont (Wilson 16, 

ch.3).  To her, blacks are objects for which gender ideals and human consideration do not 

apply.  Furthermore, “Nig,” similarly to the name Frado, elides gender and brings to the 

fore race and facelessness.  Gender as a type of matter or signifier is irrelevant for 

African Americans; it functions as another luxury or privilege denied them.  Mag and 

Frado struggle to prosper in a white context, but over time Frado seems to exhibit 

unknowingly the qualities assigned to a ‘real’ woman.  Yet, her enactment of femaleness 

and the female gender has a different meaning because others recognize her as partially 

African American.       

 African American reformers declared that their race could win emancipation and 

recognition by proving they were morally, spiritually, and intellectually the same as Euro 

Americans and not beasts.  “Prove to the world that you are neither ouran-outangs, nor a 

species of mere animals, but that you possess the same powers of intellect as those of the 

proud boasting American,” instructs Stewart (40).  Yet, Frado’s domestic excellence and 

physical fortitude only intensify her bodily, but not kinetic, erasure.  Thomas Lovell 

explains, “[Slaves] are containers of energy that can be transformed into profit for the 
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master” (22).  Frado’s physical force and labor are present as blackness, but the rest of 

her body that expresses womanliness and humanity is displaced.    

Frado is not literally sold into slavery, but, Mag has exchanged her daughter’s 

freedom for her own.  She will no longer be encumbered by the scandal of being an 

unwed mother and providing for two children.  Indeed, Mrs. Bellmont, angry about the 

prospect of Frado’s leaving, resolves to “beat the money out of her” although she has not 

paid a cent to or for the child (Wilson 50; ch. 8).  For Mrs. Bellmont and Mary, Frado’s 

racial heritage is enough to make her a slave; they even attempt to alter her skin color, 

which almost matches their own, to deny her humanness and justify their violence.  “Mrs. 

Bellmont was determined the sun should have full power to darken the shade which 

nature had first bestowed upon her as befitting” (Wilson 22; ch. 11).  Contrary to what 

many free blacks wish, Frado’s industriousness ironically appears to be the cause of her 

estrangement from whiteness and womanhood/humanity.   

Wilson gestures in the title toward the slave narrative, typically penned by men,  

because through Frado she hopes to complicate the association between the performance 

of (human) gender traits and the achievement of inclusion in America’s political system.  

According to the narrator, Mrs. Bellmont only sees Frado in terms of the labor she can 

provide.  The typical restrictions upon women’s capabilities do not apply to Frado: “In 

the absence of the men, she must harness the horse for Mary and her mother to ride, go to 

mill, in short, do the work of a boy, could one be procured to endure the tirades of Mrs. 

Bellmont” (Wilson 30; ch. 5).  Frado can do work usually given to males, and she 

actually seems stronger then most boys and men by bearing Mrs. Bellmont’s torture.  

Even by behaving like a “boy,” Frado does not elicit sympathy or identification and 
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respect from whites because her race displaces gender.  Ellis agrees, “Frado labors so 

hard that she becomes almost de-sexed” (149).  Wilson uses a double-voiced narration to 

contrast the self-perception of blacks with those of bigoted whites like Mrs. Bellmont.  

Shortly after the narrator notes that Frado “had merged into womanhood,” the reader 

learns that Mrs. Bellmont is upset by her departure because she “could not well spare one 

who could so well adapt herself to all departments – man, boy, housekeep, domestic, 

etc.” (Wilson 64; ch. 11). Mrs. Bellmont even “shaved her glossy ringlets” (Wilson 38; 

ch. 6).  One could argue, and Douglass’s narrative seems to suggest, that even in black 

men such a work ethic can actually be offered as proof of their brutishness and servile 

nature rather than their masculinity.  Again, only in white, biologically male bodies are 

such qualities signs of a politically empowered masculine American spirit.   

Throughout the novel, Frado endures what seem to be a perpetual series of 

beatings and gruesome warnings.  Female gender in nineteenth-century America was 

supposed to provoke compassion from the dominant culture and reform, but the stamp of 

race denies it to African Americans.  Mrs. Bellmont even threatens to “take the skin from 

her body” at one point (Wilson 26; ch. 4).  Such resilience could make her seem either 

less than human or freakish.  In the case of the former, Frado would not require mercy, 

affection, or agency.  According to Mrs. Bellmont, “[These] niggers are like black 

snakes; you can’t kill them” (Wilson 49; ch.8).  Diana Herndl reveals that medical and 

other fields alleged that African Americans were subhuman, if not bestial, and the 

mythological licentiousness of African American women was often used to support such 

a conclusion as late as World War I.  She states, “Even years after emancipation,  

physicians and ministers—sometimes working together, often just drawing on each 
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other’s work—continued to claim that blacks were fundamentally physically and morally 

different, and different of course, meant inferior” (Herndl 555).  African Americans, 

therefore, were not believed to have the same health concerns and needs as whites.  

Furthermore, slavery was often even portrayed as a benevolent institution which 

improved their stamina.   

However, Wilson offers an alternative view of the African American experience 

to prejudiced Euro Americans, and she draws emotion from a black reader through 

Frado’s pain.  Herndl and Cynthia Davis also provide evidence that two perspectives are 

operating in the novel.  Herndl proposes that the absence of explicit sexuality in Our Nig 

and the graphic recounting of the protagonist’s abuse and resultant debility are meant to 

contravene falsehoods about black physiology.  Davis also believes that Wilson declares 

her agency by voicing her agony in writing.  In other words, Frado proves that, like those 

of Euro Americans, her skin, bones, and muscles bruise, bleed, and never fully heal; she 

is in fact mortal.  However, Wilson also underscores not only Mrs. Bellmont’s ignorance 

and callousness but also the lack of recognition for Frado’s suffering from the community 

and other members of the Bellmont family.  In Chapters 7 and 8 “Spiritual Condition of 

Nig” and “Visitor and Departure,” James Bellmont, his Aunt Abbey, and the townspeople 

are clearly more interested in the plight of the young girl’s soul than in the deprivation 

and harm she suffers.  Although James, Jack, and Abbey are saddened by Frado’s abuse, 

they never remove her from their parents’ home, and the neighborhood only sees the 

child’s worn and mismatched attire as cause for humor or disparagement rather than 

concern (Wilson 21, 54; ch. 4, ch. 9).  No one in the vicinity even appears to take note of 

her bare feet during the fall and winter (Wilson 37; ch. 7).                 
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 Virtuous, submissive, maternal, and wife-like, Frado still deserves no reprieve 

because she is a ‘nig.’  Frado is characterized as somewhat masculine; paradoxically, she 

is also a pinnacle of femininity.  She tirelessly works to attend to all of the family’s 

needs.  “From early dawn until after all were tired, was she toiling, overworked 

disheartened, longing for relief” (Wilson 37; ch. 6).  Frado is even more willing than Mrs. 

Bellmont to sacrifice her physical health to aid the children, with the exception of her 

other tormentor Mary.  Mrs. Bellmont will not even help move her dying son James 

because she is not “strong enough” (Wilson 51; ch. 9).  However, an already ailing Frado 

is ever on duty.  “ . . . [In] addition to her daily toil she was deprived of her rest at night.  

Yet she insisted on being called; she wished to show her love for one who had been such 

a friend to her” (Wilson 43; ch. 7).  Doriani observes, “[Frado] shows her virtue in her 

long suffering, compassionate sacrifice as she toils beside the dying James’s bedside” 

(215).  Foster similarly concludes that, in comparison to autobiographies by other black 

women, Wilson’s Frado “comes closest to [achieving the] ideal” woman of the cult of 

domesticity (“Adding Color” 35).    

 Yet, Wilson uses irony to imply that these traits justify her abuse; they are seen as 

instinctual and expected of African Americans and not as chosen by them.  The narrator 

and Mr. Bellmont both imply that two of the five women in the Bellmont homestead do 

not necessarily undertake with impunity actions typically gendered as feminine.  In the 

words of Mr. Bellmont, Frado “does as much work as a woman ought to; and  . . . is 

kicked about” (Wilson 25; ch. 4).  In addition, “Mary [is] installed as housekeeper - in 

name merely, for Nig was the only moving power in the house” when Mr. and Mrs. 

Bellmont are away (Wilson 33; ch. 6).  Frado’s discipline and obedience undermine her 
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agency because they merely affirm that she should never be anything more than a 

slave/black.  James naively advises her to avoid trouble by being a “good girl” (Wilson 

28; ch. 4).  Sadly, Frado realizes that asserting her biological gender and the attributes 

associated with it is futile.  They are overlooked and, in fact, lead to punishment.  She 

replies, “If I do, I get whipped” (Wilson 28; ch. 4).  Frado is within the grip of the dual 

power systems of race and gender, where there is rarely room to be seen as equal.    

 Wilson also uses Mrs. Bellmont to theorize for her audience, especially those who 

are African American, the ways in which gender as a construction is an open sign of 

multiple interpretations and uses – destructive or empowering.  The matriarch engages in 

a type of heightened domesticity, zealously seeking to form Frado into the perfect 

servant.  Her commitment to “discipline” is made clear as she teaches Frado household 

and other chores (Wilson 18; ch.3).  She has strict rules that must be maintained. 

“[Frado’s] first work was to feed the hens.  She was shown how it was always to be done, 

and in no other way; any departure from this rule to be punished by whipping” (Wilson, 

17; ch. 3).  Wilson italicizes the word “always” to highlight Mrs. Bellmont’s rigidity.  

Much like her neighbors, probably many of them reformers and even abolitionists, Mrs. 

Bellmont is inflexible regarding the fulfillment of expectations. Wilson makes it clear 

that Mrs. Bellmont sees abuse of the indentured servant as an expression of her domestic 

prowess.  “It was her favorite exercise to enter [Frado’s] apartment noisily, vociferate 

orders, give a few sudden blows to quicken Nig’s pace, then return to the sitting room 

with such a satisfied expression, congratulating herself upon her thorough house-keeping 

qualities” (Wilson 37; ch. 6).  Mrs. Bellmont is aware of how her behavior could be 
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interpreted; she imagines an audience for herself that will accept her performance as 

evidence of her maternal and wifely qualities – her domesticity.         

 The authority she is able to wield as a woman extends even beyond caring for the 

house and into the bodily processes of the help.  “Upon [Frado’s] return [from driving the 

cows] she [is] allowed to eat her breakfast, consisting of a bowl of skimmed milk, with 

brown bread crusts, which she [is] told to eat standing, by the kitchen table, and must not 

be over ten minutes about it” (Wilson 17; ch.3).  Frado must train her digestive system to 

operate on her employer’s schedule.  The breadth of Mrs. Bellmont’s supervision 

demonstrates that Frado’s time and person as her menial are utterly within her power.  

Similarly, the typically womanly trait of emotional expression takes an ugly turn in the 

autobiographical novel.  Mrs. Bellmont is wholly guided by her emotions rather than any 

sense of propriety.  As time passes, her commitment to the “cult” swings wildly out of 

control.  

  Wilson intersperses the plot with frequent scenes of gratuitous violence to show 

the reader again and again that conformity to gender ideals is not necessarily the door to 

the nation’s soul and recognition for blacks.  Mrs. Bellmont is racist and classist or at 

least a sociopath who hides her sickness behind bigotry.  Her emotions quickly become 

unpredictable and ungovernable even when they are the result of understandable 

disappointments and concerns.  Mrs. Bellmont represents another gender inversion 

because her temperament causes her to brutalize Frado in a way that is more associated 

with men.  The narrator notes, “Her education completed, as she said, Mrs. Bellmont felt 

that her time and person solely belonged to her.  She was under her in every sense of the 

word” (Wilson 24; ch.4).  The phrasing of the last sentence directs the reader to a range 
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of connotations that include the invasion of Frado’s most intimate boundaries.  Wilson 

also imbues an episode in which Mrs. Bellmont leaves a weak Frado “prostrate” with 

sexual overtones (Wilson 46; ch. 8).  “Excited by so much indulgence of a dangerous 

passion, she seemed left to unrestrained malice; and snatching a towel, stuffed the mouth 

of the sufferer, and beat her cruelly” (Wilson 46).  The words “excited,” “passion,” and 

“indulgence” eroticize the scene.  It is reminiscent of a brutal sexual assault.16   Mrs. 

Bellmont transitions from correcting Frado to being thrilled by her own unchecked 

power.  Is this what really stirs feelings and action – self interest?   

 Furthermore, this characteristic of femininity, sentimentalism or emotionalism, 

actually undermines Mrs. Bellmont and destroys her home. Only a truly weak person 

would resort to instructing an impressionable child through daily whippings.  The 

mistress’s fiery domestic ambition is so overbearing that two of her children, Jack and 

Jane, are driven from the home by the end of the novel.  Jack leaves after she tries to 

destroy his marriage to a poor girl.  The narrator reports, “As age increased, Mrs. B. 

became more irritable, so that no one, even her own children, could remain with her . . .” 

(Wilson 72; ch.12).  Mr. Bellmont often flees the house to avoid her tirades as well.  In 

Our Nig, traditional gender roles do not prevent oppression and torture.  In fact, they 

become one of its causes.  

 The resolution of Our Nig further problematizes the raced gender ideology-bound 

moral uplift movement and theorizes an alternative strategy for black recognition.  Frado 

first senses her own agency when she realizes that race and gender do not necessarily 

have to be associated with her value or determined by others.  Unlike Douglass and other 

                                                 
16 Cynthia Davis and other critics have commented on the sexual overtones in this scene, comparing it to 
rape.  
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men who shaped the slave narrative tradition, Wilson does not portray her heroine as 

reliant upon constructed attributes of a sexed body to “conquer” her tormentor (Wilson 

60; ch. 10).  “’Stop!’ shouted Frado, ‘strike me, and I’ll never work a mite more for you; 

‘ and throwing down what she had gathered, stood like one who feels the stirring of free 

and independent thoughts” (Wilson 105; ch. 5).  In this defiant moment, Frado finally 

takes ownership of her body and its production.  The narrator confirms that agency is 

within every person, and the moment one takes possession of one’s choices and their 

meaning “free and independent thoughts” awaken.   

 Previously, Frado seeks to preserve a modicum of autonomy, as evidenced by her 

behavior at school and on the farm; however, she seems to have lacked the self-

confidence to assume responsibility for it.  Frado performs such acts as climbing the roof 

and undertaking pranks on the teacher for the entertainment and approval of others, even 

at the risk of her own safety and education.  Classmates “enjoy her antics so fully that any 

of them would suffer wrongfully to keep open the avenues of mirth,” “when she had none 

of the family around to be merry with, she would amuse herself with the animals,” and 

the workmen “lay down, convulsed with laughter” (Wilson 22; ch. 3 and 31; ch. 5).  In 

these scenarios, the skill or labor that wins her appreciation but not necessarily 

recognition is humor.  Indeed,  as Eric Lott notes, “While the slaves are certainly playing 

for some control, it is clear that black culture was frankly on display in the North as well 

as the South, and that such display adhered to a commodified logic whose roots 

inevitably lay in slavery and whose outcome was eventually the minstrel show” (43).  

Wilson/Frado has the epiphany that the significance of her labor should not merely be 

determined by performing to racial or gender ideologies; instead, she executes the work 
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or is being a human worker.  ‘Nig’ redefines her worth and position, or relation to Mrs. 

Bellmont, and demands recognition of them, rather than waiting for permission from a 

group of people or community.17  She is thus victorious in a way her mother never was. 

Wilson outlines the tension between free blacks’ self-determination as subjects 

and some Northerner’s perception of them as subordinates through Frado’s attempts to 

become self-sufficient after leaving the Bellmonts.  In the final chapters 11 and 12, 

Frado’s body continues to be more of an obstacle than an aid to her struggle to experience 

social and ethical mobility.  Although she desires to “help herself,” the abuse and harsh 

labor of her years with the Bellmonts frequently make her dependent on public assistance 

(Wilson 68, ch.11).  Several members of the community become interested in her to the 

degree that she is able to bring them a profit by being healthy enough to work again or as 

a dependent provided state assistance.  For example, “Mrs. Hoggs was a lover of gold and 

silver, and she asked the favor of filing [sic] her coffers by caring for the sick” (Wilson 

67; ch. 11).       

 Although she marries, Frado only accomplishes a degree of self-sufficiency 

through entrepreneurship primarily made possible through assistance from unprejudiced 

whites.  As when she rebels against Mrs. Bellmont, only through possession of her labors 

and acknowledgement of her humanity does Frado realize uplift.  Despite Wilson’s harsh 

portrait of Northern bigotry, Wilson does offer a sense of the complexity of Euro 

American Northerners views by illustrating that several other Euro American women do 

step forward to provide Frado with health care, rest, an education, and useful trade skills.  

A Mrs. Capon even helps care for her son while she travels as saleswoman after the 

husband’s death.  Frado, “maltreated by professed abolitionists, who didn’t want slaves at 
                                                 

17 For a different perspective see Lovell (2). 
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the South nor niggers in their own houses, North” does then ultimately discover a 

counter-chorus, and culture, in these Euro American women as a saleswoman and servant 

(Wilson 71; ch. 12).     

Hence Wilson, perhaps to appease the African Americans from whom she seeks 

aid and sympathy, concludes her novel with a glimmer of optimism for moral reform as a 

strategy.  Frado works for herself and her family, first as bonnet-maker, then as a sales 

agent, and lastly as a manufacturer of an unnamed product (Wilson 68; ch. 11, 71, 72; ch. 

12).18  In addition, she truly comes to believe in greater possibilities for her life after 

exposure to literature by an anonymous woman “who could see the merit beneath a dark 

skin” and teaches her to sew straw bonnets (Wilson 68; ch. 11).  The instructor “sought 

also to teach her the value of useful books; and while one read aloud to the other … 

Frado experienced a new impulse.  She felt herself capable of elevation. … Every leisure 

moment was carefully applied to self-improvement, and a devout Christian exterior 

invited confidence from the villagers” (Wilson 69; ch.11).  The transformation in her 

worldview, regarding her race, results from increasing her knowledge through study.19  

According to Gaines, “In antebellum days, uplift, rising, elevation, and advancement 

described the passage of blacks from slavery to freedom, stressed the importance of 

group education…” (31).    Wilson aptly closes the novel by pledging that Frado will not 

“[turn] from her steadfast purpose of elevating herself” (Wilson 72; ch.12).  With these 

gestures, Wilson appeals to the sensibilities of black reformers, but she does not 

necessarily wholeheartedly agree with their tactics.   

                                                 
18 Forman and Pitt’s research suggest that Wilson sold hair care products (ix).     
19 Gardner comments upon the importance of literacy in the text as well (239).      
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 Perhaps it was her misapprehensions regarding Euro American sympathy that had 

one of the greatest influences on Our Nig in terms of its content, form, and publication.  

Indeed, Wilson’s fictional husband appears to have had better success earning money 

telling fictional, and perhaps formulaic, accounts of his enslavement (Wilson 71; ch. 12).  

Slave narratives were largely shaped with a Euro American audience in mind, and they 

often traveled a “sexual terrain, recurrently mapped out as a flat sadoerotic world, 

mobilizing moral abhorrence along stereotypical lines that more than flirt with racism’s 

and sexism’s conventional demarcations of sexuality and power” (Ellis “Body Politics” 

112).  Images of slavery’s brutality collected and distributed by abolitionists often, 

ironically, inadvertently reinforced societal assumptions which fueled racial prejudice.  

Wilson with her work and the story of Frado implies that African-Americans should have 

greater control over their own stories, rather than being forced to appease an abolitionist 

publishing industry with their creative products.  Hence, truly progressive abolitionists, 

white and black, will acknowledge blacks as equal partners and agents capable of 

expressing themselves and crafting rhetorically and aesthetically powerful literature.  

 More research needs to be done into the publishing history of Our Nig, but 

evidence exists that Wilson made attempts to establish herself as an independent writer 

outside of the anti-slavery establishment.  Tellingly, the office of Wilson’s Boston 

publisher George C. Rand and Avery at 3 Cornhill Street was two blocks away from the 

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society which published Douglass’s narrative as well as 

William Wells Browns’s Narrative of William W. Brown (1847) (Gardner 229).  I concur 

with Eric Gardner’s conclusion that Our Nig is not an abolitionist text; instead, it 

meditates upon the abolitionist movement itself – its mirroring of the nation’s racism and 
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sexism (239).  This might explain why Rand published the ground-breaking work instead 

of an organization or company with a reputation for producing abolitionist literature like 

the Massachusetts Anti-slavery Society (Gardner 241).  Gardner was unable to discover 

any information to validate theories that abolitionists actively sabotaged Wilson or to 

support his claim that she “was not able to reach a large black readership—a community 

that would at least support her morally, if not financially” (240, 245).  He admits that “the 

number of copies printed clearly exceeded the number of copies that have surfaced” 

(240).  To date, very little is known about the autobiographer’s whereabouts for much of 

her life, but it is clear that she traversed several New England towns, cities, and social 

circles where she might have attempted to sell her novel or read it aloud.    

In a capitalist society, the body and its tales are sites open to distortion and 

censorship.  Our Nig is a story about gender and racial identity politics which undermine 

the human rights beliefs and objectives professed by abolitionists and other reformers.  

Mag becomes disillusioned with feminine virtue and its benefits when she is denied 

recognition because her actions are interpreted as those of a lascivious mulatto rather than 

a misguided person, and, ironically, Frado narrowly escapes a similar plight when she is 

seen as a black slave rather than a dutiful, homeless child.  All of the characters of color, 

Mag, Jim, Pete, Seth, and Frado, struggle to maintain respect by their own race as they 

attempt to impress whites and change the political system.  Harriet Wilson leaves it to 

readers who will co-author the plight of free blacks to participate in discovering and 

replacing paradoxical moral systems with a more egalitarian ethos.  Bringing into 

dialogue two similar yet distinct cultural perspectives, she also adds another dimension to 

nineteenth-century sentimentalism.  Although white and black activists of the period 
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wanted to dismantle unjust institutions, their vision needed to account more for the 

difficulties of educating others about cultural diversity.   

Wilson disguises her narrative at times as universal, not to suggest that everyone 

has had the same experience as her, but rather to highlight how individualism, 

theorization of the essential qualities of men, woman, and races, threatens solidarity and 

humanitarianism.  Movements’ attribution of an individual or group’s humanity, success, 

or failure solely to the possession of particular talents and abilities obscures the effects of 

institutionalized discrimination on African Americans and creates exclusionary, divisive 

hierarchies.  Some, perhaps even many, New Englanders championing social justice 

could not see Frado or Wilson because racial and gender bigotry erased the particulars of 

her human experience; she was invisible.  Yet, her unique African American awareness 

of passing taught Wilson the narrative techniques of elision and ambiguity which will 

continue to intrigue scholars of Our Nig for years to come.  Harriet Jacobs uses a similar 

aesthetic technique of masking to complicate sentimentalism and challenge the 

abolitionist movement’s use of gender discourses.  
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CHAPTER 2:  

THE BODY OF EMOTIONS  IN INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL 

Harriet Wilson and Harriet Jacobs similarly approach the difficulties of narrating 

the agency of women color.  Each seeks to elucidate how the myriad of significations 

attached to the black body complicate the ways abolitionists might in-person and on the 

page argue for the humanity of free and enslaved African Americans.  Wilson reveals that 

the black body, whether indentured or enslaved, might find it almost impossible to 

generate sympathy from a white audience as the embodiment of womanhood or manhood 

because  gender is another facet of human identity, and thus subjectivity, that people of 

African descent have yet to prove.  Gender, for Wilson, is a socio-political institution that 

remains within the almost exclusive power of the dominant culture.  It is this skepticism 

of the moral uplift movement’s  strategy, promoted by African American abolitionists, 

that leads Wilson to conclude that she will more likely find purchasers for her novel and 

the aid she seeks from the African American community.  Even as a Northern free 

laborer, Frado, the protagonist of Wilson’s novel, “is neither female, nor male, as” she 

“[is] taken into account as a [quantity]” like the slaves of the Middle Passage and the 

South because of her (mixed) race (Spillers 215).  Wilson is ambivalent regarding the 

dominant culture’s willingness to acknowledge that African American women in 

particular are worthy of recognition.         

Similarly, Jacobs seeks to elucidate and intervene in reformers’ perceptions of 

gender ideologies’ ability to generate sympathy for people of color.  In her autobiography 
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Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, she too addresses perceptions of black women’s 

morality as legitimated by gender ideals.  However, she suggests that gender for African 

Americans might operate alternately as a disempowering or empowering social construct.  

Jacobs attempts to represent the female slave as a human subject capable of resistance 

and, thus, of garnering recognition.    

In the antebellum period, abolitionist and pro-slavery literature, drama, and non-

fiction all offered interpretations of the appearance and actions of black bodies.  For 

example, the seeming acquiescence of African men in eternal hard labor was evidence of 

their predisposition to slavery for masters, but it was only proof of the dehumanizing 

effects of ownership for abolitionists.  One of the most popular ideas regarding the 

character of black women was that they were innately sexually insatiable and devoid of 

shame; such a belief might have originated in the different cultural practices of African 

nations in terms of dress and marriage, but it took on new meaning within the context of 

slavery.  

 The sexual appetite of slave women came to justify their use as producers of 

more slaves and a growing population of interracial children in the South.  As Saidiya 

Hartman reveals, Georgia senator and legislator Thomas Cobb alleged that rape of female 

property was “almost unheard of; and the known lasciviousness of the negro, render the 

possibility of its occurrence very remote” (qtd. in Hartman 96).  Abolitionists sought to 

counter this image and generate sympathy for black female slaves by depicting them as 

victims struggling to protect their honor, not unlike white women, against an immoral, 

cruel system.   Neither of these two figures or symbols of black womanhood, seductress 
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or victim, particularly creates a space for black female political agency, but readers 

would expect Jacobs’s autobiography to reflect them.        

How can a slave woman demonstrate either her sexual submission or resistance 

within the context of ownership?  For many abolitionists, sentimentalism provided the 

answer.  Sentimentalism was a literary technique that sought to convince readers of the 

injustice of an issue by provoking sympathy, signified by crying, through distinctive 

portraits and situations.  Slavery advocates and opponents alike engaged in 

sentimentalism by linking epistemologies of slavery to the visibility of black emotion and 

the expression of Euro American sympathy.  Many of abolitionist fiction’s truths about 

black enslavement were signified by the bodies of the powerless African American 

bondwoman and the tearful, typically female, Euro American within and reading their 

texts.1  However, the significance of feelings or particular actions is not always within 

sight.2   

Jacobs queries whether sentimentalism’s focus on white emotion and the 

production and reliance on signifiers of female victimization and salvation replace one-

dimensional, erroneous images of slave women with others that equally obscure the 

complexities of slavery.  The conceptualization of women as victims and saviors is very 

much steeped in nineteenth-century gender ideology, especially that of the dominant 

culture; emotionalism, weakness, and religiosity were traits that were very much 

identified with women.  Jacobs theorizes that sentimentalism reveals the ways in which 

                                                 

1 See Sandra Gunning’s “Reading and Redemption in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl”  in Harriet 
Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays and Franny Nudelman, “Harriet 
Jacobs and the Sentimental Politics of Female Suffering” (Gunning 135; Nudelman 946).       
2 In “Motherhood Beyond the Gate: Jacobs’s Epistemic Challenge in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl,” 
John Ernest similarly examines Jacobs’s efforts to teach readers to reevaluate their epistemologies but 
through the depiction of her motherhood.    
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emotion is an unreliable indicator of political sensibilities.  Indeed, she signifies on anti-

slavery fiction and nonfiction’s racial gender tropes and motifs to illustrate how they 

displace the human agency and experiences of slaves.   

In Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, the nineteenth-century reader found many 

of the common motifs and tropes of abolitionist genres such as the slave autobiography, a 

form of the slave narrative, and anti-slavery fiction.  I do not intend to suggest that 

Incidents is an autobiographical novel; rather, Jacobs enlists the techniques and 

conventions of fiction to demarcate the very real details of her amazing life and the 

falsehoods of slavery discourse.3  I distinguish between the slave narrative as a broad 

genre that encompasses various types of autobiographies (such as dictated and self-

authored and fiction and nonfiction) produced by whites and blacks and the subgenre of 

the (non-fiction) slave autobiography which is specifically written by black slaves 

themselves.  Under the pseudonym of Linda Brent, Jacobs narrates her personal tale of 

enslavement, sexual and physical abuse, betrayal, education, and escape to the North.  

However, unlike many male slave authors, Jacobs details the soul-numbing toil of sexual 

work.   

 Jacobs recounts in the first half of the work her struggle to avoid surrendering to 

her master Dr. Flint’s offer to become his concubine, abandon the Christian values of her 

family and society, and contribute more chattels to the plantation by bearing his children.  

Life as a slave is especially frustrating for Jacobs because her mulatto parents, 

grandmother, and other relatives --  such as her Uncles Benjamin and Phillip and her 

Aunt Nancy -- value and cherish their own humanity, integrity, and, limited, autonomy.  

                                                 
3 For a different perspective, see Carla Peterson’s Doers of the Word.  She defines Incidents as an 
autobiographical novel.  
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The family and their slave community, however, are divided on whether the best way to 

secure freedom is through escaping or purchasing it – that is, by working within or 

outside of the peculiar institution and maintaining or disrupting the unity of a family.  

Jacobs’s grandmother Martha, the guardian of her and her brother William after their 

parents die, spends all of her days attempting to raise money to realize the latter dream, 

and Benjamin and William experiment with acts of resistance, such as fighting and 

escape, typically associated with male slaves.    

Harriet’s difficulties with Flint and a Euro American love interest named Mr. 

Sands are resonant with abolitionist stories of tragic mulattos. Ultimately, the mulatto 

slave girl decides that the only way to exert some measure of control over her body and 

its progeny is through engaging in an affair with Sands, whose affections suggest that he 

is sympathetic to her plight.  Under slavery, children follow the condition of their mother.  

Jacobs hopes that Sands will secure the freedom of her children by purchasing and then 

manumitting her or them.  Dr. Flint, unfortunately, only redoubles his efforts to secure 

Jacobs’s submission rather than accepting defeat and selling her.  Matters are further 

complicated by the revelation that Mr. Sands’s loyalties might lie with the institution of 

slavery rather than with Harriet and the two children named Benny and Ellen that she 

gives him.  The second half of the autobiography recounts Jacobs’s execution, with the 

aid of free and enslaved blacks and Euro Americans North and South, of various 

stratagems for protecting and providing for her children and securing their and her own 

freedom – winning some agency.  The autobiography ends when Jacobs’s Northern 

employer Mrs. Bruce purchases her freedom, against Jacobs’s will, and makes it possible 

for the single mother and her two children to live near one another.        
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As much as Jacobs’s personal story would have seemed familiar to readers, there 

are two crucial events that set it apart from the conventions of slave autobiography and 

anti-slavery fiction in critical ways:  Jacobs’s choice to protect the free black man she 

loves by refusing to marry him and her evasion of rape by her master through pursuing an 

intimate relationship with another Euro American man.  Due to nineteenth-century 

gender convention regarding women’s sexuality, these facts presented a unique challenge 

to Jacobs’s efforts to seek the aid of Northern women and cast her race as worthy of 

sympathy.  Much of the scholarship on Jacobs argues that it is Jacobs’s overt, strategic 

deployment of her sexuality that stands as the greatest obstacle to her story’s being 

appreciated by a Euro American female reader.4   

Jacobs took a tremendous risk by defying the expectations of Euro American 

readers, created primarily by white abolitionists, when she endeavored accurately to 

depict her enslavement and emancipation.  Traditionally, heroic, exceptional male slaves 

with some mobility wrote slave autobiographies; they recount their journey from 

excessive manual labor, torture, and dehumanization to literacy and socio-political 

consciousness; then violent resistance; and lastly an escape to find freedom in the North.  

Black women commonly appeared in such texts and in abolitionist fiction as little more 

than the passive victims of sexual and other forms of violence. 5  Many scholars, such as 

Frances Smith Foster, John Ernest, and Carla Kaplan, have explored the obstacles and 

solutions to Jacobs’s efforts to use the conventions of the slave narrative and domestic 

                                                 
4 For example, see “Earwitness: Female Abolitionism, Sexuality, and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” 
by Deborah Garfield in Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays and 
Sandra Gunning’s “Reading and Redemption in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl in the same anthology 
(122).   
5 See Carolyn Karcher’s “Rape, Murder and Revenge in ‘Slavery’s Pleasant Homes’: Lydia Maria Child’s 
Anti-slavery Fiction and the Limits of Genre” (323).    
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novel to win the attention of a prudish Euro American audience that was likely unwilling 

or unable to appreciate her provocative account of a sexual victim turned courageous 

mother. 6   

I share the aforementioned scholars’ interest in Jacobs’s engagement with the 

aesthetics of the domestic novel and the slave narrative; however, my analysis examines a 

range of abolitionist publications that were an important source of inspiration for Jacobs 

as types of writing shaped by but sometimes distinct from these genres.  In order to 

explore how Jacobs’s choices and characterizations of them perform against the grain of 

abolitionist discourse, I conduct a comparative analysis of Incidents and well-known anti-

slavery novels, short stories, and treatises by Lydia Maria Child, Harriet Beecher Stowe, 

and Elizabeth Margaret Chandler.  Moreover, similar to Jean Fagan Yellin, I posit that 

Jacobs addresses an audience of believers and non-believers in abolitionism and, as 

Peterson suggests, of Euro Americans and African Americans.  Franny Nudelman, Carla 

Peterson, and Foster are among the few to consider Jacobs’s immersion in the abolitionist 

literary world, of fiction and non-fiction, as she was drafting her slave autobiography.7  

Hence, much of the scholarship on Incidents does not recognize the existence of two 

potential models of fiction available to Jacobs: the popular domestic novel and the anti-

slavery short story and novel, and, in fact, the two are often conflated or the latter is 

wholly ignored.   

Unlike most critics, I argue that that Jacobs departs from the literary practices as 

well as the beliefs of some, if not many, of her abolitionist allies.  Rather than seeking to 

                                                 
6 The essays by John Ernest, Deborah Garfield, and Frances Smith Foster in Harriet Jacobs and Incidents 
in the Life of a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays (1996) address this topic.  In addition, see Carla Kaplan’s 
chapter on Jacobs in The Erotics of Talk (1996).         
7 However, I should note that Michael Bennett does compare and contrast Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and 
Incidents.   
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apply the sentimental motifs and tropes abolitionism borrows from the domestic novel,  

she parodies them to critique the ways in which the abolitionist movement and publishing 

industry is complicit in the objectification rather than the humanization of the slaves.  She 

complicates abolitionist epistemologies of sympathy – the beliefs that 1) particular 

illustrations of slavery can create compassion and reform and 2) feelings and their 

motivations are knowable, transferable, and finite.  Jacobs does so by theorizing that 

emotion is performative and interpreted and narrated through racial gender ideologies.   

Although Euro American abolitionists have admirable intentions, Jacobs 

questions whether their focus on the production of sentiment from a white reader 

somehow actually distorts truths about slavery and undermines the recognition of the full 

humanity of slaves, especially women.  To intervene in the symbolism of feeling, 

especially sadness, remorse, and anger, circulated by the abolitionist culture, Jacobs 

engages in the African American cultural practice Henry Louis Gates names signifyin(g).  

Therefore, I first offer a brief summary of Gates’s theory of signifyin(g) and its relevance 

to the depiction and narration of emoting bodies in the text.8  Signifyin(g) is both a 

literary and rhetorical art; for this reason, an overview of the debates within the 

abolitionist movement regarding the ability of various genres and people to agitate for the 

end of slavery and Jacobs’s position within them follows this section.  I then turn to a 

survey of sentimentalism in anti-slavery fiction and nonfiction which includes a 

discussion of the construction of Euro Americans and African Americans as potential 

activists and objects of concern respectively.  The chapter closes with an analysis of how 

Jacobs uses the tropes and motifs in these proto-typical works crafted from the domestic 

                                                 
8 See Jacqueline Bacon’s “Taking Liberty, Talking Literacy: Signifying in the rhetoric of African-American 
abolitionists” for a discussion of Jacobs’s signifying in a pseudonymous letter, verified by Jean Fagan 
Yellin, published in the New-York Daily Tribune in 1853.      
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novel to suggest that expressions of sympathy are open, precarious signs, a type of capital 

more available to some bodies than others.    

Whereas Harriet Wilson uses the double-voice at times to critique the 

performance of black morality as a strategy, Jacobs undertakes a linguistic performance 

to critique the meaning abolitionists typically give to white and black acts.  Signifyin(g),  

in my study, is an elaboration upon the concept of a double-voice as the juxtaposition of 

meaning and signs within African American and Euro-American culture.  Gates outlines 

signifyin(g) as an aesthetic that also exploits the possibilities of language within these 

two groups, but it imagines the possibility of heterogeneous, multiple audiences that are 

not necessarily in opposition to one another.9  He theorizes that African American artistry 

is distinctive for the unique ways in which, for various purposes and contexts, it 

reinterprets and recreates the meaning and assumptions about signs or symbols (words, 

objects, actions, or people) of its own and the dominant or Euro American culture.  He 

explains, “[T]he originality of so much of the black tradition emphasizes refiguration, or 

repetition and difference, or troping, underscoring the foreground of the chain of 

signifiers, rather than the mimetic representation of a novel content” (Gates 79).  Tropes 

allow language to underscore the ways in which two elements are similar and different, 

opening the field of critique.  

Signifyin(g), as Gates argues, is not to be confused with simply using the 

language or style of a text in a different way, such as in sarcasm; it also entails 

highlighting a word, phrase, action, concept, or image as an idea as well as its original, 

familiar meanings.  Within his explication of Signifyin(g), Gates emphasizes that it is a 

cultural practice of interpretation, a reconsideration of the symbols that produce 
                                                 

9 See Gates (55, 56). 
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knowledge in the written and spoken word and movement.  He explains, “Signifying(g), 

in other words, turns on the sheer play of the signifier …[One] does not Signify some 

thing; one Signifies in some way” (78).  Instead of including the standard emotional 

scenes of abolitionist works that are designed to elicit sympathetic tears, Jacobs signifies 

upon them to challenge the movement and broader society’s assumptions about the 

transparency of emotion’s significance and political potential.      

      

Harriet Jacobs and the Abolitionist Publishing Industry  

Throughout Incidents, Jacobs articulates perspectives that challenge the culture of 

abolitionism.  She questions both the acceptance of fiction as an appropriate tool to effect 

change and the authority of Euro American witnesses of slavery.  Although fiction was 

an accepted genre of the abolitionist publishing industry by 1861, Jacobs appears worried 

that such a form might distort truths about slavery.  Her editor Lydia Maria Child, in fact, 

repeatedly returned to fiction throughout her career, writing such anti-slavery short 

stories as “Slavery’s Pleasant Homes” (1843) and “The Quadroons” (1842), as an 

alternative to the rhetorical limitations of nonfiction.10  Early in Jacobs’s autobiography, a 

tension emerges between the slave autobiographies penned by those who escaped to or 

purchased freedom and publications by outsiders, such as Harriet Beecher Stowe, for 

credibility as authentic recorders of slavery.   

 Jacobs was well versed in the tactics of abolitionist texts and the techniques of 

successful fiction.  One of her employers after she was free made this possible.  As Foster 

                                                 
10 (Karcher 325, 330)  
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states, “Jacobs lived in the household of Nathanial Willis, brother to the best-selling 

novelist Fanny Fern and a prominent editor and author in his own right.  The Willis home 

was a gathering place of the New York literati and while she probably did not participate 

in the salon conversations, as a silent servant Jacobs had ample opportunity to absorb the 

critical questions and  details of literary production” (Written by Herself 101; “Resisting 

Incidents” 62).  Jacobs applies what she learned through her informal education to 

develop a sophisticated literary critique of abolitionist tracts, fiction, and autobiographies.  

Interestingly, Fern wrote the fictionalized autobiography Ruth Hall, and Jacobs 

developed an autobiography with the techniques of fiction.  Like Yellin before her, Foster 

notes that Jacobs published experiments with autobiographical fiction before Incidents 

(Written by Herself 106).  In addition, Goldsby and Yellin agree that a period as a clerk in 

her brother’s Rochester Anti-Slavery Office and Reading Room, just upstairs from 

Frederick Douglass’s North Star, would have given Jacobs ample exposure to abolitionist 

reading materials (Goldsby 18; “Through Her Brother’s Eyes” 47).  Hence, Jacobs was 

familiar with the aesthetics and epistemologies of abolitionist publications, possible 

slavery proponents, and the literary world at-large when she wrote her autobiography.       

In the “Preface,” Jacobs acknowledges that the style and content of her 

autobiography might make it appear fictional.  However, she is also quick to emphasize 

the factualness of her book.  She asserts, “Reader be assured this narrative is not fiction.  

I am aware that some of my adventures may seem incredible; but they are, nevertheless, 

strictly true.  I have not exaggerated the wrongs inflicted by Slavery; on the contrary, my 

descriptions fall short of the facts” (Jacobs 125).  Although many abolitionists believed 

that fiction could educate the public about slavery, Jacobs appears to see a clear 
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distinction between the type of information it offers and a text such as hers.  Moreover, 

she seems to imply that the available forms or “descriptions,” language itself, make it 

difficult for her to fully represent what she has endured.   

Much later in the work, Jacobs explicitly argues that an author’s ability accurately 

to capture the experience of slavery is somehow limited by the artistic and social biases 

of his or her audience: “The degradation, the wrongs, the vices, that grow out of slavery, 

are more than I can describe.  They are greater than you would willingly believe,” she 

explains (Jacobs, 159; ch. 5).  She implies that readers are unprepared and afraid to learn 

all of the details of slavery.  Therefore, Jacobs grapples with questions regarding the 

creative options available to those who write about slavery and the qualifications of 

readers who evaluate their texts.    

Jacobs revives a debate that for many abolitionists, according to Foster, was 

resolved over a decade earlier with the 1836 publication of Richard Hildreth’s novel The 

Slave; or Memoirs of Archy Moore and the literary but non-fictional Slavery in the United 

States: A Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Charles Ball by Isaac Fisher.  Hildreth 

and Fisher initiated a dialogue about the potentially deleteriousness impact the novel and 

the growing number of women novelists could have on the public’s trust in abolitionist 

portrayals of slavery.  According to Foster, the public’s enjoyment of Slavery in the 

United States and its “editorial embellishments” and “abolitionist leaders[’] mixed 

reactions” were only matched by “pro-slavery partisans[’]” ridicule of it (98).  Yet, The 

Slave met with approval from most quarters.  Thus, although anti-slavery writers might  

not have been welcomed by the mainstream book market, they ultimately found financial 

support, and even praise, from their brothers and sisters in the movement.  In fact, the 
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public might have never heard their voices without the aid such a community.  Karcher 

notes that years later “despite the phenomenal popularity of Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), 

[Lydia Maria] Child still found Boston booksellers and publishers ‘dreadfully afraid of 

soiling their hands with an Anti-slavery book’” (qtd in Karcher 330).  In summary, 

although many Euro American abolitionists were never enslaved or even lived on a 

plantation, they determined what sources would serve the cause.  Women abolitionists 

would even use the figure of the slave to talk about their own experiences with 

oppression under patriarchy.11                 

Indeed, African American women largely remained, with such notable exceptions 

as the freewomen Maria Stewart and Frances Harper, objects of concern in discussions 

about the peculiar institution rather than creators of it until Incidents appeared in 1861.  

For almost half a century, until the 1840’s, Euro Americans represented the plight of 

slaves behind lecterns, and the authorship of anti-slavery texts was not much more 

racially diverse.  By the second-half of the nineteenth century, male-authored slave 

narratives did become a staple in the movement, and African American men had also 

begun to pen works of fiction, such as Frederick Douglass’s The Heroic Slave and 

William Wells Brown’s Clotel  (Written By Herself 97).   

Yet, Foster reveals that Euro American women made inroads into the abolitionist 

publishing scene as early as the late 1830’s and established themselves through the genre 

of sentimental fiction. This turn of events largely came about due to the success of The 

Slave; or Memoirs of Archy Moore.  Hildreth published the work anonymously, but his 

use of “sentimental and aesthetic appeal” led many to presume that it was written by a 

                                                 
11 For an extended discussion of this subject, see Yellin’s Women and Sisters: The Antislavery Feminists in 
American Culture.  
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woman (Foster 99).  Jacobs, then, was a member of a marginalized faction within the 

abolitionist culture in terms of her race, gender, and apprehensiveness toward fiction.  

 

Abolitionist Authors, White Readers, and the Objects of Their Sympathy  

One can imagine why sentimentalism might be at odds with Jacobs’s vision for 

her autobiography.  Her important vantage point and the knowledge it produced was 

largely underrepresented, and sentimentalism sought to transcend the distinctive social 

positions of the reader and objects of interest.  Fisher explains:  

The political content of sentimentality is democratic in that it experiments with 
 the extension of full and complete humanity to classes of figures from whom it 
 has been socially withheld.  The typical objects of sentimental compassion are the 
 prisoner, the madman, the child, the very old, the animal, and the slave.  Each 
 achieves, or rather earns, the right to human regard by means of the reality of their 
 suffering. (99) 

 
 In the nineteenth century emotions were given a political significance, and 

sentimentalists hoped that through illustrating the sameness or equality of all feelings 

they could establish the grounds for recognition of these groups.12  The rest of the 

population viewed   such individuals as objects because it believed they were different – 

not quite human; furthermore, the artist-reformer and a condemning public objectified 

these Others as recipients of their gaze (Fisher 99).   

Indeed, publications by prominent and less well-known abolitionists often 

reflected the belief that it would be impossible for any American to support slavery if he 

or she could literally or at least psychologically walk in a slave’s shoes.  Editor of the 

“Ladies’ Repository” section of Baltimore’s anti-slavery newspaper The Genius of 

Universal Emancipation Elizabeth Margaret Chandler passionately expresses such a wish 

                                                 
12 (Fisher 98, 99; Nudelman 945) 
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in her 1831 article “Mental Metempsychosis.”14 “Could we but persuade those with 

whom we plead, in behalf of the slave to imagine themselves for a few moments in his 

very circumstances, to enter into his feelings, comprehend all his wretchedness, transform 

themselves mentally into his very self, they would not surely long withhold their 

compassion,” she asserts (171).  She goes into great detail to capture the inner world of a 

slave and project it onto her audience.  The description of slave life by Chandler that 

follows encompasses both physical and emotional sensations: “the heart-brokenness,” 

“the brain … reeling,” and the “fainting beneath the hot sun” (171).  The 1839 play The 

Kidnapped Clergyman; or Experience the Best Teacher attempts the same feat.  It 

dramatizes pro-slavery clergyman David Dorsey’s dream that he has been forced into 

slavery after being visited by three ghosts that represent the U.S. and England’s stakes in 

the slavery question.  In summary, anti-slavery writers sought to portray slave feelings as 

well as teach the reader how to access or experience them.   

However, there were formidable obstacles to abolitionists’ achievement of the 

latter goal.  Many Euro Americans viewed blacks as another species altogether and, thus, 

unfeeling; hence, they were likely averse to being persuaded to see illustrations of their 

pain as possible let alone similar to or the same as their own.  Those for and against 

emancipation cited the lack of concern and affection for their offspring from slave 

mothers and all slaves’ perplexing eternal joviality and nonexistent contrition for 

(purported) rampant lying, stealing, and extramarital sex.  In fact, Raymond Hedin, notes 

                                                 

14 I learned of Chandler from Deborah Garfield’s “Earwitness: Female Abolitionism, Sexuality, and 
Incidents in the Life of a Girl.”   
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that “even animals have feelings” in his study of emotion in African American literature; 

therefore, simply evidencing emotions did not necessarily humanize African Americans, 

even to some abolitionists who “interestingly enough, opposed slavery as unjustified 

cruelty to animals…)” (Hedin 38).15  Hedin’s remark reveals that the abolitionist 

movement had to verify the existence of black feeling and prove that expressions of 

emotion humanized people of color; their sadness, laughter, and anger had to be 

demonstrated to be the same as whites.  The solution to some Euro Americans’ inability 

or unwillingness to acknowledge African American humanity and sentience appears to 

have been the argument that emotions are a universal experience.  In Uncle Tom’s Cabin 

and Child’s “Slavery’s Pleasant Homes” and “The Quadroons,” the primary way in 

which the suffering of the slave Other becomes visible is through analogies to 

emotionally painful situations that are familiar to the Euro American reader.    

Child and Stowe seek to facilitate the reader’s identification with slaves through 

illustrating how their psychic world is similar to that of Euro Americans.  For the 

purposes of this chapter, my discussion will primarily focus on the depiction of women in 

their works.  Furthermore, the popularity of the domestic novel created for women 

writers like Child and Stowe an established female audience to which to market their 

publications and direct their arguments.  Among the typical approaches they use to create 

recognition between free white women and black bondwomen is the comparison of 

physical appearance and values, in particular those of Christian morality and family.   In 

all of the aforementioned works, the female slave whose sadness is highlighted and is 

expected to achieve the greatest response from the audience is fair-skinned, a mulatto, or 

                                                 
15 Hedin draws this claim from Marion Sterling’s dissertation “The Slave Narrative: Its Place in American 
Literary History” (1946).   
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reared with religious principles from a kind mistress or a mother.  Lydia Maria Child’s 

“The Quadroons” (1842) was one of the earliest anti-slavery works to cast quadroon or 

mulatto women as sympathetic figures.  Therefore, the reader is encouraged to literally  

see herself in the slave woman and, perhaps, even to comprehend the injustice of a 

system based on ambiguous, arbitrary racial distinctions.   

Among several female-driven subplots in Stowe’s novel is that of the interracial 

house slave Eliza’s escape from the Shelby plantation when she learns that Mr. Shelby 

has decided to sell her son to pay a debt.  Stowe suggests that Eliza is believed to be 

worthy of sympathy as she journeys to free soil because of her skin color and mirroring 

of the dominant culture.  Her description of Eliza implies that some of her best qualities 

derive from the fact that she has Euro American blood in her veins.  She writes:       

The traveller [sic] in the south must often have remarked that peculiar air of 
 refinement, that softness of voice and manner, which seems in many cases to be a 
 particular gift to the quadroon and mulatto women.  These natural graces in the 
 quadroon are often united with beauty of the most dazzling kind, and in almost 
 every case with a personal appearance prepossessing and agreeable. (10, 11; ch. 
 2)   

 
Her characterization of the qualities of “refinement” and “softness of manner and voice” 

as “natural” and “a gift” implies that they are not found in other slaves who are purely 

African.   

As Eliza travels with her young son, some unwittingly aid the fugitive because 

she closely resembles Euro Americans.  “If she should chance to meet any who knew her, 

she reflected that the well-known kindness of the family would be itself a blind to 

suspicion …As she was also so white as not to be known as of colored lineage, without a 

critical survey, and her child was white also, it was much easier for her to pass on 

unsuspected” (Stowe 50; ch. 7).  Indeed, the fugitive has no problem purchasing a meal 
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for herself and her son from a “good woman, kindly and gossiping, [who] seemed rather 

pleased than otherwise with having somebody to come in to talk with” (Stowe 50; ch. 7).  

The woman’s reaction suggests to the reader that Eliza and other slaves like her might be 

able to assimilate into white society.  Each of these scenes begs the question of what 

physical and hence biological differences exist between them and white women even 

before Stowe raises the issue of feelings.                                   

Stowe also encourages an association between Eliza and the reader by 

emphasizing her integrity and dedication to her family.  Mrs. Shelby has given Eliza her 

Christian principles and beliefs regarding womanhood.  “Safe under the protecting care 

of her mistress, Eliza had reached maturity without those temptations which make beauty 

so fatal an inheritance to a slave” (Stowe 11; ch. 2).  Eliza is an exceptional slave who 

has no interest in the type of torrid behavior generally associated with her race.  In 

addition, Eliza’s religious upbringing is a check upon the aggression and militancy of her 

husband George throughout the novel.  George decides to flee as well when his master 

seeks to remove him from a cotton bagging factory, for which he created a new 

invention, and force him to return to “hoeing and digging” (Stowe 11; ch. 2).  “What are 

you going to do?  O George, don’t do anything wicked; if you only trust in God, and try 

to do right, he’ll deliver you,” Eliza advises during a heated conversation with George 

about his plans (Stowe 16; ch. 3).  George responds, “I ain’t a Christian like you, Eliza; 

my heart’s full of bitterness; I can’t trust in God” (Stowe 17; ch. 3).  This exchange 

highlights Eliza’s womanliness through the portrayal of her piety and George’s doubt.  

Although George and Eliza are both in dire situations, Eliza’s faith prevents her from 

allowing emotions to cause her to behave poorly.  George references her Christian 
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example more than once, and it is Eliza who suggests that George and the band of 

Quakers stop and assist the slave-catcher Tom Loker after they push him down a ravine 

during a skirmish (184, 198; ch. 17).    

Stowe ensures that her audience will believe that her characterization of Eliza is 

realistic by noting that she has been taught how to properly express her emotions; her 

tutelage under Mrs. Shelby has been cultural and spiritual.  When Eliza’s lamentations 

over the loss of two children became too “intense,” they “[called] for gentle remonstrance 

from her mistress, who sought, with maternal anxiety, to direct her naturally passionate 

feelings within the bounds of reason and religion” (Stowe 13; ch. 2).  In this moment, 

Stowe reveals that Eliza is indeed different, and, thus, needed some guidance in terms of 

the expression of sentiment; however, she also subtly establishes that, contrary to popular 

belief, slave women are capable of feeling love and appreciation for their children.  

Although Eliza’s values reflect those of the dominant culture, Stowe understands that the 

reader might still find it difficult if not impossible to comprehend the hardships of 

slavery.  Therefore, she uses dialogue to encourage the reader to sympathize with Eliza 

by comparing the runaway’s sadness at the prospect of a child’s being sold to the pangs 

of grief many nineteenth-century women endured when losing a loved one to death.16   

The conversation between Eliza and the Birds portrays Euro American feeling for 

a slave and the very structure or process of sympathy itself.  It begins with Mr. Bird 

investigating why Eliza would abandon “a good home” with kind owners (81; ch. 9).  

However, Eliza appeals to the sympathies of Mrs. Bird rather than responding to his 

interrogation.  She asks, “Ma’am … have you ever lost a child” (Stowe 81; ch9)?  After 

                                                 
16 Fisher notes that “sudden, unexpected death [was] an experience that Stowe reminds the reader is nearly 
universal in the 19th century” (109).      
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Mr. Bird turns away, presumably to hide his reaction, and Mrs. Bird “burst[s] into tears,” 

Eliza argues that since one of their children has died “then [they] will feel for [her]” 

(Stowe 81; ch. 9).  Eliza instructs an audience outside of the text as well as the Birds on 

how to access some semblance of her feelings whether they believe she is like them or 

not.  In theory, they and the Birds will experience Eliza’s melancholy through memories 

of loss -- translate their tears at the remembrance of a child’s death to Eliza’s situation.  It 

is this analogy as well as her compassion for the Shelbys that touches Mr. and Mrs. Bird, 

opening Mr. Bird to the prospect of violating a law he championed at the beginning of the 

chapter.  The lesson is that through self-exploration Euro Americans can try to grasp the 

emotions of slaves.      

Stowe implies that Eliza is capable of possessing emotions similar to whites 

because of her proximity to the dominant culture; however, convincing white society to 

identify with slaves behaving in ways that seemed to be wholly foreign to its beliefs 

presented one of the greatest tests to the movement.  In particular, slave women involved 

in sexual relationships with their married owners or white men in general were objects of 

much curiosity within the discourse on the peculiar institution.  Slavery proponents had 

their interpretation: they were instinctually wanton and sinful; it was imperative that 

abolitionists respond.  Simply raising this topic, let alone helping the reader feel 

compassion for such women, would have been a challenge for female abolitionists 

because “a code of gentility” deemed the discussion of sexual matters by their gender 

inappropriate (Karcher 324).  Nonetheless, they passionately believed that their 

perception that black women in slavery were sexually exploited and abused needed to be 

brought to the public’s attention.   
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Child courageously first introduced these crimes to the slavery debate with An 

Appeal in Favor of That Class of Americans Called Africans.  They would eventually 

become tools for emotional agitation through her fictionalization of them in “The 

Quadroons” and “Slavery’s Pleasant Homes.”  In these short stories, Child establishes the 

convention of comparing the appearance and womanhood, demonstrated through 

morality, of slave women and free white women that Stowe continued.  However, unlike 

Stowe, she also provocatively seeks to create an exchange of emotion through the shared 

experience of sexual victimization of white and black women under slavery.   Her 

dedication to women’s rights advocacy, as evidenced throughout her oeuvre and 

relationship with Margaret Fuller, undoubtedly informed such a decision.        

In “The Quadroons,” Child strives to foster an affinity with her quadroon main 

character Rosalie and lift the stereotype of sexual promiscuity from black slave women 

through the circumstance of romantic betrayal.  However, this short story broadens this 

very believable universal experience by also illustrating how the political system 

breaches the trust of citizens by undermining their freedom to wed a mate of their 

choosing and, thus, corrupting the cherished institution of marriage.  Rosalie is forced 

into an intimate relationship with her white paramour Edward out of wedlock against her 

values and ends up heartbroken due to a law that Child portrays as an effect of slavery: 

the prohibition of interracial marriage.   

Child attempts to bring pathos to real world bondwomen by revealing the 

destructive effects slavery and racial prejudice have on the lives of a group of interracial 

characters embroiled in a love triangle.  Carolyn Karcher summarizes, “‘The Quadroons’ 

(1842), whose near-white heroine falls in love with a white gentleman, rather than with a 
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proud rebel of her own race, and dies of grief when he abandons her, rather than of a 

flogging when she disobeys him, ultimately succeeded in capturing the sympathies of 

readers who wanted romance, not dreary fact” (330).  However, although many slaves 

were not necessarily quadroon or mulatto, as Karcher notes, quadroon and mulatto 

women were a provocative population that did exist in America (331).  They were seen as 

intriguingly exotic not only due to their racial heritage; some of them were in romantic 

relationships with white men at a time when interracial unions were taboo and even 

illegal.  Hence, Child takes an object of public fascination, of vilification or modest 

acceptance, and through fiction transcribes it into an antislavery argument and symbol 

with universal significance.  Rosalie does not necessarily have to represent all or even 

most slaves but simply raise doubts in the reader’s soul and intellect about the accuracy 

of his or her beliefs about them.      

Little distinguishes Rosalie from her affluent neighbors in Sand-Hills Georgia 

other than an almost imperceptible trace of black lineage.  Child informs readers of the 

racial discrimination of some whites in the story only to suggest subtly they should 

question it after learning of Rosalie’s qualities.  Rosalie is the “daughter of a wealthy 

merchant of New Orleans, highly cultivated in mind and manners, graceful as an 

antelope, and beautiful as the evening star” (“The Quadroons” 1).  Despite such 

characteristics and the “perfect model of rural beauty” that is Rosalie’s home, “the edicts 

of society had built up a wall of separation between her and [the neighbors]” (“The 

Quadroons” 1).  Child renders Rosalie as a model of the Cult of True Womanhood to 

connect her to the reader as well as shield her and real women like her from accusations 

of sexual impropriety.  Rosalie is a woman of distinction who simply finds herself in love 
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with a man who is unable to treat her honorably due to circumstances beyond their 

control.  The unpredictability and randomness of slavery is further underscored by the 

revelation near the end of the story that Rosalie does not know that she is the daughter of 

a slave (“The Quadroons” 6).             

Child also underscores interracial women’s potential to act ethically, even when 

descended from slaves, through her depiction of Edward’s pursuit of Rosalie and the 

quadroon’s allegiance to religion rather than man.  She writes, “[Rosalie] had early 

attracted the attention of a handsome and wealthy young Georgian; and as their 

acquaintance increased, the purity and bright intelligence of her mind inspired him with a 

far deeper sentiment than belongs merely to excited passion” (“The Quadroons” 1).  

Despite Rosalie’s attractiveness, it appears that her personality traits provoke Edward’s 

courtship.  Child elaborates, “It was in fact Love in its best essence” (1).  Child is careful 

to exclude from the depiction of their affection any suggestion of lust or sensual 

motivations.  It is clear the Rosalie did not seduce Edward; in fact, Child avoids 

describing her feelings of love altogether.  Moreover, the quadroon’s class status shields 

her from any suspicion that she might welcome Edward’s advances merely out of self-

interest.   

Another important sign of Rosalie’s piety appears when she argues that only 

God’s permission is necessary to legitimize their monogamy.  The narrator asserts that 

her “conscience” leads her to request a ceremony regardless of whether it will be 

formally recognized (Child 1).  Contrastingly, Edward believes the instability of their 

relationship is a source of mirth, teasing that Rosalie does not have a firm claim to his 

fidelity.  Yet, his joking is met with a rather sober reaction from Rosalie.  She states, “Let 
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the church that my mother loved sanction our union, and my own soul will be satisfied, 

without the protection of the state.  If your affections fall from me, I would not, if I could, 

hold you by a legal fetter” (Child 1).  Whereas her husband revels in a man-made dictate 

that grants him legal and personal freedom, Rosalie professes her intention to remain 

circumspect, trust in the Lord, and honor the sanctity of her faith.  Indeed, she rebuffs 

Edward when he repeatedly suggests they can continue their relationship after he marries 

Charlotte because to do so would be a “crime” (Child 3).  With such a legalistic term, 

Child alludes to Rosalie’s vulnerability, as a subject without formal protection, and 

femininity.  The narrator also humanizes Rosalie by noting her ongoing concern for the 

second wife’s well-being (Child 4).    

In one sense, Rosalie, Edward, and Charlotte are all injured due to a government 

that will not recognize the human right of personal choice.  Nonetheless, Child appears to 

seek to ensure that the reader will feel and witness Rosalie’s misery and deception by re-

presenting it in Edward and Charlotte.  Child portrays Charlotte and Edward more as 

indirect casualties but victims nonetheless.  The former is treated like property while the 

latter is cast as forlorn man broken by an unfair world.  In keeping with nineteenth-

century gender norms, Edward does not possess Rosalie’s steadfast integrity.   

He is easily tempted to forsake Rosalie and their daughter Xarifa for political gain 

because she is not his legal wife.  Edward pursues Charlotte because “his political 

success most depended upon” her “wealthy” father and he had “thoughts of the great 

worldly advantages connected with a union” (2).  Charlotte, therefore, suffers as well, 

albeit not to the same degree.  Child notes her “[weeping]” and implies that she is an 

object of exchange, much like a slave, between two men who seek to broker a political 
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alliance (4).  Marriage, in the story, is an institution that could have protected all three 

characters from Edward’s unethical agenda and motivations, but the illicit status of his 

marriage to Rosalie facilitates his adultery.  “He had already become accustomed to the 

dangerous experiment of resisting his own inward convictions; and this new impulse to 

ambition, combined with a strong temptation of variety in love, met the ardent young 

man weakened in moral principle, and unfettered by laws of the land” (3).  His interest 

and involvement in secular pursuits distances him from Christianity, impairing his 

judgment.  Edward drinks to “[seek] relief from his wretched feelings” and dies from an 

alcohol-related accident.  Such angst would endear him to female readers because it 

reveals that, despite his gender, he too is weak and somewhat at the mercy of his 

emotions.  Stowe similarly feminizes the tortured slave-owner Augustine St. Clare, Eva’s 

father, in Uncle Tom’s Cabin (223, 225, 226; ch. 19).   

In essence, Child parallels the emotions as well as the religious and political 

values of Rosalie with those of the white characters and audience.  Fisher notes that all of 

the traditional objects of sympathy “could be described as prisoners: children of their 

parents, animals of their owners, prisoners of the state, slaves of their masters.  Each was 

subject to abuse and tyranny.  Each was, by moral and legal custom, deprived of that 

degree of selfhood that is dependent upon rights and freedom, autonomy, and the primacy 

of self-interest” (94).  Within the broad context of human rights, it is easy for anti-slavery 

authors to create solidarity between the free and enslaved.  In “The Quadroons,” Child 

reveals how slavery politicizes marriage and other issues that are typically seen as 

personal, individual matters.  In An Appeal, she opines, “[T]he government ought not to 

be invested with power to control the affections, any more than the consciences of 
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citizens.  A man has at least as good a right to choose his wife, as he has to choose his 

religion” (187).  By equating religion and marriage, she subtly implies that a law that 

bans interracial marriage stands in direct opposition to the very principles upon which 

America was founded.             

The strategy of elucidating how slavery harms whites and blacks was not 

uncommon in the abolitionist movement.   For example, it appears in Chandler’s essay 

“The Influence of Slavery on the Female Character” (1831) and her poem “Aline,” and 

Frederick Douglass and Child include tales of how slavery changes kind women into 

violent abusers in their respective non-fictive works The Narrative of the Life of 

Frederick Douglass (1845) and An Appeal.17  In addition, Fisher argues, “the death bed 

scene of Little Eva is the most completely dramatized scene in Stowe’s novel [UTC].  

Her death is both central to slavery and to the white reader’s ability to imagine the 

consequences of slavery” (109).  Child simply places this tactic in service to solving the 

problem of making visible slave emotion and, hopefully, humanity.   

“In Slavery’s Pleasant Homes” Child more explicitly portrays the shared 

victimization of white and black women under patriarchy to counter the negative 

perception of women within the largest demographic of slaves: field workers and 

housemaids of all shades.  The plot revolves around slave-owner Frederic Dalcho’s 

pursuit of his wife Marion’s slave foster sister Rosa and the tragedy it causes for all of 

these characters as well as for Rosa’s husband George, “the quadroon brother of 

Frederic,” and his nemesis Mars (“Slavery’s Pleasant Homes 1).  Karcher notes that early 

in the story “Child introduces a metaphor that defines the plantation not as a Christian 

home, but as an Islamic seraglio,” and this “metaphor of the harem establishes a parallel 
                                                 

17 (Douglass 50; ch. 7; Child 27, 28; ch. 1)      
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between …Marion and … Rosa, to whom Frederic will likewise claim exclusive access” 

(327).  Rosa is “brown,” but, as in UTC and “The Quadroons,” she is attractive and loyal 

to one man and willing to risk her life to preserve her dignity (2, 3).  However, the typical 

Euro-American, middle-class reader removed from slavery could interpret even a pious 

slave woman as a “fallen woman” if she had extramarital sex with her master.  

Child attempts to circumvent such a perception through the depiction of the 

fictional Rosa’s admission of shame, guilt, and powerlessness and illustration of the same 

emotions in her mistress.  My suggestion that she constructs Southerners in “Slavery’s 

Pleasant Homes” and “The Quadroon” as objects of sympathy might seem 

counterintuitive.  Yet, in An Appeal Child offers a tongue-in-check but relevant response 

to claims that slave masters are deserving of compassion because of the trials they face 

with caring for slaves.  She asserts, “There are hearts at the South sincerely desirous of 

doing right in [the] cause [of slaves]; but their generous impulses are checked by the laws 

of their respective States, and the strong disapprobation of their neighbors. … They are 

comparatively few in number, and stand in a most perplexing situation; it is a duty to give 

all of our sympathy to them” (202).  By fictionalizing these “few,” as in the case with 

quadroons, Child might suggest to the reader that they represent some common truth if 

not typical aspect of slavery.  Perhaps there are more anti-slavery Southerners than the 

country realizes, but the vociferousness of others in the region gives them the appearance 

of being the majority opinion.   

Child anticipates that Marion and Rosa will appeal to the compassion of the 

public because they are both impuissant victims.  Regardless of their social positions, 

they are both in need of rescue.  Marion behaves violently toward Rosa for the “first 
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time” when she realizes that Frederic has been with her foster sister (“Slavery’s Pleasant 

Homes” 2).  Rosa responds by simultaneously communicating mortification about what 

has transpired and implying that she been forced to act against her will by someone or 

something.  Marion’s reaction to this confession creates the triangle of identification.  

“Rosa fell at her feet, and sobbed out, ‘Oh Mistress, I am not to blame.  Indeed, indeed, I 

am very wretched.’ Marion’s fierce glance melted into tears.  ‘Poor Child,’ said she, ‘I 

ought not to have struck you; but, oh Rosa, I am wretched too.’ The foster-sisters 

embraced each other, and wept long and bitterly…” (2).  Rosa’s guilt humanizes her, but 

this exchange also implies that the institution of slavery – her status as a slave – not 

Frederic is to blame.  The changing expressions of Marion’s face and repetitions of the 

word “wretched” represent her realization that as a betrayed wife, a lady forced into a 

“harem,” she too is a slave (“Slavery’s Pleasant Homes” 1).   

As in “The Quadroons,” Child depersonalizes the oppressor or source of 

oppression to focus her attack on an institution: slavery, but this tactic unfortunately 

muddies the degree of slave women’s agency and white women’s accountability.  Yellin, 

Karcher, and Ernest note that abolitionist women questioned the Cult of True 

Womanhood’s tenets of submission and domesticity with their public activism and 

solidarity with bondwomen by figuratively casting white wives as slaves. 18  Ernest notes, 

“Power lost to marriage, including the power to act upon one’s moral beliefs, was, of 

course a prominent concern of feminist abolitionists who drew from the rhetoric of 

enslavement” (Ernest 188).  However, this figurative language displaces any distinction 

between exploitation and rape.  It could, therefore, appear that Rosa “chooses” to act 

                                                 
18 Yellin provides an extended analysis of feminist abolitionists’ artistic association, in art and literature, 
between the plight of white women and slaves in Women and Sisters: The Antislavery Feminists in 
American Culture.  See also Karcher (323).   
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powerless by submitting to her master because she is a debased, “wretched” slave.  Some 

readers might have even mistakenly thought that Child’s application of sentimentalism, 

as a literary aesthetic and political strategy, comes within striking distance of implying 

that black women might also deserve pity because they are, as some bigots proclaimed, 

powerless against animalistic, sexual drives.  Is the reader’s activism motivated by 

mutual gender oppression or a sexual hierarchy of race?              

Perhaps for the latter reason, Rosalie and her daughter Xarif, Rosa, and other 

fictionalized slaves’ deaths epitomize their worthiness of sympathy.  As much as slave 

women resemble their white sisters, their compromises leave them hollow 

approximations that are unfit for America.  Fictional characters become sacrifices to a 

socio-political change – assimilation and recognition – that cannot be realized under 

slavery, but their efforts make them incredibly affecting potential subjects.  Child and 

Stowe use death as a sign that is familiar to a white female audience because of the 

domestic novel.  In such a genre, it was typical for a prominent female character to pass 

away due to her “goodness” and the sin of a rake; some women are simply unable to 

survive in a corrupt world.  Rosa dies from a miscarriage caused by beatings inflicted by 

Frederic as punishment for resisting his sexual demands.  Similarly, moral contradictions 

that accompany the unwieldy passions produced by Edward’s only nominal marriage to 

Charlotte lead to Rosalie’s demise in “The Quadroons.”  “With remittances of her and her 

child’s support, there sometimes came earnest pleadings that she would consent to see 

him again; but these she never answered though her heart yearned to do so” (“The 

Quadroons” 4).  Rosalie’s piety does not come easy; a war between principles and 
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inappropriate desires rages within the jilted lover, harming her as well as her daughter 

Xarifa.   

Lest the reader miss the application of a motif of the sentimental novel to a 

woman of color, Child explicitly states that this turmoil is the cause of her death.  

“Rosalie perceived [Xarifa’s unhappiness]; and it gave her gentle heart unutterable pain.  

At last, the conflicts of her spirit proved too strong for the beautiful frame in which it 

dwelt.  About a year after Edward’s marriage, she was found dead in her bed, one bright 

autumnal morning” ( “The Quadroons” 4).  Xarifa, who inherits all of her mother’s 

refinement, also perishes because immorality damages her fragile constitution.  Once it is 

discovered that Rosalie is a slave, Xarifa is sold into slavery while her boyfriend George 

is away.  She goes mad and kills herself after her “pure temple [is] desecrated; that loving 

heart [is] broken” (6).  One cannot deny Rosalie’s effectiveness as a symbol of slavery’s 

deplorableness; Child brought visibility to an extraordinarily compelling character, the 

tragic quadroon or mulatto, who would endure in American and African American 

literature for decades.19   

Nonetheless, one could argue that her darker-hued progeny Rosa, in “Slavery’s 

Pleasant Homes,” and UTC’s Tom were equally moving to America, especially whites; 

they too helped abolitionism by dying not from the torture that was an aspect of real 

slavery but due to their moral purity; a religiosity that is raced as white and gendered 

female in the nineteenth century.  Stowe mediates any threat that Tom’s commanding 

stature might pose with his Christian meekness.  The gaze also oscillates between white 

and black sentience in the burial of these figures or types and seems to hover over that of 

                                                 
19 Carolyn Karcher brought to my attention that “the archetype of the tragic quadroon” appeared to have 
been “introduced into America literature” by Child (330); however, she now speculates that its emergence 
could be attributed to an French novelist.     
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the former.  Slave mourning is curiously absent from or minimal in such scenes (“The 

Quadroons” 5, 7; “Slavery Pleasant Homes” 3; UTC (419).  Instead, the authors only 

illustrate the sadness of one or two white people or slaves.     

Contrastingly, in UTC  much wailing and weeping from both races accompanies 

the passing of the white characters such as Augustine St. Clare and Eva who have some 

semblance of faith and demonstrate affection for the enslaved (UTC 287; ch. 26, 297; ch. 

27, 315; ch. 28; 317; ch. 29).  This emphasis on the sorrow caused by the loss of white 

life could suggest that the most devastating emotional and physical pain caused by 

slavery happens to whites.  The deaths of Euro American characters also provide Stowe 

and Child with an opportunity to further educate readers about the political significance 

of emotion.  They depict how it can be a catalyst for activism.  Living relatives and 

friends in UTC and “The Quadroons” answer the deceased’s requests to take various acts 

to help slaves (UTC 297; ch. 27, 305; ch. 28; “The Quadroons” 5).  Euro Americans, 

apparently, have more agency than slaves even from the grave.  In death, as in life, 

fictional and actual slaves are put into the service of white interests. 

 In these works of fiction it is a white, Northern female reader who appears to be 

imagined as occupying a unique position from which to save slaves and their weak 

Southern mistresses despite the very long reach of slave-power.20  Indeed, only Euro-

American “ladies” of the North seem to have the necessary disposition and ability to aid 

the female slave who dictates the short slave narrative “Annette Gray” to Child (206, 

207).21  Indeed, Nudelman posits, “… [S]entimental communications, however, are 

                                                 
20 Nudelman advances a similar claim, but she argues that it is only in Incidents, not many abolitionist 
texts, that the empowered reader is imagined to be white women in the North in particular (943).    
21 Tellingly, a reference to white women as ladies appears on almost every page of this short 
autobiography, but neither Annette nor Child ever uses such a term in reference to Annette.    
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always prompted by inequality.  Suffering is the experience of a victim, and not that of a 

reader, whose sympathy depends on her actual privilege.  The suffering that invites the 

reader’s identification also distinguishes between reader and sufferer” (956).  Child 

confirms in An Appeal that the status and title of “lady” was typically reserved for 

bourgeois and wealthy white women (187, 188, 194, 195, 196; ch.8).  In fairness to white 

abolitionists, one must acknowledge that the women of their race actually did have more 

socio-political recognition than bondwomen.  Moreover, the fiction and nonfiction texts 

of white abolitionists clearly were effective in their efforts to agitate the nation.  The 

dilemma is that their works to some degree derived literary and rhetorical force from 

some of the prejudices and inequalities of slavery.  In essence, they privileged the 

torment of white Southern women and the repressed indignation of their genteel Northern 

counterparts over that of the human complexity of female slaves.   

 

“Ladies,” Slaves, and Jacobs’s Reconstitution of Sympathy     

The authority of a substantial body of criticism on the domestic or sentimental 

novel’s prominence within American culture, as previously discussed, has led critics to 

speculate that Jacobs’s comments regarding marriage at the close of Incidents reflect her 

difficulty with negotiating its form and gender ideology.22  Many others interpret her 

remarks as an indirect criticism of the discrete definition or effect of marriage, especially 

as defined within the domestic or sentimental novel.23   Jacobs declares in the last 

                                                 
22 For example, see Foster’s Written by Herself: Literary Production by African American Women, 1746-
1892 and Ernest (Written by Herself 104; Ernest 188).   
23 For example, see Goldman; Carla Kaplan, in The Erotics of Talk; Nudelman , Houston Baker’s Blues, 
Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Vernacular Theory, and Carby (Goldman 239; Kaplan 47; 
Nudelman 960; Baker 55; Carby 47).      
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chapter, “Reader, my story ends with freedom; not in the usual way, with marriage.  I and 

my children are now free” (Jacobs 370)!  I assert, however, that Jacobs’s representation 

of marriage is in dialogue with works authored by proto-feminists like Child and more 

conservative women who were antislavery organizers influenced by the domestic novel; 

therefore, Jacobs does not necessarily need to oppose marriage as a desired, realistic goal 

and marker of African American womanhood.24  She articulates a frustration not with the 

problems the domestic novel presents for her narrative possibilities but rather with those 

it causes for the movement as an arbiter of facts about slavery.  In other words, Jacobs 

might successfully negotiate the domestic novel, but it ultimately hinders most 

abolitionists’ efforts to understand and accurately depict slavery for the public.          

In abolitionist discourse marriage was a signifier of female Euro American 

political agency or oppression.  Studying Jacobs’s comment within such a context, she 

appears to signify upon marriage to intimate that female slaves are no more or less 

amoral and thus disempowered than Euro American women who fictionalize and 

experience one type of marriage: that which transforms women into commodities in 

exchange for privilege(s).  Jacobs, I contend, refers to the marriage motif throughout her 

autobiography and at the end to disrupt the implicit gender hierarchy of a distinctly 

abolitionist sentimentalism which includes a racial ideology of sexual difference between 

free and enslaved women.25   

In particular, Jacobs draws upon the slave figures of abolitionist fiction, her own 

experiences, and progressive gender ideologies of the nineteenth century to counter 

                                                 
24 For an alternative view see Carla Kaplan’s Erotics of Talk (61).  
25 Ernest arrives at the same conclusion through his study of motherhood in the autobiography (187, 190). 
See also Deborah Garfield’s “Vexed Alliances: Race and Female Collaborations in the Life of Harriet 
Jacobs” in Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays (286).    
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perceptions of slave women as fallen Others and inert objects in need of rescue by Euro 

American women.26  The tragic interracial slave woman character “granted a portion of 

Black women ‘the right to be ‘ladies,’ and portrayed them as ‘partaking with grace and 

virtue in the life typically reserved’ for upper-class white women” (Karcher 331).27  

However, in reality, racial bigotry denied slave women, of various shades and economic 

resources, the political and legal rights necessary to live fully chaste lives as a wives and 

“ladies” even when they achieved all of the refinement and coloring of Euro American 

women.  Jacobs places her circumstances within the framework of creative renderings of 

slave life to underscore the similar and divergent sexual ethics of some slaves and free 

white women.  White female abolitionist attempted to use the depiction of the embattled 

(white) morality of almost human slaves to generate sympathy and activism, but Jacobs 

produces an opposite, more provocative, interpretation to illustrate the particulars of the 

agency and abuse of female slaves.   

Jacobs extends early feminist critiques of heterosexuality to describe the ways in 

which African American and Euro American women might take possession of their 

sexuality in, for her time, controversial ways.  Her analysis complicates anti-slavery 

sentimentalism’s binary of static property and willful actor.  She implies that the moniker 

of “lady” simply obscures the choice of some white women to use their womanhood to 

secure certain rights and privileges, such as the ownership of another human being.  The 

equation of wedding for personal gain with a legalized prostitution was among the public, 

                                                 
26 Carla Peterson advances a similar argument; however, she does not suggest that Jacobs uses the tragic 
mulatto to illustrate her own status as well as that of Euro American women.     

27 Karcher quotes the editor of the anthology The Other Woman: Stories of Two Women and and a Man 
Susan Koppelman.   
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well-documented critiques of marriage advanced by nineteenth-century women’s rights 

activists like Margaret Fuller.   

Although some Euro American women were aware that sexual codes of conduct 

and marriage benefited men more than women, they were not always as willing to 

acknowledge their own attempt to access patriarchy’s power through these mechanisms.  

For example, Child highlights men’s personal choice at it relates to marriage but is silent 

on that of women.28  Jacobs extends this argument to contend that Euro American women 

accessed patriarchy by privileging and defining their sexuality against that of African 

American women.  In Incidents, she implies that some Euro-American women enjoy a 

“privileged relationship to white men” that their sisters of color do not (Hurtado 140).29  

Jacobs and Harriet Wilson seek to disclose how Euro American and African American 

women might be lured into accepting and seeking to benefit from the dishonorable 

interpretation of women as commodities.         

They seek to instantiate African American women, especially slaves, as equals 

with agency by showing that Euro Americans can be as degraded and bestial as them due 

to their sexuality and, hence, gender.  Both groups of women are capable of obscene 

behavior.  In the previous chapter, Wilson’s characterization of Mag suggests that Euro 

American reformers encouraged women to see their qualities, beauty, talents, and 

sexuality – virginity and fecundity – as products that might be exchanged for an 

improved social status and increased wealth.  Yet, some white abolitionists appear to 

characterize the sexual victimization of female slaves also struggling for survival as a 

consequence of their wickedness as chattel; the tragic mulatto or quadroon at times 

                                                 
28 Karcher drew my attention to this detail in her Introduction to An Appeal (XL).  
29 See also Peterson (55).  
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embodied such a claim.30  Jacobs intervenes in the domestic novel and anti-slavery 

fiction’s representation of marriage and the “lady” as signifiers of Euro American 

womanhood and superiority, to gesture toward a more literal, alternative reading of black 

and white women’s agency.31   

Wilson and Jacobs use fiction and its devices to depict how their lived 

experiences complicate reform movement symbolism that tacitly or explicitly stratifies 

women socio-politically based upon their sexuality.  Foster notes, “As a former slave, 

[Jacobs] knew that stereotypes about people of her race and class encouraged her 

audience to expect a certain kind of testimony, yet Jacobs refused to divulge the kinds of 

things that she thought ‘the world might believe that a Slave Woman was too willing to 

pour out’ (qtd. in ”Resisting Incidents”  61).  In other words, Jacobs suspected that Euro 

Americans believed that only a depraved creature would be willing to report all the 

graphic details of her sexual encounters.  I arrive at this interpretation of her 

conceptualization of the “lady” and “marriage” by turning away from prior critics’ 

emphasis on Jacobs’s response to literary convention and toward an analysis of how she 

repeats the words marriage and lady in her text, to draw upon Gates’s phrasing, as 

Eurocentric signs with a different meaning.  

Jacobs covertly dismisses racial theories regarding the agency and morality of 

politically marginalized groups of sentimental works created and controlled by Euro 

Americans within abolitionism.  Dr. Flint’s manipulative language allows her to suggest 

                                                 
30 For example, see “Earwitness: Female Abolitionism, Sexuality, and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” 
by Deborah Garfield in Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays and 
Sandra Gunning’s “Reading and Redemption in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl in the same anthology 
(122).    
31Gunning critiques nineteenth-century readers’ willingness to “interpret black bodies merely as metaphors 
of slavery,” while I suggest that even contemporary critics sometimes miss the complexity of Jacobs’s 
interventions into abolitionist tropes and motifs (145).       
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that the sexual victimization trope and motif that is meant to replace (or at least 

minimize) the lady versus slave binary actually has the potential to bolster such a 

dichotomy.  In addition, she reveals that this polarity is a fiction that minimizes Euro 

American women’s complicity in slavery and thwarts the recognition of female 

bondwomen as equals and political subjects.32  Gates highlights, “The word indirection 

… recurs in the literature [on signifying by anthropologist Roger Abrahams] with great, if 

often unacknowledged, frequency. … [Abrahams’s] definitions [of signifying] are 

exemplary insofar as they emphasize ‘indirection’ and ‘implication,’ which we can read 

as synonyms of figurative” (75).   Jacobs relies upon indirection to render “ladies” 

married under a legal and political system shaped by slavery as willing parties in sexual 

contracts.33 She is able to make such a controversial claim through the words and deeds 

of an archetypical patriarch – her slave master Dr. Flint. 34   

 In the text, “lady” serves as a metonym for marriage and its informal but legal 

sanctioning of sex as labor and capital and women as property.  Marriage in Incidents, 

then, has the potential to operate as a type of sexual slavery and economic, rather than 

romantic, contract that is an effect of patriarchy which all women should but do not 

necessarily challenge.  As Harriet’s frustration with Mrs. Flint’s anxiety grows, Dr. Flint 

                                                 
32For a similar view see Gunning; she argues Jacobs addresses how white readers North and South 
passively condone her sexual harassment by Flint “the evil slavemaster so often vilified in abolitionist 
literature,” by their acceptance and support of silence about such matters (141, 142).   
33 Similarly, Kaplan studies Jacobs’s efforts to negotiate different types of “narrative contracts” with 
readers that will see her agency in the ways she tells her story, but she asserts that the author “rejects the 
marriage contract” altogether (47, 51). For a description of the operation of contracts see Campbell (49).       
34 Foster points to Karlyn Kohrs Campbell’s study of male and female rhetorical styles in “Style and 
Content in the Rhetoric of Early Afro-American Feminists” and Robert Stepto as useful for understanding 
the strategies Jacobs uses to establish her authority as an author (Written by Herself 108, 109; “Resisting 
Incidents” 71). Campbell states that women public speakers sometimes incorporate the remarks of men into 
their speeches to “(… [make] accusations and indictments that would be impermissible for a woman)” 
(Campbell 440).  I argue that Jacobs records the language of Dr. Flint’s “bribes” to make evident her own 
sexual agency and victimization as well as that of Euro American women (Jacobs 187).                 
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offers, “I will make peace for you with your mistress.  Only let me arrange matters in my 

own way.  Poor, foolish girl!  you don’t know what is for your own good.  I would 

cherish you. I would make a lady of you.  Now go and think of all I have promised you” 

(Jacobs 167, 168; ch. 6).  Rather than simply raping Harriet, Dr. Flint attempts to gain her 

acquiescence to his subjugation by offering the role of “lady” as a “bribe,” in Jacobs’s 

telling words (Jacobs 187; ch. 9).35  He repeatedly figures sex as a commodity that Jacobs 

or a woman of any race might use to exchange for property, money, security, and social 

mobility.  Sandra Gunning even argues, “[Jacobs] suggests that Flint’s offer of a falsified 

female respectability is not that of the pampered quadroon mistress but that of white 

femininity itself” (145).  However, the pretense of Jacob’s choice also subtly alludes to 

the significant difference between the restricted power she actually has over her body and 

the romantic and sexual freedom white women possess.  Indeed, women’s sexual choices 

were the subject of the seduction novel.           

Flint might only wish to make Harriet a concubine and not his wife, but his 

statements suggest that women in the two distinct positions, for abolitionists, of 

reader/wife and slave have the same value for men.  Jacobs appears to include a more 

explicit articulation of how racism and sexism intersect than Stowe or Child.  For Dr. 

Flint, the ability to secure silence, sex, and submission from Harriet transforms her into a 

“lady” like other married women North and South.  According to Jacobs, he more than 

once imagines such a parallel:  “talked of his intention to give me a home of my own, and 

make a lady of me” (190).  Interestingly, the first dialogue occurs in “Chap. 6 The 

Jealous Mistress” wherein Jacobs complains of Mrs. Flint’s inability to have “sympathy” 
                                                 

35 Jacobs does not explicitly refer to Dr. Flint’s offer as a bribe but states that “owners, or his sons, or the 
overseer, or perhaps all of them, begin to bribe” slave girls  “with presents”; the cottage Flint offers Jacobs 
is a type of gift that comes with other benefits (187).  
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or “compassion” for her and other slave women (Jacobs 162, 165; ch. 6).  Perhaps, Mrs. 

Flint is unwilling to recognize the shared pain of a wife and her chattel because she does 

not want to relinquish the benefits she receives from her marriage – such as the 

race/position and wealth that it gives her.36  Indeed, Spillers highlights Mrs. Flint’s envy 

of her husband’s sexual power over Jacobs and her attempts to access it (222).37  

Jacobs’s use of the word “lady” implicates white Northern and Southern women 

in questionable behavior.  Its frequent appearance and placement act as a mnemonic 

device for the two presumably distinct genres of the tragic mulatto story and, its 

precursor, the seduction novel.  In reality, both explore the compromises black and white 

women make to improve their social stations. 38  Jacobs appears to speculate whether the 

domestic images of abolitionist texts that contrast black and white women in terms of 

morality offer reform strategies and ideologies appropriate for emulation.  Their 

aesthetics displace Euro American women’s role in racial ideologies and systems (such as 

slavery and patriarchy) which socially stratify and, ultimately, harm all women; Jacobs 

seeks to complicate nineteenth-century figurative symbols of political and legal 

recognition and empowerment that influence beliefs about slaves.  Upon considering 

Jacobs’s signifyin(g) on “the lady,” we can read her remarks in the final chapter anew as 

a retort to abolitionist authors who trade in sentimentalism and to Dr. Flint’s earlier taunt 

that he “would have bettered her condition. Others [could] not do it…” (197; ch. 11).  He 

                                                 
36 Baker too notes that Jacobs refers to the fact that many wives of slaveholders turn a blind eye to 
dalliances with and rapes of slave women because they profit from them as much as their husbands (51).         
37 For the same perspective see Deborah M. Garfield’s “Earwitness: Female Abolitionism, Sexuality, and 
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” in Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: New 
Critical Essays (115). 
38 Discussions with Carolyn Karcher and Peterson and Frances Smith Foster’s analyses, particularly in 
Written by Herself, of the seduction novel as a subgenre of the domestic novel helped me think through the 
seduction novel’s relevance to Jacobs’s critique of sentimentalism.    
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argues that his female slave is unable to improve her social, political, or legal status 

within a patriarchal and racist society without the aid of a Euro American man, and for 

Jacobs, abolitionist sentimentalism does not problematize his views.     

Jacobs attempts to attack the process by which femininity or being a “lady” and 

marriage function as signs of sexual propriety and humanity (and perhaps even 

whiteness).  Unlike her white peers in a nascent women’s rights movement, Jacobs does 

not imply that Euro American wives, North and South, are treated as slaves against their 

will.  She instead argues that they can have a slave mentality by choosing to participate in 

an inhumane institution by exchanging their sexuality for access to power and material 

comforts.39  Jacobs controversially theorizes that some white women might relate to men 

and their systems in much the same way as the promiscuous slave woman they pity and 

judge.  “We are as free from the power of slaveholders as are the white people of the 

north; and though that, according to my ideas, is not saying a great deal, it is a vast 

improvement in my condition,” she asserts in the final pages of Incidents when her 

employer Mrs. Bruce purchases her freedom (Jacobs 370; ch. 41).   The italicization of 

the word “my” and echoing of Dr. Flint’s use of the word “condition” emphasizes the 

importance of gender status to abolitionist sentimentalism and supports a linkage between 

several types of domination: to slavery, a master, a husband, and privilege.   

Jacobs refers to her position as well as the beliefs that marriage could symbolize 

social mobility or slavery for women.40  However, she parallels her own status with that 

of other Northerners controlled by the South’s slave regime only to imply sarcastically 

                                                 
39 Garfiled argues that Jacobs also warns the reader about slavish acquiescence in a quote on the title page 
of Incidents (110).     
40 Foster and Garfield also note Jacobs’s acknowledgement of her limited freedom in this passage 
(“Resisting Incidents” 72, 110).    
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that Euro American women of the North should acknowledge the power that they do 

possess as free citizens.  By emphasizing that her legal and socio-political standing has 

changed for the better, Jacobs foregrounds the gap between the very real conditions of 

blacks and those of the white female reader.  Jacobs critiques perceptions and dominant 

portrayals of Euro American women’s agency and powerlessness in abolitionist texts in 

the last chapter as she does throughout her autobiography.      

The band of Euro American women endorsed by the abolitionist movement, who 

promote addressing the dilemmas of slavery through claims to morality, might be less 

than “delicate” because they too might facilitate their own sexual objectification.  Some 

of them might not have a liberated consciousness like Jacobs; thus, their ability to assist 

with and oversee the emancipation of female slaves becomes as ambiguous as their socio-

political superiority.41  Marriage and a feminine humanity are contested signs in Incidents 

that the author reconfigures to highlight the similarities between abolitionist and pro-

slavery discourses in the arts and letters.    

Jacobs also signifies on the signs of marriage and the “lady” to illustrate the 

possibility of female slave agency.  I concur with Peterson that Jacobs resists becoming 

the tragic “mulatto [who] is a luxury commodity to be enjoyed (consumed) by the 

slaveholder” and “capital … reinvested (through sale and/or reproduction) in order to 

accumulate additional capital for the slaveholding class” (Peterson 155).  She does so not 

simply by dismissing Dr. Flint’s promises but also by refusing to allow her physical 

appearance and story to be placed in service to the appealing fictions of other abolitionist 

texts.  Jacobs assumes the complexity granted to the white protagonists of the domestic 

                                                 
41 Similarly, Ernest argues that Jacobs reveals the flaws in conventional understandings of motherhood to 
challenge readers’ attempts to use them to “claim the power of reified womanhood” (183).     
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novel; she, however, has the fortitude to resist seductions that some of them cannot.42  

Indeed, Jacobs challenges racial prejudice by earning the gift of one type of freedom 

unsullied by the sexual negotiations (within marriage or slavery) of the male-dominated 

marketplace. She succeeds in altering her legal and social standing from chattel to free 

human being, through her own bravery and that of her Euro American female employer 

Mrs. Bruce.  Her defiant act dares Euro American women to evaluate the moral 

compromises they or any woman might be tempted to make in order to partake in certain 

rights and privileges.  Rather than victimization, Jacobs creates a space for black female 

subjectivity by foregrounding sexual expression or choice as an issue that transcends race 

and class.    

Marriage, therefore, is not to be rejected altogether; rather, any type of legal or 

social relationship that fastens women to the practices and theories of slavery, especially 

those which objectify women, is unacceptable.  Indeed, Dr. Flint suggests that there is no 

distinction between a husband and master.  Determined to discourage Linda from 

thinking she can escape his domination, he threatens, “Well, I’ll soon convince you 

whether I am your master, or that nigger fellow you honor so highly.  If you must have a 

husband, you may take up with one of my slaves” (Jacobs 172; ch7).  Dr. Flint implies 

that even a disenfranchised African American man is a part of patriarchy and the 

oppression of women when he becomes a husband.  However, Jacobs, I posit, signifies on 

“the lady” as a concept and, marriage, referentially, as products of Euro American 

culture.  

                                                 
42 For an alternative view, see Nudelman (950).  
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 Jacobs leaves it ambiguous as to whether African American women are as 

ensnared in the sex-for-silence and domesticity contract as their white sisters.  Physical 

abuse and murder clearly prevent slaves on her plantation from speaking about sexual 

violence (Jacobs 141; ch. 2, 160; ch.5, 163; ch. 6, 204; ch. 12).  Yet, she seems uncertain 

whether free middle-class women of color are also invested in promoting censorship of 

sexual matters and a sexual, racial class hierarchy to access the entitlements of appearing 

to be “ladies.”  Although Rev. Jeremiah Durham enjoins Jacobs not to share her past with 

everyone, he himself does not appear to disapprove of it.   Durham “[respects] her 

sentiments” and advises Jacobs to “place [her] trust in God, and be governed by good 

principles, and [she] will not fail to find friends” (Jacobs 320; ch. 31).  The minister does 

not withdraw his support, and he even appears compassionate toward Jacobs’s defensive 

response to his warning.   

Furthermore, Jacobs resists distinguishing whether society or ignorance prevents 

Mrs. Durham from broaching the topic of her sexual transgression while enslaved.  “…I 

longed to know whether her husband had repeated to her what I had told him.  I supposed 

he had, but she never made allusion to it.  I presume it was the delicate silence of 

womanly sympathy,” she conjectures (Jacobs 322).  This farewell reflects an anxiety 

about the false intra-gender boundaries created by marriage.  Jacobs only leaves apparent 

the consistency of Mrs. Durham’s demeanor toward her and the irony that reticence can 

actually communicate a lack of empathy for others’ sexual abuse.    

 Indeed, she includes examples of loving marriages among free and enslaved 

blacks, such as her Aunt Nancy and families in the North, and even had such a “dream” 

herself as a young girl (Jacobs 176; ch. 7, 298; ch. 28, 319; ch. 31, 358; ch. 40).  She 
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seems irresolute regarding the effect of Euro American abolitionists’ sentimentalism on 

African Americans and their solidarity.  Nonetheless, Jacobs does appear to hold such 

publications accountable for confining, if not inaccurate, representations of womanhood.  

Flint’s offers are ultimately dismissed because the slave girl does not possess or “draw 

imaginary pictures of southern homes” as do many white writers and their fans (Jacobs 

168; ch. 6).  For Jacobs, the American public has been romanced by sentimentalism, and 

its symbolism, to such a degree that reality has disturbingly begun to imitate its artifice. 

 

The Deceptive Transparency of Sympathy        

Incidents is a critique of abolitionist literature’s symbolism and aesthetics as 

strategies for raising political consciousness.  Jacobs outlines the counterproductive 

artificiality of fiction and nonfiction about the slave experience written or artistically 

controlled by Euro Americans as well as the significance of readers’ responses to them.  

If alternative readings or meanings exist for the human signifiers of such works, might 

not the emotions they elicit be open to complex interpretations too?  Sentimental texts 

flatten the field of human experience and emotional response by investing tears and their 

Euro American shedders with a discrete series of character assumptions. 

Abolitionist fiction implied that a Euro American observer’s tearful reaction to 

the explicit or implicit emotion of slaves reflected his or her refinement and compassion 

for their suffering, and hence, the beginnings of a shift in his/her socio-political 

consciousness.  Yet, this single gesture is not the exclusive test of one’s integrity and 

socio-political intentions in Incidents.  Although Nudelman, like Foster and many other 

critics, argues that Jacobs “does not definitively [reject sentimental forms], but … 
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[elaborates] them from within” (Nudelman 941), I must ultimately agree with Peterson’s 

conclusion that Jacobs does at least reject most abolitionists’ unique form or type of 

sentimentalism (Peterson 156, 157, 161), its racial and gender politics. 43  Jacobs 

contends that sympathy, especially crying, as a political strategy is more enigmatic and 

precarious than it appears and is figuratively suggested.  The intellectual machinations 

underneath such a presumably transparent display or act as crying are not to be taken for 

granted.  Jacobs chides Euro Americans in the abolitionist community for their solipsistic 

uses of emoting black and white bodies.  

Saidiya Hartman offers a relevant analysis of reflexive sentiment as an effect of 

American slavery in Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in 

Nineteenth-Century America.  She, like Jacobs, theorizes that any effort to empathize 

with an-Other is a complicated process that can devolve primarily into a moment of 

introspection.  Her analysis of abolitionist John Rankin’s “embellished” observations 

about the coffle and the violence of slavery in letters reveals the multi-faceted 

significance of feeling for slave subjects/objects (Hartman 18).  In particular, Hartman 

focuses on a passage in which Rankin seeks to fully illustrate and experience whipping 

by assuming a slave persona.  She contends, “”[E]mpathy in important respects 

confounds Rankin’s efforts to identify with the enslaved because in making the slave’s 

suffering his own, Rankin begins to feel for himself rather than for those whom this 

exercise in imagination presumably is designed to reach” (19).  Comprehension of the 

violence suffered by the victim in bondage occurs via the beliefs and feelings preexisting 

                                                 
43 Peterson describes features of “sentimental culture” from which Jacobs departs, but it is unclear whether 
she believes that abolitionist sentimentalism is distinct from the forms of sentimentalism in other reform 
movements and genres (56).    
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in the psyche of an onlooker.  As I have demonstrated, this certainly appeared to be the 

process in abolitionist literature.     

Some Euro American viewers concentrate on reorienting or distilling the pain of 

the captive body through the lenses of their knowledge rather than imbibing the 

sentiments and unknown experiences of slaves, placing the lashed, tortured corpus, 

unfortunately, closer yet still at a distance.  “[R]ankin becomes a proxy and the other’s 

pain is acknowledged to the degree that it can be imagined, yet by virtue of this 

substitution the object of identification threatens to disappear,” elaborates Hartmen (19).  

Rankin, in essence, represents the proto-typical well-meaning white reformer whom 

Jacobs hopes to enlighten to the similarities between abolitionist and slavery advocates’ 

domination and misrepresentation of the slave body and the need for voices such as hers.  

In addition, Hartman posits that the very position of the divided colored body as 

property/agent complicated the Euro American gaze.  Hartman explains, “[T]he 

fungibility of the commodity makes the captive body an abstract and empty vessel 

vulnerable to the projection of others’ feelings, ideas, desires, and values; and, as 

property, the dispossessed body of the enslaved is the surrogate for the master’s body 

since it guarantees his disembodied universality and acts as the sign of his power and 

dominion” (21).  For this reason, abolitionists could not ensure their own, let alone their 

heterogeneous audience’s, ability to recognize and then empathize with enslaved, darker 

bodies as equals or at the very least human subjects.  Any Euro American’s response to 

illustrations of slavery, whether on stage or on paper, might simply reflect his or her 

internal drives and wishes rather than engagement with a shackled, abused human being.  

As Harriet Wilson reveals, many Euro Americans were accustomed to identifying the 
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black body as passive matter designed to serve their perspectives or objectives.  Hence, 

slave autobiographers or characters could be as much an image of their own experiences 

and feelings as of the Euro American viewer by virtue of their position as a possessed 

object.   

Jacobs, like Hartman, reveals that emotions, especially tears, are opaque signifiers 

that might be a response to thoughts about one’s self or about another person.  Her 

characterizations of Mrs. Flint and Dr. Flint frequently serve to underscore the limitations 

of sentimentalism as a strategy of political agitation.  She foregrounds the importance of 

using various sources of information to develop knowledge early in her work in Chapter 

4, “The Slave Who Dared to Feel Like a Man.”  “I had not lived fourteen years in slavery 

for nothing.  I had felt, seen, and heard enough to read the characters, and question the 

motives of those around me,” she declares (Jacobs 148; ch. 4).  In this single line, Jacobs 

distinguishes between her skepticism of body language and some of her readers’ faith in 

emotion.44  For this teenager, any expression, spoken or gestured, presumed to be the 

reflection of an identity or motivation of an individual should be carefully analyzed and 

tested against information from a variety of sources.   

She gestures more than once to the pitfalls of relying upon emotion to reach 

conclusions about personal agendas in the same section of Chapter 4.  Jacobs weighs her 

perception of the relationship she has with a child mistress against those of the Flints.  Dr. 

Flint shares her opinion that the owner and slave share a mutual “affection,” while Mrs. 

Flint believes her daughter is simply intimidated by Harriet (Jacobs 149; ch. 4).  The 

                                                 
44 Bennett also notes that Jacobs seeks to highlight the importance of her first-hand knowledge of slavery in 
this moment (139).    
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autobiographer debates, “Did the child feign what she did not feel? or was her mother 

jealous of the mite of love she bestowed on me? I concluded it must be the latter.  I said 

to myself, ‘Surely, little children are true’” (Jacobs 149; ch. 4).  This interior dialogue 

articulates the doubts Jacobs believes readers and other writers should have regarding 

feelings as an epistemological tool.  In addition, she implies that only children are 

incapable of emotional disingenuousness.   

Contrastingly, the adult Mrs. and Dr. Flint are not above manipulating literary 

conventions and the aesthetics of sentiment to their advantage.  Jacobs reveals that the 

sadness expressed through their tears is typically a selfish act of pity for themselves 

rather than a showing of their rectitude.  Moreover, she compares such episodes to 

fictional scenes to suggest that literature encourages the construction of inaccurate 

explanations for emotive acts.  Her rendering of the betrayed wife’s emotions in Chap. VI 

“The Jealous Mistress” and elsewhere offers an example of the emotional projection and 

reflexivity theorized by Hartman.   

Mrs. Flint uses Harriet, as an object of service, to mine the depths of her own 

melancholy about her husband’s infidelity and, ironically, to avoid taking responsibility 

for her enabling of it.  The wife’s increasing suspicion and resentment of her husband’s 

attraction to Harriet leads to an intense interview of the slave girl.  “As I went on with my 

account her color changed frequently, she wept, and sometimes groaned.  She spoke in 

tones so sad, that I was touched by her grief.  The tears came to my eyes; but I was soon 

convinced that her emotions arose from anger and wounded pride. … She pitied herself 

as a martyr,” states Jacobs (Jacobs 165; ch. 6).  In this passage, Jacobs’s interpretation of 
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her mistress’s crying as a demonstration of compassion most likely appealed to the reader 

familiar with sentimentalism.45   

However, the remainder of the passage and the entire chapter redirects the 

sentimental audience and artist’s expectations.  Rather than shielding the young woman 

from harassment, Mrs. Flint compounds the discomfort she must endure through 

obsessive surveillance and using her as bait to draw Dr. Flint into admitting to his 

lecherous schemes (Jacobs 166; ch. 6).  Hence, the significance of Mrs. Flint’s tears runs 

counter to the shift in identification sought by abolitionists; her ensuing actions suggest 

that she weeps solely for herself and not for Harriet as well.46  In the final sentence, 

Jacobs bluntly accuses the betrayed wife of being overwhelmed by her own victimization 

as a “martyr” rather than by the agony of her bondwoman.   

Just as the reasons for expressions of despair are multiple, so too, Jacobs 

contends, are the interpretations of it.  Jacobs hints at her disdain for sentimentalists’ 

arbitrary, fantastic narration of sympathy when she thinks that Mrs. Flint will regret 

forbidding her to wear shoes.  “I had imagined if I died, or was laid up for some time, that 

my mistress would feel a twinge of remorse that she had so hated ‘the little imp,’ as she 

styled me.  It was my ignorance of that mistress that gave rise to such extravagant 

imaginings,” she admits (Jacobs 149; ch. 4).  In other words, only naiveté about the 

ideologies of slave-owners would lead her or any writer to believe that creating the 

appropriately touching image or situation could move hearts or minds.  Nonetheless, 

                                                 
45 Garfield notes that “Mrs. Flint’s self-ignited stature as grandiose sufferer is not unlike the theatrical self-
indulgence of [sic] sentimental cult-reader” (113).   
46Hazel Carby and Garfield agree that Jacobs’s depiction of Mrs. Flint’s behavior after their conversation 
reveals that the mistress is only preoccupied with her own interests (54).  However, Garfield argues that 
Jacobs unsuccessfully attempts to “[impose] upon Mrs. Flint a ‘metempsychosis’” sought by Chandler 
(113).  I do not share this view.        
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writers capitalize on the epistemology of emotion in America, and a savvy nineteenth-

century public begins to access the circulating knowledges or fictions about feeling for a 

variety of ends.  Jacobs continues this critique of the epistemology of feeling by 

demonstrating how her Aunt Nancy’s death lends itself to the use and abuse of sentiment 

by Southerners and Northerners alike.     

Neither is blameless of inventing interpretations of sadness that suit a pro-slavery 

political agenda.47  According to Jacobs, Mrs. Flint might turn to fiction to envisage a 

flattering rationalization for her desire to have Nancy laid to rest in the Flint family plot 

rather than near other deceased members of the nursemaid’s family.  She states:   

Mrs. Flint had rendered her poor foster-sister childless, apparently without any 
 compunction; and with cruel selfishness had ruined her health by years of 
 incessant, unrequited toil, and broken rest.  But now she became very sentimental.  
 I suppose she thought it would be a beautiful illustration of the attachment 
 existing between slaveholder  and slave, if the body of her old worn-out servant 
 was buried at her feet. (Jacobs 301; ch. 28)    

 
The words “beautiful illustration” hint at the ludicrousness of anti- and pro-slavery 

wordsmiths who turn their artistry toward depicting an otherwise morbid occasion like 

mourning as picturesque.  Jacobs also alludes to the fictive elements of their works, 

whether categorized as fiction or non-fiction, and Mrs. Flint’s grief with the word 

“sentimental.”   Hence, signifyin(g) emerges in this passage as well as through the 

autobiographer’s figuration of sentiment as an idea.   

This scene highlights the production of sentiment as a concept that erases the 

feelings and, thus, humanity of slaves while valorizing the same acts in whites.  Indeed, 

Mrs. Flint is not touched by the senseless passing of a beloved aunt and daughter but 

                                                 
47 Bennett also argues that it is “the inherent flaws in [Harriet Beecher] Stowe’s brand of sentimentality” 
that is “[suitable] for pro-slavery narrative structure” that Jacobs seeks to critique in particular (143).      
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rather by her own loss of power.  Mrs. Flint effusively mourns the end of her utter 

domination of Nancy in death, for she is incapable of an intimacy with Nancy that would 

require her recognition of the “servant” as a sentient being.  Jacobs alludes to this 

impassable divide when speculating on why Mrs. Flint must be reminded by the local 

clergyman to consult with Jacobs’s grandmother.  She explains, “It had never occurred to 

Mrs. Flint that slaves could have any feelings” (Jacobs 302; ch. 28).  Rather than confront 

her slaves’ suffering, especially that of Harriet and her Aunt Nancy, Mrs. Flint repeatedly 

translates their physical as well as emotional pain into moments to examine and express 

her own identity, needs, and wants.     

Jacobs chooses to explicitly blame pro-slavery Northerners for giving Mrs. Flint 

such a false, lofty interpretation of her behavior and the biracial burial.  According to her, 

“Northern travelers, passing through the place, might have described this tribute of 

respect to the humble dead as a beautiful feature in the ‘patriarchal institution;’ a 

touching proof of the attachment between slaveholders and their servants; and tender-

hearted Mrs. Flint would have confirmed this impression, with handkerchief at her eyes” 

(Jacobs 302; ch. 28).  In the hands of these and other penmen, grief for a slave might be 

used to characterize masters and mistresses as caring administrators of a benevolent 

system.  Abolitionists, however, might see the potential of the same scene to elicit a 

feeling of remorse from as yet uninvolved slave sympathizers.  In both instances, the 

facts etched into the nerves and flesh of the black body fall away from view.48          

                                                 
48 Peterson shares my interpretation of this passage (161).  
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Such speculation is somewhat affirmed by Dr. Flint’s application of a common 

motif of slavery fiction to Aunt Nancy’s deathbed.49  He recalls in a letter to Linda, 

“Could you have seen us round her death bed, with her mother, all mingling our tears in 

one common stream, you would have thought the same heartfelt tie existed between a 

master and his servant, as between a mother and her child” (Jacobs 334; ch. 34).  Much 

like his wife, Dr. Flint selects a particular scene of sentiment of universal significance in 

an attempt to provoke an emotional response that will convince Jacobs of the Flint clan’s 

“sincere” interest in her welfare.  Yet, the Flints repeatedly communicate a desire for 

Jacobs to abandon escape to serve as a replacement for her deceased, “murdered” aunt 

among other reasons (Jacobs 300, 301; ch. 28), and her Uncle Phillip solely pays for 

Nancy’s funeral arrangements (Jacobs 302; ch. 28).  Abolitionism might successfully 

elicit emotion, but its inability to harness the meanings of feelings makes their value to 

the movement uncertain.    

Moreover, in another poignant twist, Jacobs emphasizes that it is the Flints as well 

as the institution of slavery that are responsible for Nancy’s death.  Although she is a 

beloved, revered member of Jacobs’s family and the slave community, Nancy’s 

submissiveness to her masters –her “goodness” as a slave – causes her passing.  Indeed, 

Jacobs provides a series of renderings of the dying and death of slaves and whites that 

function as alternatives to those of UTC, “Slavery’s Pleasant Homes,” and “The 

Quadroons.”  In Incidents, she foregrounds the mourning of a “large concourse” of 

colored people, bond and free” at Nancy’s funeral (302; ch. 28).  In addition, an 

explanation for abolitionist texts’ fictional renderings of the absence of slaves when one 

                                                 
49 Bennett has a similar perception of this scene; he compares it to death bed scenes in UTC in particular 
(143).  
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of their own dies surfaces: they are often forbidden to attend or their lives as fugitives 

make it impractical.  In Jacobs’s case, she is not present at the last rites of her father, 

aunt, uncle, or grandmother for both of these reasons.  Jacobs does include moments 

when she and other slaves are saddened by the loss of “kind” owners; however, these 

scenes are balanced with others in which the deaths of masters and mistress are 

opportunities to rectify or avenge wrongs committed by them while they were alive 

(Jacobs 182, 183; ch. 9, 361; ch.40).  Indeed, Jacobs reveals that when some Euro 

Americans acknowledge the mortality and humanity of their chattel only in death, as in 

the cases of Uncle Philip and Aunt Nancy, their actions appear superficial and far too 

convenient for some slaves (Jacobs 370; ch. 4).       

Highlighting the circulation of epistemologies of sentimentalism, Jacobs contends 

that emotions may be studied and performed to sway people into reaching a range of 

conclusions about an individual or group’s motivations, ethics, and political merit that are 

not necessarily wholly accurate.  Mrs. Flint appears to do just that at Nancy’s graveside.  

“Dr. Flint’s carriage was in the procession; and when the body was deposited in its 

humble resting place, the mistress dropped a tear, and returned to her carriage, probably 

thinking she had performed her duty nobly,” reports Jacobs (Jacobs 302; ch. 28).  Her 

choice of the word “performed” expresses an awareness of the public’s possible reception 

of this gesture.   

Mrs. Flint communicates a great deal through a single symbolic act, not unlike the 

ways in which a seasoned thespian develops a language of movement.  Jacobs implies 

that she intentionally, perhaps forcibly, sheds the tear to demonstrate to the community 

her ability to feel some emotion toward a lowly creature and her hope that others will do 
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the same.  Mrs. Flint seeks literally to steal the show from the untimely demise of Nancy 

by creating another sentimental scene – one of pity for the abandoned reputable mistress.  

Her gesture could be interpreted as proof of Karen Halttunen’s claim that during this 

period “the ‘sentimental topology of conduct’ – the valorization of transparency of 

character [was] fast being replaced by laws of polite social performance” (qtd. in 

Foreman 78).  Jacobs exposes the centrality of sentiment to the political system and 

discourses of her time by unraveling it as a powerful construct.    

I have posited that Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl includes a subtext that 

subverts the sentimentalism of anti-slavery fiction and the slave narrative, especially the  

autobiography, which borrow elements of the domestic novel.50  In many ways, the 

ability to perform or demonstrate certain feelings, especially shame and sympathy, 

became conflated with whiteness, gender/subjectivity, and, as discussed in Chapter 1, 

virtue during this period.  Conversely, the absence of emotional depth from the black race 

was seen as proof of their proximity to beasts and their debasement in slavery.  However, 

Jacobs critiques the political efficacy of the sexually compromised bondwoman as a 

symbol of the evils of slavery.  Through signifyin(g), she elucidates the performative 

aspects of emotions as well as language to complicate gender traits as  qualifiers of 

humanity and, thus, recognition.  In Incidents, the visibility and interpretation of 

emotions are subjective phenomena.  As such, emotive and other acts are open to 

manipulation, erasure, negotiation, and construction within abolitionist and other 

publications and the political arena.  Yet, Jacobs contends, as the next chapter will show, 

                                                 
50 In Erotics of Talk, Carla Kaplan also notes that Jacobs “[buries] subversive plots or elements beneath 
more ostensibly orthodox ones” (54, 55).  
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that it is through the very instability of bodily acts or performances that a more equitable 

and diverse model of activism is possible.       
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CHAPTER 3: 

HARRIET JACOBS’S ART(S) OF SLAVE RESISTANCE 

In the previous chapter, I analyzed the ways in which Harriet Jacobs interrogates 

the sentimentalism of abolitionist publications, especially through parodying its motifs, 

tropes, and assumptions regarding reader response.  Her critique focuses on the sexual 

and gender divide that buttresses the agency and privilege of Euro-American women and 

verifies the inferiority and powerlessness of African American female slaves.  In the 

nineteenth century, however, the publication of anti-slavery fiction was not the only 

means through which the abolitionist movement educated the public about slaves and 

slavery.  The lecture circuit and the non-fictional slave autobiography carried its agenda 

across the country as well.   

As previously discussed, Euro Americans rather than the bondsmen and women 

who witnessed and endured the atrocities of slavery dominated each of these fields.  Even 

the slave autobiography, as a subgenre of the slave narrative, authored by the enslaved, 

often underwent intensive scrutiny and possible revision by abolitionist Euro American 

editors and publishers.  Harriet Wilson and Harriet Jacobs each confronted formidable 

obstacles as African American women attempting to publish their non-traditional 

perspectives on slavery and its players without varying degrees of Euro American 

patronage.  “[T]here were no black institutions in the antebellum period that could readily 

accommodate African-American book publication.  The publishing possibilities open to 

black writers were few – printing at one’s own expense, publication by a white 
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abolitionist press, publication in Britain, or the remote possibility of publishing with a 

commercial press,” explains Carla Peterson (150).1  The troubles Wilson met with when 

seeking a publisher for her indictment of the North is an example of the formidable 

challenges black voices faced when attempting to enter the discourse about slavery.  

Jacobs aspired to secure the rights to her autobiography and to sell it, in the States and 

abroad, but she ultimately failed.  Peterson and Frances Foster relate that the copyright 

was first granted to Lydia Maria Child because the original publisher Thayer and 

Eldridge did not feel comfortable undertaking a contract with a relative unknown like 

Jacobs (Peterson 151) (“Resisting Incidents” Foster 64).  Hence, Jacobs had to contend 

with a publishing industry and audience’s expectations that her life story would be much 

like already accepted anti-slavery fiction and slave autobiographies.    

Through both genres, abolitionism consistently placed the slave woman on the 

margins of the slave debate as a signifier of victimization and immorality rather than 

portraying her as a triumphant participant.  Furthermore, Foster asserts, “Any attempt by 

an individual who is not white, male, and at least middle class to be acknowledged as part 

of the literary or intellectual community is inevitably challenged, even by readers who 

share their racial, social or gender status” (“Resisting Incidents”  57).  Hence, Jacobs 

understood that her autobiography had to contest the symbolism in both of these genres in 

order to assert her subjectivity and her authority as an expert on slavery.  She does so by 

reinventing the figure or body of the black male slave as a trope of masculinity and, thus, 

African American humanity and political autonomy.  Therefore, Jacobs also intervenes in 

common nineteenth-century perceptions of black emotional and intellectual ignorance.  

                                                 
1 For more information on the publishing experiences of prominent African American male and female 
writers see Peterson (150, 151).  
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The reader expects to witness and be empowered through Jacobs’s suffering.  However, 

Jacobs attempts to play the part of the heroic slave who is typically male and who asserts 

his consciousness through direct violence.   

In the previous chapter, I posited that Jacobs uses the practice of linguistic 

performance to analyze the female slave victim as a symbol of anti-slavery fiction and 

nonfiction.  I now turn to a study of how she signifies upon the slave narrative’s tropes 

and motifs, in particular (stereo)types of situations and people featured and figured in its 

pages, to theorize that the expressions of submission and resistance as characteristics of 

gender and blackness are performative.  I especially detail Jacobs’s suggestion that the 

complex, broad meanings of the affective slave body complicate abolitionists’ efforts to 

understand and communicate its relevance to their cause.  In so doing, I argue, she 

simultaneously speaks to Euro Americans and African Americans.  Incidents is an 

example of a work that Mary Louise Pratt might define as an “autoethnographic text,” 

produced in the “contact zones” of encounters between colonizers and indigenes (Pratt 

584, 585).  Pratt theorizes,  

…[Autoethnographic texts] involve a selective collaboration with and 
 appropriation of idioms of the metropolis or the conqueror.  These are merged or 
 infiltrated to varying degrees with indigenous idioms to create self-representations 
 intended to intervene in metropolitan modes of understanding.  Autoethnographic 
 works are often addressed to both metropolitan audiences and the speaker’s own 
 community. (Pratt 585)  

 
Jacobs speaks to African Americans as well as Euro Americans from the unique 

perspective of a woman of color in bondage not only through images but also through the 

coded language of African American signifyin(g).  Indeed, Jacobs’s literary performance 

throughout her work for Euro American readers is so convincing that many critics, such 

as Houston Baker, neglect to recognize the numerous subversive, and even quite 
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humorous, messages within the autobiography that appear to be for the amusement and 

education of an African American audience.2   

Peterson is one of the few critics to suggest that Jacobs imagined an African 

American as well as a Euro American audience for her text.  She notes that “the book was 

reviewed in the April 13, 1861 issue of the Weekly Anglo-African,” and she asserts that it 

depicts the “beauty” of African Americans “in the South in the promotion and 

maintenance of community values” and “in the North in the twin acts of self-assertion 

and [unlike slave-owners] self-control” (Peterson 163).  I contend that the second of the 

“twin acts” Peterson names is a value that Jacobs depicts in various Africanisms – 

African cultural survivals that she, her children and relatives, and other slaves have at 

their disposal everywhere they travel in the text.  African masking, as performance, in 

various ways appears throughout Incidents.  As previously discussed, slaves have as 

much possession over their feelings and choices as their owners and other Euro 

Americans in the work, but the nineteenth-century literary world chose not to 

acknowledge the range of meanings that accompanied them.  

Moreover, as in Our Nig, the performances in Jacobs’s autobiography may serve 

to obscure or reveal reality.  As Gates explains, “Signifyin(g), in other words, is the 

figurative difference between the literal and the metaphorical, between surface and latent 

meaning” (82).  Jacobs’s alternative interpretations of the bodies, emotions, arts, and 

letters of the enslaved recuperate for the African American community the representation 

of slavery otherwised mopolized by Euro Americans.  In this chapter, I begin with an 

analysis of how Jacobs mediates traditional abolitionist descriptions of Euro American 

                                                 
2 See Houston Baker’s Workings of the Spirit: The Poetics of Afro-American Women’s Writing for one of 
the most strident evaluations of the aesthetics and politics of Jacobs (19-24).  
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mastery and the defiant black male slave symbol to expand the public imagination on 

possible strategies and executors of slave agency. Then, I move to a discussion of 

Jacobs’s counter readings and renderings of slave speech, song, and movement.  For her, 

they are arts of plantation resistance available to all slaves, male and female, that suggest 

the only observer who can interpret and then report on the truths of the black body is a 

former slave.  Jacobs is not only concerned with the unequal but shared agency of black 

and white women elided by abolitionist fiction.  She also seeks to emphasize the 

universal modes of resistance that exist alongside the different experiences gender creates 

for slaves that anti-slavery fiction typically does not foreground. 

 

Gender’s Unruly Symbolism in Antislavery Texts             

Early in the autobiography Jacobs puns on abolitionism’s common equation of 

enslavement with the universal experience of familial paternalism to reconfigure the 

particulars of racial as well as gender oppression and, thus, resistance.  In Chapter II “The 

New Master and Mistress,” Jacobs uses a change in the treatment she and her brother 

endure after becoming the property of new owners to illustrate the disparate messages 

male and female slave children receive about autonomy.  Unlike the Euro American 

reader, William and Harriet confront situations in which they must negotiate between 

their own agency and the authority of a parental-figure as well as that of an owner.3  One 

day Jacobs’s father chastises William for answering to his mistress when she beckons the 

young boy at the same time as he does.  The father declares, “You are my child … and 

                                                 
3Similarly, Anita Goldman argues in “Harriet Jacobs, Henry Thoreau, and the Character of Disobedience” 
that a “tension” between the authority of the father’s “sentimental bond of kinship” and that of the mistress 
as owner emerges in this scene (236).     
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when I call you, you should come immediately, if you have to pass through fire and 

water” (Jacobs 136; ch. 2).   From this exchange, the sister concludes that “…Willie 

…was now to learn his first lesson of obedience to a master” (Jacobs 136).  Jacobs 

highlights through indirection the privilege of paternal and maternal possession enjoyed 

by whites and taken from black male slaves.  However, her father seeks to empower 

rather than oppress William as a human subject through familial ties.4  

The generic monikers of master and mistress in the title of the chapter, then, 

metaphorically and literally represent an all-encompassing power exerted by abstract 

concepts as well as actual people.  Although Jacobs leaves the exact lesson oblique, such 

a comment does contrast the control of an owner with that of a black parent, introducing 

an added burden on the black slave child that Euro Americans will never know. The 

father asserts authority and possession over his son’s judgment and life above that of the 

mistress, but in doing so he also teaches William to defy the institution of slavery.  

However, Jacobs implies that she must disobey several interconnected forces rather than 

just two, parents, owners, God, and society, when attempting to express subjectivity 

through familial loyalty.  She also details an absence of encouragement for her defiance 

because she is not a male like William.   

Her grandmother Marthy becomes a surrogate guardian when Jacobs and her 

brother find themselves without parents after the death of their father, and this “new 

mistress” is unwilling to indulge Jacobs’s questioning of earthly and spiritual systems.  

Upon learning of her father’s passing, Jacobs laments, “My heart rebelled against God, 

who had taken from me mother, father, mistress, and friend” (137; ch. 2).  “The good 

                                                 
4 Similarly, Goldman and Donald Gibson argue that Jacobs establishes the primacy of sentimental or 
domestic attachment over the laws of slavery in this exchange between William and his father (Goldman 
236; Gibson 168).  
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grandmother tried to comfort [her],” notes Jacobs (137; ch. 2).   Marthy counsels, “Who 

knows the ways of God’” (137; ch. 2)?  Despite Jacobs’s acknowledgement of Marthy’s 

thoughtfulness, she ultimately admits that her “love” makes it possible to return to the 

home of her owners and conduct chores rather than attend the funeral “within a mile” 

against their wishes (137).  Hence, the type of “mother” Martha “is permitted” to be is 

one who teaches her female granddaughter to bear the unfair hardships of slavery rather 

than rebel against them (137).  In this section, the only distinction between the choice that 

confronts Jacobs and William, whether to answer to a father or slavery, is the gender of 

their care-taker who advises them regarding it.       

Marthy, Jacobs implies, offers a model of passive consent rather than critique due 

to her beliefs about femininity and spirituality.  Marthy does use her standing in the 

community to undermine Dr. Flint’s authority more than once, but she is hesitant to 

overtly question social mores and formal systems such as slavery (Jacobs 139; ch. 2, 190; 

ch. 10, 224; ch 15).  While obedience, as an expression of piety, is a sign of womanhood 

and humanity/subjectivity within the dominant culture, it paradoxically assures the 

objectification and commodification of blacks – especially those who are female.  In fact, 

Marthy’s disapproval is one of the greatest obstacles to Jacobs’s executing escapes to 

protect her children (Jacobs 151; ch 4, 234; ch. 16, 305; ch. 29).  Many critics 

persuasively argue that Marthy embodies nineteenth-century respectability and the 

gender conventions popular among blacks and whites. 5  The approval or disapproval 

Jacobs imagines that escaping and temporarily leaving two small children would elicit 

from her parents even falls along gender lines.  She states, “As I passed the wreck of the 

                                                 
5 For examples of this interpretation, see P. Gabrielle Foreman, Deborah Garfield, Donald Gibson, and 
Hazel Carby  (Foreman 88, 89, 90; Garfield 120; Gibson 165; Carby 57).  For an alternative view, see 
Yellin (90).  
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old meeting house, where …, the slaves had been allowed to worship, I seemed to hear 

my father’s voice come from it, bidding me not to tarry till I reached freedom or the 

grave (234; ch. 16).  Tellingly, Jacobs does not speculate upon her mother’s possible 

impression.                          

Although devoutness was largely identified as a female trait in the nineteenth-

century, it could serve as proof of the human conscience of slaves within the slave 

autobiography as well.  In fact, Jacobs appropriates abolitionist conceptions of “master” 

in conversations with her master Dr. Flint to illustrate how faith as a signifier of a soul 

ensures the compliance of slaves.  She records Dr. Flint speaking of himself as a God-like 

figure on multiple occasions.  The terminology he uses to explain the relationship 

between him and his male and female slaves is frequently religious.  After the revelation 

of Jacobs’s first pregnancy, Dr. Flint “talked of the disgrace [she] had brought on 

[herself]; how [she] had sinned against [her] master, and mortified [her] old 

grandmother” (Jacobs 196; ch. 11).  As in Jacobs’s description of the difficulties that 

come with a new master and mistress, Dr. Flint’s words seem subtly to conflate the 

connotations and denotations of the word “master.”  In this case, the word’s spiritual and 

secular meanings become intertwined.     

Furthermore, Dr. Flint even assumes responsibilities most in the nineteenth 

century would only associate with God. He declares that he could have “saved” Jacobs 

“from exposure” (by performing an abortion) and threatens her with “the fires of hell” 

(Jacobs 196; ch. 11).  His pregnant slave makes explicit such an arrogant association only 

to denounce it.  She retorts, “I have sinned against God and myself … but not against 

you” (Jacobs 197; ch. 11).  Dr. Flint voices the same attitude toward William when 
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deciding that the brother should not be released from his imprisonment for tardiness until 

exhibiting “evidence of repentance” (200; ch. 11).  Jacobs manipulates the motifs and 

tropes of the slave narrative to foreground its contribution to simplistic, one-dimensional 

perceptions of the people of Southern slavery as inhabiting the distinct roles of either 

submissive object or assertive subject.  

In Chapter IV, “The Slave Who Dared to Feel Like a Man,” Jacobs exposes 

limitations of the female body that might stymie her enactment of the heroic slave.  She 

primarily does so through the anti-slavery practice of anthropomorphizing slavery.  

Abolitionists, wishing perhaps to avoid appearing to blame any particular individual or 

group, often personified the institution of slavery to describe its effect on society, politics, 

and people.  For example, Lydia Maria Child asserts in An Appeal in Favor of that Class 

of Americans called Africans, “…[S]lavery contaminates all that comes within its 

influence” (29).  Jacobs draws on such a convention when she writes, “… I was 

struggling alone in the powerful grasp of the demon slavery” (Jacobs 191; ch. 10).  

However, she also inverts this trope into an extended meditation upon physical force as a 

strategy of slave resistance and symbol of masculinity/humanity.   

As with other chapters, the title “The Slave Who Dared to Feel Like a Man” 

seems to portend the inclusion of a beloved vignette from a particular genre of literature; 

this time it is a slave narrative episode in which a male slave vanquishes a brutal overseer 

and asserts his (hu)maness.6  Indeed, Jacobs seems to respond to Douglass’s 

unforgettable boast after defeating the slave-breaker Covey.  “He only can understand the 

deep satisfaction which I experienced, who has himself repelled by force the bloody arm 

                                                 
6 Stephanie Smith reaches the same conclusion in “The Tender Memory: Restructuring Value in Harriet 
Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” (252).    
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of slavery” (Douglass 78).7  The pronouns in this pronouncement imply that only a man 

is capable of this type of rebelling and, hence, agency.   

  In the nineteenth century, the pronoun “he” could refer to men or, in a more 

general sense, humanity as a whole.  However, widely held perceptions of women of the 

period, as demure and the weaker sex, did not conceive of women as capable of physical 

competition with men.  Indeed, abolitionist texts rarely depicted a female slave fending 

off the advances of a master.  Moreover, Douglass’s qualification that his act of 

resistance was “by force” suggests that he found the idea of combat between men – as 

equals – especially inspiring.   

In fact, it could be read within the context of the ongoing debate among black and 

white abolitionists regarding the practicality of blacks taking their rights and freedom 

through insurrections or other types of violence.  Frances Smith Foster notes:  

…[R]eaders have accepted this unusual rite of passage as archetypal even though 
 almost no other narrator admits to such an experience.  Douglass’s narrative is 
 considered a ‘master narrative,’ a model against which all others should be 
 measured, while in fact, though not unheard of, scenes of physical combat 
 between blacks and writes are rare in the genre. (“Resisting Incidents” 67)   

 
Foster’s knowledge of the genre is invaluable; I speculate that Douglass’s text is treated 

as a ‘master narrative’ because it was one of the most popular slave autobiographies of 

the nineteenth century.  Hence, his example appears to have become representative 

because it embodied cherished fantasies and established certain truths about slavery in the 

American imagination.  Although a scene of physical competition does appear in 

Incidents, it occurs within the framework of other struggles for agency by enslaved men 

                                                 

7 According to Jean Fagan Yellin, Jacobs’s brother John Jacobs toured with Frederick Douglass (“Through 
Her Brother’s Eyes: Incidents and ‘A True Tale’” 46). She, therefore, appears to critique African American 
male abolitionists’ role in the construction of counterproductive images of slaves as well.  Bennett also 
suggests that Jacobs appears to be in dialogue with Douglass (141).     
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and women – namely Jacobs, her brother William, her uncle Benjamin, and her 

grandmother Marthy.  The inquiry driving the narration of these contests appears to be 

whether only one particular type of captive body possesses the ability to (re)claim and 

symbolize subjectivity and political agency.  

Chapter 4, “The Slave Who Dared To Feel Like A Man,” analyzes the realities of 

bondage through the stark contrast between Jacobs and her grandmother’s bodies and 

those of their male relatives.8  She notes, “Benjamin was now a tall, handsome lad, 

strongly and gracefully made, and with a spirit too bold and daring for a slave.  My 

brother William, now twelve years old, had the same aversion to the word master that he 

had when he was an urchin of seven years” (Jacobs 147).  Benjamin has a form “and” 

personality suited to heroism, and, while much younger and smaller, his youthful nephew 

William is his philosophical match.  Although Jacobs’s following statement that she 

“despises” Dr. Flint echoes Benjamin and William’s disgust with bondage, Dr. Flint’s 

detailing of his domination leads her for the first time to confront the significance of their 

maturing bodies as slaves of Dr. Flint.  She reveals:  

Oh how I despised [Dr. Flint]! …When he told me that I was made for his use, 
 made to obey his command in every thing; that I was nothing but a slave, whose 
 will must and should surrender to his, never before had my puny arm felt half as 
 strong.  So deeply was I absorbed in painful reflections afterwards, that I neither 
 saw nor heard the entrance of any one, till the voice of William sound close 
 beside me. (147) 

 
After two years of successfully evading Dr. Flint, Jacobs is ultimately forced to 

realize the weakness of her “puny arm.”  The admiration she has for Benjamin and 

William’s strength turns into “painful reflections” upon the fact that her form invites 

attack but makes self-defense against a male, despotic master seem nearly impossible.  It 

                                                 
8 Smith concurs that Jacobs compares her physical ability to resist and fight with that of her Uncle 
Benjamin (252, 253).    
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is at the level of the body alone that Jacobs suggests that she might be inferior or unequal 

to William, Benjamin, and, of course, Dr. Flint.  After all, William seeks her advice as a 

“confidant” in all matters (Jacobs 147).   

True, shortly thereafter Jacobs does “[resolve]” that she will continue to struggle 

against Dr. Flint.  The knowledge that she is “one of God’s most powerless creatures,” 

however, moderates her tenacity and fearlessness (148).  The exclamation “Alas for me” 

at the end of this passionate declaration of “war” communicates frustration with her 

physical and other limitations (148).  As the chapter unfolds, Jacobs uses William and 

Benjamin’s performances of acts of fortitude as signifiers of (human) consciousness to 

critique violence as the ideal model of opposition.9   

The fights undertaken by the two male slaves offer opportunities for the reader to 

explore, with Jacobs, the capacity of a female slave to perform the evolution from a 

victim into an agent.  William and Benjamin physically conquer their owners like the 

beloved Frederick Douglass; however, these personal victories are somewhat hollow 

because they do not alter the hierarchies which define and confine them.  Through 

William, Jacobs suggests that violence is an imperfect symbol of courage because it does 

not account for the physical and social inequities within power relations; its efficacy and 

significance is situational.  Although Master Nicholas spars with William, he appears to 

do so only because his legal and social authority emboldens him.  William suggests this 

when he discusses “his young master’s meanness; how he whipped the little boys, but 

was a perfect coward when a tussle ensued between him and white boys of his own size.  

On such occasions he always took to his legs” (Jacobs 148).  Regardless of his real 

                                                 
9 Similarly, Foster alludes to Jacobs’s “personal testimony of will power and peer protection proving 
stronger than physical might and legal right” but does not elaborate upon such a claim (“Resisting 
Incidents” 65).   
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confidence or strength, slavery and white supremacy empower Nicholas legally to 

dominate large and small black males.  William wins the scuffle with Nicholas and “feels 

like a man;” yet, he still remains enslaved to Master Nicholas and, apparently, is too 

young to flee like some in his community.   

Jacobs strives to disrupt the figuration of physical combat as well as the act of 

escape as incontrovertibly liberatory.  She and William are not of an age to take flight, 

and Benjamin’s example suggests that escape as a strategy of resistance might bring them 

as close to an animalistic state as enslavement.  While on the run, the uncle appears to 

lose sight of his faith and, consequently, his conscience.  Only memories of his mother 

stop Benjamin from committing suicide when he briefly pulls himself from the clutches 

of captors.  When “she asked if he did not also think of God … [h]e answered, ‘No I did 

not think of him.  When a man is hunted like a wild beast he forgets there is a God, a 

heaven.  He forgets every thing in his struggle to get beyond the reach of the 

bloodhounds’” (Jacobs 152).  The simile chosen by Benjamin to describe some of the 

emotions and thoughts that well up while he runs stand in direct opposition to any 

perception or literary narration of fleeing as edifying.  The choice to remove one’s body 

from bondage might be heroic, but its execution reminds a slave that he or she is still seen 

as subhuman property.  If authors cannot figuratively contain actions such as violence or 

even escape, the body too, Jacobs proposes, is an unwieldy signifier.   

She also uses her uncle Benjamin to subvert the black male body as a symbol of 

slave dissent.  Benjamin’s physique might reflect his manliness but not necessarily his 

humanity and, ergo, his innate right to recognition.  Uncle Benjamin, unlike his nephew 

William, violently challenges the will of his master, “one of the richest men in town,” 
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rather than only the son of the family who owns him; therefore, the potential 

repercussions, notes Jacobs, are much direr if not altogether deadly.  The niece tells the 

reader, “My first thought was that Benjamin was killed” (Jacobs 150).  Douglass admits 

that his value as property to Covey helped preserve his life, but Jacobs seems to want to 

underscore the risk involved in various strategies of resistance with the contrasting stories 

of William and Benjamin.  Other slave narrative authors, she implies, should reevaluate 

the hypothesis that masters’ understanding of the captive body’s worth as a possession 

might be altered by a physical act of rebellion reminiscent of when white males fought in 

wars to defend the principles of freedom and autonomy.  Her comment implies that 

anticipating such a change in a master’s orientation or gaze ignores the reality that slaves 

were largely seen as expendable.  It also gestures toward the ways in which violence too 

is raced, a type of white privilege.  Rhetoric of the Revolutionary War applauded man-to-

man combat as a righteous political act because the reason and humanity of eighteenth-

cenutry white Americans were not in doubt.10  

In their anti-slavery works, Child, Douglass, and Harriet Beecher Stowe attempt 

to justify the violent acts of male slaves through the legacy of the founding fathers and 

other political initiatives taken in the name of freedom. Child attempts to use An Appeal 

to garner sympathy for slaves who lead revolts by comparing them to Europeans and 

Euro Americans who execute similar acts.  She argues: 

The Poles have shed Russian ‘blood enough to float our navy;’ and we admire 
 and praise them, because they did it in resistance of oppression.  Yet they have 
 suffered less than black slaves, all the world over, are suffering.  We honor 

                                                 
10 Smith also notes that Jacobs voices Patrick Henry’s famous Revolutionary War motto, which is 
“traditionally deemed heroic” and a sign of one’s humanity and manhood (253).  She elaborates, “the 
various histories Jacobs places in relation …revise the two-dimensional, simplified, one-way, masculinized 
liberty-or-death logic that antebellum cultural mores associated with mobility, willpower, and selfhood” 
(253).              
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 our forefathers because they rebelled against certain principles dangerous to 
 political freedom; yet from actual, personal tyranny, they suffered nothing: the 
 negro, on the contrary, is suffering all that oppression can make human nature 
 suffer. Why do we execrate in one set of men, what we laud so highly in another? 
 (Child 184).                   

 
Stowe seems to ask the same question in Uncle Tom’s Cabin through her male fugitive 

protagonist George.   

 Indeed, George also directly compares himself to the heroes of the Revolutionary 

War when his former employer expresses disapproval of his plot to escape and his 

willingness to use violence.  He asserts, “… [W]hen I get to Canada, where the laws will 

own me and protect me, that shall be my country, and its laws I will obey.  But if any 

man tries to stop me, let him take care, for I am desperate.  I’ll fight for my liberty to the 

last breath I breathe.  You say your fathers did it; if it was right for them, it is right for 

me” (110; ch. 11)!  Stowe and Child apply the symbolism of Revolutionary War violence 

to slaves to evidence their potential for heroism and humanity.  Similarly, Douglass’s 

protagonist Madison Washington in The Heroic Slave demonstrates his courage and 

similitude to the founding fathers through acts of violence.  However, Child appears more 

skeptical toward this strategy than Stowe and Douglass.                     

Yet Benjamin’s black body in Incidents might render him as either a principled 

man or a commodity depending on who beholds it.  The first escape attempt which results 

in his capture forces Jacobs to see that the “tall,” “handsome,” “[strong]” appearance she 

admired earlier in Chapter 4, “The Slave who Dared to Feel Like a Man,” also shapes 

him into an ideal object of service.  She writes, “The master had been blind to his own 

interest. Long confinement had made his face too pale, his form too thin; moreover, the 

trader had heard something of his character, and it did not strike him as suitable for a 
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slave” (Jacobs 154).  Ironically, the loss of his strength decreases Benjamin’s value as a 

slave and emasculates him at the same time that it highlights his human vulnerability.   

However, weakness has the opposite figurative and literal effect for a 

bondwoman.  Imagining Benjamin as a woman, “[the trader] said he would give any 

price if the handsome lad was a girl” (Jacobs 154).  The dilemma Jacobs grapples with is 

that, although she like William and Benjamin “dares to feel like a [hu]man,” biology 

sanctions her victimization rather than evidencing her humanity.  In other words, 

abolitionist literature reinforces rather than contests the objectification of male and 

female slave bodies by reducing them to symbols.  Like slavery, it relies upon the 

fungibility of the black soma to achieve its aims that Saidiya Hartman theorizes in Scenes 

of Subjection.  In the real world, the masculine strength of Benjamin that could express 

his equality and the vulnerability that should reflect Jacobs’s female humanity are 

inverted.  Hence, Jacobs appears to imply that gender labels and their symbolic trappings 

actually contradict the imaginations of some abolitionists – whether formerly enslaved or 

born free – which produce art about slavery.       

Jacobs, within the same chapter, minimizes the saliency of Marthy’s and her own 

bodies to explore other avenues to resisting the shackles of slavery and the slave 

narrative.  She creates a moral and physical parallel between her own quandaries and 

those of William to do so.  In addition to enduring unprovoked whippings, William tells 

his sister that Master Nicholas forces him to abet the practice of forgery.  After coming to 

grips with even William’s circumscribed ability to defy oppression, Jacobs proclaims, 

“The war of my life had begun; and though one of God’s most powerless creatures, I 

resolved never to be conquered” (Jacobs 148).  Through militaristic metaphors, the 
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female autobiographer articulates that her story is as much about bodily resistance and 

recuperation as those of male slaves; however, in her case, the familiar tools of combat 

are unavailable.  Jacobs’s integrity alone replaces the brawny, yet figuratively penetrable, 

fists she does not have the fortune of possessing unlike William, Benjamin, and Frederick 

Douglass.  Rather than extend the marketable parts of her body, namely her reproductive 

organs, like these men (and some Euro American women and slaves), she initially hopes 

to withhold them to claim freedom.11    

Marthy too perseveres through reliance upon an abstract concept. She signifies 

upon the same familiar anthropomorphism of abolitionist rhetoric as her granddaughter.  

When Benjamin is baffled by her “goodness” and “patience,” “[s]he [tells] him she had 

not always been so; once, she was like him; but when sore troubles came upon her, and 

she had no arm to lean upon, she learned to call on God, and he lightened her burdens.  

She besought him to do likewise” (Jacobs 153).  Martha meets the obstacle of her biology 

and replaces it with an entity beyond the reach of the lash or pen.  Yet, Jacobs tempers 

her grandmother’s recommendation of spirituality as a mode of preserving one’s 

humanity here and, as previously discussed, elsewhere in the text.  She recalls, “With a 

strong arm and unvaried trust, my grandmother began her work of love.  Benjamin must 

be free.  If she succeeded, she knew they would still be separated; but the sacrifice was 

not too great.  Day and night she labored.  The trader’s price would treble that he gave; 

but she was not discouraged” (Jacobs 154).  Jacobs subtly undermines Martha’s 

minimization of her abilities and chooses instead to underscore the matriarch’s 

                                                 
11 In Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Vernacular Theory, Houston Baker concludes that 
Jacobs does see her children as commodities, but he shares my view that Jacobs’s actions can be seen as a 
type of withholding or retreat.  He writes, “In a tacitly brilliant act of withdrawal, she converts the fruit of 
her womb (rather than skill of her hand or the capital of a husbanded store) to merchandise.  Her retreat 
culminates in the children’s sale to Mr. Sands” (54).       
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industriousness as well as faith as sources of pride and empowerment.12  In essence, 

Jacobs changes the connotations of bound raced, gendered bodies to make visible the 

bravery and complex subjectivity of female slaves.    

 

Opening Resistance Through Slave Performance      

Like Harriet Wilson, Jacobs underscores the importance of African Americans’ 

validation and reclamation of their own labor and products, artistic and otherwise, and, 

thus, identity as a means to experiencing degrees of freedom. The depictions in Incidents 

counter the image of the heroic slave as well as less flattering renderings of the acts and 

demeanor of African Americans.  Advocates and opponents agreed that many, if not 

most, slaves seemed immoral, detached from complex feelings, and unintelligent; they 

actually only debated whether the cause of such behavior was biological or 

environmental.  Jacobs contests the abolitionist cultural belief that enslavement steals the 

humanity from blacks and leads them to exhibit aforementioned qualities.  She reclaims 

the symbolism of male and female enslaved bodies from their typical significance in 

abolitionist texts to make visible the range of avenues, tools, and models of activism 

available to all people of color, young, old, male, and female.  She dislodges resistance 

from its gendered symbolism, arguing that African Americans can and do retain and 

communicate their humanity even in the worst conditions.13   

                                                 
12 Donald Gibson reaches the same conclusion in “Harriet Jacobs, Frederick Douglass, and the Slavery 
Debate: Bondage, Family, and the Discourse of Domesticity” in Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of 
a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays (165).     

13 Similarly, Gunning argues that Jacobs “[suggests] an alternative audience and agent of salvation: female 
slaves themselves” (147).  
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Submerged within the autobiography, therefore, is a justification for her most 

controversial act of resistance: deciding when, how, and with whom she will engage in 

sex and reproduce by giving herself to Mr. Sands.  Peterson and Baker share a similar 

perspective on Jacobs’s choice to engage in an affair with Mr. Sands.14  Peterson argues:  

[She] deliberately commodifies herself as a sexual object and gives herself to Mr. 
 Sands in order to disrupt the slaveholders’ control of the slave exchange market.  
 She insists on negotiating her own labor power and later that of her children, first 
 by turning her womb into a site of (re) production, then by her acts of mothering 
 and nurturing, and finally by commodifying her children in order to free them.
 (Peterson 158)          

 
I contend that Jacobs pushes against any view or interpretation of her as an “object” by 

instead recognizing her value as a nineteenth-century worker, whose skills happen to be 

sex and child-producing, and seeking to protect it.  Jacobs does not address the question 

of whether she takes pleasure in or agrees with the construction of black female slave sex 

and fertility as property but, as Baker notes, she explicitly states that slavery interpolates 

them as labor. (Baker 51; Jacobs 185; ch. 9)   

Several other instances occur in which Jacobs covertly undercuts the seemingly 

boundless power of masters by highlighting their dependency on the work of slaves.  Dr. 

Flint incarcerates Aunt Nancy and William in an attempt to discourage them from aiding 

Harriet.  Yet, the Flints compromise their authority when they curtail the jail terms of 

Aunt Nancy and William, on two separate occasions, because they cannot meet domestic 

and other professional obligations without slave labor.  In the episode involving the latter, 

“for two days [Flint] harassed himself to find somebody to do his office work; but every 

                                                 
14 Peterson drew my attention to Baker’s position on this matter in Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American 
Literature: A Vernacular Theory (1984) (54, 55, 56).  For a similar view, see Gabrielle Foreman’s 
“Manifest in Sighs: The Politics of Sex and Representation in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” in   
Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: New Critical Essays (84); Foreman focuses on 
Jacobs’s usurpation of slavery’s authority over the status of her children by naming their father.       
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thing went wrong without William.  He was released, and ordered to take his old stand, 

with many threats, if he was not careful about his future behavior” (Jacobs 200; ch. 11).  

The sarcasm that seeps through Jacob’s narration of this event brings a humor to it which 

was certainly not intended by the good doctor.   

Furthermore, Jacobs argues that the stereotypical traits of laziness and ineptitude 

assigned to slaves are actually the qualities that keep slaveholders beholden to their 

chattel.  After William returns, the physician releases Aunt Nancy because his wife 

“could not spare her any longer.  She was tired of being her own housekeeper” (Jacobs 

247; ch. 18); Nancy, in fact, “was the factotum of the household” (Jacobs 299; ch. 28).  

Jacobs also notes that Mr. Flint, like his father, places her in charge of “[t]he entire 

management of the work” in his home because “he knew nothing about it” (Jacobs 231; 

ch. 18).  For Jacobs, abolitionism should entail ending the physical as well as ideological 

bondage that narrows the identity of African Americans and prevents them from 

discovering their capacity to express dissent.  Indeed, she attempts to help distinguish 

between the fictional identities of black bodies as simply matter and the truth of their 

experience as actors.  As an author, Jacobs battles for the freedom of self-representation, 

but she and all slaves struggle for self-determination on and off the pages of Incidents.        

Contrary to the perception of slavery supporters and many other Euro-Americans, 

Jacobs and her family and neighbors prove that slaves possess enough  genius, aesthetic 

and otherwise, to turn even the most mundane activities into subversive statements.  

Articulations of Jacobs and others’ frustration with the public impression of them as 
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ignorant appear more than once.15  She concludes that Dr. Flint “[v]erily … relie[s] too 

much on ‘the stupidity of the African race’” when he attempts to convince her to return 

by penning a letter in his son’s name (Jacobs 335; ch. 34).  Similarly, a friend named 

Betty congratulates herself on being “too cute” to be caught acting as a spy by “drawing 

[the housemaids] out, that [Jacobs] might hear” what the Flints are plotting (Jacobs 249; 

ch. 18).  Jacobs’s passion is also inflamed when she “[feels] insulted to be thought stupid 

enough to be caught by …professions” of concern and affection from her legal owner 

Mrs. Emily Dodge (Jacobs 352; ch. 38).  Jacobs counters the lie of black “stupidity” in 

her autobiography by transforming the stereotypes of slaves as “cunning” and eternally 

happy natural singers and dancers into carefully executed performances of defiance.16              

Tellingly, these performances, especially the more traditional ones, are effective 

because the slaves capitalize on the popularity of such stereotypes to achieve their goals.  

Jacobs winks at the irony of believing, for whatever reason, that Euro Americans are 

more intelligent than African Americans when she and her community appear to trick the 

Flints and other Euro Americans so easily.  Chapter 25 “Competition in Cunning” merely 

crystallizes for the reader the significance of the various subterfuges Jacobs and her 

supporters undertake in their communal journey toward freedom.  Jacobs explains, “Who 

can blame slaves for being cunning? They are constantly compelled to resort to it.  It is 

the only weapon of the weak and oppressed against the strength of their tyrants” (Jacobs 

                                                 
15 In “Taking Liberty, taking literacy: Signifying in the rhetoric of African-American abolitionists,” 
Jacqueline Bacon notes that Jacobs ridicules Thomas Jefferson’s belief that African Americans lacked the 
intelligence necessary to do more than “narration” in a letter to a New York newspaper (277).     

 

16 Hedin notes a tradition within African American letters of asserting black intelligence through an 
emphasis on form … rather than overtly through content or comment” (36).      
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246; ch. 18).17  In other words, slave behavior deemed immoral is not proof of their 

debasement but rather the preservation of a sense of justice and the aptitude to defend it.  

Karen Beardslee notes, “…[In] the chapter ‘Competition in Cunning’ [Jacobs] manifests 

… [the trickster] ethic again – an ethic of honorable deceit – she also shows us, in her 

portrayal of Dr. Flint’s conduct, another popular trickster code of behavior – dishonorable 

deceit” (Beardslee 50).   Euro American slave owners might have more power than their 

chattels, but black slaves, according to Jacobs, demonstrate that they are their intellectual 

and, perhaps as importantly, moral equals through wiliness.         

Indeed, Chapter 7, “The Lover,” ironizes the domestic novel’s influence on 

abolitionist authors’ interpretation of emotion as a justification for the ill behavior of 

some but not others.  Its title appears to signify, in this case, on this genre by 

foreshadowing the introduction of romance into a slave autobiography.  Jacobs, in this 

chapter, critiques the concept of compulsion, the guiding of one’s feelings and then 

actions by another, as a fantastic notion that obscures personal responsibility.  Jacobs’s 

suitor of choice is “a young colored carpenter; a free born man;” yet, Dr. Flint’s acts of 

jealousy cast him as a second “lover” of the slave girl (Jacobs 170; ch. 7).  She excuses 

her insubordinate confession of the “right” to love the young black man, her 

“virtuous[ness],” and resentment of Dr. Flint by blaming it on the master.  “I know I have 

been disrespectful, sir,’… ‘but you drove me to it; I couldn’t help it,’” pleads Jacobs 

(Jacobs 173; ch. 7).  Her reply is a parody of sentimental scenes that transform abettors of 

slavery into victims, as those analyzed in the previous chapter.  Few women, free or 

enslaved, would fault Jacobs for passionately defending her honor and that of her 
                                                 

17 Interestingly, this remark is very similar to Child’s assertion in An Appeal that “cunning is always the 
resort of the weak against the strong; children, who have violent and unreasonable parents, become 
deceitful in self defence” (182).   
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beloved; Jacobs strategically chooses to use such a claim to avoid further disciplining 

from Flint.  The language of Chapter 7, therefore, subtly reveals the artificiality and, thus, 

performativity of compulsion as another type of emotion.   

With it, Jacobs also seems to interrogate why the actions and emotions of slaves 

are not analyzed or judged with the same complexity as those of the Euro American male 

and female characters of domestic and some abolitionist fiction.  Emotion, as suggested 

in the previous chapter, is another type of racial privilege.  Euro American authors  

narrate the immoral choices of slave owners, bachelors, and young single women of their 

own race within seduction novel or anti-slavery plots of psychological and spiritual 

turmoil and development, yet some portray almost all of the misdeeds of African 

Americans as genetically or environmentally inevitable.      

Nonetheless, the slave community in Incidents, like Jacobs, is not unwilling to 

play the part of the jovial and mentally deficient black in order to voice covertly its 

resentment of owners and their accomplices.  Their songs and dances complicate attempts 

to read the significance of black emotion and communication.  Similar to Douglass, in 

Chapter 22, “Christmas Festivities,” Jacobs depicts the holiday activities upon a 

plantation.  However, she suggests, unlike Douglass, that what appears to onlookers to be 

simply the mindless gallivanting of alcohol-thirsty souls is actually a political protest.18  

On Christmas, large performance troupes “generally of …lower-class” slaves, “of a 

hundred,” called the Johnkannaus travel through town asking for money from whites, but 

sometimes they only receive “rum” for their show (Jacobs, 268; ch. 22).  Jacobs reports:  

                                                 
18 Anne Bradford Warner shares my view of the contrast between Douglass and Jacobs’s understanding of 
aspects of slave artistry.  She asserts, “With this central trope Jacobs affirms the ongoing resistance in the 
folk culture against Douglass’s idea that such temporary liberty affords a more effective enslavement” 
(219).       
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 Two athletic men, in calico wrappers, have a net thrown over them covered with 
all manner of bright-colored stripes. Cows’ tails are fastened to their backs, and 
their heads are decorated with horns.  A box, covered with sheepskin, is called the 
gumbo box. A dozen beat on this, while others strike triangles and jawbones, to 
which bands of dancers keep time.  For a month previous they are composing 
songs, which are sung on this occasion. (Jacob 268; ch. 22)     

 
The Johkannaus, she implies, knowingly reenact their capture as common beasts with the 

aim of finally acquiring some compensation for their labor.  Although Jacobs notes that 

the slaves use the profits from their performance to purchase alcohol, she seems to 

suggest that such “sinful” excess is a sign of their sensitivity to their plight rather than of 

a lack of political consciousness.    

The master class, and perhaps even some people of color, mistakenly only see the 

Johnkannaus’s performance as light fun and more evidence of slave acceptance, if not 

pleasure, in their lives.  According to Dr. Flint, without it “Christmas day would have 

passed without the least manifestation of mirth cheerful joy or hilarity [sic]” (qtd. in 

Jacobs 402).  Yet, it is this impression that allows the members of the Johkannaus to 

openly ridicule the greed and spiritual hypocrisy of the white masters.  When one 

“refuses to give them a trifle,” “they regale his ears with the … song: -- Poor massa, so 

dey say; / Down in de heel, so dey say; / Got no money, so dey say; / Not one shillin, so 

dey say; / God A’mighty bress you, so dey say” (Jacobs 268; ch. 22).  Jacobs’s situation 

of this scene in “Christmas Festivities” affirms that she is aware of the political elements 

of the Johnkannaus.  It occurs in the same chapter where she details a ruse of hospitality 

involving the town constable and one of his henchmen.  To convince the town that her 

home is not Harriet’s hiding place, Marthy gives the two men a “complete” tour of the 

house after serving them a holiday dinner.  Jacobs, meanwhile, safely watches everything 

from the crawl space that she will live in her for almost 7 years.  If black readers miss her 
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lesson, she subtly illuminates the relationship between these two occurrences: both 

represent performance as a strategy of rebellion that can serve two ends and groups.  

Marthy and the Johnkannaus explicitly entertain Euro Americans while implicitly 

offering entertainment and power to a black reader.          

Several examples of the performance of race and signifyin(g) are present in the 

autobiography, indicating that Jacobs might have believed that they were common, 

perhaps culturally derived rebellious practices utilized by many slaves but unknown to 

many abolitionists.  Johnkannaus is an Africanism with its roots in Central and West 

Africa. 19   Indeed Karen Beardslee notes, “In many respects the secular songs and 

spirituals overlap, especially in terms of purpose and performance.  Like the secular 

songs, the spirituals were also combined with traditional African performance rituals, 

helping the slaves both practice and preserve parts of the African aesthetic” (46).  Slaves 

also brazenly voice their disdain for a pro-slavery minister through song.  The Methodist 

minister of a service attempts to “[suppress]” his “laughter” behind “his handkerchief” 

when a woman who has lost all of her offspring to the market asks for spiritual guidance 

(Jacobs 211; ch.13) .  Yet, Jacobs and the other congregants are perfectly aware of his 

callousness:   

The congregation struck up a hymn, and sung as though  
they were as free as the birds that warbled around us, -  

 
Old Satan thought he had a mighty aim; / He missed my  

soul, and caught my sins. / Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!  
 
He took my sins upon his back; / Went muttering and  

grumbling down to hell. / Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God! 
 
Ole Satan’s church is here below. / Up to God’s free church I  

                                                 
19 For a comprehensive discussion of the development and influences of the Johnkannaus Jacobs describes 
see Beardslee (42, 43, 44, 45).   
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hope to go. / Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!   (Jacobs 211) 
 

While the minister feigns sympathy for the grieving mother, a slave choir hide their 

rancor in song and offer their compassion.  Although Jacobs states that her peers 

performed as if they were spiritually and materially liberated, the second line in the third 

stanza of the song suggests that they in fact are aware of their oppression.   

Moreover, the first verse of the last stanza could be interpreted as a critique of the 

corrupt practices of their own church.  Jacobs certainly suggests this when she uses the 

same final stanza to articulate her anger about Dr. Flint’s repression of her spirituality 

(Jacobs 216; ch. 13).  She remarks, “No wonder the slaves sing, -- Ole Satan’s church is 

here below; / Up to God’s free church I hope to go” (Jacobs 216; ch. 13).  The literacy 

levels among Jacobs, the church worshippers, and the Johkannuas vary, but her 

recognition of the aesthetic bonds they share reflects a respect for the diversity of the 

black community.     

Anne Warner and Beardslee also recognize the African elements of the slave 

spiritual and performing arts; in particular, they locate the origins of the reversals that 

take place in this scene and others in the trickster folk tales shared amongst slaves.  

Beardslee explains, “Such animal tales, like their African and European models, often 

depicted a smaller animal, such as the tortoise or the hare, as capable of outwitting or 

triumphing over larger and stronger animals because they were more intelligent, cunning 

and better equipped when it came to relying on their own devices” (Beardslee 36).  

Jacobs, then, disrupts common perceptions of power relations like a trickster tale 

protagonist.        
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Warner and Beardslee argue that Jacobs’s choices reflect a trickster ethics; thus, 

the events she highlights and, to a lesser degree, her narration of them do so as well. 

Beardslee uses the research of historian Sterling Stuckey and others to provide an 

important analysis of the “copious chronicle of slave culture” within Jacobs’s depiction 

of Johnkannaus, slave burials and death, slave spirituals, and the trickster ethos of the 

“Competition in Cunning” and “Fear of Insurrection” chapters (38).20  Warner draws on 

the theories of Mikhail Bakhtin and, similarly, Gates to suggest that the Johnkannaus is a 

model for plot development and setting that reveals Jacobs’s efforts to establish her 

knowledge over “authorities and texts” of the dominant culture and Douglass through 

“the Bible first, the authority of the African trickster second, and the authority of 

objective observation last” (Warner 217, 221).  Beardslee speculates on the relevance of 

Brer Rabbit or John trickster to the “Competition in Cunning” chapter (Beardslee 37); 

yet, she and Warner do not explicitly identify a specific type of trickster tale as the 

template for Jacobs’s autobiography as a whole nor consider such a genre’s influence on 

its aesthetics – or language.     

As Warner and Beardslee suggest, Jacobs’s treatment of slave culture suggests 

that trickster tales might have influenced her strategies of resistance and illustration of 

them in the events of Incidents.  However, I assert that the Monkey tales in particular, as 

the basis of Gates’ theory of signifyin(g), are the overarching aesthetic model for Jacobs.  

Historian John Blassingame concludes, “…Because of the unique circumstances of 

slavery, [European and African animal] tales were bound to take on a new purpose and 

more immediate meanings.  As these stories circulated among slaves, they often came to 

                                                 
20 Foster and Deborah Garfield, in “Vexed Alliances: Race and Female Collaborations in the Life of Harriet 
Jacobs,” also reference, but do not elaborate upon, the possible influence of trickster tales on Jacobs’s 
decision-making and world view (Foster 63; Garfield 278).   
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represent the slave’s relationship to his/her master, providing slaves with, perhaps, a 

mythological hope of survival as well as a behavioral model” (qtd. in Beardslee 48).  The 

Monkey tales appear to have imparted to Jacobs her beliefs regarding strategies for 

rebelling as well as writing and leveraging power.     

Jacobs embodies the Monkey through her understanding of the possibility of 

using language and audience to transcend genetic and material limits and transform 

socio-political systems.  In the Monkey tales, the Monkey indirectly proves that the Lion 

is not master of the jungle by orchestrating a conflict between him and the even larger 

Elephant when he implies that the Elephant has been making disparaging remarks about 

the Lion’s clan (Gates 56).  According to Gates, “While other scholars have interpreted 

the Monkey tales against the binary opposition between black and white in American 

society, to do so is to ignore the trinary forces of the Monkey, the Lion, and the Elephant. 

… [T]o reduce such complex structures of meaning to a simple two-term opposition 

(white versus black) is to fail to account for the strength of the Elephant” (Gates 55).  The 

Monkey tales, therefore, include the linguistic play features of reversal, repetition, 

parody, and punning in Incidents, examined here and in the previous chapter, and they 

can map the three-point power relation of Jacobs’s audience of African Americans, pro or 

anti-slavery Euro American bigots, and potential Euro American allies.   

The Lion is the Euro American reader and writer who neglect to see or understand 

the distance between the figurative uses and fiction of captive bodies and reality, and the 

Elephant is the body of Americans of any race and place galvanized by any one of 

Jacobs’s messages.  “It is this relationship between the literal and the figurative, and the 

dire consequences of their confusion, which is the most striking repeated element of these 
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tales.  The Monkey’s trick depends on the Lion’s inability to mediate between these two 

poles of signification, of meaning,” Gates confirms (Gates 55).  Jacobs, as the Monkey, is 

able to entertain and galvanize demoralized newly freed and enslaved African American 

folk because some Euro Americans are ignorant about the realities of slavery.  At the 

same time, she constructs a more authentic picture of slaves and slavery in a literal way 

through explicit commentary on popular tropes and motifs for those Euro Americans 

willing and able to be stirred by one.   

The Elephant, then, is the interracial, cross-regional alliance of African American 

and Euro American readers and future activists who will unite for the shared goals of the 

recognition and liberation of African American humanity.  In the words of Gunning, 

“Throughout [Jacobs] has been helped in small ways by Southern slave mistresses, slave 

traders, and others who empathize with the slave’s plight.  But for [Jacobs] effective 

white empathy must be accompanied with an activism that acknowledges a connection 

rather than a dislocation between black and white bodies” (150). 21  Jacobs engineers a 

confrontation between the Lion and the Elephant by uncovering slave folks and their 

allies’ unflattering perception of Euro Americans who profit from and promulgate 

inaccurate epistemologies of slavery, race, and gender.  She calls upon African 

Americans to take greater ownership of the abolitionist movement and depicts the same 

number of Euro American women, if not more, in the South as the North willing to help 

her.  One of the key tasks before the Elephant that Jacobs models is a critique of the 

disjuncture between some of abolitionism’s goals and its practices.                                             

In the previous chapter, I posited that Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl includes 

a subtext that subverts the abolitionist movement’s sentimentalism.  Jacobs’s 
                                                 

21 See also Gunning (133, 141) and Foster (Written by Herself  96).    
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representation of the Johnkannuas and enslaved choir-members also intervenes in popular 

one-dimensional descriptions of slave sentience.  Douglass, as a typical abolitionist 

author, observes that the “wild” tunes of slaves express the “sorrows of [their] heart” (28, 

29; ch. 2).22  Douglass recalls: 

The slaves selected to go to the Great House Farm, for the monthly 
 allowance for themselves and their fellowslaves [sic], were peculiarly 
 enthusiastic. … They would compose and sing as they went along, consulting 
 neither time nor tune.  The thought came up, came out – if not in word, in the 
 sound; –and as frequently in the one as in the other.  They would sometimes sing 
 the most pathetic sentiment in the most rapturous tone, and the most rapturous 
 sentiment in the most pathetic tone. (Douglass 28; ch. 2)      

  
However, Jacobs shows that such music is not a reflection of the hopeless, inarticulate 

“dehumanization” of captive men and women, as Douglass asserts (28).  Rather, it is the 

deliberately “compose[d]” creation of artists experiencing and articulating a range of 

emotions (Jacobs 210; ch. 13).  Slaves experience righteous indignation, amusement, 

sadness, and joy; moreover, these emotions may be fleeting and they do not necessarily 

present themselves separate from one another – sometimes occurring almost 

simultaneously.      

In her efforts to characterize the songs accurately, Jacobs elucidates the meanings 

and types of slave happiness.  First she mentions that “[slaves] never seem so happy as 

when shouting and singing at religious meetings,” but then later admits “if you were to 

see them at such times you might think they were happy. But can that hour of singing and 

shouting sustain them through the dreary week…” (210, 212; ch. 13).  Slaves might smile 

                                                 
22 I read Douglass as an activist whose beliefs, at the time he wrote The Narrative, motivated him to write a 
very conventional abolitionist text.  He was still in the process of developing his own understanding of 
slave culture and the American political system; thus, for better or worse, he was highly influenced by the 
ideas and prejudices of the abolitionist movement.       
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and appear buoyant, but Jacobs emphasizes that the context in which such body language 

appears is crucial to understanding its significance.  She leaves the source or sources of 

emotions at spiritual gatherings ambiguous because they are enigmatic.  They offer an 

opportunity to revel in expressing sentiments and ideas about their faith and slavery – 

simultaneously joy and anger or, perhaps, simply to voice their thoughts and feelings 

about secular matters without consequences.    

Beardslee succinctly elaborates upon the depth of these remarks. “Her comments 

here, as well as her acrimonious rhetorical question, make clear a number of things: 1) 

the rarity of free expressive moments in the slaves’ lives, 2) the fact that those few 

moments could not wipe away the pain of slavery, and 3) the dual sided nature of secular 

songs and spirituals” (Beardslee 47).  Despite what opponents and proponents of slavery 

want the public to believe, Jacobs argues that integrity and the ability to feel it endures 

for Africans but its motivations are not always, and usually cannot be, transparent.  

Hence, I posit that some of the most emotional scenes in the autobiography, the numerous 

passages that depict the weeping of African Americans when they are separated, reunited, 

or faced a death and Jacobs’s tearful angst over her choice to become an unwed mother, 

are intended to verify African Americans’ emotional intelligence.  Therefore, one of the 

key conventions of sentimentalism – the pursuit of recognition and agitation by making 

emotions visible – persists throughout Incidents but not in the form traditionally 

employed by abolitionists.23  

Jacobs’s primary goal with these emotive sparks appears to be generating political 

agitation through the illustration of black humanity and defiance rather than victimization 

                                                 
23 Nudelman contends, however, that Jacobs “intermittently abandons sentimental conventions” and “tries 
to work within the sentimental tradition” (952, 956).   
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and objectification.24  Hedin notes that in slave narratives by men the disciplined 

expression of anger was one way in which they established an identity as higher order 

beings (38). “But most noteworthy, both for its widespread occurrence in the narratives 

and for its self-consciousness, was the narrators’ ability to rationalize emotion itself in a 

way that deflected its instinctive and volatile nature,” he explains (39).  For this reason, 

Jacobs repeatedly voices shame about sleeping with Mr. Sands to prove the existence of a 

conscience and simultaneously presents such an act as one of “deliberate calculation” 

rather than mindless, animalistic wantonness (Jacobs 191; ch. 10).  Although Jacobs 

voices a wish to “kindle a flame of compassion” in readers’ “hearts,” signifyin(g) and 

other elements of her work seem to abandon the conventional methods of fulfilling this 

common abolitionist plea (Jacobs 161; ch. 5).  She articulates the soulfulness of blacks as 

well as her skepticism toward some Euro American abolitionists’ ability to see, properly 

depict, and mobilize with it.  Indeed, Beardslee notes, “As [John] Blassingame tells us, 

because slave culture was typically ignored or patronized by whites, spirituals soon 

became a ‘secret means of communication’ within slave communities” (Beardslee 47).25  

Nonetheless, Jacobs believed that it would be visible and inspiring to African 

Americans.26        

She implies that the art of signifyin(g), the ability to enact and comprehend it, is 

common among Africans Americans, passed down from one generation to the next.  

                                                 
24 For a similar perspective, see Franny Nudelman’s “Harriet Jacobs and the Sentimental Politics of Female 
Suffering.” She argues that Jacobs’s account of her emotional “suffering” from sharing the details of her 
relationship with Mr. Sands is a difficult but necessary means of fulfilling the sentimental conventions of 
abolitionist literature (950, 951).  However, I contend that Jacobs seek to offer an alternative to abolitionist 
sentimentalism.         
25 See also Hedin (54).  
26 The moving review that appeared in the Weekly Anglo-African, discovered by Peterson, suggests that 
Jacobs might have been somewhat successful in this respect (163).  
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Gates confirms, “[Anthropologist Roger D.] Abrahams’s work helps us to understand that 

Signifyin(g) is an adult ritual, which black people learn as adolescents, almost exactly 

like children learn the traditional figures of signification in classically structured Western 

primary and secondard {sic} schools, training one hopes shall be returned to 

contemporary education” (75).  William and even Jacobs’s own young daughter Ellen 

seem to use a similar type of signify(n), as performance, in their letters to tell the future 

autobiographer covertly about their well being. While in the crawl space, “[Jacobs and 

her grandmother] received several letters from [William], written without any allusion to 

[Jacobs], but expressed in such a manner that [Jacobs] knew he did not forget [her].  

[Jacobs] disguised [her] hand, and wrote to him in the same manner” (Jacobs 285; ch. 

26).  Ellen also learns to speak indirectly in epistles to avoid alerting her employers to the 

fact that she is in contact with her mother (Jacobs 296; ch. 26).  The encoded acts of 

resistance and address within the language of Incidents allow African Americans to 

survive, sustain intimate relations, and even prosper as artisans and activists like Jacobs 

and her daughter.27  Perhaps, Jacobs highlights this skill to caution some Euro Americans 

that the bodies and words of enslaved Africans are much more complicated than they 

realize and to encourage African Americans to search for hidden messages within her 

autobiography.                 

The sustained critique of various types of texts and the limits of fiction, in the 

form of direct commentary and signifyin(g), suggests that Jacobs believes literacy is a 

contested site of resistance.  In the slave autobiographies of Frederick Douglass, Olaudah 

Equiano, and others literacy brings consciousness about one’s oppression as well as 

opportunities for freedom.  Although efforts to acquire the ability to read or write often 
                                                 

27 Garfield also recognizes that Jacobs’s “text and letters” are “coded” (289).    
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involve great risk, portraits of the acquisition of such skills almost exclusively focus on 

how they are a boon to the enslaved.28  Jacobs’s discussion of her decision to teach an 

elderly slave named Uncle Fred is in keeping with this convention of the slave narrative.  

Before beginning her lessons, however, she asks the old man “if he didn’t know it was 

contrary to law; and that slaves were whipped and imprisoned for teaching each other to 

read” (213; ch. 13)?   For Jacobs literacy is perilous because it is a forbidden right as well 

as a means to expose her and others to the destructive words of Euro American publishers 

and slaveholders like Dr. Flint.29   

Her ability to read and write is a tool of resistance as well as oppression 

throughout the autobiography.  She reads a newspaper to produce fictional letters about 

her whereabouts and to track the arrival of potential slave-hunters, and her scribing 

allows her to evade capture for months and, of course, contribute a unique voice to the 

slave experience.  Nonetheless, her literacy also threatens more than once to jeopardize 

her agency and survival.  One of the local clergymen invites Jacobs to a special fire and 

brimstone service for slaves “because [she] can read” and, thus, is a potential threat as an 

insurrectionist (Jacobs 208, 209).  The muster names her as a potential suspect in their 

investigation of slaves who are plotting a revolt when they discover letters she has sent 

and received (Jacobs 205; ch.12); writing also makes her even more vulnerable to Dr. 

Flint’s sexual harassment.  She recalls, “One day he caught me teaching myself to write.  

He frowned, as if he was not well pleased; but I suppose he came to the conclusion that 

                                                 
28 However, I should note that Douglass first reveals the emotional and psychological pain that a slave 
might experience upon the realization of his or her oppression through literacy.      
29 See also Jacqueline Bacon’s “Taking Liberty, taking Literacy: Signifying in the rhetoric of African- 
American Abolitionist” (83).          
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such an accomplishment might help to advance his favorite scheme” (163; ch. 6).30  This 

former slave, like Harriet Wilson, learns well before she embarks on a professional career 

as an author, lecturer, and student of the discourses on slavery that not all of the 

knowledge available to those who can read is edifying.   

Uncle Fred, in fact, is as much a symbol of the importance of allowing blacks to 

engage in faith practices as he is of the importance of correctly interpreting what one 

reads.  Literacy ultimately makes it possible for him to “know how to serve God better” 

rather than rely on the sermons of pro-slavery religious leaders (Jacobs 213; ch.13).  His 

tale comes at the end of Chapter 13 “The Church and Slavery” which details examples of 

clergymen misrepresenting Christianity as recorded in the Bible.  In Incidents, reading 

and writing are skills that come with unexpected responsibilities and risks. 

Harriet Jacobs, then, tells two stories in her autobiography Incidents in the Life of 

Slave Girl.  The surface plot does conventionally illustrate her fate as an African 

American woman attempting to free herself from slavery, but a subplot addresses her 

struggles against the artistic and literal restrictions placed upon her by the abolitionist 

publishing industry.  Jacobs’s choice to voice this latter tale through signifyin(g) and 

performance asserts the legitimacy of African derived cultural practices and the primacy 

of the black perspective; she also degenders recognition and defiance.  A Euro American 

or African American reader’s familiarity with African American folk culture would 

ultimately determine his or her ability to recognize the subversive subtext of this 

autoethnographic work.  Jacobs suggests that the progeny of slaves, such as herself, are 

                                                 
30 Ward and Kaplan advance the same interpretation of Dr. Flint’s decision to allow Jacobs to read (Ward 
227; Kaplan 52).  
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the best equipped to analyze and interpret the words and deeds of the enslaved, and, thus, 

they must be the final authorities on the veracity and quality of any abolitionist work.   

In addition, her signifyin(g) on tropes and motifs of the slave autobiography and 

anti-slavery fiction in particular challenges Euro American abolitionists’ theories about 

the ways in which bodies, symbolically and physically, produce and evaluate 

knowledge(s) used to determine whether social groups should be politically recognized 

and possibly galvanized.  She indicts the arbitrariness of juridical and informal truth tests 

and the marginalization of minority perspectives by the dominant culture.31 Anti-slavery 

societies believed interviews, check-lists, and public speaking would protect them against 

charlatans and fictions, but Jacobs teaches them that bodies and emotions spoken and 

written are no less complex than the cultures from which they originate.  Pauline Hopkins 

extends this lesson in Contending Forces to contemplate resolutions to African 

Americans’ concerns about representational politics after Reconstruction.       

 

 

                                                 
31 Goldsby also reaches this conclusion (19, 34). 
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CHAPTER 4:  

PAULINE HOPKINS’S CONTENDING FORCES:  

PERFORMING RACIAL UPLIFT  

 
At the same time that America sought to expand its borders in the late nineteenth 

century, free African Americans experienced a curtailment of the rights enjoyed before 

slavery and a reversal of much of the progress won during Reconstruction.1  In the last 

decades of the nineteenth century, they still grappled with many of the forms of racial 

discrimination that existed during the antebellum period.  African Americans faced ever 

increasing attacks on their physical safety and character; Euro American scrutiny of every 

aspect of African American bodies and culture was frequently wed to conclusions that the 

black race was abhorrently different and unfit for citizenship and equality.  Within the 

political dreamscape of the dominant culture in minstrel shows, newspaper cartoons, and 

novels, free African American men and women intellectually and physically symbolized 

everything America and Americans were not.  In essence, anxieties about the relationship 

between image-making and recognition that preoccupied Harriet Wilson and Harriet 

Jacobs persisted within the black community at the turn of the century.  Pauline Hopkins 

continues their critique of gender-centered political and race representation in her 1900 

novel Contending Forces.                 

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins are all concerned with the symbolic contours of the 

racial uplift and abolitionist movements.  Indeed, the plot of Contending Forces, which 

                                                 
1 See also Carby and Peterson (133; 179).      
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spans from the antebellum period to the Jim Crow era, suggests that Hopkins saw many 

similarities between the trials, motivations, and activism of African Americans of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Wilson and Hopkins in particular narrate and 

critique the tension between the developing subjectivity of black bodies and their 

increasing objectification within Northern, “free” contexts.  Although African Americans 

who lived in the North enjoyed more privileges and rights than their peers in the South, 

their mobility, in every sense of the word, was still very much circumscribed and 

monitored.  Hopkins and Jacobs, unlike Wilson, explore the possibility that African 

American men and women might draw upon their cultural and formal knowledge of 

performance to exert authority over the damaging, persistent images of African 

Americans as ignorant, licentious, lazy, passive, servile, and unrefined, circulated within 

much of Euro American arts and letters.  Hopkins’s theorization is somewhat more 

complex, however, because she suggests that defacto and elected African American 

political leaders might also use the performance of race and gender in questionable ways.                         

Despite setbacks in their pursuit to recognition, many African Americans 

continued to hope and struggle for civil and political rights by engaging the dominant 

culture in a war over the significance of race and its markers.  Many chose to do so by 

joining the national racial uplift movement.  African Americans’ collective pursuit of 

recognition was primarily made visible to the public by a new generation of dynamic 

African American male leaders that included such men as Booker T. Washington and 

W.E.B. Du Bois.  The prominence of such figures somewhat obscured the fact that 

African Americans continuously debated the best strategies for securing recognition.  

Although some in the racial uplift movement advocated integration, one can see elements 
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of Black Nationalism within racial uplift’s emphasis on self-help and communal 

advancement.2  Racial uplift and Black Nationalism both promote the creation of 

autonomous, self-sustaining organizations, schools, businesses, and traditions for African 

Americans – a separate nation defined by race rather than geography.  Tension in the 

racial uplift movement also existed along gender and class lines, with some discouraging 

direct political involvement by women or only seeing the working class (entertainers and 

those in trades) as in need of reform.   

In this chapter, I detail Pauline Hopkins’s efforts in Contending Forces to 

strengthen black solidarity by complicating the racial uplift movement’s 

conceptualization of the ideal African American political subject.  Her novel captures the 

turn-of-the century dialogue among African Americans about the representation of 

blackness by leaders, artists, and intellectuals.  I argue that Hopkins’s career as a 

playwright was the catalyst for her depiction of performance’s ability simultaneously to 

offer a strategy for African Americans confidently to access the public spaces in which 

their character was evaluated and undermine African American and Euro American 

attempts to qualify recognition through identity.  In other words, Hopkins suggests that 

race and gender can be performed and thus are unreliable sources of information for 

determining one’s preparedness for recognition.     

Contending Forces suggests that the practices of reading, watching entertainers, 

writing novels and plays, and acting actually provide invaluable instruction in the 

understanding and representation of the self and the interpretation of one’s world.  In 

particular, Hopkins articulates a theory of performance in the novel through what I name 

                                                 

2 For further discussion of the relationship between Black Nationalism and racial uplift see Kevin Gaines’s 
Uplifting the Race.     
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her use of a theatrical aesthetic, the translation of theatric devices such as acting and 

dramatic irony into the novel genre.  Almost every chapter offers scenes of politic 

theatricals that question associating race and gender essentialisms with moral propriety 

and political aptitude.  Hopkins implies that the racial uplift movement should abandon 

America’s corrupt binding of politics with normatively raced gender and sexuality.  

Instead, she proposes that it use the arts to embrace and articulate an inclusive 

recognition that honors the diversity and history of black subjectivity.  

Comparing the genres of the novel and drama is an approach to Hopkins with 

particular historical and cultural relevance.  Many critics have studied her work within 

the contexts of sentimentalism, realism, and even dime novels.  However, only a handful 

have considered the degree to which the performance arts, with which Hopkins’s 

expressive spirit was first enamored, might have directed her aesthetic vision and 

political beliefs.  Lois Brown provides the most comprehensive biography of her history 

in the theatre to date and sketches moments of masculine performance in Winona.  Hanna 

Wallinger, on the other hand, has studied the similarities between the literary characters 

of Contending Forces and the dramatic characters of Hopkins’s play Peculiar Sam; Or 

the Underground Railroad.  Daphne Brooks briefly discusses Peculiar Sam; Or the 

Underground Railroad as well; however, her analysis focuses on the significance of the 

histories of the Fisk Jubilee Singers and black female entertainers to Hopkins’s 

understanding of Black Nationalism in Of One Blood.  Kristina Brooks’s examination of 

how African American characters in Hopkins’s Hagar’s Daughter “are represented both 

as subjects and – in the case of the mammy, buck, and wench – as objects” comes closest 
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to the inquiries of my study (119).  All of these scholars comment on how drama, 

especially minstrelsy, may have influenced Hopkins as an author.   

My reading differs from the important studies done by these critics in that I assert 

that Hopkins articulates in Contending Forces a theory of how all African Americans, 

especially public leaders, must negotiate being recognized simultaneously as political 

subjects and objects.  Furthermore, I argue that the aesthetics of drama directly shape the 

content and form of her prose.  Signifying, as a form of performance, influences Jacobs’s 

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl in much the same way.  Reading Contending 

Forces’s performative aspects makes it possible to contemplate how the African 

American literary canon’s characteristic utilization of masking, as in the often cited Paul 

Laurence Dunbar poem “We Wear the Mask,” might have evolved over time to reflect 

the exigencies of black artists and leaders.  In “We Wear the Mask” (1895), the speaker 

reveals that a countenance of happiness, and even glee, can function as a type of disguise 

that hides sorrow and anguish; Dunbar’s knowledge of slavery and membership in a 

marginalized group helped him craft this rendering of the potential duplicity and socio-

political significance of human expression.  In addition, my reading’s focus on gender as 

well as race in Hopkins’s works considers the relationship between theories of racial and 

gender performance.       

My methodology highlights the consonances I detect between playwriting and 

Contending Forces’s form and content, revealing when the dramatic in the text disrupts 

the solitary reading experience.  My analysis focuses on moments in the text in which 

Hopkins appears to construct and make visible a space of multiple readers occupying 

distinct socio-political vantage points rather than one.  I begin with a professional 
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biography of Pauline Hopkins which presents an outline of the milieus -- reading groups, 

women’s clubs, and acting companies -- in which she plotted and wrote.  I then move to 

an analysis of the novel to explicate the theatrical aesthetic and its reflection of her 

artistic and political sensibilities.  I utilize terms from drama in my analysis of the text to 

aid my explication of how its characterization and narration incorporate theatrical 

elements to confront the issues of authenticity and representation at the center of racial 

uplift’s recognition concerns.  

 

Black Drama: Performing Types and Signifying Resistance 

Many Euro Americans more openly expressed curiosity about other cultures at the 

turn-of the-century, and the primary motivation of some continued to be the maintenance 

of images that would ‘Other’ people of color and justify white supremacy.  The theater 

was an important realm in which the construction of racial difference was developed and 

disseminated.  Minstrel theatres’ ticket sales surpassed those of almost every other type 

of show during the mid-nineteenth century until the emergence of the musical comedy in 

the 1890s.  Minstrelsy in its earliest forms of the 1830s entailed white actors blackening 

their face with shoe polish to caricature African Americans.  Minstrel troupes would also 

direct their derision toward female advocates of women’s rights and other reformers.  Jo 

A. Tanner, echoing the voices of other scholars such as Miles Orvell and Eric Lott, 

explains, “Minstrelsy, with its negative stereotypical images of Blacks, emphasized the 

differences between Blacks and Whites, differences that assured the White ‘common 

man’ of his identity and status” (12).  Paradoxically, blacks fell into one of the few 

opportunities to perform with whites – as blacks in blackface – in the minstrel shows of 

the 1860s.  The white love affair with the ignorant, lazy, buffoonish, plantation ‘darky’ 
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did not totally disappear with the advent of a new art form.  Musicals, usually comedic in 

nature, merely institutionalized to a degree the black types made popular by the 

vaudeville-like play adaptations of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 1852 Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 

often called Tom shows or Tommers, which were the rage after the Civil War.  

David Krasner elucidates modernism’s influence on nineteenth-century artistic 

representations of African Americans and ideologies of blackness in Resistance, Parody, 

and Double Consciousness in African American Theatre, 1895-1910.  “At the risk of 

oversimplification, the late-nineteenth-century American modernism was a culture of 

authenticity.  The demand for authenticity, bound up as it was with modernism, 

progressivism, and ‘the cult of the new,’ effected changes in African American musical 

theater,” observes Krasner (18).  He explains that Tom shows and the earliest musical 

plays did not promote themselves as fictions about black life, but rather as a type of 

performance art which altogether erased the line between fantasy and reality.  Producers 

of musicals by the 1890’s began to advertise black actors and actresses as though they 

were models on display, seeking to profit from the modern hunger for the authentic.  

Euro-Americans’ need for control over the chaos of growing immigrant and free black 

populations in urban centers and assembly-line-quick industrialization drove them to the 

safety of dimly lit theatres to see blacks observed, solved, and contained again.3  

Reviews of 1895’s Black America, one of the earliest musicals, crystallize how 

the concept of authenticity changed American drama.  Ambrose Park, in South Brooklyn, 

NY, spared Black America’s producer Nat Salsbury the expense of hiring set designers; 

                                                 
3 David Krasner, enlisting a Martin Heidegger concept, argues that Euro American modernism dawned 
circa 1895 with a growing desire to master the environment through the ability to know and represent it – 
as a “world picture” (16).   
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he simply positioned hundreds of African American singers and dancers along with farm 

equipment and animals on its public grounds to present to the curious a transplanted 

plantation.  According to David Krasner, The Illustrated American concluded “that one of 

the ‘unique charms’ [of] Black America ‘lies in the fact that it is a continuous exposition 

of racial traits and customs,’ with the performers being unaware ‘that they are on 

exhibition’” (qtd. in Krasner 22).  Many Euro Americans believed that African 

Americans were capable of dishonesty and some artistic talents; however, most felt  

indifferent or dubious regarding African Americans’s possession of the emotional depth 

and, of course, intellectual acumen necessary to be serious, accomplished thespians.4 

Similar to The Illustrated American report, The Boston Herald declared that “the people 

who take part in Black America are not actors.  They are the natural production of a 

section of the United States, and all they are called upon to do in the giving of Black 

America is to act naturally” (qtd. in Krasner 23).  Euro American directors, actors, 

producers, and playwrights drew upon their memories and fantasies of the behaviors and 

appearances of Euro Americans and African Americans on plantations to reify whiteness 

and blackness.  Then, America’s growing worship of science, such as Darwinism, 

transformed these images into “historical fact” (Krasner 19, 23).        

While Euro American modernism pursued the authentic, African American 

modernity was preoccupied with charting the limits and fallacies of Western, 

Enlightenment epistemology by documenting African Americans’ own experiences and 

                                                 
4 Tanner notes, “Except as comic relief, there was little interest by White playwrights in Blacks as dramatic 
material until just before the Civil War” (12).    
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metaphysical hypotheses in art, literature, and performance.4  In other words, African 

Americans, through the arts and other fields, challenged the dominant culture’s authority 

to determine when a phenomenon was authentic and the very terms upon which it made 

such judgments.  Like Frederick Douglass arduously pulling himself from the grip of 

white abolitionists, African American artists and intellectuals wrestled again with 

unpinning themselves from needles in the dominant culture’s display case.5  Nonetheless, 

many critics have commented on the degree to which black entertainers capitulated to the 

fantasies and wishes of white audiences.  African American playwrights and producers 

also began to present shows promising to capture ‘authentic’ black life, but, due to 

economic necessity, had to retain some of the stereotypical patterns whites expected.  

Yet, James Hatch, Errol Hill, Tanner, and Krasner, among others, persuasively argue that 

Pauline Hopkins and some of her fellow entertainers were able to find methods that 

subtly and overtly undermined bigoted ideas and pursued an agenda of racial and gender 

advancement.6  

African American singers, dancers, and actors were therefore required to rise to 

the challenge of meeting the wishes of both Euro Americans and African Americans in 

the audience.  Krasner explicates the techniques they developed in response to such  

pressure: 

 Black performers reinscribed their ‘authentic’ presence over an unauthentic 
 portrayal by whites in blackface, borrowing, however, many of the  mannerisms 
 fostered by the caricature itself.  Hence, reinscription in African American theatre 

                                                 
4 I am drawing upon the work of Krasner and Baker here.  See Krasner and Houston A. Baker Jr.’s 
Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance for a comprehensive discussion of African American modernism 
(20-22).       
5 See also Workings of the Spirit (13-14).    
6 See Hill and Hatch (108-131). 
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 defined a performative act requiring black actors first to imitate, and second to 
 refashion, the bodily gestures of white minstrel performers. (26)  

 
African Americans in the arts also utilized the “strategy” of “reversal – the trope 

of parody and double meaning [theorized by Henry Louis Gates Jr.] known as 

‘signifying’ in black rhetorical strategies -- which undermined the notion of racial 

authenticity” (13).  With these two tactics, African American authors, playwrights, and 

entertainers sought to appease white audiences without offending their own community.  

I posit that Krasner’s articulation of reversal and repetition favors the concept of 

performativity as defined by Judith Butler, and, furthermore, that both Krasner and 

Butler’s theories are evident in Contending Forces.  In my study of the novel, I do not 

attempt to disentangle the ideologies of race and gender, preferring instead to analyze 

how Hopkins suggests the two intermingle.  For this reason, I use the phrase “raced 

gender” to suggest the ways in which the expression and interpretation of these identities 

constantly shape one another.    

Hopkins’s success in the entertainment business explains why she believed herself 

to be a qualified instructor of the possibilities of drama and performance in particular.  

Moreover, one could argue that Hopkins was a product of a family legacy of artistic 

talent.  Her aunt Anne Pauline and cousins Elijah William Smith Jr. and Susan Paul all 

had successful careers in the arts.7  Prior to embarking on a career as an author and then 

literary editor of the Colored American Magazine (1900-1904), Hopkins appeared before 

the public as a celebrated playwright and vocalist, and even toured with her own dramatic 

troupe comprised of family members named the Hopkins Colored Troubadours.  Hopkins 

published three musical dramas: Peculiar Sam; or the Underground Railroad (1879), 

                                                 
7 See Black Daughter (29-30, 71, 76-77, 84, 89, 230). 
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Urlina, The African Princess (copyright date unknown), and Colored Aristocracy (1877).  

She also wrote One Scene from the Drama of Early Days and Winona (1878), but neither 

of these works was ever performed (Shockley 23; Brown 367; Wallinger 43; Allen 36).  

Hopkins, nonetheless, received popular and critical acclaim during her artistic career.  

Hometown papers praised her as “Boston’s Favorite Colored Soprano” (Southern xxiii).  

In addition, the Congregational Publishing Society of Boston awarded Hopkins the 

Playwright’s Award in 1880 in recognition of the praise and popularity Peculiar Sam; Or 

the Underground Railroad earned during its tour in New England and across the country 

(Allen 36; Brown 111).8  The positive responses to Hopkins’s dramatic productions were 

not limited to audiences and critics.            

The fact that one of the widely beloved acting duos of the late nineteenth century, 

Emma and Anna, the Hyers Sisters, wanted to perform Urlina and then Colored 

Aristocracy speaks to  Hopkins’s brilliance and acceptance within the African American 

dramatic community.  The sisters later appeared in a July 1880 presentation of Peculiar 

Sam with the Hopkins Coloured Troubaders as well; soon-to-be famous black minstrel 

actors Sam Lucas and Fred Lyons also signed on to perform in this production (Allen 36; 

Wallinger 43; Brown 111).  Her collaborations and achievements with minstrel and 

musical entertainers suggest that Hopkins acutely understood the optic field of signifiers 

and signified upon which marginalized groups constructed and depicted their identities.     

When Hopkins left the theater world in the 1890s, she again chose vocations, such 

as lecturing and stenography, which allowed her to explore this balancing act before her 

                                                 
8 Allen persuasively argues that Peculiar Sam was a much more prominent nineteenth-century drama than 
historians often suggest through an overview of its nation-wide tour and attendance records (36).   
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career transition to an editor and novelist.9  During this period, Tremont Temple and the 

Friends Schools in Providence Rhode Island listened to a talk by Hopkins on Toussaint 

L’Overture (Shockley 23).  The organizers of Boston’s centennial celebration of William 

Lloyd Garrison and the Robert A. Bell Post, 134, G.A.R were also among the groups that 

solicited her oratory (Brown 7; Shockley 23; Wallinger 44).  According to Ann Allen 

Shockley, “For all of her public speaking endeavors she received favorable press notices” 

(23).  Hopkins’s training in the theatre world, reading groups, and women’s clubs 

certainly contributed to her confidence as an orator.  As a stenographer and public-

speaker, she most likely continued to study closely the harmonies and dissonances 

between the content of the written word, the bodily form of its presenter, and the listener.  

She would have done so not only for the sake of self-improvement but also to prepare for 

analyzing and then chronicling the lives of black public figures in the pages of The 

Colored American Magazine and her books.                       

Thespians, perhaps more than other performance artists, had to specialize in 

negotiating multiple perspectives and occupying the dual, seemingly antithetical, 

positions of subject and object.  Hopkins even commented upon the criticalness of public 

image-making in the years after Reconstruction.  “The only proof of competence is 

performance,” she declares in the article “The Higher Education of Negro Women” 

which appeared in The Colored American Magazine in October 1902 (qtd. in Wallinger 

102).  Hopkins expresses an acute awareness of the importance of making African 

American identity visible to the public.  

                                                 
9 See Brown, Shockley, and Wallinger (7; 23; 44). 
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The demonstration of African American ability and intellect became increasingly 

important in the decade before the publication of Contending Forces because African 

Americans North and South faced especially strong, often murderous backlash against the 

gains of Reconstruction.  In the 1890s, there were more than 100 lynchings annually for 

seven years (1891-1895, 1897, and 1898); Congress repealed an act which enforced black 

males’ voting rights (1894); and Plessy vs. Ferguson (1896) buttressed segregation by 

authorizing more Jim Crow laws.  Raising the public’s awareness about blackness or, in 

the words of W.E.B. Du Bois, the “souls of black folk,” was among the approaches used 

by African Americans to fight against such physical and legal attacks.  Accomplished 

African American intellectuals and those attempting to acquire literacy worked together 

to learn the important skill of image-making and rhetoric in reading societies and 

women’s clubs – communities of which Hopkins was a member.     

 

Racial Uplift and Informal Performance Training   

In the late nineteenth century, women’s clubs and reading groups served the cause 

of racial uplift by giving African Americans pride in their heritage and the necessary 

skills to navigate directly and indirectly politicized public spaces.  African Americans’ 

literary associations and women’s clubs sought to introduce, publicize, and defend 

African American history and culture through reading, discussion, and public 

presentations – another type of performance.  Reading circles and the publications which 

covered them, such as the Colored American Magazine, encouraged African Americans 

to learn and cultivate literacy; for African Americans of this time, literacy did not 

necessarily denote the ability to read, although it was strongly encouraged.  Literacy 
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meant the ability to understand, analyze, and form opinions about complicated issues and 

to communicate one’s ideas in public settings (McHenry 102).  

Boston clubs were a powerful force in the development of African American 

women’s organized activism and service.  “In 1895 in Boston, the National Federation of 

Afro-American Women united thirty-six clubs in twelve states” (Wallinger 98).  As 

Elizabeth McHenry uncovers, the club and reading groups to which Hopkins belonged 

served as training grounds for African American men and women to learn the talents 

necessary to perform citizenship publicly.  The Boston Literary and Historical 

Association and the Woman’s Era Club incorporated public debates, reading, recitations, 

and performances into their regular activities, whose content often centered on the 

dominant culture’s negative treatment and perceptions of African Americans and possible 

means of intervention.  Hopkins held an important leadership position in the club 

movement as Women’s Era Club Secretary (Wallinger 98).  

Women’s clubs had a special interest in encouraging and teaching their female 

members to have confidence in their public speaking.  Many African American and Euro 

American men -- and white women’s organizations -- disapproved of black women who 

wanted their voices to be heard outside of the kitchen or nursery.  McHenry identifies an 

important contrast between male literary groups and women’s clubs that speaks to this 

particular concern.  She explains, 

 Unlike the meetings of men’s societies, which historically emphasized public 
 debates and literary competitions, African American women’s clubs 
 focused their attention on reading, conversation, and mutual support; their 
 meetings centered on exercises that would nurture the membership, pushing 
 them to acquire and practice the skills that they would put to use in the effective 
 public presentation of their words and their ideas. (206)   
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In summary, women’s clubs and reading circles built environments and activities 

designed to help their members and other blacks learn to feel empowered even within 

their object frame as Others.  Each group waged a sophisticated attack on the psyche and 

intellect of African Americans and Euro Americans, deciphering, critiquing, enlisting, 

and creating an array of cultural representations.  Their understanding of performance as 

art and social activity is similar to that of the artistic movement known as Deslartism 

which was sweeping America in the late nineteenth century.  Delsartism was “us[ed] for 

the improvement of everyday life, on the one hand, and for professional work in the arts 

on the other” (Ruyter iii).  However, the degree to which African Americans engaged 

with Delsartism during this period is largely unknown and warrants further study.                 

Blacks in these educational spaces studied techniques for sculpting the matter of 

voice, physique, and body language into an image of their own making and socio-

political ends and then carried them out into the white world.  In fact, McHenry 

highlights, “among the many fascinating ways that black clubwomen interacted with 

reading and made the literary texts they studied their own was to animate them with their 

own voices and bodies” (240).  I contend that in halls, churches, and private homes the 

differences between dramatic performance and public speaking -- aesthetics and rhetoric 

-- were consciously and subconsciously blurred by African American speakers on many 

occasions. 
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The Theatrical Aesthetic in Contending Forces  
  
Defining Pauline Hopkins’s Theatrical Aesthetic  

 Contending Forces enters America at this unique historical moment of African 

American performance training, image-making, and political activism -- after 

Reconstruction and in the midst of Jim Crow.  Publications, the arts world, and political 

leaders were fighting to provide credible knowledge about the true nature of races and to 

influence the national discourse on the political fate of African Americans.  Hopkins’s 

time period and informal and formal dramatic training inspired her to craft a novel that 

reflects an awareness of the multidimensionality of public space and the pressures and 

opportunities it presented to African Americans – a theatrical aesthetic.  I use the phrase 

theatrical aesthetic in reference to aspects of Contending Forces that appear to fuse the 

conventions of the novel and drama.  Thus far, I have identified two distinct elements of 

Hopkins’s theatrical aesthetic: 1) dramatic irony – distinct from foreshadowing; and 2) 

performance – at the level of the body and language through signifying, reinscription, and 

attention to costume or clothing (stage direction).  In summary, the theatrical aesthetic 

invites readers to see any shared setting as a stage upon which they might resist, critique, 

or create images of African Americans through performance.   

I propose that Hopkins strives to help African Americans of all strata of society 

rescue their agency from the disempowerment threatened by the (mis)interpretations of 

Euro Americans and an increasingly class-, gender-, and color-stratified community.  

Characters in this novel constitute themselves as subjects through strategic decisions 

regarding when to exploit the expectations of the dominant culture, meet the aspirations 

of racial uplift, or subvert turn-of-the- century gender and race ideologies through their 
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actions, words, and attire.  Their performances ultimately resist the linking of particular 

identities with recognition; agency becomes situational rather than biologically 

determined by race or gender.  In addition, the characters’ abilities to perform seemingly 

disparate identities ultimately troubles racial and gender hierarchies, by implying that 

much of the accepted knowledge about African Americans is inaccurate and that the 

ability of Euro Americans to study and understand African American culture is 

consequently limited.   

Dramatic irony in Contending Forces is able to achieve many of the same ends as 

the performances of actors.  It relies upon an audience having knowledge of information 

that the characters in a play do not; the characters might reveal their motivations through 

words and deeds.  Their naiveté or ignorance can then shape an audience’s perception of 

them, the central conflict of the work, and even its own understanding of a particular 

issue.  Dramatic irony is a technique that pushes the readers to determine constantly their 

level of identification with the characters on their own, placing their psychic energy 

inward rather than only relying on the outward direction of a narrator.  Wallinger notes 

that Hopkins’s narration in Contending Forces “intrudes on the narrative from time to 

time with comments and background information” (158).  Therefore, dramatic irony, like 

the characters, serves to foreground diverse perspectives, beliefs, and values and the 

discrepancies among them.  Pauline Hopkins through her characterizations and utilization 

of dramatic irony prods her predominantly African American readers to consider acting 

to meet their self interests and to avoid allowing themselves to be limited by notions 

about the natural qualities of a gender or race.  Much like Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of 
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a Slave Girl, Contending Forces was written to address dual cultural positions on the 

issues of race and gender, those of African Americans and Euro Americans.          

Although Contending Forces was heavily marketed toward African Americans, 

especially women’s clubs, evidence exists that suggests Hopkins and the publishers might 

have expected it also to fall into the hands of some whites.  Upon the accounts of 

McHenry and Brown, she does appear to have courted an African American female 

audience’s attention and won a measure of acceptance.10  Indeed, her Women’s Era Club 

sisters demonstrated their commitment to the novel by selling and promoting it (McHenry 

231).  However, The Colored American Magazine (CAM) and Contending Forces shared 

the same publisher – the Colored Co-Operative Publishing Company, extending the 

potential reach of the author.     

CAM and the Colored Co-Operative worked together to advertise and promote 

Hopkins’s novel, increasing the chances that it would reach both African Americans and 

Euro Americans.  Indeed, the Editorial and Publisher’s Announcement column of CAM 

which appeared in the September 1900 issue introducing the book imagines a racially 

diverse audience.  It declares, “The book will certainly create a sensation among a certain 

class of ‘whites’ at the south, as well as awaken a general interest among our race, not 

only in this country, but throughout the world” (qtd. in Shockley 23).   In 1900, CAM and 

the Colored Co-Operative Publishing Company offered it to subscribers and others for 

free or as much as a $1.50 (Shockley 25).  This two-pronged marketing initiative seems 

to have been effective because the president of the Colored Women’s Business Club of 

Chicago praises the text in CAM a full year after its publication (qtd. in Shockley 26).  

                                                 
10 See McHenry and Brown (321; 194).   
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As a playwright and author, Hopkins was willing and able to negotiate the viewpoints of 

blacks and whites.                                                       

Some may read the qualities of the theatrical aesthetic as proof that the genre of 

melodrama influenced Hopkins while penning Contending Forces.  However, it is 

difficult to limit Hopkins’s dramatic sources to only one model, given the variety of 

genres in which she participated.  Furthermore, the complexity of her characters does not 

seem to conform to melodrama.  Melodrama typically creates characters designed to 

highlight the ideal qualities of ordinary people through moral binaries.  However, 

Hopkins does not simply depict types, fictional characters which display the best and 

worst traits of typical African Americans.  Hopkins strategically fictionalizes a high 

number of recognizable biographical details and historical events.  For example, Lois 

Brown contends that the characterization of Jesse Montfort is drawn from Hopkins’s 

maternal grandfather Jesse Allen, and that Hopkins’s mother, much like Ma Smith, rented 

rooms.11  Moreover, the incidents, speeches, and persons are of regional and national 

significance or somehow exceptional in the minds of African Americans and Euro 

Americans.  In other words, Hopkins’s desire to draw attention to the similarities between 

her novel and reality seem incongruent with the conventions of melodrama.  The novel is 

about the efforts of the African American Smith family – Dora, Will, and their mother – 

to prosper in nineteenth-century Boston, Massachusetts, a center of African American 

political activity, and their discovery of a lost inheritance from a Euro American relative 

named Charles Montfort.  Sappho Clark a mysterious female stenographer who becomes 

                                                 
11 See Wallinger for a discussion of such studies (178).  In addition, see the Black Daughter, Carby, and 
Peterson for a discussion of the historical significance of the novel (Carby 128; Peterson 189).     
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a boarder in the Smith home helps set in motion a series of unexpected events which 

unearth past heritages thought to be erased or forgotten. 

 Dramatic Irony  

Dialogue within the earliest chapters transforms one-dimensional reading into a 

theater, creating a space of shifting vantage points, epistemologies, and interests.  Planter 

and British colonial Charles Montfort moves his wife and children from Bermuda to 

America with the hope of freeing his slaves on his own terms, rather than when the 

English government mandates, possibly losing financial assets.  His ostentatious wealth 

and purchase of a mansion upon arrival in Palmico Sound, North Carolina draws the 

envious attention of philanderer Anson Pollock, his overseer Bill Sampson, and others in 

the slave industry.    

Such placement of the action and dialogue on a global stage, within the opening 

chapters of Contending Forces, allows Hopkins to manipulate the positions of observer 

and object and to challenge the information her readers or audience bring with them to 

her play.  Through dramatic irony, she alerts the reader to how one’s vantage point limits 

one’s access to information and, thus, creation of knowledge, just as in a theatre.  The 

proximity of a seat to the stage might hide or reveal a great deal about the events that 

transpire before one’s imperfect sight.  Bermudan characters assume the power and 

intellectual authority of the Euro American audience by placing them under their gaze.  

They accuse Euro Americans of possessing the same qualities as the primitive “men … 

dancing with men, women with women, to the strange monotonous music of drums 

without tune” gracing the scenery in Chapter One (26).  As the viewers listen to these 

lines, they either enter the skin of these speakers or simply catch a glimpse of themselves 
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beneath the mother country’s magnifying glass.  Whites might feel uncomfortable after 

this comparison to blacks, while blacks could see it as humorous.   

Audience members might find themselves also swept into another equally 

fascinating and unsettling position in this ironic visual triangle of America, Europe, and 

Africa.  Some Euro Americans and African Americans might be provoked to identify 

with Charles’s rugged independence even though he is a member of the country that 

formerly owned and oppressed America’s founding fathers as well as Africans.  In effect, 

the characters -- Charles, his neighbors, and the slaves -- design a theatrical space that 

permits individuals simultaneously to analyze and transform the choices and worldviews 

of others and their own from a detached frame.  In the words of Claire Colebrook, “Not 

only … does irony share the fluidity and context-dependency of all general concepts; it is 

the very notion of irony that allows us to think of competing and discontinuous contexts” 

(4).  Transformation, which Hopkins seeks as an activist-writer, occurs through the 

critical analysis potentially set in motion by vision.                      

Hopkins composes moments of discord between sanctioned truths and 

epistemologies and the experiences that contradict them through visual cues.  In other 

words, she seeks to compare the provocative reality of the theater to her time’s confusion 

of artificial ideologies and human authenticity.  Not only does Hopkins demonstrate that 

unreliable gazes construct truth.  The dramatist also spotlights the extent to which a 

context or environment controls sociological evaluations.  Her strategic dependence on 

setting and dialogue simulates drama to produce moments of dramatic irony.   
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Public Figures & Raced Gender Performance 

In Contending Forces, Hopkins often leaves it to her motley racial, ethnic, 

economic, and gender cast to develop her script.  When narration does appear, it also 

provides multiple perspectives.  She uses it to reveal the degree to which African 

Americans are monitored within and without their own community as raced and gendered 

objects of curiosity, study, and discipline.  African American leaders, such as editors and 

clergymen, policed the behavior of African Americans that appeared to jeopardize any 

hopes of recognition, acceptance, and advancement for the black race.12  After all, Euro 

Americans were watching too in an effort to harness the exotic Other called blacks 

through systems of knowledge and the entertainment industry.   

The narrator frequently refers to African American characters in the novel as 

“specimens” or a “species.”  Dr. Abraham Peters, Mrs. Willis, Will Smith, Dr. Arthur 

Lewis, and John Pollock Langley are spoken of in this manner.  Each of them is a type or 

representative of the race with which most African Americans and Euro Americans are 

familiar due to the public attention given to them.  Dr. Peters is the male comedian or 

performer; Mrs. Willis is the articulate and respectable black female reformer; and Will 

Smith, Dr. Arthur Lewis, and John Langley are black male leaders: an intellectual, an 

educator, and a politician.13  As many scholars have noted, Will Smith and Dr. Arthur 

Lewis even appear to be fictional renderings of two of the nineteenth century’s most 

prominent black leaders: W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington respectively.  The 

term “specimen” was a convention of the period, but it takes on a more complex meaning 

                                                 
12 See also Bernardi, especially her discussion of “domestic imperialism” and “invasion of influence” (203-
205, 211).  
13 See Wallinger (165); she also defines Lewis, Smith, and Langley through their professions. 
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when considered within the context of turn-of-century debate between African Americans 

and Euro Americans regarding authenticity.   

Hopkins constructs these stock personas to counter misinterpretations of them as 

potentially disempowering and dangerous to the black cause.14  The pitfall of employing 

such raced gender types is that some might only see them as confirming the reductive 

misinterpretations that Hopkins seeks to subvert.  However, Hopkins negotiates such a 

danger by subtly lacing her depictions with diverse, conflicting perspectives through 

dialogue and narration.  Her experience with playwriting allows her to accomplish this 

task by assuming a narrative voice that articulates the vantage point of both black and 

white observers of the raced, classed, and gendered body.  This narrative technique may 

be understood through Hopkins’s theatrical history as well as W.E.B. Du Bois’s theory of 

double consciousness as articulated in the Souls of Black Folk.15  

 In Chapter I, “Of Our Spiritual Strivings,” Du Bois explicates this unshakable 

sense of his own inner telescope being peered through by the watchful eyes of Euro 

Americans.  His beliefs about himself are accompanied by an ever-present awareness of 

the dominant culture’s opinions of African Americans.  He writes, “It is a peculiar 

sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through 

the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused 

contempt and pity” (Du Bois 364).  Hopkins, as discussed earlier, was undoubtedly 

familiar with this divided existence as a former singer and playwright.  Krasner notes, 

                                                 
14 Wallinger too interprets Hopkins’s depiction of the American Colored League as “disguised criticism of 
the style of race leadership and the double morality of white politics” (165). 
15 Krasner also draws such an analogy (51). 
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“Constantly aware of their position as performers and as African Americans, blacks in 

show business lived out in praxis what Du Bois had described in theory” (51).  Wallinger, 

however, suggests that Hopkins might have imagined the duality of African American 

identity in less problematic terms: “While both writers see the existence of the special 

type of African American, Du Bois emphasizes his split and torn nature, whereas 

Shadrach/Hopkins points out the essentially homogenous creation of this ‘new genus 

homo’ [in “Furnace Blasts II”]” (68).  Hopkins attempts to complicate and revise the 

status of the models that John Langley, Dr. Peters, Will Smith, Mrs. Willis, and Dr. 

Arthur Lewis symbolized within the African American community.  In order to do so, she 

approaches them through the judgments of both her own community and those of the 

outside dominant culture.     

Smith, Lewis, Langley, Peters, and Willis are all elected, self-appointed, or 

default spokespersons of the black race that stand to either improve or harm its image.  In 

almost every case, the narrator depicts them in a sympathetic light and reveals their 

efforts to assert control over their identities and the interpretation of them.  Like Incidents 

in the Life of Slave Girl, Contending Forces is a type of autoethnographic text.  However, 

“the idioms of the metropolis or the conqueror” that Hopkins “[merges] or [infiltrates] to 

varying degrees with indigenous idioms” are its (mis)representations of black bodies – 

their mannerisms, speech, and appearance (Pratt 585).  Dr. Peters, a janitor, shoe shine, 

and “magnetic physician” employed by the church attended by Dora and Sappho, is one 

of the “many odd specimens of the race: men of brain and thought, but of unique 

expression and filled with quaint humor” (Hopkins 130).  Dr. Peters recounts to Sappho 

the interesting tale of how he comes to work for Christian Scientists when his actions are 
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misinterpreted as a joke by Euro Americans.  Black men exhibiting Dr. Peters’s 

personality traits as laborers and professional entertainers, especially comedians, might 

have been seen by the educated middle-class and other uplift-minded African Americans 

as an embarrassment.  He is a former slave who speaks “broken” English, practices 

“magnifyin” or “hoodooin” (132), and serves as a type of amusement for whites at one 

point.  The class and regional tensions at the church are discernible in Chapters 10 and 11 

when its women conduct a fair to raise money for the mortgage.  Moreover, some African 

Americans were unwilling to accept non-Christian spiritual practices as important 

evidence of African folk traditions and an African American culture and were afraid such 

foreign beliefs only further alienated blacks from whites.   

In essence, Peters appears to represent the black minstrel actor, a Sam Lucas, who 

portrays all of the worst stereotypes of blacks, making whites laugh and some blacks 

cringe.  According to Krasner, “Performances of black stereotypes were often … viewed 

with suspicion by the black middle class” (51).   Dr. Peters’s spiritual practices are 

depicted as a type of performance throughout the conversation between him and Sappho.  

Readers are told that he “has acquired something of a local reputation,” “advertise[s] 

himself as a magnetic physician,”   and earns the nickname “corporosity segashiate” on 

the ship where he hopes to practice his alternative medicine (131, 137).  The nickname is 

taken from the words of greeting Peters uses to inquire whether someone needs healing 

through his hoodoo: “How’s yer corporosity seem to segashiate” (137)?  It may have 

been a minstrel theatre saying in which the cast intentionally used malapropisms to 

represent the ignorance of blacks, directly linking the performances of Dr. Peters with 

those of the real world.  However, his performance proves to be an example of the 
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resistance strategies defined by Krasner.  As a type of comedic actor, Dr. Peters’s 

personality and speech, in particular his voicing of malapropisms, are humorous to 

Sappho, readers, and the whites encountered by the maintenance man for some of the 

same reasons – they are reminiscent of racial stereotypes.  Nonetheless, Hopkins scripts 

him in such a way that his persona or character ultimately subverts assumptions about the 

working class, race, and black male entertainers.  

Readers soon learn that it is not mere flattery when the narrator suggests that Dr. 

Peters truly is sagacious and worldly and not simply an object of amusement and possible 

derision for whites and conservative blacks.  Hopkins places a familiar line from musical 

and minstrel drama within the dialect of a fictional character to address the problem of 

confusing authentic African American culture with fabricated, lucrative caricature.  The 

phrase also highlights the potential for some blacks and whites to mistake illiteracy for 

stupidity.  In addition, Peters’s example is meant to question whether one can condemn 

any African American, especially those in the performing arts, for capitalizing on the 

prejudices of Euro Americans to achieve economic security.  Hopkins suggests that 

comedy itself is an art that involves skill and brilliance.   

This complex portrayal of black male performers and laborers like Dr. Peters 

might be the result of the respect she had for her stepfather William Hopkins and step 

granduncle John T. Waugh.  Several details of Peters’s life match the biographical 

information discovered by Lois Brown.  According to Brown, William Hopkins 

supported Pauline and her mother Sarah through work as an actor (and agent for Pauline), 

barber, dermatologist, launderer, tailor, and janitor (Brown 59, 66, 87).  In addition, 

Hopkins’s great granduncle achieved greatness as a civil rights activist before being 
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employed in the same humble trade (Brown 55).  Hopkins demonstrated her admiration 

for Waugh by making public their familial ties in her 1901 Colored American Magazine 

autobiography (Brown 56).  With Dr. Peters, Hopkins recasts black men who were 

working-class and entertainers as informal and often overlooked leaders.                                   

It is his faith and wit which ultimately allows Dr. Peters and his family to 

persevere when one child dies and his wife becomes ill while he travels.  Peters regales 

Sappho with tales of his spirituality and morality.  He even declares, “I’ve done mo’ 

everythin’ in this worl’, honey, as I tol’ you, to git an hones’ livin’ without stealin’ it” 

(Hopkins 135).  For this reason, Peters decides to take work as a cook on a ship to 

support his family of no less than 20 children.  Again, the number of children Peters 

purports to have sired encourages an audience, as a reader or listener, to wonder whether 

this figure is the exaggeration and embellishment of a comedian or a representation of 

“authentic” (stereotypical) blackness.  After the Lord calls him to “hoodoo the fust man 

[he] meets,” Peters approaches the Capt. of the ship about his well-being and is repaid for 

the “holler” of delight brought by his unique address (Hopkins 136-137).  Other 

passengers are also willing to compensate Peters to hear his distinctive speech, and 

Sappho is told “nary a white gempleman can seem to git ‘way from [his hoodoo] without 

showing the color of his money” (Hopkins 137).  Hopkins, I believe, intentionally, leaves 

it somewhat ambiguous as to whether or not Peters realizes that the whites are paying to 

laugh at him rather than for his healing.  What is important is that the jack-of-all-trades is 

simply happy that Providence has made it possible for him to make an honest buck.   

Hence, Peters through his sense of humor and story-telling, possibly interpreted as 

a performance or a worrisome signifier of blackness, proves himself to be a shrewd 
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comedian, a hard-working family man, and a devout Christian worthy of respect.  The 

passengers might laugh at Peters, but the joke is actually on them.  His popularity on the 

ship even leads to a lucrative employment opportunity as a janitor for a building in 

Washington D.C. occupied by a number of Christian Scientists.  Hopkins reconstructs the 

man who might have appeared to some black activists to be a mindless, backward 

sycophant into an entrepreneur who is able to help others as well as maintain an unusual 

amount of dignity and independence in a racist America.   

Like Peters, Mrs. Willis, Dr. Arthur Lewis, John Pollock Langley, and Will Smith 

are also black female and male archetypes that come under scrutiny from whites and 

blacks.  Each of them risks being accused by other Africans Americans of creating a 

detrimental example or allowing personal shortcomings (such as greed, arrogance, or 

selfishness) to distract from serving the race.  They are, simultaneously, in jeopardy of 

being manipulated by Euro Americans to support an agenda that is counter to the social 

and political aims of racial uplift.  Hopkins uses them to express her consternation about 

the tests accompanying African American visibility in the public sphere; she is also 

troubled by the intraracial conflict that emerges when the actions of black figures are 

misinterpreted by their own racial community.   

In Contending Forces, the narration operates much like stage directions by 

encapsulating assumptions about common race representatives only to complicate them, 

giving readers a perspective designed to help them reevaluate their fears and expectations 

regarding representation and reform.  Stage directions provide information which dictates 

how characters and settings should be portrayed in order to produce a desired effect or 

interpretation in the audience; such notes might cover how a character should speak and 
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dress, the lighting, music, and props.  Hopkins uses her theatrical aesthetic to imagine a 

movement and a community that permit and applaud diverse players and strategies.  

The term “specimen” or a variation of it appears in relation to Willis, Smith, and 

Lewis in particular to highlight the racial borderline which these characters must, each in 

his or her own way, publicly negotiate.  Similar to Peters, blacks might hotly debate the 

significance of how they behave or act, especially as leaders, but these three essentially 

prove beneficial to the race in the novel.  Mrs. Willis is the widow of a powerful black 

politician, a women’s rights advocate, and the leader of the young women’s segment of 

the sewing circle convened by the church of the Smith family, Dr. Peters, and Sappho.  

According to Lois Brown, Willis is a fictionalization of Woman’s Era Club president 

Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin under whom Hopkins served.16  She reveals, “The adjective 

‘bright’ would have been a clear sign to many of Hopkins’s contemporaries, who knew 

that Judge George Ruffin had died as a result of Bright’s Disease, an ailment of the 

kidneys” (194).  Willis’s raced gender, in the novel, has disparate meanings for blacks 

and whites too, due to her complex performance of it.  For the latter she is a “rare species 

of versatility in the Negro character” which is a sure “drawing-card” to be exploited by 

“some Back Bay philanthropist” (Hopkins 147).  Yet, to African Americans she is not a 

“rare avis,” but rather “a good example of a class of women of color that came into 

existence at the close of the Civil War;” “[every] city or town from Maine to New York 

has its Mrs. Willis” (Hopkins 144).   

The interpretive disjuncture Mrs. Willis provokes in the two racial communities is 

the very source of the anxiety she produces in some blacks.  Some Euro Americans might 

                                                 
16 Wallinger also reaches this conclusion (106). 
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be inspired by Mrs. Willis’s demonstration of gentility and intelligence to contribute to 

African American organizations, schools, or ventures.  Yet, ultimately she could harm the 

agency of blacks by allowing her raced gender performances to be placed in the service 

of whites as an unusual, fascinating Object – not white, but not wholly black either.  

Some of her black peers might have worried about the motivations and symbolic efficacy 

of Willis types who appeared to identify with and occupy a token status among whites.   

According to the narrator, Mrs. Willis has two strikes against her: she socializes 

with whites and her personality leaves much to be desired.  Yet, the narrator also implies 

that it is because Willis is an atypical woman in most respects that she is harshly judged; 

after all, even by twenty-first century standards, she possesses traits that are generally 

more acceptable and commendable when found in men.  Although Mrs. Willis found 

approval in white progressive circles, she, like the antebellum Maria Stewart, 

encountered disapprobation from some members of her own race.  African Americans 

acquainted with her experience “the gamut of emotions from strong attraction to 

repulsion” (Hopkins 144).   They also might see her as materialistic, “with little money” 

“[contriving] to live in quiet elegance;” elitist; “ambitious” for power; arrogant; selfish; 

tyrannical; and willful (Hopkins 144-148).17  In summary, Willis might disturbingly 

abuse her position as an African American insider and allow herself and by extension the 

race to be contained and objectified to line her pockets, distance herself from the black 

culture, and advance selfish, masculine goals.   

                                                 
17 Kate McCullough, in “Slavery, Sexuality, and Genre: Pauline Hopkins and the Representation of Female 
Desire,”   also notes that Willis “embodies the self-glorification and self-aggrandizement dangerously 
inherent in woman’s entrance into public discourse, the exploitation of the public for private gain; she also 
views public discourse as a means for curing society’s ills” (29).  
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Nonetheless, it is, ironically, these very qualities and her social connections that 

make Mrs. Willis an extraordinarily effective champion for black women.  “[She] 

succeeded well in her plans: … they yet bore glorious fruit in the formation of clubs of 

colored women banded together for charity, for study, for every reason under God’s 

glorious heavens that can better the condition of mankind” (Hopkins 147).  With this 

comment readers, as spectators, are reminded to focus on the ways the widow benefits the 

African American community instead of simply on how she acts when they “watch [her] 

govern societies and hold her position” (Hopkins 147).  After all, Willis is “freeing a race 

from servitude” and one of the few women in the novel able to give Sappho guidance that 

she finds useful (Hopkins 147, 157).  Furthermore, Hopkins through the narrator suggests 

that Willis is conscious of the way that her body as gendered impacts her social justice 

work.  “Shrewd in business matters, many a subtle business man had been worsted by her 

apparent womanly weakness and charming simplicity” (Hopkins 144).  This proto-

feminist apparently knows how to perform blackness and femaleness to her advantage.18 

Only present in a single chapter, Mrs. Willis’s import to the racial uplift movement as a 

distinctive type of New Era woman is evident.     

Will Smith, John Pollock Langley, and Dr. Arthur Lewis are also officials of the 

black race whose stature and intentions warrant the scrutiny of the white establishment 

and African American organizations.  Their status and aims within their own community 

transform them into important objects of study and unresolved subjects of discussion for 

a white group composed of Boston’s literati named The Canterbury Club.  “At the rooms 

                                                 
18 Similarly, Tate notes that Willis “constructs a social cover of feminine civility to mask her political ego” 
(164).  
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of the club, men deep in scientific research touched elbows with the advanced theological 

scholar and the political economist” (Hopkins 287).  Knowledge is shared and produced 

by its members who have the power to persuade the white public to recognize and 

tolerate the limited gains of blacks.   

The group has an annual dinner, and this year Smith, Langley, and Lewis have all 

been invited for inspection.  Presently, Smith is entertained along with Langley and 

Lewis, who have been previous guests because “the philosophy of lynching” is the 

pressing issue of the moment of “two hemispheres” (Hopkins 287).  Well before they 

vote on potential invitees, members of the Canterbury Club have been monitoring the 

dealings of these three colored men in particular.  The narration makes it clear that 

Smith’s mastery on the topic of lynching causes him to be “spoken of to some of the 

members” by its president Judge Honorable Herbert Clapp; Lewis’s “great work among 

his people” grabs the Club’s attention; and Langley warrants their observation because of 

his participation in “active politics with which men of a delicate moral susceptibility 

could not be approached” (Hopkins 287-288).   

Indeed, they are depicted as scientific curiosities for the duration of the chapter.  

The narrator tells the reader that in the minds of the members Smith is a “fresh and 

interesting specimen of the Negro,” and his “entrance” with his companions “create[s] a 

diversion” (Hopkins 289, 290).  Although the more liberal English guests see Will, John, 

and Arthur as part of the “genus homo,” the narrator implies that even the English regard 

these African American leaders as enigmatic Others, “uncertainties” and “specimens” 

(Hopkins 290).  Hopkins, as the narrator, reveals a preoccupation with the challenges of 
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occupying the dual positions of empowered agent and object with circumscribed 

freedom.          

Similar to the treatment of Peters and Willis, “The Canterbury Club Dinner” and 

“A Colored Politician” chapters or scenes allow Hopkins to represent sympathetically the 

controversial race examples fictionalized in Smith, Lewis, and Langley.  While appearing 

to be controlled by the white Establishment, they are successful advocates because they 

are able to capitalize on the potential for black advancement within any moment and 

place of representation, even those which seem potentially objectifying.  Hopkins 

attempts to provide a compassionate, multidimensional view of the status and realities of 

such race leaders.  Unlike many of her peers, she provides room and respect for diverse 

strategies of performance and uplift.  Twentieth-century scholars habitually treated 

W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington as the undisputed leaders of a homogenous 

black community; nonetheless, recent scholarship is increasingly recasting the African 

American past as complicated and diverse.   

Both men certainly founded a number of institutions and published texts that 

helped make it possible for blacks to achieve civil rights.  Yet, some, perhaps even many, 

African Americans may have found some of their decisions and stances perplexing if not 

altogether imprudent during their own time.  Du Bois’s advocacy of a liberal arts 

education and his militant pursuit of black suffrage made him seem an irresponsible, 

radical intellectual who was out of touch with the brutality of Southern whites and the 

obstacles confronted by many unemployed blacks with little education.  Conversely, 

others in the black community believed Booker T. Washington was a conservative who 

offensively pandered to whites with his support of industrial schools and black economic 
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advancement in lieu of agitation for the same political rights as whites.  Hopkins offers 

therapy to an African American psyche whipsawed by questions of appropriate forms or 

expectations for representational politics and black male leadership.          

The Canterbury Club banquet is a chapter or act in which Hopkins makes the case 

for the importance of activist-scholars such as W.E.B. Du Bois and his program of liberal 

arts education to the aims of racial uplift.  The persona Hopkins takes on as the narrator 

weighs the two reform styles of Du Bois and Washington.  Unlike the Boston Historical 

and Literary Association, however, the narrator expresses a tolerance for the 

shortcomings of the latter.19  

The Euro American club might generously contribute to Dr. Lewis’s African 

School of Industrial and Agricultural Development and his income, but the narrator 

tempers any criticism of the Washingtonesque Dr. Lewis by repeatedly stressing that his 

political vision and efforts are constantly checked by Southern prejudice.  In the words of 

the narrator, “He had accomplished great things; … but the deadly antagonism of the 

South made even his iron-hearted stoicism bow to its tyrannical decrees, insomuch that 

he had been forced to compromise, and the educational advantages allowed the pupils 

had been curtailed to suit the views of those who placed a low estimate on the ability of 

the Negro….” (Hopkins 288).  Dr. Lewis is depicted as a tenacious leader who is 

compelled to perform against his true aspirations due to the very real mortal threat posed 

by Euro Americans willing to rape and lynch to discourage civil rights agitation by 

                                                 
19 See McHenry for a discussion of this group’s campaign against Booker T. Washington (166). 
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African Americans in the South.20  The phrase “of those” implies that individuals other 

than Dr. Lewis or Washington himself believe African Americans are intellectually 

inferior to Euro Americans.   

Rather than an acquisitive puppet guilty of internalized self-hatred, Dr. Lewis is 

an uplift strategist stymied by external forces.  Indeed, as Wallinger highlights, he 

advances different positions on the myth of the black rapist at the Canterbury Club 

Dinner and the American Colored League meeting, suiting the sentiments of the 

audiences and the needs of each particular situation (166).  For Hopkins, such choices are 

evidence of political acuity rather than deceptiveness.  As the narrator puts it, his is “a 

mind capable of grasping the needs of the moment – an infinity of powerful thought 

under a tyrannous self-suppression” (Hopkins 288).  Hopkins, nonetheless, does not 

appear to completely dismiss the skepticism of the Boston Historical and Literary 

Association.         

Will Smith, and hence Du Bois, is cast as a more appropriate male leader for 

those African Americans residing in the North.  In the persona of a Northern black, 

Hopkins as the narrator argues that Lewis’s approach for “colored people north of Mason 

Dixons’ line” is a type of “poison” because of the many social gains they have achieved 

thus far (Hopkins 289).  She expounds, “[They] are conspicuous for their advancement 

along all the lines which are distinctive features in the formation of the polished exterior 

of the good citizen for such a republic as ours.  … What becomes of such a class as this 

                                                 
20 However, Baker argues that Hopkins and nineteenth-century women writers’ performance is tantamount 
to a full assimilation or whiteface while Washington’s “mastery” of “minstrel discourse” maintains mastery 
over the dominant discourse’s representation of blackness by “[refusing] the split-faced subject position” 
(26). 
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when hampered by rules and laws made to fit the needs of the Black Belt” (Hopkins 

289)?  Although Washington’s successes and good intentions should be acknowledged by 

Hopkins and other African Americans, his policies ultimately seem inappropriate for the 

North or any location where blacks can realistically seek full recognition.   

In essence, Washington here is fictionalized as at best a regional rather than a 

national leader.  In this rendering of two historic black men, Hopkins replaces divisive 

public character assassination with an evaluation of African American leaders within the 

contexts in which they must perform; contrary to popular perception, their agendas and 

performances are not scripted within a vacuum and, hence, may not wholly articulate 

their personal beliefs or hopes.  In other words, Hopkins unveils for the reader the 

existence of rhetoric as well as performance within representational politics.             

In spite of the aims of the Club members’ attempts to objectify him, Will uses his 

invitation as an opportunity to address a number of misconceptions about the progress 

and character of his race rather than simply the topic of lynching.  Will assumes control 

as a political agent rather than remaining a passive scientific oddity.  Prior to the club 

event, Will as a double for Du Bois seems removed from much of the political action or 

contending forces within the novel due to his schooling.  Yet it is only because of the 

confidence, almost arrogance, and courage afforded by a liberal arts education that he is 

able to spar rhetorically with the white theologians, philosophers, editors, academics, and 

a Southern racist at the Canterbury affair; his genius and exposure to Euro American 

culture make it possible for him to perform the role of an “intelligent,” “civilized” human 

on behalf of his people, even in a potentially hostile environment.  God’s existence, the 

relationship between faith and reason, black morality, racial conflict, and black progress 
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are among the other issues upon which Smith enlightens the Club, always portraying 

blacks in a positive light.    

Narration of the chapter repeatedly notes how Will’s studies have prepared him 

for this moment in the spotlight.  “Conversation soon became general; flashes of wit, 

satire, and discussions of rare value to the student – a sumptuous feast of good things,” 

states the narrator (Hopkins 291).  This is no ordinary tête-à-tête.  Among intellectuals, 

dialogue includes word play in which the victors and victims are determined by who 

proposes, defends, and refutes arguments the quickest through amusing barbs and 

mockery.  Everyone takes a turn as the center of attention and risks having his ideas 

become the brunt of jokes; however, for Will, as an African American, the stakes are 

higher because his person marks him an object before he even utters a word.  Indeed, 

only his words can animate him as a subject and give him subjectivity.       

For many whites and blacks, it might seem impossible for Smith to break free of 

the repressive observation of the Club, but his liberal arts education has taught Will to be 

an active participant as well as a topic.  Part of the credit for club members’ applause of 

Will must go to the presentation as much as the content of his remarks, once introducing 

them with a “courtly bow” (Hopkins 295).  Hopkins narrates such a gesture to emphasize 

that this type of African American leader knows how to capitalize on not only the power 

of rhetoric and learning – public speaking and debate – but on the spectacle and 

expectations his body might generate.  Similar to Dr. Peters, Will uses the desire of 

whites to be entertained by or to watch the Other to his advantage – to serve his own 

needs and those of African Americans.  In this case, the bow ironically signals Will’s 

inclusion in the race the Southerner calls “ignorant, thieving, dirty and lazy, but withal 
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crammed full of religious enthusiasm” and simultaneously discounts such a racist account 

of blacks (Hopkins 294).  Hence, Will orally and bodily challenges prejudice in a matter 

of seconds.  For these reasons, Will and others like him who seek to guide or represent 

their race deserve support and respect even if they may appear to put on airs at times.  

John Langley is another black public figure who warrants the careful scrutiny of African 

Americans and Euro Americans as “a colored politician.”  The League Committee knows 

that Langley is the only person of color in his office and debates whether he is “as 

prejudiced toward black people as an Anglo Saxon,” and “many” anonymous “colored 

men” distrust him and “[have] a watchful eye on all his movements” (Hopkins 226).  In 

this instance, Hopkins suggests that the black community’s reservations might be 

warranted.  Langley occupies a racial border space, like Will Smith, Dr. Lewis, and Mrs. 

Willis, as an American Colored League Executive Committee member and prominent 

lawyer.  African Americans of Boston have identified him as a leader, tacitly giving 

Langley the authority to communicate their wants to the white power structure and vice 

versa; as a result, he becomes a mediator for at least two sets of interest, maybe even 

three, if one includes his own.  In the guise of the narrator, Hopkins again describes the 

self-policing among blacks that is meant to ensure accountability from those in such 

positions.   

Given that the other public figures, Dr. Peters, Dr. Lewis, Will Smith, and Mrs. 

Willis, appear to be taken from actual local and national black leaders, one might 

consider whether John Langley is based upon President of the Colored Citizens Club 
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Edwin Walker.21  Walker was the son of one of the most provocative black male voices 

of the nineteenth century – none other than David Walker.  His father wrote An Appeal to 

the Colored Citizens of the World (1829) which so threatened slavery that rewards were 

offered for his assassination.  According to Brown, “the Colored Citizens Club” was “a 

forerunner of the Colored National League,” and Edwin Walker “used his status as 

Boston’s ‘favorite colored attorney’ to draw public attention to the Colored National 

League and its commitment to obtaining the civil rights of African Americans” (Brown 

169).  Unlike his father, as the affectionate moniker ‘favorite colored attorney’ implies, 

Edwin apparently was able to develop alliances with Euro Americans and even win their 

approval if not respect.  Nonetheless, according to Hopkins, Edwin had “an unswerving 

brotherly love for his race, — a love that was all-suffering, all-absorbing, all-abstaining, 

all-inspiring, that had vowed never to soil its hands by any compliance that would betray 

a brother” (“Edwin Garrison Walker” 56).  Hopkins might have sought to defend and 

elucidate the distinct but equally valuable talents of the father and son, Edwin’s “fiery,” 

“eloquent,” and “sublime” “oratory” and David’s militancy.  Both Langley and Edwin are 

rhetorically gifted and their motivations are called into question by some blacks (“Edwin 

Garrison Walker” 54-55).  However, it is unclear whether the fictional Langley is worthy 

of the praise Hopkins lavishes on the flesh and blood Edwin in her Famous Men of the 

Negro Race series.22  Langley as a character reminiscent of Walker might be a warning to 

                                                 
21 Although Brown reports that David Walker’s son’s name was Edward, Hopkins records his name as 
Edwin in the biography she wrote on him for her Famous Men of the Negro Race series which was 
published in the Colored American Magazine from November 1900 to October 1901.      
22 At the same time that Hopkins’s lauds Edwin Walker, she also uses his biography as an opportunity to 
criticize “the Negro politician, whose black deeds are flaunted in our faces as proof of our utter 
unworthiness to possess the ballot” (“Edwin Garrison Walker” 56).     
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whites as well as blacks about the ambiguities of the authority and motivations of black 

male leaders.                       

 Indeed, he only appears ideally suited for aiding African Americans.  The 

National League of American Colored Men and its Boston branch in particular are 

afforded a tremendous amount of responsibility largely for superficial reasons.  

According to the narrator, members of the organization must only meet two criteria: they 

have to be “leading” and “men” (Hopkins 224).  Such criteria do not seem to 

acknowledge the contributions of women, particularly women’s clubs, to the racial uplift 

movement.  Selfishness threatens to undermine Langley’s efficacy.   

He has career success and an education but not integrity; in fact, Langley is the 

novel’s villain.23  The attorney betrays the trust of his fiancée Dora Smith by pursuing her 

best friend Sappho.  Furthermore, his attempt to blackmail Sappho into becoming his 

concubine, a type of rape, almost destroys her relationship with Will Smith.24  In the 

chapter “A Colored Politician,” the reader is privy to back-door negotiations in which 

Langley potentially abuses his role as a race man and representative to advance his 

political career.  Judge Honorable Herbert Clapp visits Langley after news of another 

mob lynching in the South reaches Boston and the League.  Comments from other 

Leaguers and Langley’s verbal exchanges with Clapp depict performance as a powerful 

tool and reveal the limitations of representation as a form of recognition.  Regardless of 

whether Langley’s intentions regarding the black community are questionable, his 

success as a power broker appears to be due to his use of performance as a political tactic.  

                                                 
23 Nerad and Carby also detail Langley’s moral shortcomings (359; 137-139).  However, I am less certain 
of his political motivations than Nerad.   
24 Similarly, Bernardi argues that John’s attack is an “invasion of space designed to result in the physical 
invasion of Sappho’s body” (215).    
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Performance and representational politics are the strategic and intuitive mediation of 

one’s own and others’ expectations, desires, and assumptions.  In both cases, the views of 

the constituent and audience are mirrored and altered in potentially unsettling ways.              

For example, John Langley takes advantage of the judge’s impression of him as a 

pivotal spokesperson among African Americans.  Clapp believes Langley has such clout 

because he is on the Boston League of American Colored Men Executive Committee.  

Clapp seeks to persuade the lawyer to use the League’s public meeting on the murder to 

discourage Northern blacks from taking steps to fight lynching.  In reality, as previously 

discussed, blacks on the committee and throughout the city mistrust the lawyer.  The two 

men engage in a protracted debate over whether the government can and should stop 

lynching, the nation’s broken “promises” to blacks regarding unemployment and other 

issues, and African American unity (Hopkins 235).  Both speak as representatives of their 

race, using the pronouns “we” and “us” rather than “I,” “me,” or “myself.”  In essence, 

Langley paints himself as a type of messiah who is capable of protecting the status quo of 

the dominant culture or launching a political revolution through the creation of a third 

party.   

Although the reader has been told that “many” blacks distrust Langley, Clapp has 

little reason to doubt how Langley represents himself because he is a white outsider 

(Hopkins 226). When Clapp believes they have reached a stalemate, he gives his 

opponent permission to “[not] listen to reason; plunge the country into a race war in spite 

of all we’ve done for you especially for your leaders; and when your race is exterminated, 

put the blame where it belongs” (Hopkins 236).  Such statements reveal how much 

leverage he believes his colleague possesses, and Langley does not attempt to disabuse 
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him of such a notion; instead, he implies that Clapp merely needs to present a 

counteroffer, more jobs or federal punishment of lynching, to appease him, and 

conversely, all blacks (Hopkins 237).  The mulatto lawyer positions himself as the 

exclusive political negotiator for black Bostonians, regardless of whether a majority of 

the community has actually sanctioned the level of authority he pretends to possess.                                                 

Unlike Smith, Dr. Lewis, and Mrs. Willis, Langley uses his role as a black public 

figure to manipulate blacks and whites alike. Thus, his stature might be detrimental to 

African Americans even as it simultaneously offers a positive model of black progress 

and ability to the white public.  Yet, Hopkins does not include such a character to 

condemn performance.   

It is Langley’s very ability to hide his caginess that allows him to best others.  

“Men would tell you privately – keen, far-sighted politicians – that they believed Langley 

to be ‘tricky,’ but that he had such a pleasant way with him that you would give in to him 

when you knew, within your own mind, that he would ‘do’ you out of a case in court or a 

hundred dollars with the suavity of Lord Chesterfield …” (228).  As with Mrs. Willis’s 

characterization, Hopkins seeks to admonish blacks and whites continually to question 

and study any and all claims of authenticity, which are often at the root of organizations, 

movements, leadership choices, alliances, laws, and other aspects of socio-political 

recognition.  In doing so, she also theorizes how performance can be a strategy of 

political expression, persuasion, espionage, or/and resistance.       

Langley, Mrs. Willis, Smith, Peters, and Lewis offer critiques of the concept of 

political representation, particularly the tendency of many African Americans to have 

blind faith in black male political leadership.  Pierre Bourdieu’s analysis of political 
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representatives, whom he refers to as “delegates,” explains the precariousness of 

entrusting another with giving voice to the wishes and concerns of an entire group.  He 

uses the discussion of religious institutions found in Kant’s Religion within the Limits of 

Reason Alone and Nietzsche’s The Antichrist to articulate the ways in which the symbolic 

power conferred on a representative of God or the church causes the effacement or 

“usurpation” of the existence of his or her personal will (Bourdieu 209).  He states, “It is 

what I would call the oracle effect, thanks to which the spokesperson gives voice to the 

group in whose name he speaks, thereby speaking with all the authority of that elusive, 

absent phenomenon, that the function of the priestly humility can best be seen: it is 

abolishing himself completely in favor of God or the People that the priest turns himself 

into God or the People” (211).  Hopkins, like Bourdieu, suggests that because Langley’s 

position as a public figure symbolizes the will of the race it also disturbingly obscures his 

own interests – from blacks and whites – and increases his individual influence.   

Importantly, John Langley is one of the few, if only, protagonists or antagonists in 

the book whose awareness of white and black eyes Hopkins explicitly acknowledges.  In 

Chap. 12, a window into his psyche confirms that he is willing and able to read, analyze, 

and use performance to exert control over the impressions, and thus, actions of others.  

He repeatedly presses Clapp on offering solutions to economic obstacles confronted by 

black men and women, but the narration reveals that this militancy is a calculated tactic 

of negotiation.25  “John faced the angry man with grim determination on every feature.  

He thought to himself: ‘The Colonel wants something done, and he might as well know 

                                                 
25 Bourdieu mentions that the oracle effect is “a limiting form of performativity,” a critique that applies 
perfectly to Langley and the novel’s other public figures” (212).    
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that it’s going to take a good right thing to get me on his side’” (236).  Despite Langley’s 

diatribe on the North’s shortcomings, his seething frustration and threats are quelled by 

Clapp’s unexpected offer of the City Solicitor position (238).  He convincingly enacts the 

collective outrage and dissatisfaction of blacks but seems willing to be appeased by 

immediate opportunities to uplift himself.      

Yet, Hopkins deliberately leaves Langley’s motivations as a leader somewhat 

ambiguous.  The words “a good right thing” make it uncertain as to whether he was 

waiting for an offer that would help his constituents or merely bolster his own 

aspirations.  This ambivalence, perhaps, is meant to acknowledge that “legitimate 

imposture succeeds only because the usurper is not a cynical calculator who consciously 

deceives the people, but someone who in all good faith takes himself to be something he 

is not” (Bourdieu 214).  In other words, Langley may actually believe that his interests 

are in line with those of the black community, that securing his aims serves to uplift the 

entire race.  After all, how the lawyer’s acceptance of the office might serve African 

Americans regionally and nationally is debatable.  While Hopkins suggests that public 

figures like Langley might improve the public image of blacks and inspire the creation of 

more opportunities, she also reminds the reader to weigh vigilantly all the facts before 

judging the quality of their advocacy. 

Insiders and outsiders’ continued vigilance over black bodies and African 

Americans’ emerging class and gender consciousnesses inspired Hopkins’s literary 

aesthetic.  Through her literary aesthetic, she reveals all of the mechanisms – such as 

power, geography, religion, and the arts – that affect the gazes manufacturing the 

knowledge constructed and communicated by her readers and characters.  The genre of 
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theatre makes spectators aware of the multiple perspectives they bring, presented on 

stage, and manipulated by the actors and playwright.  Her artistry reminds one of Donna 

Haraway’s modern, technologically-inspired metaphors of a feminist epistemology of 

vision – whereby we understand that a digital camera held by an Italian immigrant 

catches something different from a camcorder held by a Euro American man, producing 

“situated knowledges” (Haraway 581).  Hopkins’s aesthetic also illustrates the 

shortcomings of an identity politics voiced by some race men and women.   

She critiques epistemologies of race and gender as criteria for recognition and 

political leadership and attempts to separate race and gender from claims about identity -- 

especially authentic blackness, manhood, and womanhood.  Groups and movements, 

African Americans and racial uplift in the case of Contending Forces, frequently 

organize around implicit or explicit truths about the nature of their identity.  However, 

identity politics grounded in racial and gender ideologies may grant some a voice while 

excluding others and legitimizing stereotypes, and, thus, contradict the broad aims of the 

racial uplift movement.  Knowledge about that identity is often contested within and 

beyond that group or movement.  Hence, as Hopkins reveals, symbolism can be an 

unwieldy strategy for securing solidarity, agency, and power.   

Yet, performance, signifying and reinscription as dialectics between what is 

imagined, expected, and pursued, might allow the subject to negotiate divergent 

perceptions. The theatrical aesthetic in Contending Forces is a primer of political agency 

that teaches African Americans about the relationship between performance and 

recognition.  Hopkins advocates performance as a strategy, although a limited one, to 

counter and contest the prejudices of blacks and whites to propose a more universal 
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recognition.  Indeed, Hopkins fictionalizes African American public figures that 

challenge popular concepts of raced gender and, as the following chapter will reveal, 

depicts ordinary folks that subvert heteronormatvity to imagine a new turn-of-the century 

political subject.         
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CHAPTER 5:  

EMANCIPATING GENDER AND SEXUALITY IN CONTENDING FORCES  

In the previous chapter, I focused my analysis on Hopkins’s use of a theatrical 

aesthetic in Contending Forces to complicate readers’ understanding of the symbolic 

efficacy of African American leaders.  Now, I would like to direct further attention to her 

use of performance to articulate the ways in which sexuality, and, thus, sexual politics are 

inflected by race and gender.  Whereas Hopkins’s critique of political movements seems  

especially resonant with Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig, her understanding of ideologies of 

raced gender and sexuality most closely resembles the work of Jacobs.  Although 

available images of African American men and women had expanded by 1900, some 

aspects of their characterization, especially regarding sex, intelligence, and gender 

expression, remained largely the same.  Hopkins, similar to Jacobs, enlists performance 

in an effort to increase the solidarity and agency among African Americans and prevent 

Euro American cooption and misrepresentation of the meaning and agency of African 

American bodies as signifiers.   

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins all foreground the importance of sexuality to early 

civil rights movements; however, Hopkins appears to detail most explicitly the dangers of 

using sexual, choices and orientation, as qualifiers for socio-political recognition.  

Indeed, she suggests that African American acquiescence in the politicization of sexual 

morality and normativity fails to address the racial and gender prejudices which influence 

the evaluation of African American men and women, contradicts a key principle of 
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recognition – personal freedom – and fractures African American families and 

communities.  Through her African American female characters, Hopkins illustrates 

diverse expressions of gender and sexuality in Contending Forces to critique popular 

discourses of recognition.  Unlike such male public figures and authors as Frederick 

Douglass, William Wells Brown, and W.E.B. Du Bois, Wilson, Jacobs and Hopkins 

suggest that gender and sexuality can work against African American efforts to 

experience self-determination and win recognition.  Hence, rather than simply illustrating 

that humanity is proven through the enactment of a raced gender and sexual subjectivity, 

all three suggest that at times racial, gender, and sexual identities must be negotiated and 

resisted through performance to realize the ideals of America and its reform movements.                           

Hopkins’s characterizations of John Langley, Dr. Peters, Will Smith, Mrs. Willis, 

and Dr. Arthur Lewis in Contending Forces suggest that the African American public 

figures upon which they are based warrant increased study.  However, the racial uplift 

movement also practiced and provoked the supervision of men and women removed from 

the heights of power enjoyed by leaders of the race.  Women were especially policed and 

seen as dangerous.  Although black men and women were believed to be hypersexual by 

the dominant culture, promiscuous black women and their mixed-race offspring 

especially threatened patriarchal institutions that protected racial purity and white 

supremacy.  The sexual practices of African American women had far-reaching 

implications within the black community as well.  There too their appetites stood to 

jeopardize the progress of an entire race, particularly in urban metropolises in which men 

and women sensually shared public space.  Riding trolley cars, walking down busy 

streets, and working in factories or shops in the city, men and women of both races could 
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quietly and covertly take pleasure in accidentally or intentionally touching one another 

and viewing one another’s bodies.  The physical proximity of men and women outside of 

the home at the turn of the century mirrored the potential for other types of more 

provocative intimacies.               

Within the ideology of racial uplift, sisters of color needed to sever any and all 

associations between their racialized gender identity and its past representations as exotic 

African savages, powerless and scantily clad sexual chattel, brazen practitioners of 

extramarital sex and concubinage, and disaffected slave producers.  In this way, they 

might eventually remove the stain, shared with a fallen Cain, tattooed on their dark to fair 

complexions.1  If the criteria for recognition and leadership among black men ability at 

the turn-of-the-century were material assets, education, and public speaking, for black 

women the criteria were sexual conservatism, heterosexual domesticity, deference, and 

modest dress.  I assert that Hopkins includes “compulsory heterosexuality” among the 

“contending forces” destructive to the black community.2  She questions whether the 

black community can effectively challenge attacks of a moral nature from the dominant 

culture when it is plagued by gender and sexual prejudices which oppress its own 

women.     

Not surprisingly this yardstick may seem partially drawn from the cults of 

domesticity and true womanhood; as discussed in the previous chapters, some of the race 

                                                 

1 My use of this Christian metaphor arises from the connection I see between Michael Warner’s 
conceptualization of sexual shame in The Trouble With Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer Life 
and Hopkins’s goal of “[raising] the stigma of degradation from [her] race” through Contending Forces 
(Hopkins 13).        
2 Peterson notes that “‘compulsory heterosexuality’ [triumphs]” when Dora decides to marry Dr. Arthur 
Lewis (191).  Unlike Peterson, I suggest that Hopkins is concerned with the dominant culture and her own 
community’s beliefs regarding sexuality.  In addition, Peterson does not elaborate on her use of this term.   
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believed the quickest path to recognition was acceptance through assimilation.  

Accordingly, the only female public figure in the novel is the widow Mrs. Willis.  

Widows like her could wield the honor afforded by the identity of wife as protection 

against claims that they were disrupting social norms through activism, living and 

traveling without men, and public speaking.  However, not all women of color involved 

in reform and civil rights work adhered to such a formula.  In Of One Blood, for example, 

Hopkins critiques claims of white sexual moral superiority by implying that Euro 

Americans and African Americans are equal sinners because many are knowingly and 

unknowingly guilty of the greatest sexual taboo – incest.  Hopkins, like Wilson and 

Jacobs, seeks to advance a more inclusive definition of raced and gendered sexuality and 

troubles nineteenth-century conceptualizations of their relationship to politics.   

In Contending Forces, Hopkins depicts and critiques the raced and gendered 

sexual conservatism within the racial uplift movement.  African American men and 

women engaged in the project of uplift, including those in women’s clubs, were not 

uniform in their beliefs about female agency and identity.  Many of the women belonging 

to the clubs identified themselves as middle class and imagined their activities as service 

toward elevating the race’s moral, political, economic, and social status -- in a phrase, 

racial uplift -- by aiding and mentoring black women.3  The women’s club movement 

motto “Lifting as We Climb” reflects this ethos (McHenry 233).  However, as Hanna 

Wallinger notes, black club women did not necessarily share the same political visions 

although they were of the same class.  Wallinger states, “Whereas most women agreed 

                                                 
3 Peterson provides a more detailed description of African American women’s clubs.  She explains, 
“Through the club movement, middle-class black women sought to uplift the race by reaching out to black 
women of the masses, combating prostitution, promoting education and home building, and claiming 
political and social rights for African Americans” (187). 
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upon the necessity of social reforms, they did not always agree upon political activism.  

And as usual, the more conservative policy …was challenged by women who demanded 

more rights in all aspects of life” (105).  Hence, some women’s advocates agreed with 

black male leaders that a woman’s place was in the home and that her sexuality should be 

at best reserved for marriage and at the very least unspoken.  However, national discourse 

about black women’s promiscuity, some bourgeois club leaders’ prejudice toward the 

working class, and the sexism of black male leaders conspired to keep black female 

sexuality a very public issue.  In fact, in 1895 African American women organized a 

conference on their image in Boston in response to a letter written by Missouri Press 

Association President James W. Jacks which besmirched black female morality.  In 

Contending Forces, Hopkins elucidates the effects that white supremacy lingering from 

slavery and the patriarchal ethos within African American politics have on the 

recognition of not only African American women but the entire race.          

Although Adrienne Rich’s theorization of “compulsory sexuality” did not appear 

in print until almost 100 years after Contending Forces, I believe that in this novel and 

Hagar’s Daughter Hopkins anticipates this poet and essayist’s argument that 

heterosexuality is an institution rather than a biological imperative.  Similar to 

Contending Forces, Hagar’s Daughter explores how women’s secret sexual or racial 

pasts may threaten their hopes for marriage and, hence, civil and other rights.4  Rich 

contends that  heterosexuality is a “political institution” in which men teach women 

through a myriad of formal and informal ways, such as education, the entertainment 

industry, laws, and literature, that sexual attraction and service exclusively to men is 

                                                 
4 Hagar’s Daughter, I argue, is Hopkins’s most sexually explicit and ideologically provocative text.  Her 
choice to first publish under the alias Sarah Allen suggests that she anticipated that the public would see it 
as controversial (Carby 145).  
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natural and “correct” (35).  Rich also asserts that an aspect of compulsory heterosexuality 

is the erasure of lesbians from definitions of normative sexuality and political resistance.  

Rich draws on Kathleen Gough’s “The Origin of the Family” to detail the effects of 

compulsory heterosexuality in the lives of women.  She states,  

Characteristics of male power include the power of men 1. to deny women [their 
 own] sexuality…; 2. or force it [male sexuality] upon them …; 3. to command or 
 exploit their labor to control their produce …; 4. to control or rob them of their 
 children …; 5. to confine them physically and prevent their movement [by means 
 of rape as terrorism, keeping women off the streets … high heels and ‘feminine’ 
 dress codes in fashion …; 6) to use them as objects in male transactions […use of 
 women as entertainers to facilitate male deals – e.g., wife-hostess, cocktail 
 waitress…; 7 to cramp their creativeness; and 8. to withhold from them large 
 areas of the society’s knowledge and cultural attainments. (37-38)                     

 
Several of the female characters in Contending Forces and Hagar’s Daughter experience 

one or several of these elements.  In both of these novels, marriage replaces the shackles 

of slavery as the new tool of socio-political control and exploitation.  Yet, Hopkins 

attempts to narrate strategies for women to assert sexual agency and gender expression 

and combat compulsory heterosexuality.             

The persistence of a discourse that associated political rights with morality at the 

turn of the century suggests that compulsory heterosexuality is a relevant interpretative 

model for Hopkins’s works.  While the work of such African American leaders as Ida B. 

Wells Barnett and Frederick Douglass helped make lynching and the sexuality of black 

men an increasingly visible field of political debate, many African American politicians 

and intellectuals seemed to give little attention to the relationship between women’s 

sexuality and the politics of recognition.  Yet, Hopkins does just that by detailing the 

repression, exclusion, and socio-political marginalization of her female characters due to 

ideologies regarding their sexual lives and beliefs.   
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Rich implies that modern-day feminists have yet to comprehend compulsory 

heterosexuality when she asserts that their frequent effacement of lesbianism served as 

the catalyst for her theorization of heterosexuality as a political institution.  Similarly, 

Hopkins might have been inspired to create her fictional critique of compulsory 

heterosexuality due to feelings of frustration or disappointment with male leaders of the 

racial uplift movement and with female women’s club leaders.  “…She [might have] 

chaf[ed] against the conventions of upper-class black gentility and resist[ed] messages 

that true black womanhood was best defined within the home and not in the public arena 

of black political agitation,” speculates Brown (175).  For Hopkins, African American 

club women in particular who sought like twentieth-century feminists to advocate for 

women but did not necessarily believe that women should have the same sexual and other 

freedoms as men suffered from what Rich might call “male identification”: “the act 

whereby women place men above women, including themselves, in credibility, status, 

and importance in most situations” (47).  In this chapter, I further analyze Hopkins’s 

theatrical aesthetic by charting how female characters attempt through performance to 

resist compulsory heterosexuality and the repression of sexuality by the dominant culture 

and the black community. 

I begin with an analysis of Hopkins’s theorization of slavery’s intertwining of 

white supremacy and patriarchy to oppress and exploit African Americans, women as 

well as men, and white women.  Then, I move to a discussion of the protagonist Sappho’s 

manipulation of her clothing and her behavior to perform a normative sexuality that 

reveals little about her true ideas and experiences regarding sex, thus undermining the 

transparency of sexuality as a criterion of recognition.  In particular, I reveal that Hopkins 
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attempts to educate her readers about the intersections of racial and gender ideologies 

within society and the political system through staging her plot in the African American 

past and present.  I follow with a discussion of the consequences of racism and sexism for 

the post-Reconstruction lives of Sappho and her friends and loved ones.  I close the 

chapter by explicating Hopkins’s utilization of female characters’ queer relationships 

with one other and with men to speculate upon the potential for imagining an inclusive 

recognition and the consequences for the racial uplift movement of failing to do so.        

              

The Sexual Privileges and Risks of Patriarchy   

In Contending Forces, Hopkins argues that the patriarchy of the Euro American 

and African American communities utilizes sexuality to consolidate male dominance 

over women.  However, she also suggests that African American men’s development and 

advocacy of patriarchy serves the racism of White Supremacy underlying many of the 

arguments for the exclusion of all African Americans from recognition.  The raced 

gender and sexuality of Euro American and African American women and African 

American men function as an expression of masculine white power under slavery in the 

first four chapters of the novel, especially “The Days ‘Before the War,’ “’Coming Events 

Cast Their Shadows Before’ the Tragedy,” and “The Tragedy.”  Male and female 

characters’ access to the privileges and rights of race and gender in these sections is 

contingent upon their performance of compulsory heterosexuality and raced gender 

hierarchies.  In the remainder of the novel, however, Hopkins creates a parallel narrative 

of Euro American and African American male authority figures’ granting or withholding 

access to socio-political systems and institutions through the establishment and 
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enforcement of raced sexual doctrines for women.  Hopkins alludes to the promiscuity of 

Euro Americans, especially southern women, in Chapter III “Coming Events Cast Their 

Shadows Before” to depict the ways in which Euro American men use gender and sexual 

ideologies to exert control over female sexuality and black masculinity.       

Contrary to what ideologies and myths such as the Cult of True Womanhood, the 

pure southern belle, and the passionless northern lady would have the American public 

believe, Hopkins argues that white women do engage in illicit affairs.  Anson Pollock is a 

“ladies’ man of two counties” who allures women with his “wealth,” “fair speech, auburn 

curls and deep-blue eyes” (Hopkins 50).  The narrator also reports that local “rumor 

[says] his ill treatment and infidelity [drove his wife] to suicide” (Hopkins 50).  These 

details suggest that white women are more than willing to engage in sex with married 

men and outside of their marriages, and, furthermore, that they are willing to be silent 

about a man’s indiscretions when the price is right.  Similarly, in public Euro American 

men criticize women who have multiple sex partners, but in private they are willing 

tacitly to accept such behavior when it satiates their libidinal and psychological desires.  

In fact, Pollock is shocked and enraged when Mrs. Grace Montfort bluntly rebuffs his 

flirtations, suggesting that infidelity and multiple sex partners might be the norm rather 

than the exception amongst whites.  “Anson Pollock was not accustomed to having his 

advances received in this way by any woman whom he elected to honor with his 

admiration” (Hopkins 51).  Apparently, some African Americans, Hopkins indicates, 

might be more invested in maintaining standards of compulsory heterosexuality than 

Euro Americans.  In other words, the latter group, in reality, only believes sexual freedom 

is irresponsible and uncivilized when it is practiced by African Americans.   Although 
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extramarital sex does not necessarily exclude Euro American women from all forms of 

recognition the way it does black women in Contending Forces, their sexual choices do 

impact their social status as Chapter 3 shows.   

Even Euro American women in the novel face consequences for challenging the 

authority men have over female bodies.  They have sexual license only as far as permitted 

by the male power structure.  Interestingly, only when a woman in the novel refuses to 

grant a man full access to her body or to challenge male power does she appear to 

jeopardize her socio-political standing.   Although the narrator dismisses it as gossip, 

people in the town suspect Pollock of whipping his wife “through his overseer, Bill … 

the same way he did his slaves” (Hopkins 50).  The wife’s offense is unstated, but it is 

clear that Pollock believes himself to have total control over her person as her husband.  

He seeks to emphasize his dominance over his wife through such acts; in essence, he 

assumes authority over her body as well as the raced gender that should exclude her from 

such violence.  Here, Hopkins completely collapses the distinction between male and 

female slaves and white women to highlight the relationship between marriage, 

heteronormativity, and other systems of oppression.  Her analysis is reminiscent of 

female Euro American abolitionists’ critique of marriage, but, like Jacobs, she 

foregrounds the issue of sexuality.  Pollock recognizes his wife as a piece of property and 

ignores her whiteness, and, thus she becomes a common object that may be handled by 

any white man.  His “rage [is] terrible when he [learns] that Mrs. Montfort has destroyed 

herself” (Hopkins 71).  Grace Montfort exerts power over her body in defiance of Pollock 

and his henchmen’s attempt to plunder all of her husband’s material and human 
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possessions.  However, this does not happen before Hank Davis and Langley’s overseer 

Bill Sampson use her body to reestablish the social order on Palmico Sound.   

Grace and her husband Charles threaten the southern white male order in two 

ways; first, Grace claims sexual autonomy, and, second, Charles unsettles raced gender 

distinctions by whipping a white man who presumes to criticize his use of an African 

American overseer.  Hank Davis provokes Montfort with a thinly veiled threat: “Wall, 

most Southern gentlemen don’t keer ter have a nigger overseer. It spiles ‘em … Thought 

mabby you, bein’ a stranger, mightn’t know our ways.  You see, it’s jes’ hyar, we have 

certain rules in this commoonity that we all mus’ bide by ef we want t’void trouble” 

(Hopkins 56).   In exchange for the position, Davis will also keep the townsfolk “fren’ly” 

when Montfort decides to manumit his slaves (Hopkins 57).  Ignoring Davis’s attempts to 

intimidate him, Montfort bristles at the idea that others want to exert authority over his 

business affairs.  He rejects the offer and proceeds “with his riding whip, which he 

carried in his hand … [to administer] a sound flogging to the offender” (Hopkins 57).  As 

previously discussed, whipping is a punishment meant to be reserved for members of the 

community who should have little say or rights, such as slaves or women.  

Hopkins implies that slaves and women occupy the same rung on the social ladder 

and, thus, the violent act of whipping may figuratively emasculate and de-race 

individuals.  Montfort dismisses and treats Davis like a woman or a feminized black male 

slave by punishing him in such a manner.  Davis then decides to whip Grace to exact 

“sweet revenge” when the opportunity arises (Hopkins 68).  Like his wife, Montfort 

neglects to act or perform in accordance with power relations structured around race and 

gender; Grace does not bend to male power, and Charles does not recognize the respect 
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that whiteness should give Davis and deny his black chattel.  Sampson responds to 

Davis’s recounting of the event with, “Wall, wall … these ar’ great times when a d----- 

West Indy half-white nigger can raise his hand again a white man” (Hopkins 61).  

Whether they are black or not, the Montforts become Others by not accepting the raced 

gender social order of the American South.5  They effectively lose their claim to 

whiteness.6  Furthermore, Sampson’s complaint reflects how patriarchy’s construction of 

women’s sexuality and gender circumscribes the black men’s expression of manhood, in 

terms of self-defense and autonomy.        

Davis and Sampson’s violent, sexually tinged public attack on Grace Montfort 

demonstrates the precarious position women of both races, as well as black men, 

occupied in the antebellum South.  The two men make an example of her as a warning to 

others in the community who might encourage slaves and women to take full ownership 

of their bodies.  The scene also suggests that Hopkins interprets women as another tool 

for exerting control over men, in particular men who threaten white supremacy.  After all, 

Davis beats Grace for the actions of her husband, and Bill Sampson initiates rumors that 

Grace is mulatto to turn the town against her.  Tellingly, when Pollock cannot have Grace 

he selects her slave Lucy as “his instrument to temper the wind to the shorn lambs” 

(Hopkins 72).  Carby notes, “Crucial to the construction of this narrative was the 

historical importance of rape; because of the rapes of Grace and Lucy, white and black 

shared an interdependent destiny” (133).  Thus, Charles transgresses social norms by 

planning to free his slaves, by marrying a woman of ambiguous racial heritage, and by 

                                                 
5 Carby too notes the Grace and Charles “suffered because they threatened to break the codes that bound 
the slave system” (Reconstructing 132).  
6 For a further discussion of how whiteness functions as a type of property in Contending Forces see Julia 
Nerad.  She argues that Grace primarily causes the family to lose ownership of its whiteness, but she does 
not provide an analysis of the relevance of the destruction of the Montfort family to black masculinity.     
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whipping a white man.7  The narrator explains, “In those old days, if accused of aiding 

slaves in a revolt, a white man stood no more chance than a Negro accused of the same 

crime … Bill Sampson’s suggestion of black blood in Mrs. Montfort, [furthered Anson’s 

Pollock’s] scheme for possessing the beautiful woman” (70).  His actions ultimately 

result in his murder by the Anson Pollock-led “committee on public safety” (Hopkins 

70).  Grace, then, is a symbolic sacrifice to white power’s aims of preserving a racial 

hierarchy that justifies the economic and social oppression blacks; southern chivalry is 

conveniently absent when Davis and Sampson decide to rein in Charles.  “She was bound 

to the whipping post as the victim to the stake” (68).  Their public punishment of Grace 

functions as a warning to any person who challenges the white, male power structure – 

the combined forces of white supremacy and patriarchy – of the south.   

The flogging appears to reduce the once popular Grace to the position of a black 

female slave because her bodily modesty is taken from her (Hopkins 45).  She no longer 

has the social privilege of appearing white and decent – of a private sexuality and male 

protection.8  Davis removes Grace’s clothes before beating her as a way to increase the 

shame and humiliation of the act.  Jennifer Putzi’s application of Barbara Stevenson to 

explicate the history of black women’s “unprotected flesh” is useful here.  She writes, 

“As Stevenson notes, ‘public, sadistic maltreatment’ of female slaves was intended to 

‘shame them, to strip black women, both privately and publicly, of their humanity, 

femininity, and power (sexual, emotional, and moral) that they held within their 

families’” (Putzi 3).  Disrobing Grace underscores the loss of control over her white flesh 

                                                 
7 Carby also observes, “Montfort was criticized for his ‘liberality’ as a master and his intention to free his 
slaves … The local vigilante group decided to put an end to his bad example” (Reconstructing 131).     
8 For a similar view see Nerad.  She explains that the loss of whiteness as property also entailed “an 
additional loss (in the eyes of the white public) of sexual morality (366).       
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and its meaning with such a gesture.  She “uttered a wild cry of agony as the rough hand 

of Hank Davis was laid upon her to tear her garment from her shrinking shoulders” 

(Hopkins 68).  Furthermore, no man answers her cry for Southern white male chivalry 

and sanctuary now that her husband Charles is dead (Hopkins 69).   

Hopkins’s narration of this scene also creates a stark contrast between the 

physical strength of the two men and their victim’s weakness.  In this way, she 

foregrounds violence as an expression of the masculine gender of Davis and Sampson.  

Hopkins writes, “With all [Hank Davis’s] mighty strength he brought the lash down upon 

the frail and shrinking form.  Oh God! was there none to rescue her ”(Hopkins 69).  

Therefore, the two men symbolically reassert their raced gender while altering Grace’s 

race through their actions.   

This moment is, however, queerer than it might initially seem because it mirrors 

the whipping of Pollock’s wife that the narrator deliberately mentions in passing.  Hazel 

Carby, Gloria Randle, Julie Nerad, and other critics grant that Grace’s whipping and rape 

equate her status with that of an African American slave woman.  I would add, however, 

that Hopkins seeks to critique the institutions of slavery and compulsory heterosexuality 

(which includes sexual accessibility and marriage) as forms of sexual and gender 

oppression, given the circumstances and details of Grace’s whipping.  Womanhood, as a 

social construct, seems to drop from the binary equation of man v. woman when the 

scene is considered in light of Mrs. Pollock’s domestic abuse.  Both Mrs. Pollock and 

Grace forfeit the tenderness, safety, and sexual discretion femaleness affords them when 

they resist the demands of patriarchy or its compulsory heterosexuality; hence, they 

become nothing more than abject objects.  Euro American women and female slaves, 
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after all, are both the exchangeable property of Euro American men; gender is the quality 

that makes white women a possession, whereas race is the necessary ingredient for the 

African American slave woman.9   

The graphic depiction and invasive nature of the attack allows it to become a 

metaphoric rape in which Hopkins destabilizes gender and critiques compulsory 

heterosexuality.  In essence, the scene of Grace’s whipping is the closest Hopkins can 

come to portraying the sexual violence and terrorizing of nineteenth-century African 

American and Euro American women exacted by Euro American men.  She writes, 

“Another shriek, a stifled sob, a long-drawn quivering of sigh – then the deep stillness of 

unconsciousness.  Again and again was the outrage repeated.  Fainting followed fainting 

fit.  The blood stood in a pool about her feet” (69).  Indeed, the word “outrage” can refer 

to rape.10  As a rape, the scene also symbolizes gender ranking (men as superior and 

women as inferior) and compulsory heterosexuality’s promotion of violence as a form of 

sexual expression – the blending of sex and violence.  Just as the assault lifts Grace’s 

raced gender from her, it also highlights the ways in which sexual violence can eroticize 

male relationships.   

Hopkins implies that Davis and Sampson derive erotic pleasure from the 

dominance they wield over Grace as much as from viewing her naked heterosexual 

female body.  Indeed, another sexually charged element of the scene is Hopkins’s 

depiction of the two men’s exhibition of their socio-political power to one another.  After 

Davis lashes Grace, “It was now Bill’s turn.  ‘I’ll go you one better,’ he said, as he 

                                                 
9 Nerad makes a similar claim when she theorizes that whiteness is a type of property that Grace loses  
(359-361).        
10 Although most critics posit that the whipping scene may be read as a rape, Carby was the first to do so 
(Reconstructing 132).     
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sighted the distance and exact place to make his mark with mathematic precision … 

Again the rawhide whistled through the air, falling across the other cut squarely in the 

center” (Hopkins 69).  The two men appear to be comparing and becoming excited by 

their social status as much as their skill with a whip – as a stand in for the phallus, 

creating a homoerotic exchange.  Davis and Sampson’s actions are queer expressions of 

their masculinity and heterosexuality.  Grace acts as a conduit for the admiration if not 

attraction   the two men share for one another, contradicting much of the popular 

ideology about manhood.  In other words, the enforcement of compulsory heterosexuality 

subverts the seemingly natural, innate links among race, gender, and desire.                                                    

Grace’s whipping metonymically stands for rape and all forms of violence 

enacted upon Euro American and African American women when they do not yield to the 

sexual and other demands of men.11  Furthermore, Hopkins suggests that narrow raced 

gender beliefs and compulsory heterosexuality can do psychological as well as physical 

harm to African Americans, men and women, and to Euro American women.  Davis and 

Sampson further strip away Grace’s privacy and agency by psychically and physically 

penetrating her corpus.  The breaking of her skin after disrobing it further implies the 

transcendent nature of sexual and other types of violence as forms of political terrorism 

against all women.  However, it also underscores the especial vulnerability of African 

American slave women whose male family members were often unable to protect them.        

“Hank gaze[s] at [his] cut with critical satisfaction, as he compare[s] its depth with the 

skin and blood that encase[s] the long, tapering lash” (Hopkins 69).  Once Grace’s raced 

and gendered skin is literally and figuratively fragmented, she simply becomes a human 

                                                 
11 Nerad reaches the same conclusion about Grace’s whipping.  She explains, “Grace’s ‘rape’ further 
illustrates that because whiteness can be repossessed, all women are subject to the danger of sexual 
violence” (367). 
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body whose mortality is at stake.  Hopkins argues that any efforts on the part of the racial 

uplift movement to craft a positive image of blackness must address sexual ideologies’ 

shaping of interpretations of race as well as gender.12  Moreover, the movement should 

also acknowledge that violence against women works to assert control over the 

expression of whiteness, blackness, manhood, and womanhood.  Lastly, Hopkins 

connects the Cult of True Womanhood and patriarchy through rape to suggest that such 

an ideology harms as well as benefits Euro American women.  Grace’s loss of the 

statuses of plantation mistress and half-sister of her slave warns Euro American women 

readers that the power they possess and help define from whiteness is contingent upon 

patriarchy’s interests.13      

Early in Contending Forces, Hopkins portrays raced gender and sexuality as 

constructions that are performed and enforced through psychological and physical 

violence.  As such, they are inappropriate, biased indicators of one’s social responsibility 

and worthiness for recognition.  Hopkins seeks to tackle the puzzle of recasting 

interpretations of sex to complicate the practice of tying sexuality to political agency.  

For her, sexual prejudice is another challenge to recognition which African Americans, 

especially women, must overcome.  This obstacle is two-fold for women of color because 

they face sexism within their own community and racism in the dominant culture as well 

as compulsory heterosexuality in both.   

                                                 
12Similarly, McCullough notes, “[Hopkins] … exhibits not a post-Reconstruction African American drive 
toward assimilation but an emphasis on the historical construction of race relations and how they are 
sexually configured” (25).  
13 Putzi provides an in-depth analysis of Grace’s complicity in Charles’s slave ownership (12-13).   
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Sappho’s Sexual Exile and Sister Sanctuaries         

Hopkins attempts to draw attention to how rape, like lynching, continues to be a 

public and private act of terrorism in the lives of black women that is justified through 

ideologies of raced sexuality and gender.  Sappho’s socially condoned rape and ensuing 

persecutions restrict her private and public choices for most of the work.14  Although it is 

not known whether her rapist uncle informs colleagues about sequestering the teenage 

girl, his position as a State Senator suggests to the reader that the highest stewards of 

justice and government are implicated in and implicitly sanction free access to black 

women’s bodies.  African American women, then, led public and private sexual lives.  

Indeed, their sexuality remained a visible, public concern for blacks and whites well after 

slavery due to politics that enlisted sexuality as part of a litmus test for recognition as a 

citizen or race leader.   

Yet, during the antebellum period African American women’s sexual agency and 

autonomy are totally displaced or unacknowledged; hence, according to white 

supremacist ideology, they cannot be raped.  This understanding of black female 

sexuality stems from their forced roles as enslaved sex-workers whose chief jobs were to 

produce more human capital for the plantation and to pleasure overseers, owners, and 

their guests.  On these grounds, the senator refuses to recognize his victim’s humanity 

and admit culpability.15  He declares to her father, “Well … whatever damage I have 

done I am willing to pay for.  But your child is no better than her mother or her 

grandmother.  What does a women of mixed blood, or any Negress, for that matter, know 

                                                 
14 Hill-Collins’s assertion that “whereas lynching (racism) was public spectacle, rape (sexism) signaled 
private humiliation” helped me think through the significance of rape in Contending Forces (217-224). 
15 McCullough shares my interpretation of this incident (39).  
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of virtue? It is my belief that they were a direct creation by God to be the pleasant 

companions of men of my race” (Hopkins 261).   Her race automatically marks Sappho 

as a being ignorant of right and wrong like other beasts and in need of the divinely 

sanctioned rule of white men.               

Sappho was well below the age of consent and clearly forced to engage in sex; 

nonetheless, popular opinion about women who lose their virginity, engage in 

prostitution, and bear fatherless children exiles her from the central elements of black 

life.  The State exerts control over her spirituality, career, and other aspects of Sappho’s   

existence by sanctioning the institution of slavery and its sexism and racism, which 

facilitates her rape.  Although she has been raised by nuns, Sappho cannot even allow 

herself to profess Christianity as her faith.  “I am not a Catholic, but I have received 

many benefits and kindnesses at their hands. … Your question is a hard one to answer.  I 

am afraid I am not a Christian, as we of our race understand the expression; but I try to do 

the best I can,” she tells Dora in response to questions about her religious beliefs 

(Hopkins 100).  Such an explanation speaks to the conservatism of blacks, primarily 

created by the legacy of slavery, the religious hypocrisy of many whites, and how these 

two forces damage Sappho’s confidence and spirituality.  Understandably, some blacks 

might have advocated and tried to practice an especially strict Christianity partially in 

response to Euro American racism.  Nonetheless, Hopkins attempts to illustrate the high 

stakes of such conformity for black self-determination.  Sappho initially forfeits even her 

social network by fleeing Boston after Langley threatens to tell everyone she is Mabelle.  

“Nervous spasms shook her frame and she mentally measured the abyss of social 
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ostracism and disgrace which confronted her” when contemplating such an event 

(Hopkins 320).  She is terrified of how such information will affect her public reputation.   

Furthermore, the questions that travel through Sappho mind the night she decides 

to allow Will Smith to become closer to her convey that the rape almost robs her of a 

chance at true love, marriage, and family.  “’Why,’ she asked herself, ‘should I always 

walk in the shadow of a crime for which I am no way to blame? Why deny myself the 

pleasures of a home and love with such a man as he who will offer me the noblest 

heritage of woman’ (205)”?  Sappho rejects even her child Alphonse for several years 

because he is a constant reminder of her failure to fulfill the expectations of black and 

white society.  “Her feeling of degradation had made her ashamed of the joys of 

motherhood, of pride of possession of a child” (Hopkins 345).  Sappho learns that the 

Sisters of the Holy Family too are unable to give her refuge because they do not give her 

full permission to sever the ties linking womanhood, motherhood, and sexual purity.  

 The sisters might not judge Sappho, but they cannot imagine a way for her to 

escape from or publicly dismantle ideologies of sex and gender that restrict her choices.  

Sappho believes that her “case” as an unwed mother will draw less attention in New 

Orleans “because it is not uncommon” (Hopkins 344).  However, even there, the nuns 

imply that her sexuality should be hidden or abandoned altogether if she does not want to 

endure public scorn.  First, the Mother Superior inquires as to whether Sappho would like 

to join the nunnery.  Then, she states that if Sappho wishes “to pass as the boy’s mother” 

her title should become “Madame” or Mrs.  The second piece of advice does not sit well 

with Sappho because it requires more “deception;” moreover, it suggests that unmarried 
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women are unqualified to be mothers or lack maternal qualities (Hopkins 352).16  Only 

by completely rejecting the status quo and embracing her own beliefs, making her rape 

and motherhood visible (by telling the Smiths the truth and claiming her son), is Sappho 

able to escape the feelings of alienation and hopelessness that foreclose the chance of 

achieving the recognition and dignity that the racial uplift movement claimed to have 

championed.     

  Throughout Contending Forces, compulsory heterosexuality among blacks and 

within the dominant culture constrains and complicates black women’s self-

determination and attempts to secure recognition.  Indeed, Sappho’s direct rape by a 

white uncle is later mirrored when Dora Smith’s fiancé, the black politician John 

Langley, attempts to extort Sappho into becoming his mistress (Hopkins 320).  Unlike 

many of her literary sisters, Hopkins depicts African American and Euro-American men 

as implicated in the abuse, oppression, and exploitation of black women in this work.  

Hopkins explicitly ties lynching and rape as obstacles to recognition in Langley’s 

suggestion that Sappho become his concubine.  She writes, “At last the murder was out – 

his meaning was clear” (Hopkins 320).  Similar to lynching, rape is a type of social, 

physical, and psychological death for women.   

In essence, Hopkins compares rape to other types of violence, such as lynching 

and whipping, used to prevent the social and economic mobility of blacks.17  She does so 

in an attempt to underscore to the racial uplift movement, its male leaders and the women 

who support their dominance and authority, the relationship between sexism and racism 

                                                 
16 Similarly, Randle notes that if “Sappho is merely ‘passing’ as Alphonse’s mother” one might “[question] 
the degree to which [she] has actually internalized and embraced the fact of her maternity” (208).  
17 Carby, Mc,Cullough, and Hill-Collins also draw this comparison (Reconstructing 141; 39; 216-224).    
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as “interlocking” forms of oppression.18  When Hopkins published Contending Forces in 

1900, the African American community was beginning to interpret lynching but not 

necessarily rape as a terrorist act tied to perceptions of the sexual practices of blacks and 

whites.  Chapters 13 “The American Colored League,” 14 “Sawyer Speaks to the 

League,” and 15 “Will Smith’s Defense of His Race” offer a fictional rendering of the 

black community’s response to this issue.  They detail the events of an open meeting the 

Boston chapter of the National American Colored League calls to discuss a recent 

lynching in the South.  Like many nineteenth-century black male leaders, in Chapter 14 

Will Smith describes attacks and threats to black recognition in strictly masculine terms 

and renders invisible the concerns of his race’s women. 

In his address to the American Colored League, Will describes lynching as a tool 

of oppression that uses sexual ideology to demonize African American men while 

simultaneously distracting the public from Euro American men who rape African 

American women; however, he neglects to explicitly discuss how rape socio-politically 

affects African American women.  He asserts, “Lynching was instituted to crush the 

manhood of the enfranchised black.  Rape is the crime which appeals most strongly to the 

heart of the home life.  Merciful God!  Irony of ironies! The men who created the mulatto 

race, who recruit its ranks year after year by the very means which they invoked lynch 

law to suppress, bewailing the sorrows of violated womanhood” (271)!  Euro Americans 

invested in White Supremacy argued that lynching was an act of self defense against the 

rape of “pure” Euro American women by African American savages that Reconstruction 

allowed to roam free.  Yet, notes Will like Ida B. Wells, white supremacists did not see 

                                                 
18 I take this articulation of the relationship between racism and sexism from Hill-Collins’s “Toward a New 
Vision: Race, Class, and Gender as Categories of Analysis and Connection” (77).      
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the need to bring to justice Euro American men who sexually assaulted African American 

women.  In Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases (1892) and A Red Record 

(1895), Wells proved that most of the alleged rapes by African American men never 

occurred; lynching victims were typically only guilty of financial success.  Will is 

outraged by the rape of African American women by Euro American men and 

understands that violence shapes one’s gender.   

Yet, he does not seem concerned about the recognition of female agency when he 

articulates how to defend the race as whole.  He points out that the threat of lynching 

intrudes on black men’s freedom but is unable to make a similar association between rape 

and female autonomy.19  He continues, “No; it is not rape.  If the Negro votes, he is shot; 

if he marries a white woman, he is shot; if he accumulates property he is shot or lynched 

– he is a pariah whom the national Government cannot defend.  But if he defends himself 

and his home, then is heard the tread of marching feet of Federal troops … to quell a 

‘race riot’ (271).  To Will, lynching is a method of social and political subjection used by 

and against men.  In the words of Patricia Hill-Collins, “Black male leaders were not 

unaware of the significance of institutionalized rape.  Rather, their political solution of 

installing a Black male patriarchy in which Black men would protect ‘their’ women from 

sexual assault inadvertently supported ideas about women’s bodies and sexuality as male 

property” (217).  Hence, the male leaders of the white and black communities seem to 

prioritize fighting about the distribution of power and resources over ensuring women’s 

safety and empowerment.  Women become an expression or extension of African 

                                                 
19 Carby also uses this scene to similarly assert that “Hopkins used Contending Forces to demonstrate that 
the political issue behind the violence of lynching was not the threat of black sexuality but the potential 
power of the black vote” (Reconstructing 141).  
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American men’s recognition and authority rather than a separate group with equally 

important interests, experiences, and obstacles.    

Indeed, Mabelle as Sappho Clark searches not necessarily for self realization but 

rather for an ideology and community which will not recoil from her sexuality and the 

politics which spring from them.  Several scholars see in her characterization a subplot 

about the female protagonist’s journey to reconcile her present identity with her former 

one as Mabelle Beaubean.20  I contend, however, that Hopkins seeks to outline the 

marginalization of female agency and progressive gender politics of African Americans 

and Euro Americans, North and South.  When Mrs. Willis entreats Sappho to elaborate 

on why she is “troubled greatly,” Sappho communicates a wish to win approval from 

others (Hopkins 155).  She responds, “On second thoughts, I think I ought to correct my 

remarks.  It is not really trouble, but more a desire to confirm me in my own ideas” 

(Hopkins 156).  In this moment, what is asked of Willis, and one could argue of the black 

women’s club movement, is the inclusion of women of complex sexualities.  

Another example of Sappho‘s counter-culture views emerges when John Langley 

offers to be her provider even though he knows she has been deflowered.  Contrary to 

Langley’s and the public’s perceptions, Sappho does not seem to believe that sexual 

impurity, in this case caused by a rape, prevents a woman from being a desirable mate.  

“’Doubtless you mean it in kindness,’ replied the girl wearily, ‘and I thank you, but I can 

never marry anyone but Will’” (Hopkins 320).  Due to her progressivism and self-

respect, Sappho mistakes Langley’s offer of becoming his concubine for a marriage 

proposal.  Throughout Contending Forces, Sappho appears to possess some peace 

regarding her past.  The tension surrounding her sexual violation and enslavement, in 
                                                 

20 See Carby, Putzi, Randle, and Knadler (Reconstructing 143; 15; 207; 87-95).  
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prostitution, seems to come from exterior voices rather than interior recriminations.  

Sappho accepts herself; however, she struggles to find a place and a people who will 

recognize and confirm her beliefs as valid.  In essence, Sappho’s awareness of messages 

about gender and sexuality from the dominant culture, the State, and even her own 

community motivates her to utilize performance as means to have some agency in the 

world.             

 

The Fashioning and Disciplining of Black Female Respectability   

Not unlike John Langley, Sappho Clark exhibits how political performances may 

harness as well subvert the measures used to distinguish those worthy of respect, value, 

and rights.  She is able to play and wear the part of the respectable, heterosexual African 

American lady and win the admiration and affection of those in Boston; although in 

reality she is far from fulfilling such an ideal to some. 21  Much later in the novel readers 

discover that Sappho is Mabelle Beaubean, who was kidnapped and raped for three 

weeks by her mulatto father’s white half-brother – a state senator.  Sappho’s great-aunt 

raises her son Alphonse, the product of the rape, as her own.  Sappho’s ongoing sexual 

dilemma for most of Contending Forces is three-fold: 1) the rape’s potential negative 

effect on her spiritual well-being; 2) the possibility that admitting she is not a virgin 

might cause her to lose her true love Will Smith; and 3) the likelihood that 

acknowledging Alphonse as her bastard son might cause her to be socially ostracized.  

Therefore, some black activists would see Sappho’s private sexual past as having 

negative consequences for the national racial uplift movement.   

                                                 
21 Knadler also mentions Sappo’s “gender and racial performance” but does not elaborate upon its 
characteristics (92).    
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One could argue that Sappho’s performance and theatricality when in the Smith 

home are dishonest.  However, Hopkins suggests that Sappho’s representation of herself 

as devout and sexually modest is accurate; she cannot be blamed for society’s ignorant, 

bigoted choice to only associate these attributes with virginity and married women.  

Hopkins leaves it somewhat ambiguous as to whether Sappho is admitting to 

intentionally seeking to deceive the African American community of Boston through her 

appearance or through the creation of a new identity (and name) when she declines the 

Mother Superior’s offer of the title of Madame.    

Like John Langley and Dr. Abraham Peters, Sappho engages in a type of socio-

political subterfuge; her stoicism is an act.  When Hopkins first introduces Sappho to the 

reader, she portrays the handsome young woman as skilled in theatricality.  At the 

coming-out reception held at Ma Smith’s lodging house in which she resides, Sappho’s 

behavior while playing the piano contrasts with the “quiet, self-possessed” demeanor 

noted by Dora (Hopkins 97).  “After a little persuasion Sappho rendered the ‘Chariot 

Race’ from ‘Ben Hur’ in true dramatic style, breathing so much of the stage that the Rev. 

Tommy James, the young theologian, felt that possibly he might have made a mistake in 

going into such hilarious company on the Sabbath” (Hopkins 108).  In fact, she walks 

with “modest self-possession” into the parlor where the others are waiting just minutes 

earlier (Hopkins 107).  Only her close friend Dora suspects that she, Ma Smith, and the 

other tenants actually might be witnessing a performance rather than the stenographer’s 

organic thoughts and feelings at events and activities.  Dora “did not resent this reserve, 

which she could see was studied” (127).  Indeed, Sappho’s rendition of ‘Chariot Race’ 

might be a calculated act.  It reveals her ability to perform as well as suggesting that she 
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is a cultured lady.  Not until the resolution of the novel do we discover that she learned 

such artistic talents as an orphan in a nunnery.22          

Nonetheless, most people mistake Sappho’s external emotional restraint for a 

reflection of her inner moral propriety. The narrator says the vermillion color of Sappho’s 

cheeks at the tea reception in her honor makes the others feel that “a combination of 

‘queen rose and lily in one’” has “burst upon them” (Hopkins 107).  Both flowers 

connote exemplary women figures, such as the Virgin Mary, and such Christian tenets as 

innocence and purity.23  Ma Smith “believe[s] her to be a girl of exemplary conduct” 

(Hopkins 177).  When Sappho serves tea at the reception, her behavior seems only to 

confirm the smitten men’s belief in her morality.  “[N]o man would have overstepped the 

bounds of propriety with her in his manner.  The pleasant word and jest were free from 

all coquetry” (Hopkins 112).  Like the neighbors, even the savvy Langley notes the 

virtuousness Sappho seems to exude.  He sees her as “stately, cold, [and] dispassionate” 

and wonders about the origins of “a moral character so strong and self-reliant” (Hopkins 

227).  Contrary to others’ perceptions, Sappho later expresses quite liberal views about 

sex and gender roles behind closed doors and is open to being emotive when she meets 

Dora for a private lunch in the next chapter “Friendship.”        

Hopkins summons her expertise with acting as well as costume design to illustrate 

why the racial uplift movement should be invested in asserting an inclusive model of 

political recognition and image-making.  Sappho’s actual experiences might be open to 

                                                 
22 See Brown for a discussion of the curriculum of School for the Children of the Holy Family of New 
Orleans founded by the order upon which Hopkins bases the fictional nunnery that rescues Mabelle 
(Pauline Elizabeth 212).   

23 I drew upon several professional florists’ websites as well as the research of Rev. Theodore A. Koehler to 
analyze the flowers worn by Sappho.     
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criticism or even scorn, but they do not provide a complete picture of her character and 

potential.  Sappho selects clothing that projects an image designed to deflect the curiosity 

and judgment of others; it is part of her show.  She portrays a conventional, unassuming 

single working girl.  

What Sappho must challenge is the common perception of young black working 

women in urban locales as an unruly sexual and political threat to the example offered by 

respectable African Americans and to the entire race’s progress.  Hazel Carby analyzes 

fiction, prose, and formal reports of institutions produced by blacks to prove that the 

bodies of black women migrating from the rural south to the urban north in the early 

twentieth century were often seen as a potentially destructive force in need of 

surveillance and guidance.  Such texts, for Carby, raise the question, 

If a black woman can claim her freedom and migrate to an urban environment, 
 what is to keep her from negotiating her own path through its streets? What are 
 the consequences of the female self-determination evident in such a journey for 
 the establishment of a socially acceptable moral order that defines the boundaries 
 of respectable sexual relations? What, indeed, is to be the framework of discipline 
 and strategies of policing that can contain and limit black female sexuality? 
 (Cultures in Babylon 28)  

 
Indeed, among the texts studied by Carby is an autobiography by Jane Edna 

Hunter who became chair of the National Association for Colored Women’s Phillis 

Wheatley department and helped open “a controlled system of lodging houses” designed 

to mentor black, unwed migrant women and keep them off the streets and out of brothels 

(qtd in Cultures in Babylon 26).  In Contending Forces, Hopkins addresses the “moral 

panics” triggered by black female migration (Cultures in Babylon 23).  She was probably 

aware of such fears within the racial uplift movement given that the NACW was an 

umbrella organization of women’s clubs.   
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Ophelia Davis’s reaction to the behavior of several black women represents the 

anger and anxiety Carby analyzes.  She recalls of “young jades,” “They was a-trampin’ 

onto the feet of every white man an’ woman in thet car to show the white folks how free 

they was! I jes’ took my ambriller an’ knocked it into two or three o’ them thet I knowed, 

an’ tol’ ‘em I’d tell ther mothers.  Improvin’ in ther manners!  I should think they was” 

(Hopkins 111)!  Davis, in this case, is in the position to “discipline” them in lieu of the 

presence of formal sanctions or a parental figure.  Wallinger and Peterson also have 

commented on Ma Smith’s own efforts to monitor and mentor her tenants (160; 186).  

Ma Smith asks Dora to organize “musical evenings or reception nights” because she 

believes that “those who were inclined to stray from right paths would be influenced 

either in favor of upright conduct or else shamed into acceptance of the right” (Hopkins 

102).  Note, however, that Davis appears to have very little evidence for her claims about 

the malicious intentions of the party of young women who draw her ire.   

She appears to single out the women on the vehicle as the trouble-makers due to 

her own prejudices.  When her story begins, it is unclear whether black men are among 

the “pile o’ young colored folks” that board at a stop (Hopkins 110).  However, Davis’s 

comment suggests that the older woman might have been vigilantly watching one gender 

more than the other, merely on the presumption of its poor character.  This disapproving 

elder, after all, attacks the “gals” strictly on the basis that “every onct in a while … a 

passenger’d squirm as ef suthin’ had hit him” (Hopkins 111).  The gendered connotation 

of the derogatory term “jade,” moreover, implies that the offensive group participates in 

other inappropriate acts, including sexual ones, as well.   
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Just like these disreputable girls, Sappho is aware that she will be watched closely 

by black insiders and white outsiders, so, she dresses and behaves accordingly in public.  

For Ma Smith’s gathering, Sappho wears a “plain black” dress “with white chiffon at the 

neck and wrists, and on her breast a large bunch of ‘Jack’ roses [is] fastened” (Hopkins 

107).  Hopkins ensures that the reader will associate the solid, dark color of the outfit 

with the traditional beliefs of the past by earlier contrasting tenant and former slave Mrs. 

Davis’s “famous black silk” “antebellum” shift with her roommate Mrs. White’s “gay” 

“bright blue skirt and rose-colored silk shirt-waist” (Hopkins 106).  In addition, the 

Jacqueminot roses or Jacks Sappho frequently wears, according to Will Smith, 

symbolically mean “I am true” (Hopkins 308).  This message seems ironic because 

Sappho is hiding her identity at this time, and only as the novel progresses does the 

reader learn about her character.  Hence, the Jacks may be interpreted as another critique 

of optically-driven governments and movements and the exclusionary values associated 

with recognition.  Hopkins as a novelist with theatrical instincts uses Sappho’s attire as a 

type of costume that functions as a disguise and signifier of popular understandings of 

respectability.    

Moments when Sappho enters group settings suggest that Hopkins has an 

awareness of how women’s objectified raced bodies often become cultural spectacles, 

imbued with political significance.  These dramatic entrances, such as at the boarding 

house party, suggest that although the relationship between sex and black recognition 

needs reconsideration Sappho’s credibility as a positive image of black sexuality and 

womanhood does not.  Her presence inspires awe and respect in African Americans and 

Euro Americans, as evidenced when she visits an integrated environment.  As she passes 
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through the Public Garden after attending Easter service, “[m]any admiring glances 

followed the graceful figure, clad in its fresh, jaunty, tailor-made suit of gray” (Hopkins 

307).  Gloves complete the ensemble (Hopkins 310).  The very suggestion of a church-

going, financially responsible, neat, confident, and understated African American, single, 

working class female form -- as realized in the muted tones even on a holiday -- is a 

singular challenge to elitist African Americans and the grotesque Other-ness which 

fascinated many Euro Americans.  In addition, Hopkins asserts that self-employed 

women unattached to a men may make a contribution to the project of racial uplift.  

Hopkins’s sartorial brilliance as a playwright is apparent in the garments donned by her 

protagonist.   

Through Sappho and other characters, she disconnects sexual behavior from one’s 

ability to be or express a particular race or gender and, thus, value as a political subject.  

Regardless of whatever sexual transgressions are in her closet, Sappho suggests to 

Hopkins’s black audience that all types of individuals can help project an affirming and 

valuable picture of humanity worthy of respect and acceptance.  Even a rape victim, like 

Sappho, may carve out avenues of agency through theatricality.  I use the word humanity 

rather than masculinity or femininity because there are several models of gender 

expression in Contending Forces and the magazine novels that are not limited by popular 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century cultural ideas about gender identity, adhered to 

by many African Americans and Euro Americans.  In addition, Hopkins challenges a 

monolithic understanding of gender as neatly expressed and named through only two 

categories: man and woman.                            
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Hopkins implies that it is difficult to detect one’s private sexual practices and 

beliefs in the public sphere; she argues that they are often erroneously interpreted based 

upon appearances, clothing, body language, skin color, and gender, and questionable 

racial and gender ideologies related to them.  Therefore, Hopkins subverts the dominant 

culture’s reliance upon the naked eye to make determinations regarding a group’s or 

individual’s deservedness of recognition.  Indeed, she promotes performance and 

cultivating the ability to interpret the symbolism of human subjects to persuade the racial 

uplift of movement that almost any member of the African American community can 

portray an image – of values and beliefs – that will best meet the political needs of the 

moment.  The novel challenges the white establishment and racial uplift movement’s 

assumption that men and women who are productive members of society look and act a 

particular way in all areas of life.         

Sister Spaces of Sexual Counterculture: Tea, the Sewing Circle, and Friendship       

In response to a male-dominated discourse among black leaders focused on 

lynching, Hopkins creates an African American community in Contending Forces open 

to defining terms and conditions of recognition that will also give black female subjects 

greater control over the expression of gender and sexuality.  Many uplift-minded, 

conservative blacks and many whites would likely dismiss or even condemn Sappho 

because of her past; yet, important female characters encourage her to be critical of 

popular epistemologies of female sexuality rather than of her own individual acts. 24 

                                                 
24 Brown and Knadler argue otherwise.  Brown concludes that Hopkins argues Sappho “cannot be 
integrated into the African American community” (“Defensive Postures” 62-64), and Knadler notes 
Sappho’s “failure to tell her story to a sympathetic female – as well as male – audience” (90).  
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Sappho gleans compassion and empowering perspectives from a close friend and 

a prominent race woman.  In particular, they challenge punitive interpretations of 

sexuality used to exclude others from socio-political institutions and their benefits.  

During their discussion of religion, Dora questions the hermeneutics of black Christians 

who criticize others according to a narrow understanding of sexual choices.  In fact, she 

implies that a failure to extend such grace to others is as wrong or sinful as some sexual 

acts.  The friend proclaims her own form of Christianity:  “For my part, I am sick of loud 

professions and constant hypocrisy.  My religion is short, and to the point – feed the 

starving thief and make him an honest man; cover your friend’s faults with the mantle of 

charity and keep her in the path of virtue” (Hopkins 100).   Dora emphasizes the 

importance of humility, mercy, and service in the practice of Christianity rather than 

simply its call for personal and group repudiation of sin.  She continues, “I have always 

felt a great curiosity to know the reason why each individual woman loses character and 

standing in the eyes of the world.  I believe that we would hang our heads in shame at 

having the temerity to judge a fallen sister, could we but know the circumstances 

attending many such cases” (Hopkins 101).  Dora also speaks to the problems that come 

with sentencing others based on appearances and human constructions alone; this is a 

reoccurring theme in the novel.  She closes with the assertion that even those that seem to 

be the “purest lives on earth” are imperfect and only saved because God’s mercy 

“receiveth sinners” (Hopkins 101).   

Hopkins hints that Dora’s message of humble volunteerism is intended for the 

racial uplift movement.  Sappho responds, “You are a dear little preacher … if our race 

ever amounts to anything in this world, it will be because such women as you are raised 
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up to save us” (Hopkins 101).  The final phrase in this passage is reminiscent of the 

women’s club movement motto “Lifting as We Climb” (McHenry 233).  Many, if not 

most, of the women belonging to the clubs identified themselves as middle-class and 

envisioned their activities as service toward elevating the race’s moral, political, 

economic, and social status -- in a phrase,  racial uplift.  Through Sappho, Hopkins subtly 

argues for the importance of promoting women of diverse backgrounds and beliefs to 

leadership positions in the movement and of emphasizing acceptance and unqualified aid 

as well as policing and ethical tutelage.  The race will gain recognition only through 

greater racial solidarity, across class, age, and gender lines, by modeling an ethos of 

universal inclusion itself.     

Mrs. Willis, the only female public figure in the work, is critical of social 

perceptions of black female sexuality as well.  In Chapter 8, Dora, Sappho, and other 

young female members of a prestigious colored congregation in Boston sponsor a sewing 

circle led by Mrs. Willis to help raise money for their church’s mortgage.  As Brown and 

Wallinger note, Hopkins depicts a sewing circle meeting in this chapter that seems 

conducted in much the same way as many real turn-of-the-century women’s clubs 

(Pauline Elizabeth 194; 162).  The “first business of the meeting was to go over events of 

interest to the Negro race which had transpired during the week throughout the country.  

These facts had been previously tabulated upon a blackboard … in the room” (Hopkins 

143).  Each member then offers additional information about the topic discovered 

through conversation or reading, and the meeting closes with a lecture of sorts by Mrs. 

Willis on a “topic of interest” (Hopkins 143).  Mrs. Willis’s talk on “[t]he place which the 
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virtuous woman occupies in upbuilding the race” provokes Sappho to initiate a lengthy 

discussion of the character of African American women.   

During such a dialogue Mrs. Willis, like Dora, highlights the constraints on black 

female self-determination and advocates giving a higher power and an autonomous 

subject the sole prerogative to define immorality.  She asserts that “the force of 

circumstances” has caused black women to “[push to] one side” the “native” virtue they 

once had in Africa (Hopkins 149).  As I have suggested, these “circumstances” can be 

defined as patriarchy and its compulsory heterosexuality among Euro Americans and 

African Americans.  In addition, Peterson observes, “[Willis] asserts that black women 

are inherently virtuous and that they are corruptible only under compulsion, when forced 

into concubinage by white men who are foremost in responsibility for the miscegenation 

of the races” (188).  With a lesson on free will, Willis allays Sappho’s persistent worry 

about the wrath of God for her raced gender’s role in “[flooding]” the world with 

“ illegitimacy” (Hopkins 149).  “I believe that we shall not be held responsible for wrongs 

which we have unconsciously committed, or which we have committed under 

compulsion.  We are virtuous or non-virtuous only when we have a choice under 

temptation” (Hopkins 149).  Paralelling Harriet Jacob’s appeal to her white readers, Mrs. 

Willis’s comments beg the question of whether people should hold a woman accountable 

when God does not if her choices are compromised or made in ignorance. 25  My 

intention is not to suggest that Willis is questioning the legitimacy of heterosexuality; 

instead, I argue that she advocates women’s full authority over their sexuality, their 

sexual acts and the evaluation of them.          

                                                 
25 For an alternative view see McCullough and Knadler who argue that Willis determines that Sappho has 
“committed a ‘wrong’” and is “fallen” because she has been raped.  However, I do not want to assume that 
Willis’s remarks are only addressing the topic of rape given the ambiguity of Sappho’s questions (30; 89). 
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Furthermore, only an omnipresent force and the acting individual can determine 

whether one is fully “conscious” at any given moment.  She later decisively asserts, “God 

does not look upon the constitutions of sin as we do.  His judgment is not ours; ours is 

finite, his infinite” (Hopkins 157).  While Jacobs highlights Dr. Flint’s God-complex, this 

New Era woman takes all authority from humans, men and women of all races, to 

condemn or laud another’s soul.26  The most women’s club members and leaders can do 

is act as mentors while tempering any longing to judge, elevate, or exclude others.   

Hence, the widow ultimately seems to offer an alternative rubric for evaluating 

black sexuality.  God only can determine sin, and, likewise, most humans are unqualified 

to notice their myriad of opportunities for self-improvement and Christian conduct.  “Let 

us not forget the definition of virtue – ‘Strength to do the right thing under all 

temptations.’ Our ideas of virtue are too narrow.  We confine them to conduct which is 

ruled by our animal passions alone.  It goes deeper than that – general excellence in every 

duty of life is what we may call virtue,” she states (Hopkins 149).   Black women through 

this definition of virtue might be acknowledged for other aspects of their character 

besides sexuality and, thus, be understood and evaluated as complex human beings.  

Moreover, the ambiguous phrase “do the right thing” makes possible dialogue and 

speculation about the range of potential (re)actions to situations that test one’s values and 

explode common perceptions of Christian doctrine.                  

  Thus, sin and virtue – character – unequivocally become personal matters.  Mrs. 

Willis advocates women’s autonomy even when it requires what some might consider 

deception.  Indeed, she advises Sappho that her friend with a checkered past had no 

obligation to share such information with her husband prior to marriage.  “…I think your 
                                                 

26 Similarly, Tate notes that Willis “[asserts] a higher law than patriarchal authority” (165). 
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young woman builded wiser than she knew.  I am of the opinion that most men are like 

the lower animals in many things – they don’t always know what is for their best good. 

… I think in her case she did her duty,” asserts the club leader (Hopkins 156).  No man –  

husband, father, or brother – should have authority over or be permitted to make 

decisions based upon the actions done to or by the body of a woman.  Anne Ducille 

contends that “much of the prescriptive literature of the era, which addressed itself to 

gender conduct …made it the black women’s duty to home, hearth, and black humanity 

to offer her husband unconditional support in pursuit of his manhood rights: suffrage in 

the public realm and dominion in decision making, discipline, and fiscal affairs in 

private” (50).   In this text, nonetheless, this “ideology of deference” has little sway (50).  

Instead, determination of a woman’s duty may be made by herself and support her own 

self-interests.        

In summary, although many scholars interpret Hopkin’s portrayal of Mrs. Willis 

as negative, I argue that Willis symbolizes the tensions within the women’s club 

movement regarding the proper behavior for female leaders and ordinary women who 

shape the public perception of African Americans. 27  As Wallinger states, “The club 

movement thus reflected the general ideological controversy of the time between 

conservative and radical views of race leadership” (100).  Much of the analysis of Willis 

notes Sappho’s “wave of repulsion toward this woman and her effusiveness, so forced 

and insincere” which prevents the protagonist from telling her the story of Mabelle 

Beaubean (Hopkins 155).  The dialogue between the two women does not end here 

however.   

                                                 
27 See Somerville, Wallinger, Brown, Knadler, Peterson, and Tate (95; 105; “To Allow No” 60; Pauline 
Elizabeth 69, 81; 90; 188; 164).  
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Sappho’s response is, in reality, not a complete rejection of Willis or the club 

movement.  Instead, it might be interpreted as a level of discomfort with a women who 

projects confidence, assertiveness, and directness like a man; a criticism others more than 

likely launched against Hopkins herself more than once.  Evidence even exists that the 

clubwoman and activist Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin upon whom Willis appears to be 

based had the same anti-Washington political leanings as Hopkins (Wallinger 103).  

Furthermore, Willis is the first and only character to encourage Sappho to trust her own 

judgment and recognize the contribution she can make to her race and gender.  Willis 

commands, “Well, if you feel you are right, dear girl, stand for the uplifting of the race 

and womanhood.  Do not shrink from duty” (Hopkins 156).  Ultimately, Sappho finds the 

initially intimidating elder’s comments enlightening.  She “was impressed in spite of 

herself, by the woman’s words” and “sat buried in deep thought” at the close of the 

exchange.  Hopkins’s rendering of Willis and the sewing circle does not represent her 

own ambivalences or frustrations with the club movement or women public figures but 

rather those of the black community at-large.28                                       

Contending Forces suggests that female voices of dissent within the racial uplift 

movement, like those within abolitionism, challenged popular discourses of gender and 

sexuality utilized by patriarchy as well as white supremacy. Willis critiques the dominant 

culture’s arguments against black recognition by highlighting that the sexual exploitation 

and abuse of African American women by Euro Americans is ignored or separated from 

political discourse.  She and Dora also question the authority of conservative African 

Americans who harshly judge women based upon appearances while turning a blind eye 

                                                 
28 See Tate for a more elaborate discussion of Hopkins’s utilization of Sappho “to voice and control the 
likely expression of her contemporaries’ objections” (164).  However, Tate like many critics, noted earlier, 
finds that Hopkins offers in Willis “a successful but problematic professional woman” (164).        
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to the visible transgressions and “hypocrisy” of African American and Euro American 

male leaders who are spared such scrutiny.  In the late nineteenth century, monogamy and 

sexual abstinence were not among the requirements men within their own racial 

community had to meet to become political subjects.  The book reflects this reality 

through the powerful male characters of John P. Langley, Will Smith, Anson Pollock, 

and Sappho’s Euro American assailant.  In essence, Dora and Willis express the belief 

that women who seek to engage in racial uplift need not concern themselves with 

measuring up to arbitrary, repressive popular beliefs regarding raced gender and 

sexuality.   

Although Willis and Dora understand and criticize the obstacles to women’s 

sexual agency, many African American women in the novel find it difficult to discover 

solutions to them.  In particular, Hopkins extends her analysis of the performance and 

enforcement of raced gender and sexuality by illustrating how marriage, like slavery, is 

an institution that curtails the autonomy of women and falsely signifies integrity.  Many 

men and women in the racial uplift movement argued that black female’s assumed 

unbridled sexuality detracted from Africa Americans’ political aims and needed to be 

regulated and dignified within the institution of marriage.  Hence, African American 

female desire could only be practiced and recognized in relation to the prerogatives of 

patriarchy.  Dora Smith’s anxieties about marriage articulate how the public’s conflation 

of gender and sexuality stymie women’s self-realization.     

During her lunch with Sappho, Dora seems aware that the realities of marriage 

and popular representations of it can be quite different.  Nonetheless, society’s 

articulation of how Dora should interact with men compels her to continue her 
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relationship with Langley despite her misgivings.  She remarks about her feelings for her 

fiancé John Langley, “I like him well enough to marry him, but I don’t believe there’s 

enough sentiment in me to make love a great passion, such as we read of in books.  Do 

you believe marriage is the beautiful state it is painted by writers” (Hopkins 119)?   These 

comments suggest that Dora is uncertain whether her qualms about matrimony are a 

reflection of her feelings toward John, her doubts love, or perhaps both.  They elucidate 

how ideology is circulated and later internalized. 

Somewhat conscious of the cause of her doubts, Dora is certain that they make 

her somehow different from other women according to the public’s standards.  As she 

talks with Sappho, Dora repeatedly voices the tension between her own perceptions of 

romantic love and marriage and what appear to be common beliefs about women’s 

sexuality.  She explains,  

Now I tell John P. that I’m busy, or something like that, and I’m rid of him; but 
after you marry, he’s on your hands for good and all … but when one is terribly in 
love one is supposed to want the dear object always near; but matches – love 
matches, – my child – turn out so badly that a girl hesitates to [marry].  Then I get 
tired of a man so soon! (This with a doleful sigh.) … I do despair of being like 
other girls. (Hopkins 121, 122)   

 
She no longer feels passionately toward John and, unlike most women, commonly 

prefers her own company to spending hours with any man.  In addition to wondering 

whether she can ever find self-fulfillment in monogamy, Dora seems leery of marriage’s 

irrevocableness.  Her failure to think and behave according to gender conventions only 

adds to her consternation; hence, Dora finds herself in the midst of an existential crisis as 

well as struggling with lingering doubts about her engagement.       

Dora is aware that society does not account for a woman experiencing 

independence or unfulfilled longing within a romantic relationship with a man, and, thus, 
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cannot imagine a space for her identity within its language.  Dora knows how to perform 

femininity but imagines that she is less of a woman because she does not find her fiancé 

and the prospect of spending eternity with him as appealing as most women do.  She 

says,  

 That’s just what makes me feel so unsexed, so to speak; I like John’s  
  looks. He’s the style among all the girls in our set.  I like to know that I  
  can claim him before them all.  It’s fun to see ‘em fluttering around him,  
  kindly trying to put my nose out of joint.  I must say that I feel real  
  comfortable to spoil sport by walking off with him just when they think  
  they’ve got things running as they wish.  Yes, it’s real comfortable to  
  know that they’re all as jealous as can be.  But for all that, I know I’ll get  
  tired of him. (Hopkins 123) 

 
Hopkins italicizes the words “unsexed” and “comfortable” to allude to how sexual 

behavior is stiflingly gendered.  Siobhan Somerville explains, “Dora’s self-diagnosis 

ripples anxiety: because her desire does not correspond to the conventional culture 

narrative that culminates in heterosexual marriage, Dora can define herself only by the 

negation of desire. By using the word ‘unsex,’ [sic] Dora locates herself at the 

unspecified space between genders and outside traditional romance” (91).  Furthermore, 

Hopkins suggests that Dora has internalized popular beliefs about sex and gender to such 

a degree that they appear instinctual rather than like a choice.  Interestingly, the 

performance of her courtship with Langley and heterosexual desire is a type of capital 

that Dora can use to wield power, to shape others’ image of her.  This episode in Chap. 7 

“Friendship” and others allow Hopkins to highlight how societal pressures might make it 

difficult, if not almost impossible, for black women to discover, embrace, and exercise 

their hearts’ desires.     
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Several critics speculate that Dora’s remarks about men, especially her use of the 

term “unsexed,” suggest she is lesbian.29  Somerville also concludes that Hopkins, 

persuaded by the negative discourse on female intimacy that was circulating at the turn-

of-the century, is critical of Dora’s “same-sex desire” (88).   I concur that Hopkins was 

aware of the increasing dialogue about female intimacy, platonic and sexual, in fiction 

and scientific scholarship.  However, rather than replicating these perceptions, Hopkins 

challenges them in an effort to naturalize and advocate women’s freedom to develop 

female-exclusive support networks, remain single, and defy other aspects of compulsory 

heterosexuality.30  Lesbianism, becoming a nun, or relishing life as a bachelorette are all 

alternatives to marriage that seem disturbing only to Dora.                  

In the nineteenth century, female bonds could have an erotic element, as in same-

sex crushes, but not necessarily be overtly sexual.  Somerville and Randle’s use of 

Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s research into the distinct nature of women’s “romantic 

friendship” during that period productively shows that women of that period could be 

extremely close and possess strong feelings for one another without being reviled or 

accused of homosexuality or infidelity with a woman (Randle 202, 203; Somerville 88; 

Smith-Rosenberg 75).31  I concur with Randle that Smith-Rosenberg’s study complicates 

interpretations of Dora’s sexuality as lesbian (Randle 202).  I would add that Hopkins 

places the word ‘unsexed’ into the Dora and Sappho dialogue to critique rather than echo 

the emerging perception that women who seek the companionship and authority of 

                                                 
29 For example, see Somerville, Carby (Reconstructing), and Peterson for readings of Dora as potentially 
lesbian.  
30 Somerville admits, “This scene … presents a potential obstacle to the expected heterosexual coupling; 
this ‘queer talk’ of ‘single blessed-ness’ and ‘bachelor girls’ threatens to disrupt the conventional romance 
narrative” (91).    
31 Contrastingly, Somerville equates such relationships with negative portrayals of lesbianism in popular 
fiction of the nineteenth-century (88).   
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women, never marry, or dislike exclusivity in their romances with men forfeit their 

claims to womanhood and suffer from psychological illness.32  Indeed, as I will show, 

Dora’s questions about her sexual and gender identity are not met with scorn, but rather 

they invite subtle attempts by Sappho to persuade her that such fears are unwarranted.       

I contend that Hopkins seeks to question claims by psychologists, writers, 

sexologists and others that women with close friendships or who were distrustful of 

marriage were abnormal.  One could argue, in fact, that contemporary readers of the 

novel share some of the same assumptions about female relationships and heterosexuality 

as their nineteenth-century counterparts.  Now as then, some would surmise that Dora 

cannot be feminine or straight if she expresses frustration with aspects of compulsory 

heterosexuality – namely marriage; for twentieth-century scholars in particular, a woman 

must be either homosexual or heterosexual but the possibility of a person’s being 

bisexual or equally sexually attracted to both genders or engaging only in heterosexual 

affairs while sustaining desire for women seems dubious.                              

Indeed, Hopkins’s characterization of Dora implies that her ambivalence toward 

marriage is simply a personality trait. Dora expresses an awareness of the problems that 

might arise in romantic relationships between men and women as well as female 

friendships.  She experiences some trepidation when contemplating a friendship with 

Sappho.  “[Dora] did not, as a rule, care much for girl friendships, holding that a close 

intimacy between two of the same sex was more than likely to end disastrously for one or 

the other” (Hopkins 97).  Perhaps, the bewildered young woman simply is resistant to any 

type of intimacy because it requires her to become more vulnerable and share control.  

                                                 
32 See Somerville for a more detailed discussion of this discourse (88). 
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Indeed, the young woman is familiar with possessing a high level of authority and 

responsibility for decision-making as director of her mother’s lodging house.  “…[A]fter 

Dora had finished school, the burden of the care of the house fell upon her strong young 

shoulders, and 1896 found her taking full charge, and proving herself to be a woman of 

ability and the best of managers, husbanding their small income to the best advantage” 

(Hopkins 85).  Randle sees Dora’s supervision of the boarding house as another facet of 

the rigid gender roles that Ma Smith has passed down to her, which might make marriage 

seem like a stifling enterprise.  She explains, “Dora’s upbringing has been defined by 

traditional gender roles that restrict her to the realm of passive domesticity and 

conjugality, while Will enjoys a great deal of mobility in the public sphere. … [W]hile 

Dora is a woman of the house, Will is a man of the world” (198).  Nonetheless, when she 

marries, this manager might regret relinquishing the challenge of “husbanding” the 

budget of a boarding house to tend to the business of being a wife and mother.  One could 

even argue that she has played a role traditionally held by men for much of her young 

adult life, possibly explaining her lack of fascination with the opposite sex.  

Again, Dora never states that she does not ever feel love or even attraction for a 

man at times, merely that the experience of love or desire does not enrapture her.  The 

all-engrossing love that most women are able to sustain eludes her.  Rather than 

portraying Dora as a repressed or unconscious lesbian, possibly Hopkins wants to 

broaden the field of gender expression for women.33  Whether Dora seeks to have 

multiple affairs with men or women, she shatters the gender cast by wanting to explore 

her desire, identity, and potential outside of the confines of a heterosexual marriage.   

                                                 
33Somerville too acknowledges that Hopkins understood that “representations of female attachments … 
[had] potential for transgression” (88).    
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Ironically, although Dora appears to experience more freedom in her public life as 

a Northerner; the southern Sappho must educate her about raced gender and sexual 

liberation.  Both Randle and Carby argue that much of Dora’s affection for Sappho might 

spring from Sappho’s free spirit (199; Reconstructing 142).  Chap. 7, “Friendship,” opens 

with descriptions of Dora giving Sappho tours of Boston which give the stenographer 

geographic mobility for the first time.  “Here in the free air of New England’s freest city, 

Sappho drank great draughts of freedom’s subtle elixir” (Hopkins 115).  Nonetheless, as 

previously mentioned, the black and white communities attempt to regulate Dora’s as 

well as Sappho’s raced gender and sexuality even as they frequent buildings and parks 

which would be segregated in the south.    

Although Sappho performs a traditional demeanor a times, her response to Dora’s 

consternation about marriage and gender implies that she believes her friend is 

overreacting.  Sappho suggests that such ideas and feelings are not uncommon, and thus  

are more natural than Dora realizes.  She maintains a tone of levity that is discordant with 

Dora’s seriousness about such matters throughout their conversation.  In addition, she 

subtly hints that Dora has more options than she realizes. Unlike Dora, Sappho never 

feels motivated to make a decision about whether she will marry some day – rebelling 

against the gravity ascribed to the topic.   Dora only receives a flippant reply when she   

repeatedly entreats Sappho to share her nuptial plans.  “Well,” replied Sappho, with a 

comical twist to her face, “in the words of Unc’ Gulliver, ‘I mote, an‘ then agin I 

moten’t” (Hopkins 121).  In other words, Sappho is not preoccupied with marriage like 

Dora because she believes she does have a choice while Dora does not.   
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Sappho playfully replicates the voices of society in her responses to Dora 

comments.  She says Dora’s feelings about monogamy are “queer,” warns that she 

“should not believe anything” other than that marriage is wonderful, and admits that “it is 

generally the other way: the men get tired of us first” (Hopkins 121, 119, 122).  However, 

such statements are always made in jest.   The narrator states that Sappho “laughed” 

them.  Indeed, Sappho “laugh[s] outright at the woe-begone countenance” of her friend 

when Dora asserts that she is unlike other women (Hopkins 122).  Tellingly, Sappho uses 

the term “queer” to suggest that it is Dora’s conventional perception womanhood that is 

odd rather than alternatives to it.  She is the New Era woman who finds the subject of 

marriage and the pressure Dora feels humorous because she is aware that women do 

engage in extramarital intimacies.  Moreover, women may even choose to remain single; 

they do not have to make a commitment to share their life with a single man.  She even 

asks Dora whether Lewis “was … ever a lover of [hers]” (Hopkins 123).  “Lovers” is an 

ambiguous term that can connote multiple sexual affairs or platonically dating more than 

one person; either way, Sappho believes that women, like men, can and do play the field.  

Sappho’s advocacy of black suffrage and interest in politics speak to her progressive 

beliefs as well.  

The African American women’s clubs reading Sappho’s remarks might have 

found her character quite controversial, if not altogether inappropriate.  Some African 

Americans and Euro Americans already saw black women as sexual pariahs.  Sappho 

could be read as adding gasoline to an already incendiary public perception.  

Nonetheless, Euro Americans and African Americans often glorified Greece and Rome as 

the earliest and most civilized nations in the world.  Hopkins attempts to offer an 
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alternative reading of black female sexuality by giving her most radical female character 

a name associated with a possibly more revered model of femininity.  She invites the 

comparison of the African American Sappho Clark and the Grecian poet Sappho of the 

Isle of Lesbos.  Perhaps the beliefs of Sappho Clark, Hopkins suggests, would be 

appreciated if present in a different period and understood from another cultural 

perspective.  By invoking the name of the poet Sappho, Hopkins offers a clue as to how 

Clark’s persona might be interpreted, and she implies that gender is an ideology which is 

influenced by culture, history, and politics.  Hopkins was well-read, and I concur with 

Somerville that she probably was privy to writings about this icon.      

Carla Peterson, Houston Baker, and Claudia Tate associate the name Sappho with 

female same-sex desire; however, Somerville historicizes it to argue that Hopkins does 

not necessarily employ such a name to imply simply that Sappho Clark is lesbian.34  In 

the nineteenth century, according to Somerville, the image and biography of the poet 

Sappho underwent several symbolic transformations: the whore/angel; lesbianism; and 

women’s rights and education (85-86).  I believe that it is the last construction of Sappho 

that has the most relevance to Hopkins’s Contending Forces.  I agree with Randle that 

“Hopkins wished to stress the profound imbalance of power based upon gender – the 

stifling oppression of women under patriarchy and the subtle aspects of True 

Womanhood that perpetuated gender oppression – that made female friendships 

especially important” (204).  Hopkins decides Mabelle Beaubean should rename herself 

                                                 
34 Somerville argues that the speculation about the poet allows the name Sappho to function as a plot   
device that contributes to the development of the mystery surrounding Sappho Clark’s identity (87).    
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to reflect the character’s wishes to champion, appreciate, and find respect for the sexual 

and political agency of women.35        

As in The Colored American Magazine, Hopkins uses an alias to mask her 

controversial views.  Wallinger posits that she published under the pseudonyms of 

Shirley Shadrach and Sarah Allen (her mother’s name) in The Colored American 

Magazine when voicing provocative opinions on such topics as black male leaders, the 

black vote, interracial marriages, amalgamation, and racism in the legal, criminal justice, 

public assistance systems (64-69).  “Her use of pen names, especially that of Shadrach, 

thus helped her propagate her ideas but protected her as a person from criticism,” she 

concludes (69).  The moniker “Sappho” might, then, simultaneously act to assert the 

character Mabelle Beaubean’s womancentric beliefs while disguising those of her 

progenitor.                                              

Interestingly, most of the criticism on Contending Forces decisively uses the term 

“lesbian” to describe the behavior and identities of Sappho and Dora.  This conclusion 

leaves unanswered, however, many questions about the nature of lesbianism, the plot and 

character development of the book, and at the very least critics’ assumptions about 

female same-sex desire.  When Sappho and Dora marry men, are they hiding their 

lesbianism, or, as many critics suggest, does Hopkins lack the fortitude to fully oppose 

the conventions of the sentimental novel?  Is any woman who does not seem invested in 

becoming a bride or who advocates female-female desire a lesbian?   Are Sappho and 

Dora bisexual?   

                                                 
35 Similarly, McCullough asserts, “Whether we read the original Sappho as the forerunner of the modern 
lesbian or merely as the leader of a spiritual community of women, Hopkins’s use of the name to signify 
friendship, love, and community among women is explicit (34).      
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Ultimately, the concreteness offered by contemporary terms used to name desire, 

heterosexuality, homosexuality, and bisexuality, seem inadequately to capture these 

character’s sexual and sensual acts and motivations.  Rich’s concept of a lesbian 

continuum provides language that might help us better understand the desires of Dora and 

Sappho as well as the politics that seem to underpin them.  Rich explains,  

I mean the term lesbian continuum to include a range – through each woman’s 
 life and throughout history – of woman-identified experience, not simply the fact 
 that a woman has had or consciously desired genital sexual experience with 
 another woman.  If we expand it to embrace many more forms of primary 
 intensity between and among women, including the sharing of a rich inner life, 
 the bonding against male tyranny, the giving and receiving of practical and 
 political support, if we can also hear it in such associations as marriage resistance 
 and the ‘haggard’ behavior identified in Mary Daly (obsolete meanings: 
 ‘intractable,’ ‘willful,’ ‘wanton,’ and ‘unchaste’, ‘a woman reluctant to yield to 
 wooing’), we begin to grasp breadths of female history and psychology which 
 have lain out of reach as a consequence of limited, mostly clinical, definitions of 
 lesbianism. (51)        

 
Interestingly, Rich’s description of a lesbian continuum is very similar to Smith-

Rosenberg’s hypothesis about the range of nineteenth-century female intimacy (Smith-

Rosenberg 75).  Yet, the concept of lesbian continuum is intentionally more concrete in  

its politics than a description of female-to-female relationships; sexual politics does seem 

to be the central concern for Hopkins.  I would, therefore, assert that Hopkins’s sexual 

and sensual world of Sappho and Dora is decidedly queer.           

Given the significance of performance to the text, I believe that Hopkins inspires 

an exploration of the ways in which individuals produce sexual orientation – sexuality – 

based upon particular public settings and times much like gender and race.  To a degree, 

both Sappho and Dora perform to society’s expectations of their heterosexuality even 

though they privately question such beliefs and values, the former through her attire and 

deportment and the latter through dating rituals.  Hopkins simultaneously underscores 
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and renders opaque the sexual orientations of Dora Smith and Sappho Clark to promote 

the recognition of diverse sexualities, to complicate the entanglement of gender with 

sexuality, and to elucidate the ways in which sexuality can be performed to experience 

political agency.  Perhaps, Hopkins also frustrates such efforts at one-dimensional 

characterization to avoid (re)creating the exclusionary nineteenth-century politics that 

much of the novel critiques.  Lesbianism, in other words, might have seemed to prevent 

the possibility of alliances and loving, equal relationships with black men.   

Hence, Hopkins might have had more narrative control than initially perceived in 

previous scholarship, further suggesting that Hopkins seeks to compare the historical 

Sappho and Sappho Clark’s shared advocacy of female self-determination, equality, and 

camaraderie.  Although the Lesbian Sappho and Sappho Clark both endure exile, the 

former derives her authority from an elevated status while the latter’s marginalized 

working class and scarlet past appear to relieve her from the status quo‘s demands.  Time 

in a brothel, inevitably, taught her the sharp divide between the rhetoric of middle class 

and white supremacist ideologies and sexual reality as well as the hypocrisy of 

patriarchy.  Not unlike her namesake, Sappho symbolizes the importance and the 

possibility of women’s cultivating self-love and solidarity within milieus invested in their 

subordination.  Sappho of Lesbos’s poetry to women might not have been only an 

expression of her passion, sexual or platonic, for women.  It may also have been an 

avenue for the lyricist to teach young women the confidence to respect and praise their 

selves, in the midst of a society that largely saw them as second-class citizens.  Sappho 

Clark, prior to her departure for New Orleans, continues her foremother Sappho’s work 

by hinting to Dora of avenues beyond compulsory heterosexuality.    
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She subtly alludes to the perils of defying marital conventions, but she also uses 

her body language to advocate the pursuit of one’s pleasures whatever the costs.36  The 

lunch in Chap. 7 “Friendship” begins with japing about Dora’s pension for sweets.  Their 

exchange about deserts mirrors the one about Dora’s seemingly continual search for a 

man who can hold her interest.  In both cases, Sappho acknowledges and finds humor in 

social boundaries and condones women’s pursuit of self-fulfillment.  Sappho teases Dora 

that her eating habits will cause unsightly health problems that will drive John away.  

When Dora produces a slice of her mother’s cream pie, Sappho states, “That’s the fourth 

time this week, and here it is but Friday.  You’ll be as fat as a seal, and then John P. 

won’t want you at any price. Take warning, and depart from the error of your ways 

before it is too late” (Hopkins 119-120).  This sarcastic admonition echoes the one she 

offers when Dora examines the merits of marriage earlier in the conversation.  Sappho, at 

one point “[shaking] her head in mock despair,” is not seriously dismayed by Dora’s 

focus on exploring her own romantic or food appetites, and patriarchy’s efforts to 

dominate them (Hopkins 120).  The criticism Dora expects or seeks from her never 

surfaces in the conversation.  Furthermore, Hopkins attempts to bring the concept of 

sensuality into the realm of womanhood, through food metaphors, as an experience 

separate from the act of sex and its myriad of negative social and religious connotations.   

Hopkins’s theatrical aesthetic, as evidenced in Sappho’s attire, also appears in her 

repeated use of visual cues to create analogies that elucidate for the reader the 

relationship between private acts and public politics.  She stages particular props or 

material objects in the lunch scene between Sappho and Dora to imbue their dialogue and 

                                                 
36 For information on the myriad of possible “homoerotic” symbols present in Dora and Sappho’s 
exchanges about their snacks and Hopkins’s narration of this scene, see Randle and Somerville (200-203; 
89-92).     
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relationship with political and ideological significance.  Just as Grace’s whipping 

replicates the whipping of Mrs. Pollock, Sappho and Dora’s tea imitates and comments 

on the tea held by Ma Smith in the previous chapter – Chap. V “Ma Smith’s Lodging 

House.”  The narrator announces the figurative and literal context of the food and drinks 

provided following the entertainment at Ma Smith’s gathering.  “At this moment 

refreshments were served, and the attention of the company was turned to the wants of 

the inner man” (Hopkins 111).  As the scene unfolds, Hopkins shows the reader that the 

“wants” which have been referred to are those of a meal and desire.   

As in the private meeting between Dora and Sappho, the serving and consuming 

of tea and food are metaphors for physical attraction and personal fulfillment on multiple 

levels.  However, the targets and range of such appetites are quite different in each 

setting.  “Dora had placed a pretty little tea table at one side of the room, and Sappho had 

promised to pour the tea and chocolate. … The young men vied with each other in 

serving her.  The tea table became the center of attraction, in fact, for the whole room” 

(Hopkins 111).  Langley, Smith, and others desire Sappo as much as the “home-made 

cake,” “sandwiches,” “hot chocolate,” and “ice cream” that Ma Smith has prepared for 

this special occasion (Hopkins 103).  Tellingly, the mother has the men’s well-being in 

mind rather than those of her female guests when she selects such a menu.  “Good things 

to eat … good things to eat make a man respect himself and look up in the world.  You 

can’t feel that you are nobody all the time if once in a while you eat the same quality of 

food that a millionaire does,” she says while cooking (Hopkins 103).   Sappho also 

appears to relish serving the men’s needs.  “The girl was naturally buoyant and bright, 

and the influence of the pleasant company in which she found herself seemed to inspire 
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her…” (Hopkins 111).  Since Sappho has the same response to the male suitors’ and 

Dora’s curiosity, the nature of Sappho’s sexual orientation remains ambiguous or queer.  

Indeed, Sappho and Dora’s lunch meeting squarely focuses on exploring and extending 

the “inner wants” of women rather than men.   

Ma Smith’s public parlor is the setting for traditional, heterosexual interaction 

whereas Sappho’s female-centered, private room becomes an alternative space for free-

ranging raced sexual and gender identities.  In fact, the “coquetry” that the boys edited 

from their speech in Ma Smith’s parlor finds safe haven in the girl talk between Sappho 

and Dora (Hopkins 112).  The two women even discuss politics.  While Sappho does not 

explicitly advocate women’s suffrage; it is clear that she believes women’s voices should 

be a part of the public discourse on African Americans’ political rights.  Dora says, 

“Arthur [Lewis] thinks that women should be seen and not heard, where politics is under 

discussion” (126).  To which Sappho responds, “Insufferable prig” (126)!  According to 

Randle, “It is arguably Hopkins herself who is temporizing here, in order not to alienate 

her more conservative reading audience by arguing openly for women’s suffrage” 

(201).37  Furthermore, rather than playing waitress or cook to men, Sappho waits on 

Dora, and each of the women takes turns physically and emotionally feeding the other.  

Sappho attempts to help Dora learn to know and serve herself first and worry about her 

mother and the rest of patriarchal society’s ideas later, if at all.38    

Hopkins critiques the very socialization of children to the gender and 

heteronormative roles Ma Smith’s tenants enact in her home.  The language Sappho uses 

                                                 
37 According to Brown, Hopkins supported female suffrage in a 1900 “Women’s Department” article in the 
Colored American Magazine (Pauline Elizabeth 308).   
38 For a similar view, see Randle.  She asserts, “Hopkins contrasts Mrs. Smith’s gendered childrearing 
practices with feminist doctrine expressed in the novel by Sappho Clark and Mrs. Willis, a secondary 
character” (199).     
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in her invitation to Dora foreshadows the ways in which lunch with her friend will parody 

the tea held by Ma Smith.  “[S]he begged Dora to pass the day with her and play 

‘company,’ like the children,” when she is trapped inside due to a snowstorm.  Her 

remarks communicate that expectations about proper public behavior are witnessed and 

copied at an early age, only then to be compulsively performed when one matures. 

Therefore, such a remark raises suspicion as to the degree to which Sappho’s conduct 

when Ma Smith ‘hosts’ company is authentic and reveals anything about her past or 

character. Lastly, Sappho’s casting the visit as ‘play’ allows Hopkins to hint subtly to the 

reader that these two female characters will deride the conventions of bourgeois, 

heterosexual tea time and question the condemnation of the racy implications of their 

jokes.39                             

 Hence, Sappho’s only serious concern appears to be for her friend to realize that 

a successful relationship requires love.  She never seeks to persuade Dora of the merits of 

marriage or heterosexual companionship through her own choices or opinions about the 

subject.40  When Dora first confesses her doubts, Sappho counsels, “I think you will be 

happy, Dora, if you love him.  All things are possible if love is the foundation stone” 

(Hopkins 118).  Sappho seems ambivalent about marriage, but she expresses resolve 

regarding love’s importance to all and perhaps any relationship – platonic or sexual, 

between women and women, men and men, or men and women.  After implying that Dr. 

Arthur Lewis might be a love interest, Sappho states, “I didn’t know but that he might be 

the mysterious link which would join love, marriage and the necessary man in a 

                                                 
39Contrastingly, Randle argues that Hopkins seeks to “mask” the significance of the Sappho and Dora lunch 
through the word “play” (200).       
40 Randle also argues that this comment suggests that Sappho is aware of bisexuality; yet, she only 
concludes that Sappho “is considering the possibility of romantic love with a woman” (201).           
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harmonious whole” (123).  Again, Sappho does not tell Dora to marry; she only explains 

what marriage entails.  Instead, as suggested earlier, she addresses Dora’s unwillingness 

to give love to another, male or female, as the primary obstacle to her finding 

companionship and a romantic partner.  Sappho advises a female friend on the expression 

of love for one’s self and others in a society that largely sought to delineate and control 

the scope and nature of women’s identity and relationships.                   

       

When Compulsory Heterosexuality Becomes Queer      

Although I challenge some critics’ claim that Sappho and Dora are lesbian, I do 

concur that Hopkins uses Dora’s remarks and choices to critique the socio-political norms 

which complicate and rein in the free will and self-determination of women.  

Understandably, Dora’s inner turmoil invites some debate about her sexual orientation.  

However, I question whether there is adequate evidence in the text to imply that there are 

sexual feelings between Dora and Sappho.  Sappho Clark, like the lyricist Sappho, 

advises Dora as an expert on love of self and others, and not necessarily as a flirtatious 

paramour.  She even appears to achieve a modicum of success; her friend realizes she can 

be happy alone and even contemplates remaining single when her engagement to Langley 

ends (Hopkins 360).  Tellingly, as Randle also notes, Sappho rejects her employer 

Monsieur Louis’s proposal to become her husband and a father to Alphonse because 

marrying him would mean sacrificing her own wishes to his and those of her son (Randle 

211).  Hopkins appears to propose that women’s desires, fulfillment, and sensuality can 

and should be able to find expression beyond the confines of compulsory heterosexuality.   
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In essence, Hopkins theorizes that efforts to repress the raced gender and sexual 

expression of African American women through compulsory heterosexuality produce 

relationships between men and women that actually are not heteronormative, stymie 

African-American self-determination, and weaken the solidarity of the African American 

community.  Sampson and Davis perform their heterosexuality and masculinity by 

engaging in a homoerotic whipping.  Furthermore, at some point in the novel, Dora and 

Sappho feel as though their choices are limited, and Dora, Sappho, and Langley’s 

internalization of society’s gender ideologies damage friendships, romantic relationships, 

and families (including the one Sappho has with her son Alphonse) – in essence, 

community.   

The racial uplift movement sought to compel African American women in 

particular to conform to wholesome, popular enactments of desire, love, and gender as 

symbolized through heterosexual marriage and the domestic sphere.  However, Dora’s 

marriage to Dr. Lewis and Ophelia Davis’s impending nuptials at the close of the novel 

represent male and female unions that only superficially meet this imperative.  As Randle 

highlights, Hopkins’s depiction of Dora and Lewis’s somewhat non-traditional wedding 

ceremony represents “[her] marriage as conforming to the ideal of duty rather than 

romantic love,” and her brother Will notes that “her own individuality [was] swallowed 

up in love for her husband and child” (Randle 211; Hopkins 390).  Dora in many respects 

performs an idealized womanhood, but Hopkins raises questions about her autonomy or 

freedom through juxtaposing Dora’s disparate public and private personas.  Hence, her 

marriage to Lewis is somewhat queer because of Dora’s seeming ambivalence toward 

conventional femininity and sexuality.  Similarly, Ophelia Davis’s fulfillment of 
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compulsory heterosexuality comes with costs to African American harmony and 

women’s self-determination.        

If it were not for their gender, the relationship between Ophelia Davis and Sarah 

White could symbolize African American solidarity as well as the values that make 

African Americans worthy of recognition.  The two widows and childhood friends are 

boarders at Ma Smith’s lodging house who travel North after slavery to launch a laundry 

business.  Like Ma Smith, they become entrepreneurs with the hopes of purchasing their 

own home (Hopkins 104).  Somerville notes, “Significantly, Davis and White do not 

engage in fantasies based on the romance conventions of finding a husband but dream 

instead of ‘some comfort in a home’ and employment in the North, a fantasy that 

involves a ‘partnership’ at once affectionate and economic, not unlike heterosexual 

marriage” (96).   However, they abandon this dream when Ophelia becomes engaged. 

The unity that Ophelia and Sarah share, as reflected in their shared aspirations and 

friendship, unravels when the former decides to marry Reverend Tommy James.  

Although, Hopkins does not infuse a sensual undertone into her portrayal of the Ophelia 

and Sara friendship as she does with Dora and Sappho, the meaning of their affection for 

one another is equally ambiguous.41  Ophelia argues that envy is the motivation behind 

Sarah’s criticism of her engagement.  Ophelia recounts to Ma Smith, “I telled Sarah Ann, 

‘go git a man fer yourself an’ quit bein’ jealous.’ She says to me, ‘I will an’ it won’t be a 

boy jes’ turned twenty-one.’  Sarah Ann an’ me’ll have to part after I’m merried, she’s 

that jealous” (Hopkins 365).  The word jealous has more than one connotation, and, in 

this context, the source of Sarah’s jealousy is unclear.  Is her jealousy due to the loss of a 

lover to a rival or of a friend acquiring a possession, or, as in this case, a status, that she 
                                                 

41 Similarly, Somerville suggests that Ophelia and Sara are lovers (98). 
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covets?  Moreover, through Ma Smith Hopkins equates the meaningfulness of their bond 

to one shared by a husband and wife.  Smith laments the dissolution of the friendship: 

“Now that would be a pity after you’ve been together so long” (Hopkins 365).  Again, 

Hopkins foregrounds the benefits and importance of female bonds, whether platonic, 

sexual or in between, by rendering undecipherable the intimate details of this 

relationship.42   

She depicts the passionate feelings and distinctly “American Dream” that the two 

share to emphasize that a woman – Sarah in this case – might experience fulfillment, 

alone or with multiple male or female partners, and contribute to the uplift of the race 

beyond the confines of traditional marriage.  Somerville notes, “Davis and Smith … 

operate as a team throughout the novel, boosting each other with encouragement and 

taking pride in each other’s accomplishments” (97).  Interestingly, however, Hopkins 

contrasts the conventionality of the widows’ aspirations with the nontraditional marriage 

Ophelia and James hope to create.   

In essence, the Ophelia, Sarah, and James love triangle is queer because it seems 

to bend and confound accepted understanding of respectability, in terms of gender and 

sexuality.  Rather than the conventional heterosexuality and gender roles of marriage, 

Ophelia and James seek to have a relationship defined by equality and mutual interest 

rather than biology. Sarah’s comments about the couple also elucidate its significance in 

the novel.  She concludes that others in the park take note of them riding bikes “’cause 

[they looked] like a couple of jaybirds stuffed” (Hopkins 367).   This metaphor has a 

                                                 
42 Contrastingly, Somerville speculates that Ophelia and Sarah are lovers and that Sarah sees James as a 
romantic rival; she argues that Hopkins ends the “homosocial relationship” to avoid “[breaking]” 
“convention” (97-99). 
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number of connotations, few of them positive.  The name jaybird is often given to people 

seen as naïve, inexperienced, or sexually immoral, as in the colloquialism “naked as a 

jaybird.”  They jaybird is a species known for its aggressiveness, as reflected in its 

occasional destruction of other avis’ nests.43  Hopkins does uniformly characterize 

Ophelia as assertive and outspoken.  However, White’s comparison of her friend and 

James to jaybirds in this context implies that Hopkins imagines that their actions could be 

seen as somehow disruptive and disrespectful to the domestic affairs of others – namely 

those of the two laundresses and the turn-of the century social order.                 

The romance between Ophelia and James complicates popular nineteenth- and 

early twentieth-century gender and sexual ideology.  The two do not seem to be drawn 

together simply due to a biological, inherent attraction between the opposite sexes.  

Ophelia also is not the young, virginal ingénue often found in sentimental and other 

romantic novels.  Rather she and James choose each other as mates primarily for practical 

and political reasons.  Furthermore, they flout stereotypical, supposedly innate gender 

roles.  Not unlike jaybirds, they will share responsibility for building a nest; the young 

minister appears to believe that human men and women are equals and, thus, are 

dependent on one another.  Davis, recalls, “Some o’ the men got to talkin’ ‘bout ‘ooman 

bein’ the weaker vessel, an‘ subjugatin’ theirself to be led by men an’ not go prespirin’ 

after work an such like which belong to men.  Mr. Jeems he held to it thet  ‘ooman’s all 

right to ejecate herself even to be a minister, fer no man could be suferior to ‘ooman, 

‘cause she was his rib” (366).   James interprets the Bible as describing woman as a part 

                                                 

43 For a more comprehensive description of jaybirds, see "jay" in the Encyclopædia Britannica.  
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of men and, hence, possessing the same capabilities and value as them.  Therefore, 

women should be given the same recognition and opportunities as men.       

However, Sarah’s comments as well as Hopkins’s narration of a bike riding 

outing suggest that the pair’s modern, liberatory understanding of love and marriage will 

be met with criticism and even scorn.  Sarah speculates more than once that James 

proposes only because he is interested in Ophelia’s money and free labor as a wife and 

worker (Hopkins 365, 366, 369).44  She assumes that the sexism of the day will deter 

James from justly loving and respecting her business-partner and friend.  In addition, the 

response of onlookers to Ophelia and James’s appearance in the public park creates a 

striking contrast to the one Sappho Clark received on Easter Sunday; they are as 

perplexed by the couple as Sarah.  The bike-riding episode marks another of several 

grand, theatrical entrances in the novel.  In the late nineteenth cenutry, the bicycle 

represented women’s growing participation in pursuits traditionally associated with and 

controlled by men, such as politics, athletics, and business.45  The women of Contending 

Forces reflect this period: Ma Smith, Dora, Ophelia, and Sarah are entrepreneurs and 

Mrs. Willis, Sappho, and the women of the Church Fair are involved in politics.  

Therefore, Tommy’s openness to teaching Ophelia how to ride a bike and her willingness 

to steer her own cycle announce to the world their unwelcome nouveau raced sexual and 

gender politics.   

                                                 
44 Similarly, Somerville argues that Hopkins uses Sarah’s voice to critique the subordinate role of women 
in marriage (99). 

45 For a more comprehensive discussion of nineteenth-century women and cycling see Michael Taylor’s 
online exhibition “The World Awheel: Early Cycling Books at the Lilly Library,” especially its section 
“Women Awheel.”    
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The shock of spectators is matched only by Ophelia’s enthusiasm for the 

opportunity to perform the politics of their romance.  Ophelia gleefully describes the 

scene to Ma Smith.  She says, “The nex’ day we was ter ride ter the Park.  I hed on my 

new pale blue bicycle suit with a pink shirtwaist an’ a white sailer hat an’ tan-colored 

shoes an’ gloves. … Mr. Jeems had on a black suit with a gray linen duster, an’ he did 

look extinguished in his beaver hat an’ that white choker an’ tie o’ hisn .. Everybody was 

a-lookin’ an’ a-gappin’ at us” (Hopkins 367).  The public clearly is awed if not dismayed 

by the two-fold spectacle of Davis’s male clothes-inspired outfit and manning of her own 

vehicle.  In addition, the book illustration depicts Davis riding in front of James, in effect 

leading a man.  Furthermore, the culmination of the outing in a crash implies that 

Hopkins is dubious regarding the pair’s ability to successfully practice its ideals (Hopkins 

367- 368).  Significantly, the activity begins smoothly but literally and figuratively goes 

down hill.             

    Ophelia, unlike Dora and Sappho, does not necessarily feel pressured to marry, 

but she does receive messages that the type of marriage she desires is not socially 

sanctioned because it defies gender norms.46  Hence, her self-determination is similarly 

challenged.  Moreover, for Sarah and Ophelia compulsory heterosexuality does not 

imagine the possibility that a marriage need not be a threat to female friendship or vice 

versa.  Ophelia in particular seems to place little value on the bond she shares with Sarah; 

she suggests that the friends should part ways.  Ophelia is open to becoming James’s wife 

because “[she] kin’ o’ thought what a shame it was fer a man to be minus one o’ his rib 

all along o’ ‘ooman” (Hopkins 366).  Such a comment does not acknowledge the needs of 

                                                 
46 Contrastingly, Somerville asserts, “Like Dora, Davis is compelled by cultural custom to agree to 
marriage … (99).  
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women and implies that only within opposite-sex couplings can men and women 

experience contentment.  Hopkins’s personal experiences might offer an explanation for 

the skepticism apparent in her portrayal of Ophelia and James’s romance.  After all, she  

witnessed the divorces of her mother Sarah Allen as well as her aunt Annie Pauline 

Pindell – the “Black Nightingale.”  Sarah Allen’s first marriage and one of Dora’s 

romantic relationships are both ruined by infidelity (Pauline Elizabeth 42).  Annie 

Pauline’s ex-husband quickly married another woman, which raises questions about his 

affection for Pauline’s famous aunt (Pauline Elizabeth, 230).  The critique underlying the 

Sarah, Ophelia, and James subplot is whether marriage, formal heterosexual coupling, 

affords the only opportunity for African Americans to demonstrate political subjectivity 

and whether such an institution aids the uplift of all women and the African American 

community’s unity.         

Indeed, Hopkins closes Contending Forces by evaluating the ability of marriage 

to allow African American men and women to live aspects of the racial uplift 

movement’s goal: recognition.  True, the weddings of the two female protagonists, Dora 

and Sappho, conform to the narrative conventions of the sentimental and romance genres, 

but the nature of these relationships defies social customs.47  Like the sexually-conscious 

Aurelia of Hagar’s Daughter, Sappho survives and avoids becoming another typical 

tragic mulatto (Peterson 191).  Will Smith marries Sappho Clark even though she is a 

former ‘whore’ and has a bastard child.48  Furthermore, in another radical move, Hopkins 

                                                 
47 Somerville, Brown, and Carby (Reconstructing) interpret all of the marriages, including that of Ophelia 
Davis, as evidence of Hopkins’s inability to completely dismiss social and literary conventions. 
48 Similarly, Nerad asserts, “[The] sexually ‘polluted’ Sappho marries the morally upright Will despite her 
sexual history.  The novel thus emphasizes the ‘right’ of all women, regardless of race, to claim and possess 
the sexual morality of the ‘true woman’” (369).  However, I think that Hopkins wants to move away from 
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depicts a black heroine’s passion or sexual ardor for a man, when, again, black female 

sexuality was seen as taboo.49  Hopkins’s intention is not merely to revise the Cult of 

True Womanhood, African American middle class conservatism, and their incarnations; 

in addition, she controversially attempts to carve a space within public discourse for 

African American female sexual and sensual agency in her text.  Nonetheless, my 

intention is not to suggest that examples of ostensibly ‘passionless’ couplings do not exist 

in the book.   

Rather, Hopkins portrays the humanity of African American women as friends, 

lovers, wives, and mothers by elucidating the complexity of their motivations.  Dora 

selects Lewis for his character rather than his good looks or wealth like the protagonists 

in many romantic novels, and Ophelia, as Somerville observes, seems more attracted to 

James’s politics than his appearance or status (Somervielle 99).  Hopkins, however, 

certainly characterizes Dora and Ophelia as passionate, expressive women even if their 

marriages are motivated by philosophical matters rather than desire.50  Hence, their 

nuptials also offer alternative images of black gendered and sexual subjectivity as well; a 

black woman may be passionate and self-serving without losing control of her sexuality 

or life.  

 In Contending Forces, Hopkins aligns herself with the moral reformers and 

abolitionists of the nineteenth century by using her artistic talents to agitate for the 

recognition of African Americans, especially women.  She engages her activist 

forerunners and contemporaries in a conversation about the efficacy of raced gender and 

                                                                                                                                                 
the Cult of True Womanhood’s simplistic dichotomy of pure versus fallen and racializing of sexual 
propriety.        
49 McCullough reaches the same conclusion about Hopkins’s characterization of Sappho (25).   
50 Somerville observes that Davis and White “are allowed a wider range of affection (at least until the end 
of the novel) …” (97).  
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sexual signifiers and other strategies for entering the political sphere as subjects.  

However, much like Wilson and Jacobs, she sets herself apart from typical early 

firebrands and the race men and women of her own time by theorizing that raced gender 

and sexual ideologies can subvert the goal of recognition because they are modes of 

white supremacy and patriarchy.  She seeks to strengthen the unity between African 

American men and women, cutting through the lines of class and gender, by showing 

how any strategy to win recognition that requires the surveillance, discipline, and 

exclusion of some members of the African American community serves to continue the 

oppressions and racism of slavery.     

In particular, Hopkins theorizes that many beliefs about the gender and sexuality 

of African Americans and Euro Americans are largely fabrications.  Patriarchy’s attempt 

to enforce gender and sexuality norms reveals their instability, their manipulation by 

political interest, and their inflection with constructed racial ideologies.  Yet, these very 

factors make it possible for African Americans, regardless of their private sexual lives 

and histories, to use their bodies as signifiers to exploit and critique raced perceptions of 

gender and sexuality to their own advantage.  Hopkins reveals that even African 

American women can use performance to negotiate and find some empowerment within 

an American political terrain which hypersexualized them and a racial uplift movement 

invested in limiting their agency through compulsory heterosexuality.   

In Contending Forces, Hopkins suggests that although compulsory  

heterosexuality bolsters a masculine-centered black political subjectivity, it at the same 

time constricts African-American women’s self-determination and recognition.  Like 

Wilson and Jacobs, she appears to propose a universal model of activism and recognition 
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which challenges the more liberal ethos narrated and performed by black male public 

figures.  Difference, then, is a part of humanity and democracy rather than its foundation 

and measuring rod.                  
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CONCLUSION 
 

In “Theorizing and Performing Socio-Political Representation: Harriet Wilson, 

Harriet Jacobs, and Pauline Hopkins,” I show that as early as the mid-nineteenth century 

the intersections of racism and sexism led some African American women to theorize a  

queer ideology.  When Harriet Wilson, Harriet Jacobs, and Pauline Hopkins encountered 

obstacles to African American women’s attempts to create and represent themselves as 

political subjects, they began to speculate that the relationships among race, gender, and 

sexuality are not necessarily inevitable and innate.  For them, nature does not 

automatically grant one a gender nor predict that one’s female sex and black race equate 

to heterosexuality, promiscuity, or visible humanity; oppression merely highlights the 

ubiquity of a diversity of genders and sexualities that subvert the political significance of 

heteronormativity and the concept of two discrete genders.  Many scholars have studied 

African American women writers’ attempts to complicate gender and racial ideologies; 

however, only a small body of criticism has approached the works of African American 

female authors from the perspective of conflicts within the African American community 

or examined the possibility that their authors expected to inform the political movements 

of their times.   

I argue that Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins were very much artist-activists who 

sought to influence the social as well as political beliefs and institutions of the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries.  Hence, they necessarily pursued an audience with their 

own race as well as the dominant culture.  In other words, I have attempted to show that 
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Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins consistently linked the symbolism of gender and race in 

their texts to the political strategies and discourses of their periods.  They did not simply 

wish to win the acceptance and affection of Euro Americans but rather to evaluate  

approaches to earning recognition proposed by African Americans and Euro American 

allies and foes alike and to counter them with their own politics of representation.        

In particular, Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins, theorize that the abolitionist 

movement, especially its African American moral uplift and women’s rights arms, and 

the racial uplift movement should acknowledge that for African American women gender 

is a contested sign that cannot easily be placed into the service of images, actions, and 

arguments designed to elicit sympathy and approval for African American recognition.  

Male figures such as Frederick Douglass, William Wells Brown, and Booker T. 

Washington successfully enlisted beliefs about masculinity to provide tangible, if 

somewhat limited, evidence of their and, thus, the race’s humanity.  However, Wilson, 

Jacobs, and Hopkins reveal that garnering recognition through conventional femininity 

was much more elusive and complex for African American women due to their sexual 

exploitation and manual labor during slavery.  The dominant culture’s ideologies of race, 

femininity, and masculinity led many Euro Americans to question the humanity of 

African American women.       

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins use popular images of African Americans and the 

language and linguistic practices of free and enslaved African Americans and Euro 

American artists, scientists, agitators, and politicians to reveal that womanhood and 

manhood were ideologies that could be manipulated to justify recognition and 

discrimination.  The fact that their works span four decades yet address many of the same 
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themes and concerns regarding gender and sexuality speaks to the importance of image-

making in the lives of African American women.  Each woman relies upon performance 

and the lived experiences of free and enslaved African American men and women, North 

and South, to detail the ways in which gender and sexuality are as much constructions as 

is race.   

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins enter a contest for dominance over the meaning of 

the actions and appearance of African bodies which began, one could argue, with the very 

first encounters between the peoples of America, Europe, and Africa as early as the 

fifteenth century.  Within the international contexts of trade in humans and goods, 

exploration, and colonialism, Africans of various nations soon learned that their 

encounters with the Western world were influenced by the symbolism of their “foreign” 

cultures and skin color.  Phillis Wheatley notes in her famous 1773 poem “On Being 

Brought from Africa to America,” “Some view our sable race with scornful eye; / ‘Their 

colour is a diabolic die’” (lines 5-6).  Understanding the political importance of such 

figurative interpretations of skin color, African abolitionists Olaudah Equiano and 

Quobna Ottobah Cugoano, who were her contemporaries, attempted to account for the 

different cultural and religious practices of Africans as well as their skin pigmentation in 

their writings about slavery, an autobiography and non-fiction study respectively.  

However, it would be African bondwomen and their descendants who would first 

articulate an awareness of the dominant culture’s ability and willingness to enlist gender 

to verify their fantasies and nightmares about the blackness of their captive bodies. 

Slavery and its transformation of human beings into objects of service – as 

entertainers, laborers, domestics, and breeders – gave free and enslaved African 
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American women a complex, unique perspective on gender and sexuality.  One can 

speculate that Africans brought to America as slaves were aware of the physical 

differences between bodies that American colonials differentiated through the terms of 

male and female, and a great deal of research has shown that men and women did have 

distinctive, but not necessarily unequal, statuses within the cultures and societies of 

African nations.  However, as Hortense Spillers theorizes, enslaved African women and 

girls watched slave-traders and owners daily blur, in deed and word, physical, familial, 

geographic, and linguistic distinctions and boundaries to serve the ends of capitalism and 

white supremacy.  Moreover, these captors and purchasers asserted total authority, as 

afforded to them by their whiteness, for defining the elective and forced inhabitants of 

their new world.1   

Hence, the associations between biology and the expression of gender which 

typically appear natural and innate were brutally torn asunder in the minds of African 

bondwomen.  Free African American women were also, undoubtedly, aware that the 

power relations of slavery defined their femininity as somehow different from and 

inferior to that of Euro American women.  For these reasons, Wilson, Jacobs, Hopkins 

and perhaps other African American women cultivated a healthy skepticism and 

ambivalence toward the ontology of race as well as gender promulgated by the dominant 

culture and, eventually, even within their own community.                  

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins’s depictions of bodies of color demonstrate 

humanity through the performance of gender and sexuality and thereby portray and 

critique reform movements’ “discursive terrain” of political subjectivity and 

objectification (McBride 3).  Their exposure of gender and sexuality as constructions 
                                                 

1 See Hortense Spillers’s “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book.”  
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illustrates that African Americans risk jeopardizing their entire race’s self-determination 

when they seek recognition through discourses shaped by arbitrary socio-political 

hierarchies.  In order to win full recognition, African Americans, they contend, should 

promote a radical evaluation and transformation of the very terms of American 

democracy.  Wilson and Jacobs argue that allowing certain qualities, such as physical 

weakness and courage, to be gendered creates a narrow view of humanness and African 

Americans’ experiences, especially those of black women.   

Similarly, Hopkins and Jacobs theorize that the same choices by African 

Americans and Euro Americans take on different meanings when racial and gender 

ideologies inflect them.  For example, Euro American women who engage in extramarital 

sex or use their sexuality for personal gain are viewed as vulnerable, human victims 

while their African American counterparts are identified as wanton savages.  Many mid- 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century African Americans and Euro Americans believed 

that African Americans could enable Euro Americans to identify with them by 

evidencing shared gender and sexual beliefs, such as in the submissiveness and 

spirituality of women.  However, Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins suggest that such a 

strategy comes with risks because it might also discourage some African Americans from 

undertaking acts of resistance and from joining political movements.   

Indeed, for these reasons Hopkins questions the African America community’s 

surveillance and enforcement of African American bodies whose expression of gender 

and sexuality challenge and depart from those of the dominant culture.  She asserts that 

the values and beliefs African Americans and Euro Americans ostensibly shared could be 

a device for containment as well as a route toward freedom.  In particular, Hopkins links 
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patriarchy and white supremacy to encourage African American men and women to 

reject gender bias and join forces against compulsory heterosexuality as a form of sexism 

and racism. Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins depict the shortcomings and benefits of 

straddling the Euro American and African American communities.  Wilson and Jacobs do 

so through the stories of working class and enslaved African Americans and Hopkins 

primarily through lives of ordinary and exceptional African American men and women of 

all classes.     

By foregrounding performance in their works, all three authors also argue that 

many Euro Americans, in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, found it 

difficult not to mediate African American self-representations through their own 

interests, values, and concerns – furthering the understanding of their own culture rather 

than that of another.  Their works also reveal that the interpretation and expression of 

raced gender and sexuality are contextual.  Wilson in particular is mindful of the forces 

that influence perceptions of deeds, sexual and otherwise, within a given moment and 

locale.  Jacobs and Hopkins temper Wilson’s skepticism toward the demonstration or 

performance of subjectivity with models for its successful execution as a mode of agency 

and empowerment for African Americans, especially women; both represent the political 

subjectivity of African American men and women through their linguistic and bodily 

performances to and against (stereo) type.  Hopkins also elucidates the pitfalls of 

representational politics.                  

The precarious border position between the African American and Euro American 

communities that all three women authors occupied as public figures most likely 

motivated them to cloak their critiques of the abolitionist, racial uplift, and other reform 
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movements’ uses of raced femininity and masculinity and sexuality to signify beliefs and 

truths about African Americans.  The subtlety of Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins’s 

presentation of their politics of recognition is most likely one of the reasons their 

distinctive analyses of gender and sexuality have not been adequately studied.  

Signifying, reinscription, autoethnographic texts, and gender performance all entail the 

utilization and covert transformation of conventional, sanctioned perceptions of race and 

gender.  Scholars’ bifurcation of race and gender as points of concern for African 

American women writers also limits the type of cultural and political work that they 

imagine African American women writers might have pursued.     

New research into African American literary societies and literacy, gender 

relations within early and contemporary civil rights movements, and the development of 

histories of a myriad of sexualities and genders give scholars new analytical tools to 

revisit these texts and other early ones by African American women.  Although Women’s 

and Queer studies deepen our understanding of sexuality and gender, these fields also 

highlight gaps in the research on the sexual and gender practices and beliefs within the 

early African American community.  African Americanists should additionally engage in 

more interdisciplinary research.  Attention to African American communal reading 

practices and drama might motivate scholars to study African American texts, especially 

the novel and autobiography, through reading them aloud as well as through the more 

tried and true method of silent close reading and annotation.   

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins practice and validate the arts, talents, and genius of 

African Americans across class lines.  They clearly articulate not a mere tolerance but 

rather an acceptance and celebration of the diversity of African Americans.  Therefore, 
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their work encourages scholars to conduct more interdisciplinary studies that reveal 

African Americans blending and weaving of various genres and art forms – such as the 

performing arts and the novel and cultures beyond America.  Like African American 

male authors, who are studied as the most emblematic of African American dissent and 

political subjectivity, Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins were acutely conscious of the conflict 

between their racial, cultural, and ever-assailed national identities.  Their 

acknowledgement of the similarities between African Americans and Euro Americans is 

matched by their respect for African American cultural difference, spotlighting of some 

Euro American allies’ prejudice and naiveté, and criticism of the State.  All of their 

works call for a reconsideration of the politics and social and cultural milieus of early 

African American women writers.   

The political strategies and critiques offered by Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins 

might help contemporary social justice activists and cultural workers develop effective 

messages and images to address two issues distinctly shaped by the public perception of 

African American women’s gender and sexuality: welfare and HIV/AIDS.  Although 

African Americans have made extraordinary gains in the achievement of recognition, 

slavery’s legacy of sexual shame remains a reality in the lives of many African American 

women.  I agree with Michael Warner that the history of AIDS, abortion, teenage 

pregnancy, prostitution, and the welfare system in the U.S. proves that even today 

“sexual shame is not just a fact of life; it is also political” (3).  

Evelyn Hammonds elucidates how shame regarding African American women’s 

sexuality and gender has frightening consequences in the age of HIV and AIDS.  She 

asserts, “The position of black women in the epidemic was dire form the beginning and 
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worsens with each passing day.  Silence, erasure, and the use of images of immoral 

sexuality abound in narratives about the experiences of black women with AIDS” (179).  

Similarly, in the 1990s politicians used the African American, unwed, unemployed 

mother – “the welfare ‘queen’” – to symbolize all that was wrong and in need of reform 

within the welfare system; in reality, many women on welfare work, but for wages that 

cannot support a family (Bravo 642-643).  Such a sign was so powerful that it caused the 

country to allow the welfare system once called Aid to Families with Dependent Children 

(AFDC) to became Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), which is only 

available to families for up to five years.2  In summary, the contemporary consequences 

of raced gender and sexual ideology for African American women are poverty, 

homelessness, and even death.   

Wilson, Jacobs, and Hopkins suggest that HIV/AIDS and welfare activists and 

African American artists can combat the ongoing marginalization (inside and outside of 

their own communities) and negative depiction of women of African descent with 

appeals to human rights and critiques, through performance and other strategies, of raced 

constructions and discourses of gender and sexuality.  Women of color in postcolonial 

countries also still grapple with the negotiation of the dual statuses of object and subject, 

as part of yet removed from countries and their histories as former colonial subjects and 

potential activists in national movements.  Although the particulars of geography and 

history must not be overlooked, many scholars agree that the experiences of slavery and 

colonialism in America and the Caribbean suggest that postcolonial theory and texts 

                                                 

2 For a more comprehensive discussion of welfare reform in the U.S. see Ellen Bravo’s “What This Nation 
Really Thinks of Motherhood: Welfare Reform.”   
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might further our understanding of African American literatures and experiences and vice 

versa.   

Indeed, texts by the postcolonial Anglophone Caribbean women authors Michelle 

Cliff and Jean Rhys and poet Lorna Goodson often focus on  a female protagonist or 

speaker who is compelled to negotiate the border spaces of empire or (former) colonial 

subject and postcolonial nation – due to migration, revolution, race, gender, or sexuality.  

Homi K. Bhabha and Paul Gilroy offer theorizations, the former’s articulation of 

“mimicry” for example, of performance’s relevance to analyzing the relationships among 

postcolonial subjectivity, modernity, and culture (Bhabha 86).  Their works and those by 

other postcolonial scholars who elaborate upon performance could be used to study the 

political visions and perceptions of Cliff, Rhys, and Goodson.  “Theorizing and 

Performing Socio-Political Representation: Harriet Wilson, Harriet Jacobs, and Pauline 

Hopkins” suggests that a methodology of literary study that marshals various resources 

and draws from multiple disciplines – history, drama, political science, Queer studies, 

Women’s studies, postcolonial theory, and literature – pushes scholars to attend to the 

material, historical, geographic specificities of cultural production, creating a more 

complete, nuanced picture of African Diaspora literature.             
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